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Passport information, consisting of accession identifiers. information on 
origin, location, etc., are of critical importance in the predictive value of 
accessions. However, these data are mostly incomplete for germplasm 
assembled from other centers. The world collection of pigeonpea con-
served at ICRISAT gene bank now consists of J J 034 accessions from 52 
countries (Table ]). From this 3134 accessions have been collected in 
various expeditions carried out by ICRISAT. Complete passport infor-
mation is available for these accessions. The data sheet used in collecting 
field data is included bn page xv. The computer-based catalog has seven 
passport descriptors, the data on which is presented in this catalog. A 
major portion of the world collection has been evaluated and the sum-
mary of data is presented in a companion volume 'ICRlSAT Pigeonpea 
Germplasm Catalog: Evaluation and Analysis'. 
Source of the GermpJasm 
The initial collection obtained by ICRISAT comprises the germplasm 
assembled by the former Regional Pulse Improvement Project (RPIP). a 
joint project of USDA. India, and Iran. When RPIP was phased out in 
1970, sets of this collection remained at the Indian Agricultural Research 
Institute (lAR I), Regional Station at Rajendranagar. near Hyderabad, 
and several agricultural universities in India. In 1973-74 this material was 
sent to ICRISAT from these centers. RPIP had also stored one set at the 
National Seed Storage Laboratory, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA. This 
material was sent to Puerto Rico and then to ICRISAT. Many of the 
accessions in the RPIP collection have died. Data on the precise origin of 
many of the accessions are not available. 
We soon realized that this collection was far from complete. Based on 
the center of diversity, crop statistics and representation in the collection, 
priority areas for collection were identified in consultation with national 
and international pigeonpea scientists and the International Board for 
Plant Genetic Resources (IBPG R). ICRISAT then embarked upon a 
Table I. Numbers of accessions in the world collection of pigeonpea at ICRI· 
SA T by country on I Jan 1988. 
No. of No. of 
Country Accessions Country Accessions 
Antigua 2 Nigeria 43 
Australia i 60 Pakistan 14 
Bangladesh 73 Peoples' Republic 
Barbados 25 of China 1 
Belgium l 2 Peru 5 
Brazil 16 Puerto Rico 7~ 
Burma 6~ Rwanda 5 
Cape Verde 6 Senegal 10 
Colombia 5 Sierra Leone 3 
Dominican Republic 63 South Africa 4 
Ethiopia 14 Sri Lanka 71 
German Democratic St. Kitts-Nevis-
Republic l 2 Anguilla 6 
Ghana 2 St. Lucia 15 
Grenada 15 St. Vincent 22 
Guadeloupe 22 Taiwan 3 
Guyana 28 Tam.ania 221 
India 9OR4 Thailand 17 
Indonesia 12 The Philippines 58 
Italy' 3 Trinidad and Tobago 112 
Jamaica 60 Uganda 
Kenya 316 UKI 3 
Malagasy Republic I USA 3 
Malawi 245 USSR 2 
Martinique 1 Venewe1a )6 
Mexico 2 Zambia 20 
Montserrat 4 Unknown 10 
M07.ambique 10 
Nepal 116 Total 11034 
I. Secondary source; original source not known. 
v 
Table 2. Pi,eonpea accessions from Indian States, 1 January 1988. 
Slate No. of Accessions 






Himachal Pradesh 4 
Karnataka 265 
Kerala 47 
Madhya Pradesh 624 
Maharashlra 628 
MeghaJaya 2 





Tamil Nadu 383 
Uttar Pradesh 2121 
West Bengal 107 




phase of accelerated germplasm assembly. The present status of aeces· 
sions from India is shown in Table 2. In this work, the early efforts of Drs 
L.J.G. van der Maesen (currently at the University of Wageningen, the 
Netherlands) and Anishetty N. Murthi (currently at IBPGR, Rome) 
deserve special mention. 
The wild species related to Cajanus, particularly AtyJosia and other 
members of the subtribe Cajaninac. also received attention. At present we 
have 27 J accessions of 47 species belonging to 6 genera of Cajaninae. 
Passport information on these accessions is given in Table 3, all wild 
species accession numbers arc denoted by 'W' to indicate their wild status 
e.g., ICPW 15. They have been evaluated for possible use in pigeon pea 
improvement and many of them are being utilized. 
Table 3. Puaport information for wild pileonpea species accessions In ICRJSAT lene bank. 
ICPW CoUector/ Other 
No. Species Name Country Province Location Donor No 
I A (I'losia acuti/olia IBS 2300 AUS IBS 
2 A tylosia aeu/i/olia IHS 2419 AUS AT RED FALLS ON LOLWARTH CREEK IDS 
3 .4IJ'ltI.~io uCUli/olio IBS 2461 AUS ROADSIDE S.8 KM EAST OF ALMADEN IDS 
4 Alylo,fiu aewifolia IBS 2474 AlIS LEF-T BANK OF WALSH RIVER AT PICNIC HOLE IBS 
S A Iylosia aeW (,(J/ia IRS 2478 AUS 4.M KM ABOVE LITTLE MULGRAVE RIVER IBS 
6 A ly/oJia aeUl~f()/io 18S 2479 A AUS IBS 
7 Alylosiu uCulifcJ/ia IBS 2623 AlIS IDS 
8 Al,I'losia o('uli/olia IDS 2947 AlIS IRS 
9 AH'/mia Qculifo/io PR 4254 AUS 6 KM FROM ALMANDEN PR EC 130721 
JO AII'los/a acul{foliu NO.1155 AUS 
II Alylosia aCUI!fo/ia CRD 5507 AUS EX. KAKUDU,N.T. CRD 
12 A lylo.l'ia Qcw!folia NT 7521 AUS NORTHERN TERRITORY 16 KM EAST OF MOLlNE,N.T. CRD 
13 A trlosia a/hiram JM 2337 IND KARNATAKA BANNARGHA'ITA NATIONAL PARK,8ANGALORE [JGM 
14 Alylosia alhic'otu .1M 2356 IND ANDHRA PRADESH ROAD TO MICROWAVE STATION,T1RUPATHI UGM 
15 Alylosia alhicans .1M 3023 IND KARNATAKA NANDI HIl.LS !JGM 
16 A 1I'losia alhieam' .1M 3360 IND KARNATAKA 2 KM SOUTH OF DANDlPUR !JGM 
17 Alylosia alhicanJ .1M 3472 IND KERALA 42 KM NORTH Of' MUNAR UGM 
18 A Iy/osia ulhicans .1M 3.5.55 IN£) TAMIL NADU 20 KM FROM KODAIKANAL PATH TO DORMEN UGM 
19 A Iylosia alhican"~ .JM 4023 I.KA 7 KM EAST OF DELMYA/CANDY DISTRICT UGM 
20 A Iylosia alhican.f NKR 138 IND KARNATAKA .5 KM NORTH OF CHIKMAGALUR NKR 
21 A 'y/osla alb;cans NKR 177 IND ANDHRA PRADESH 3 KM EAST OF PADERU NKR 
22 Al)'losia alMeans NKR 180 INO ANDHRA PRADESH Y.RAMAVARAM,ON ROAD TO WEEKLY MARKET NKR 
23 Atylosio olbicuns NKR 185 IND ANOHRA PRADESH 1 KM WEST OF DUMMAKONDA NKR 
24 AIY/O.fiu olbjeans PR 4816 INO TAMIL NADU VALLUTANKALj KANY AKUMARI PR 
2S Aly/osia a/bicans PR S701 IND TAMil NADU D. R. HILLS; NILGJR I PR 
26 Alylos;a alhil'ans PR 5704 IND KARNATAKA 8.R.PEn'A-ELANDUR ROAD PR 
27 Alylosia a/bir:ans PR 5720 IND TAMIL NADU NEAR MAHAWRAGIRI PR 
28 AryICl.r;o rQjanijo/ia JM 2739 INO MADHYA PRADESH BAILADILLA HILL,MALINGAR VALLEY,IBM CAMP L:.JGM 
29 AI.l'/osia cQjani/olia NKR 193 IND ANDHRA PRADESH DHARAWADA,DUMMAKONOA RESERVE FOREST NKR 
30 Alylos;a cQjanijolia PH 4868 tNT> MADHY A PRADESH OLD IBM CAMP,BIl.ADllLA/BASTAR PR 
31 Alylo,fia cajani/olio PR 4876 .ND ORISSA ARANG RESERVE FOREST.3 .... KM FROM AITPUR PR 
32 A 1.1'/0310 g~nsis JM 3S01 INO KERAlA THEKKADt,NEAR ARANY ANIV AS HOTEL UGM 
II Aly/03;O l(l'tmdljo/ia PR 4221 AUS 2 KM, GREENVALE TOWARDS CHARTERS TOWERS PR 
34 Alylosia gl'andijo/iQ PR 4256 AUS JUMP-UP,NEAR MAREBA PR A 70 
3S AtylQI'a gl'tllld(fo/ia EC 1221S9 AUS 
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Table 3. Continued 
ICPW Collector! Other 
No. Species Name Country Province Location Donor No 
36 AIY/Olia Irtmdifolio ECI24130 PNG 
37 AlyIoIUl "andifolltl EC 124363 PNG 
38 AIy/oIU, lanuoltlla EC 137220 AUS NORTHERN TERRITORY NORTH KIMBERLY CQ 1619 
39 AIY/Olia I4liJepald EC 137219 AUS CQ 1618 
.co Aly/olia Itnrtlltl JM 2639 IND KARNATAKA K.R.HILLS STN .. 2-1 KM FROM KEMMANNAGUNDJ UGM 
41 AIY/Olia 1IltHia JM 3366 IND TAMIL NAOU NAOUGANI-OEVALA ROAO,NILGIRI UGM 
42 AlylolUl lineala NKR 76 INO KARNATAKA 16 KM TO ANS NKR 
43 AIY/Olia /;neolo NKR 81 IND KARNATAKA 11.5 KM TO YELLAPUR NKR 
44 AIY/Olia lineala NKR 94 INO KARNATAKA 18 KM SOUTH OF SIRSJ NKR 
45 AI)'/O$/a Jineala NKR 126 INO KARNATAKA II KM WEST OF JAYAPUR/CHrKMAGALUR NKR 
46 Aly/olia lineola NKR 150 IND KARNATAKA 2 KM TO DATTATREYAPET,BABABUDAN HILLS NKR 
47 Aly/osia lineola PR 5226 IND KERALA MUKKAL.I/ PALGHAT PR 
48 Aly/osia linea/a PR 5227 IND KERALA SILENT V ALLEY I PALGHAT PR 
49 Alylolia "neola Uk COLL. IND MAHARASHTRA UR ICP 7469 
SO AIY/Olia msrmoralQ EC 121072 AUS 
SI AlyJolUl mGrmorala EC 122160 AUS CQ923 
52 Aty/osu, mol/is JM 2943 INO HIMACHAL PRADESH 3 KM TO DARAGHAT UGM 
53 Aty/oI;a mol/iJ JM 4311 IND U'IT AR PRADESH 7 KM OF SAYANA CHATHI/UTI'ARKASHJ UGM 
54 AIY/Olia mol/il JM 4320 INO urr AR PRADESH 2.5 KM EAST OF BRAHMAKAL UGM 
55 Aly/ol;a molJiJ JM 4322 IND UITAR PRADESH ROAD TO KtJTELI OEVI TEMPLE WGM 
56 Aly/osla mollis JM 4331 INO UrrAR PRADESH 32 KM WEST OF SRINAGAR UGM 
57 AIY/OIUz mol/il JM 4389 INO urr AR PRADESH GEODWA,I23 KM NORTH OF ALMORA UGM 
58 AIY/Olia monis JM 4396 INO UTTAR PRADESH S6 KM NORTH OF ALMORA,I2 KM TO BAJNATH UGM 
59 Aly/osia moJ/js JM 4409 IND urr AR PRADESH 9 KM SOUTH OF ALMORA UGM 
60 AIY/OM plalycarpo JM 2873 INO HIMACHAL PRADESH BHARWAIN LJGM 
61 AIY/OIUl plalycarpo JM 2989 IND un'AR PRADESH 4-5 KM TO SAHASRADHARA UGM 
62 Aty/asia plalycar/HI JM 3310 IND UTI'AR PRADESH BHU CAMPUS,VARANASI UOM 
63 Aly/os;a pJotycarpa JM 4297 INO UTT AR PRADESH 3 KM SOUTH OF KALSI LJGM 
64 AIY/oslo pioly('arpa JM 4350 INO UTT AR PRADESH 2J KM NORTH OF PAURJ/GARHWAL UGM 
65 AIY/OI", pJolycarp;z PR 4.550-1 IND MAHARASHTRA KHIRODA/ JALGAON PR 
66 Aly/o'itl p.'ycarptl PR 4557 IND MAHARASHTRA PALASNER/DHARGON PR 
67 AIY/OIUz plDl)'Carpo PR 4572 IND MAHARASHTRA SHASADA-DHAOGAON,25 KM TO DHULIA PR 
68 Aly/asia plillycarpa UR COLL. IND urr AR PRADESH UR 
69 Aly/osia piol.'lCarpo SOLMON COLL. IND MAHARASHTRA THANA DISTRICT 
70 Alyloslil plal)'Carpa KOSBAD COLL. IND MAHARASHTRA KOSBAD HILLS 
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71 A Iylosia plalycarpo W 4351 IND HIMACHAL PRADESH KLJLlJ 
72 A lyJosia plalycarpa NO.222 IND PUNJAR CHANDJGARH 
73 AlyJosia pluriflora IRS 2393 AUS TOP OF Ml.STUART OVERLOOKING TOWNSVILLE IRS 
74 Alylu.l·ia relimlala IBS 2156 AUS 4 KM S.OF IRVINE BANK ON MT.MISERY ROAD 18S 
75 Alylo.l·ia reliculala IBS 2443 AUS 14.6 KM UP T1NAROO CREEK ROAD IBS 
76 Alylmio reliculala IBS 2458 AUS 3.4 KM WEST OF ALMADEU IRS 
77 All'los/o rugOJa JM 4033 LKA 15 KM FROM MAHIYANGANA LJGM EC 135476 
78 A (dosia rugo.fa .1M 4167 LKA 1 KM SOUTH OF HAKGALA LJGM 
79 A Iylosia rugo.I·O .1M 4180 LKA HAPUTALE TO BANDARAVELA M.9/4 LJGM 
80 A lyIO.fl(J rugo.f(J PR .5710 IND TAMIL NADU YURCAND.NEAR NATIONAL ORCHARIUM/SALEM PR 
81 Alylosia rugOj'Q JM 4179 LKA HAPlJTALE TO BANDARAWELA/BADllLLA LJGM EC 135473 
82 Arylosia .~('arahafoic/es .1M 1965 INO MAHARASHTRA MULSI LAKE,WEST OF POONA LJGM 
83 Alylo,fia ,H'orahaf'oic/e,t JM 1967 IND MAHARASHTRA 3 KM FROM POND LJGM 
84 Alylusio ,fcoraha(!oidf's JM 19R5 IND BIHAR 16 KM TO KANDARA(BT.KUNDARA AND KUNTHI) UGM 
85 A ,ylosia scarahat'o/des .1M 19H!! IND ORISSA 58 KM SOUTH OF ROlJRKELA(PANPOSH) LJGM 
116 A Iylosla .H,'orabaeoides JM 2289 INO KARNATAKA HERBAL CAMPUS,BANGALORE LlGM 
87 A lylo,HtJ scaraha(!o;de.\' JM 2323 IND TAMIL NADl1 TANNIPANGAL,25 KM TO COIMRATORE UGM 
88 A Iylosia scarahoeoidt's JM 2367 IND ANDHRA PRADESH SRJSAILAM DAM SITE/ KURNOOL DISTRICT UGM 
89 A 'ylosia scarabat'oidt'.f JM 2865 IND HIMACHAL PRADESH 7 KM TO BHARWIN LJGM 
90 Arylo.fia .fl'urabaeoidf's JM 2881 IND HIMACHAL PRADESH 59 KM TO DALHOUSIE LJGM 
91 A ry/osia scarabatoidt's JM 2939 IND PUNJAB 8 KM TO MANDl UOM 
92 Alylosia .fcorahat'oidl's JM 2958 IND HIMACHAL PRADESH 9 KM TO KASAULJ UGM 
93 Alylosia sC(Jraba(!oide.f JM 4062 LKA MIHJTALA, EAST OF ANURA1>HAPURA LJGM 
94 A ,ylosia scarahal'oide,I' JM 4147 LKA GALKHEDA EAST OF MAHIYANGANA/ RADULLA UGM 
95 AIJ'llIsia scorohal'oidl's JM 4221 BUR MAYMYO !.JGM 
96 A Iylosio salrahQt!oidl'.f JM 4296 IND UTfAR PRADESH 3 K M SOUTH OF KALSI ON KALSI ROAD UGM 
97 Alylo.flo searobal'oides JM 4337 IND urr AR PRADESH 23.5 KM N OF PAlJRI ROAD FROM SRINAGAR I.JGM 
98 A Iyl().fla sCQrohal'oidC'J' JM 4359 IND UTI AR PRADESH 19 KM EAST OF SRINAGAR LJGM 
99 Aly/osiQ scarahQeoidl's JM 4381 IND UTTAR PRADESH 17 KM FROM NARAYANBAGARjCHAMOU UGM 
100 Alylosia scarabal'oidl's JM 4382 IND UTI AR PRADESH 17 KM FROM NARAYANBAGAR/CHAMOI.l UGM 
/01 Aly/o.~'a scarohal'oidC'.f JM 4880 IND WEST BENGAL COOCHRIHAR LJGM 
102 AlylosiQ scarobot'Oides JM 4893 IND WEST BENGAL SONAPUR CHOW PATH LJGM 
103 AlyJosio scarohaeoidl's .1M 4989 IND BIHAR 2 KM EAST OF HUNDRU FALLS UGM 
104 Al,I'losia scarobal'oidl'.f JM 5012 IND BIHAR NETARHAT UGM 
/05 A Iylo.ria .tcarahQl'oidt!s JM 5040 IND BIHAR 8 KM EAST OF PANHI UGM 
Continued 
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106 Aly/o.da scaf"bQ,.o;d~.f JM 5054 IND BIHAR 10·IS KM SOUTH OF HARASI BAGH LJGM 
107 AI,v/osio sCQfah«oiJf's JM '056 IND BIHAR CANARY HIU.S,HARASI BAGH LJGM 
108 A I,)'/osio SCQrahMu/drs JM 5076 IND BIHAR TABO HILLS.SOUTH OF RANCH I I..JGM 
109 Aly/osia JCQraharQiti~s NKR 112 IND KARNATAKA IJ KM NORTH OF SHIMOGA NKR 
110 Aty/osia sC'Qrabaroities NKR 1911 JND ANDHRA PRADESH NULAKAMADDI,5 KM TO Y.~AMAVARAM NKR 
III A IY/OS;" s('arab(lf'oitirs PR 4516 IND MAHARASHTRA GARKHEDA/JALGAON PR 
112 Aly/o.fla .vCQfllboroidrJ PR 4562 INO MAHARASHTRA PALESNER/KHARGON PR 
113 Alylo.fia st:tlroh«oidt's PR 4708 IND ASSAM BALDANGA/NOWGANG PH. 
114 AIY/osUz scarahoroidps PR 4709 INO ASSAM BAMtlN1GAON.2 KM TO BOKO/KAMRUP PR 
115 AI.vlosia ~'caraba,.o/df's PR 4739 INO ASSAM MANAS.KANAMAKRA RIVER BANK PR 
116 Aly/osia sC'orahQf!oitit's PR 4771 INO SIKKIM BADIKHOLA,.I0RTHUNG ROAD PR 
/17 A (v/osill _f('(Ir"ha,oitir.f PR 4814 IND TAMIL NADll I KM TO VALLUVANKAL/KANYAKUMARI PR 
liS A ,y/Mia st:tlrllhoroidf:'S PR 4879 A IND ORISSA KUMBHIRAPADA/GANJAM PR 
119 Aly/mlill SCllrllbot'lJIat's PR 5317 PHI. NUEVA VIZEAYA 15 KM SOUTH OF DUPEX DEL SUR PR 
120 Aly/o!lia SC'lIrubMoid,.s PR 5324 PHL RIZAL SAN ISODO ,ON WAY TO MARCOS ROAD PR 
121 A ,,vlo.fia J"araba~(}idt',f PR 5706 INO KARNATAKA B.R.PETI'A·ELANDUR ROAD.JO KM/MYSORE PR 
122 Alylusia sC'araha~olcJe.f PR 5736 IND TAMiL NADU TOP SANGA1TAPATTY /THIRUCHIRAPALLI PR 
123 A Iylos/a "(,QrQhat'(}id~s RPSP 458 INO UTTAR PRADESH CHANDRAPRA8HA SANCTUARY I MIRZAPUR RPSP 
124 A If/osia s('arllblNoitirs RPSP 827 INO urfAR PRADESH RPSP 
125 Alylosill st:tlrahaeoidt's ANM 557 INO TAMIL NADU ANM 
126 At.vlo$;Q $cQrahatoidn CSS 59 INO ORISSA 9 KM FROM ANANDPUR ON STATE HIGHWAY II CSS 
127 Aly/Q,fia St:tlrabMOldes UR COlL. IND LJR 
128 A I }'/mia .scaraboroidt's RJW COLL. RJW 
129 Alylosia St'arah«oides HAYATNAGAR COll. INO ANDHRA PRADESH 
130 A tylosia s('arablWoidrs JANGALAPAlll COLl. IND ANDHRA PRADESH 
131 A tY/OSHl .,,,arabatm;des SITE COLl.., IND ANDHRA PRADESH ICRISAT CAMPUS,PATANCHERtJ 
132 Aly/osio scurllbfNoitie,f ARKS 12347 IND ORISSA MAYURBHANJ DlSTRICT 
133 Alylol'ia s('afabaro/drs EC 121206 AUS NORTHERN TERRITORY NT.25 10 
134 A1Y/O.fia scarabtW();df'.f EC 121207 AUS NORTHERN TERRITORY NT.2496 
135 A IylosiD scarahiHoities EC 122342 FJI 
136 A ,yloJia !lC'IIra/)aeo/dc>s EC 122344 FJI 
137 A Iylosia .fcarabQc>oidt's IW 3339 JND 
138 A Iylosia scar llbaeoidt.f IW 4353 IND 
139 A Iyla.fia scafllhQlloitie.f NO. 3463 IND GUJARAT RAJENDRANAGAR 
140 Aly/oJ/a sC'IIrahlWoides IFAN DAKAR COlL. 
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141 A, ylosia scaTab«oldes IBS 2458-1 AUS IBS 
142 Atylosia scaTabal!oidts IBS 2573/ A AllS IBS Q 17459 
143 A ty/o.ria scoTabal!oidl!.~ NT 2496 AUS NORTHERN TERRITORY 
144 A()J/osia scarabaeoides NT 2510 AUS NORTHERN TERRITORY 
14S A ,ylosia scarahaeoide.~ RSW 2 IND MAHARASHTRA VY ALA/ AKOLA RSW 
146 Aty/oJ'ia scaTaboeoidt's RSB 109 IND MADHYA PRADESH KEMIKALA/CHHDWARA RSB 
147 A tylosia scarahaeoidts RSB 161 IND MADHYA PRADESH ROYALA/CHATARPUR RSB 
148 A, y/osia scarabaf!oidel' RJ 197 IND MADHYA PRADESH K H ANAl Y A/ JABALPU R RJ 
149 Atylosia scarabaeoide.~ KLM 224 ION 12 KM,POSOTO TO SOUSU/CENTRAl. SULAMESI KLM 
150 Atylosia scarabaf'oidts KLM 691 IDN 13 KM,KEFAMENANU-WINI/T1MOR ISLAND KLM 
151 A ty/osia scarabaeoides KLM 736 IDN 18 KM,CAMPLONG~8A8AU-OEKA8ITI KLM 
152 Alylo.ria scarabaf!oide.\' KLM 742 ION 7 KM,8AA·BETUTUA·ROTE ISLAND KLM 
153 A ty/osia l'carahaf!oidf!s KLM 750 IDN 7 KM.BETUTlJA-ROTE BHARAT DAYA KLM 
154 A ty/o.~ia l'carobaf!uidt's KLM 772 ION 35 KM.BAA·OLAFUUHAA ROTE ISLAND KLM 
ISS A ty/o.fia l'carahaeoidt'J KLM 786 JDN BAA AIRPORT,ROTE,N1T KLM 
156 A ty/osia .fcarabaeoides KLM 811 IDN 71 KM,KUPANG-BUSA/TIMOR ISLAND KLM 
157 Aty/osia .rcarabaf!oide.f KLM 819 JON 10 KM,KUPANG-TAPLALONG/TIMOR ISLAND KLM 
158 AtY/Mla scarabaeoides KLM 831 ION 19 KM,MAUMERE-BORN FLORES ISLAND 
IS9 Aty/osia stricea JM 1961 IND MAHARASHTRA MALSI LAKE,WEST OF POONA UGM ICP 7463 
160 A tv/osia sericea PR 4679 IND MAHARASHTRA 2 KM FROM KHANDAl.A TO LONAVLA PR 
161 Aty(us;a sericea L1R COlL.. IND WEST BENGAL IlT,KHARAGPUR UR ICP 7470 
162 Atylusia sf!ricea EC 121208 AUS NORTHERN TERRITORY NT .3409 
163 A t,vlosia trint'rvia JM 4176 LKA OHIYA TO BORALANDA UGM 
164 Atylosia trinervia JM 4168 lKA I KM SOUTH OF HAKGALA UGM 
16~ Atylo.ria trinervia PR ~248 INJ) TAMIL NADU DODABETT A/ NI LGI RI PR 
166 Aty/ol'ja vo/ubi/i.)' JM 1984 IND BIHAR NEAR HUNDRU FALLS.17 KM FROM N.E.RANCHI UGM 
167 A tylusia yo/ubi/is JM 4208 BUR EAST HILLSLOPE ABOVE TAUNGGYI UGM 
168 Atylosio yo/ubi/is JM 4220 BUR 10 KM WEST OF MAYMYO LJGM 
169 Atylosiu volubili.r NKR 73 IN!) KARNATAKA 2 KM OFF SUPA NKR 
170 Atylosia vo/ubi/is NKR 1~4 IND ANDHRA PRADESH 6 KM OFF PADERU ROAD TO PEDAPAYALA NKR 
171 Atylo.ria v{/Iuhilis NKR IS7 IND ANDHRA PRADESH SlRSIPALU.2S KM WEST OF PADERU NKR 
172 Aly/osia volubilis NKR 184 IND ANDHRA PRADESH DUMMAKONDA RESERVE FOREST NKR 
173 Al,v/osia volubJlil' NKR 187 IND ANDHRA PRADESH DHARAWADA,U KM WEST OF Y.RAMAVARAM NKR 
174 AIY/os;o volubilis PR 4877 IND ORISSA ARANG RESERVE FOREST/PURl PR 
175 Alylosio volubllis RPSP 685 IND PUNJAB 12 KM NE OF CHAKKI/GLJRDASHPUR RPSP 
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17{) Dunbar/a !errurinea JM 2312 INO TAMIL NAOlJ S KM TO KlJNOAH/OOTY LJGM 
177 DunbtlriD !~rNllt;nra JM 2317 INO TAMIL NAOlJ 9 KM TO KOTAGIRI/OOTY UGM 
178 Dunbar;a !erT1l{finea JM 2336 INO TAMIL NADU 20 KM TO MUNAR UGM 
179 Dwnbaria jerrugifVQ PR 4025 IND MAHARASHTRA PR 
ISO Dunbar/a j"rugi",Q PR COLL. PR 
181 Dunbar;1I J('rnl/l;n~Q PR ~709 IND TAMIL NAOlJ DlMBlJM/NILGIRI PR 
182 Dunbar/Q j,rrug/nro PR 5737 INO TAMIL NADU TOP SANGAPATTY/THIRl1CHIRAPALU PR 
183 Dunbarill hey,.; JM 3499 INO KERALA 10 KM WEST OF KUMUU/UDJPI UGM 
184 Durrbar/Q hey",i NKR 75 INO KARNATAKA 6 KM TO KlJMBARWAO NKR 
ISS Dunbaria h,YMi PR4844 INO KERALA VANDIPERIYAR-KlJMlJL! 10 KM/IDUKKI PR 
186 Dunbaria he yrwl PR 48~3 INO KERALA KlJMULJ-PIRMED 10 KM/IDUKKI PR 
187 Durrbaria heyne; PR 4863 IND TAMIL NAOU SALEM-YERCAllD.13 KM;SALEM PR 
188 JEriosen1a l/or.n~ratUn1 A.SOW COLL. SEN NIKOLA COBA BADI-NIAKOLA-KOBA 
189 £riosen1a psora/eoides EC 138815 AUS 
190 JEriOlt'n10 psoraJeoid".f EC 138816 AUS 
191 FWn1ingiD brac/eolll PR 6611 TIO PORT-OF·SPAIN PR 
192 Flemingia brae/eala kLM 112S ION 5 KM DOMPU-BIMA,NT8 kLM 
193 FlemingiD mllcrophy/Ja JM 4305 INO UTTAR PRADESH 12 kM S OF SUYANA CHATTI/UTTARKASHI UGM 
194 FJemingia maC'FophyJJa JM 4411 INO UTT AR PRADESH 48 KM ALMORA/NAINITAL UGM 
195 Flemingia n1acrophylla JM 5083 INO BIHAR IS KM SOUTH OF RANCHI/SINGBHUM LJGM 
196 FJ~mingi" n1oCFophy/Ja PR 4734 INO ASSAM MANAS RESERVE/GOPALPARA PR 
197 FJemingia n1acrOlJhylla PR 4869 IND MADHYA PRADESH OLD IBM CAMP.BILADILLA/ BASTAR PR 
198 F"mingia macrophylla RPSP 805 INO UTTAR PRADESH RPSP 
199 Flnningia IIQrul JM 4412 IND UTTAR PRADESH 48 KM SOUTH OF ALMORA/NAINITAL UGM 
200 Fkmingill panJcum/a JM 4223 BUR 32 kM MANDALAY TO MAYMYO UGM 
201 Fleming;a st'n1iaJala JM 2926 IND HIMACHAL PRADESH 7.5 KM TO MANDl FROM JOGINDERNAOAR LJGM 
202 Fkmingia slrleta NKR 186 IND ANOHRA PRADESH NULAKAMADDI TO DHARAWADA NKR 
203 Flen1ingia strobili/era NKR 183 IND ANOHRA PRADESH DUMMAKONDA RESERVE FOREST NKR 
204 Fkmingia strobilff~ra PR 4664 IND MAHARASHTRA KOSABAD INSTITUTE/THANA PR 
20S F/emingill strob/li/era KLM 432 ION 109 KM FROM KAFAMENANlI kLM 
206 PfJ'oCQ~Vx JcarioJo NKR 181 IND ANDHRA PRADESH Y.RAMAVARAM TO WEEKLY MARKET NKR 
207 ParacQ~vx SCQriosa PR 4026 IND MAHARASHTRA PR 
208 Rhynchruia QUreQ RPSP 457 JND UTTAR PRADESH RPSP 
209 Rhyrrchosla au reo ess 31 IND ANDHRA PRADESH 25.4 KM TO SUR Y APET ess 
210 Rhy"chosla aurra SITE COll. INO ANDHRA PRADESH ICRlSAT CAMPllS.PATANCHERlJ LJGM 
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211 Rhynchosia Qurea DSKBS COLL. IN!) DSKBS 
212 Rhyncho.fia (lureu BENIWAL COIL IND ANDHRA PRADESH MUNGALA ALLAMPllRiMAHBOOBNAGAR 
213 Rhync'hosia (lurea EC 145092 TZA MPAUGA1£NA/MTWARA PR W-S 
214 Rhynchosia brac/t'(1/(1 .1M 3952 IND ANDHRA PRADESH NEAR MAHANANDI UGM 
215 Rhynchosia brae/i'u/a .1M 4219 BUR 16 KM EAST Of MANDALAV UGM 
216 Rhynchosia hrac/t'a/a I~R 4547 INl> MAHARASHTRA PAtIJAl.GAON PR 
217 Rhynchosia cana .1M 3556 IND TAMIL NADlJ 20 KM FROM KODAIKANAL UGM 
218 Rh.'nchosia ('una PR 5700 IND TAMIL NADU B.R.HIl.tSI NllGIRI PR 
219 Rhynchosia ('una PR 5705 IND KARNATAKA B.R.PETTA-ELANDUR ROAD 10 KM/NILGIRI PR 
220 Rh),nchosia cona PR 5707 IND KARNATAKA B.R,PETTA-ELANDUR 13 KM/NILGIRI PR 
221 Rhynchosia runa PR 5708 IND TAMil NADtJ DlMBlJMiNILGIRI PR 
222 Rhyncho,f;a ryanwsperma .I M 30M7 IND KERALA BEYOND KUMALI ON ROAD TO MADURAI LJGM 
223 RhyncllUsia cyamosperma 7:)]16 ZAF 
224 Rhl'ncilOsia den.fil1ora '/M 3438 IND TAMIL NADlJ ANNAMALAI HILLS LJGM 
225 Rhvnchosia defJ.l'!/lora 1M 3340 IND KARNATAKA 5 KM NORTH OF BANDIPUR LJGM 
226 Rhynchosia dt'mif/ura 72090 ZAF EC 138835 
227 Rhynchosia dmsil1oro 75315 ZAF EC 138836 
228 Rhyncho.fia ./ihi)('s JM 3096 IND KERALA 3 KM WEST OF KODANAND VIEW POINT/PALGHAT LJGM 
229 Rhym'ho.fia /ilipes .JM 3534 INIl TAMIL NADU KODAIKANAL-VILPATTY ROAD LJGM 
230 Rhym'hosia Mynt'i .1M 2361 IN!> ANDHRA PRADESH ROAD TO MICROWAVE STATION,TlRUMALAl LJGM 
231 Rh.l'1Icho,fUl ;,ima/emil JM 4375 IND IJlTAR PRADESH 5 KM NORTH OF JOSHIMATH/CHAMOU LJGM 
232 RhJ'fJ('ho.\'io llirta NKR 108 INIJ KARNATAKA 56 KM NORTH OF SHIMOGA NKR 
23.1 Rhynchosiu Mrta NKR 143 IND KARNATAKA 12 KM NORTH OF CHICKMAGALUR NKR 
234 Rh.l'ndlO.~ia hirta SITE COIL IND ANDH RA PRADESH ICRISAT CAMPllS,PATANC'HI:RU 
235 Rhyncho.lia minima KLM 1030 fDN 47 KM,MATARAM-KUTA.LOMBOK ISLAND KLM 
236 Rhym'hoJio minima KLM 897 IDN 14 KM.ENI>E·NANGARORO/FLORES ISLAND KLM 
2.17 Rl1.I'n('hosia minima .1M 2!!55 IND NEW DELHI UGM 
2.18 Rhynchosia minima JM 4381 IND UTT AR PRADESH 17 KM WEST OF NARAYAN HAZAR UGM 
239 Rhyncho.~ia minima CSS 17-1 INO ANDHRA PRADESH CSS 
240 Rhynt'ho.~ia minima 70160 ZAF 
241 Rhynchosia minima 72164 ZAF 
242 Rhyncho.fia minima 72354 ZAF 
243 Rh.l'nrh()sia minima KLM 373 IDN 10 KM FROM BATlJPUTEH TOWARDS PANITE KLM 
244 Rhyncho.~io minima KLM 410 IDN 5 KM FROM KEFAMANANU TOWARDS KAEHABU KLM 
245 Rhym'hosia minima KLM 473 IlJN 18 KM KLJPANG-BATAKTE/TIMOR KLM 
Conlinued 
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246 RhynC'hoJitl minima KLM 495 ION 14 KM FROM MELOLO TOWARDS KANAGGAR/SUMBA KLM 
247 RhynC'hosia minima KLM 602 ION 24 KM SURABAYA-SUMARANG/JAVA ISLAND KLM 
248 RhynchoJKl minima KLM 605 IDN 28 KM SURUBAYA-SUMARANG/JAVA ISLAND KLM 
249 Rhyncho&kl minima KLMI066 IDN 35 KM,SUMBAWA BISAR-HTAN,NTB KLM 
250 RhynchoJitI rolhU JM 3364 IND TAMIL NADU 25 KM SOUTH OF GUNDULPET LJGM 
251 Rhynchruia rolhii JM 3410 IND TAMIL NADlJ ANNAAMALAI WILDLIFE SANCTUARY LJGM 
252 Rhynchosia rOlhll JM 3912 IND GUJARAT ROAD TO KANKAI UGM 
253 RhynchoJitl rOlhU JM 3991 IND ANDHRA PRADESH 43 KM FROM SRISAII.AM TO MANNANUR LJGM 
254 RhynC'/tositl rothi; 1M 4371 IND urr AR PRADSEH II KM FROM JOSHIMATH/CHAMOLI LJOM 
255 RhynC'hoJiu roth;; PR 4075 IND GUJARAT PIMPRI PR 
2S6 Rhynchosia rolhli PR 4547 IND MAHARASHTRA PAL;JALGAON PR 
257 Rh"nchosju rOlhU PR 4S67 IND MAHARASHTRA CHOPALA-SHIPUR,8 KM/ DHULIA PR 
258 Rhyncholia rOlhii PR 5703 IND TAMIL NADU 3 KM NORTH OF ARAYAPALAYAM/NILGIRI PR 
259 Rhyncholia rOlhll PR 5745 IND TAMIL NADU ctJDDALORE,NEAR CENTRAL PRISON/S.ARCOT PR 
260 Rhynt'hruitl ru/t'sCf'ns JM 1977 IND MAHARASHTRA 5 KM FROM PURANDHAR/ POONA UGM 
261 Rhynchosiu ru/esct'm JM 2291 IND KARNATAKA CHAMUNDI HILL LJOM 
262 Rhy"chruia ru/eJcem JM 2.366 INO ANDHRA PRADESH 6 KM TO SRISAI LAM LJGM 
263 RhyltChotitl ru/escens 1M 3534 IND TAMIL NADU KODAIKANAL-VILPATfY ROAD LJGM 
264 Rhyncholitl ru/eleens PR 4867 IND TAMIL NADU YERCAUD BAUXITE MINE/SALEM PR 
265 RhynNtosia .fUQ'Hoirns JM 3312 IND ANDHRA PRADESH BANJARA HILLS/ HYDERABAD LJGM 
266 RhYlJl.'hosia suawo"ns GUNASEKHAR rolL. IND ANDHRA PRADESH VISAKHAPATNAM CITY 
267 RhynC'hosia suh/obala EC 138837 ZAF 77110 
268 Rhynchositl sublohallt Ee 138838 ZAF 79120 
269 Rhyrwhosia wnulosa EC 138834 ZAF 70161 
270 Rhynchrulll vueido EC 121204 AUS 
271 Rhynt:hositl VUt'OSIl JM 4OS8 LKA MAHA ILLUPPALLAMA/ANURADHAPURA WGM 
I. - = Unknown. 
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., ICRISAT - GENETIC RESOURCES UNIT - COLLECTION DATA 
2. ICRISAT Accession No. 1, Collection number 
3. Crop species 
_. __ .... _----_ .. _-_. _ .... -, -.. "., ... " .. " --'--- ---" .... _-_ .... , 
4, Collector(s) 5. Date 19 . _____ .. __ ....... "", .. , ....... _ ...... _,. __ _ 
6. Country _~ ___ ._. 7. State 8. District 
9. Village 10. Precise locality 
11. Altitude _. m 12. Latilude 13, Longitude 
14, Soil & topography . ___ __ ,, ___ ~_._._ .. , .. _ ... _______ .. ,,_._, ,,, .. , , . .." ............ ______ ,,_ ..... _. 
15. Precipitation: < 450 mm : ,: J 451 -650 mm IJ 651 -900 mm 
16. Sample source: Field Threshing Floor Store Market !:."] Institution [~] 
17. Local name ~__ 18, Type/Race etc: -----_. __ ... _--- -- .. " ... ,,_ .. 
19. Ethnic Group .. _______ . 20. Donor's name ' __ '~"_' 
Donor's source: Own r--j Local rJ 
21. Cultural practices: Rainfed [''''1 Irrigated [] 
Market 
Flooded 




22. Planting date '._._,_. ___ .. _____ .. _. 23. Harvesting date __ ~_,. ____ , ......... _ .. " ... _. ___ .. __ .. _~ _____ ,_" ... " ........ " , ..... _ 
24. Associated crop: Sale ["'r Mixed [~= with 
25. Population variability: Uniform [.J Low [-1 Medium High 
26. Diseases . ____ ."......... ." ........ _,_._. _____ ._ .----.-
27. Insects __ ,_", ___ " 
28. Agronomic score: Poor Average Good Very good 
29. Remarks _,_, ,..----'''_ .. --- ".,,", , .. ,-.. -.~-,-,,- -----, 




The descriptors are listed and explained below with their computer codes 
in parentheses. The numbers for each descriptor correspond to the 
column heads ofthe tabular passport information that starts on page I. 
1. ICRISAT pileonpea accession number [ICP] 
A unique identifier for each accession is assigned by the ICRISAT gene 
bank when an accession is registered. The accession number is preceded 
by the letters ICP. Once assigned. this number will never be reassigned to 
another accession. When an entry is lost. its assigned number is not 
reused. 
Selections within accessions on the basis of seed color were indicated 
with a dash: e.g., lCP J 234-2. Many of these were discontinued when they 

























Cross or Culture 
Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu, India) 
Central Provinces 
Economic Botanist 
Exotic collection, sources outside India, Division of Plant Introd-
uction,lARl, (now Nationa18ureau of Plant Genetic Resources) 
Hisar (Raryana. India) 
































High yielding (Hyderabad) 
Himachal Pradesh Arhar 
Introduction. source within India, Division of Plant Introduction. 
JAR I. (now National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources) 
Indigenous collection 
Jabalpur Arhar 
JabaJpur Arhar Mutant 
Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh, India) 
Kanpur Wilt Resistant 
Ludhiana (Punjab. India) 
Lam Red Gram (Andhra Pradesh, India) 
Madras Selection 
Niphad (Maharashtra, India) 
New Pusa (IARI) 
New Pusa Wilt Resistant 
Regional Pulse 1 mprovement Programme (R PIP) 
Peddapuram (Andhra Pradesh, India) 
Pusa selection (JAR l) 
Public Law 480 Scheme Arhar collection 
Pantnagar (Uttar Pradesh, India) 
Red gram 
Selection 
Salem Arhar (Tamil Nadu, India) 
Sangareddy Tur (Andhra Pradesh, India) 
Type, breeding products from Kanpur ({Juar Pradesh, India) 
Tur Thogari (Karnalaica, India) 
Uganda collection 
University of Queensland, Australia 
University of West Indies, Trinidad 
Uttar Pradesh Arhar Selection 
West Bengal, India 
I. Wedo not kflOW the meaning ofthc codes AH, ce, Dl, os. DT, E, 0, OM. OT, GDM,IP. 
KT, M. MF, ML, MHS. NE. NT. NJ>C. NPSL. PT, PBN. PTB, PTBS, R. SN, SPT, TM, 
Tn O. TMr. TMDT. USAD, WMA. Any persons who can provide informalion on any oi 
these codes are kindly requested to inform us at ICRISAT. 
2. Accession name [N AME] 
The accession name is the cultivar name or pedigree or code identifying 
the cultivar given by the donor or institute which developed the line. 
3. Country of origin [COUNTRY] 
This describes the country of origin of accession, not of the dispatcher. 
4. Province of origin [PROVINCE] 
The province of origin of accession is normally the name of the largest 
administrative sub-division of the country. For example, in India the 
states are referred to in this descriptor. 
5. Location of origin LLOCATIONl 
This is the precise location of origin, village or place! district from which 
the accession originated. For some, the pedigree name involves the 
location. However, for most of the assembled germplasm this is not 
known. This information is available for all the accessions collected by 
lCRISAT expeditions. 
6. Other designation [OTHER] 
This may be the original number assigned by the collector, usually 
prefixed by initials. It can also be a number given by a donor or institute. 
Code Country Code Country 
ATG Antigua MDG Malagasy Republic 
AlJS Australia MEX Mexico 
BEL Belgium MOZ M07.ambique 
BGD Bangladesh MSR Montserrat 
BRA Brazil MTQ Martinique 
BRB Barbados MWI Malawi 
BUR Burma NGA Nigeria 
CHN China NPL Nepal 
COL Colombia PAK Pakistan 
CPV Cape Verde PER Peru 
DDR German Democratic PHI. The Philippines 
Republic PNG Papua New Guinea 
nOM Dominican Republic PRJ Puerto Rico 
ETH Ethiopia RWA Rwanda 
FJI Fiji SEN Senegal 
GBR United Kingdom SLE Sierra Leone 
GHA Ghana SlJN lJ nion of Soviet 
GLP Guadeluupe Socialist Repuhlics 
GRD Grenada THA Thailand 
GOY Guyana rro Trinidad and Tohago 
ION Indonesia TWN Taiwan 
IND India TZA Tanzania 
ITA Italy UGA Uganda 
JAM Jamaica USA United States of America 
KEN Kenya vcr St. Vincent 
KNA St. Kitts-Nevis- VEN Venezuela 
Anguilla ZAF South Africa 
LCA St. Lucia 2MB Zambia 
LKA Sri Lanka 
7. Other collection [OTHERNR] 
This refers to any other identification number or name in other collec-
tions for the accession (not the collector's number). For breeding mate-


































Allam Agricultural University, Jorhat, India 
A. Bannerot, France 
A.K. Auckland (lCRISAT, now Asian Development Bank) 
Punjabrao Krishi Vidyapeeth, Akola, Mabarashtra, India 
A.K. Senanaya~e, Plant introduction and Quarantine Officer, Sri 
Lanka 
Arid lands Asricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation) 
Beirut, Lebanon 
IARI RcaionaJ Station, Amaravati, Maharashtra, India 
A.N. Murthi (ICRISAT, now IBPGR) 
Agricultural Research Station, Annigeri, Karnataka, India 
Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University, Hyderabad, Andhra 
Pradesh, India 
Aaricultural Research Station, Arnej, Gujarat, India 
Depanmenl of AgriCUlture, Australia 
Agricultural Research Station, Badnapur, Maharaahlra, India 
University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore, Karnataka, India 
Agricultural Research Station, Berhampore, West Bengal, India 
Aaricultural Research Station, Bijapur, Karnataka, India 
Agricultural Research Institute, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India 
Colombia 
CPPTI (Central Plant Protection and Training Institute), 
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India 
C.R. Dunlop 
C.S. Satith Chandra (lCRISAT, now Canara Bank, India) 
Alricultural Research Station, Dhulia, Maharaahtra, India 
D.J. Andrews (ICRISAT, now Univenity of Nebraska, Lincoln, 
USA) 
D. k.rilhnaiah and S.S. Laleef (ICRISA T) 
D. Sharma (ICRISA n 
D. Sharma (GTZ) and S. Appa Rao (ICRISA T) 
D. Sharma and K.B. Saxena 
D. Sharma and L.J. Reddy (ICRISA 1) 






























Agricultural Research Institute, Eskisehir, Turkey 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome 
Agricultural Research Institute, Giza, Cairo, Egypt 
Medium Research Station, Gulbarga, Karnatak.a, India 
Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, H ary ana , India 
H. Doggett (ICRISAT, now IDRC) 
IARI Regional Station, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India 
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi and regional 
stations, India 
Ian B. Staples 
ICRISAT, India 
International Institute for Tropical Agriculture, Nigeria 
Iranian Ministry of Agriculture 
Agricultural Research Station, Jalgaon, Maharashtra, India 
Juan Dias Gomez, Dominican RepUblic 
J. Kannaiyan (ICRISAT, now Msekera Regional Research Station, 
Chipata, Zambia) 
L.J.G. van der Maesen(ICRISAT, now University ofWageningen, 
the Netherlands) 
J.M. Green (lCRISAT, now Northrup King Seed Company. 
Leland, USA.) 
J.M. Rayan (Panay Islands) 
Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, JabaJpur, Madhya 
Pradesh, India 
J.S. Kanwar (lCRISAT) 
Kanpur. Uttar Pradesh, India 
K.E. Prasada Rao (lCRISA T) 
Kalingcr Karunanidhi Agricultural Experimental Institute, 
Pudukotlai, Tamil Nadu, India 
K.L. Mehra 
Government Seed Multiplication Farm, Kothapalli, Andhra 
Pradesh, India 
lC.araj Agricultural University, Iran 































L.J.G. van der Maesen (ICRISAT, now University or Wagcningen. 
the Netherlands) 
L.J. Reddy (ICRISAT) 
Agricultural Research Institute, Mehsari. Gujarat, India 
Agricultural Research Station, Mohol, Maharashtra. India 
Moore, Bangladesh 
M.V. Reddy (ICRISAT) 
Nagpur University. Maharashtra, India 
Agricultural Research Station, Nayagarh. Orissa, India 
Agricultural Research Station, Niphad. Maharashtra, India 
N. Kameswara Rao (ICRISAT) 
Agricultural Research Station. Nowgong. Assam. India 
N.S. Jodha (ICRISAT) 
G.B. Pant University or Agriculture and Technology, Pant nagar, 
Uttar Pradesh, India 
Agricultural Research Station. Parhhani. Maharashtra, India 
Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana, Punjab. India 
P.Remanandan (lCRISAT) 
P. Rcmanandan (ICRISAT) and E.C.K. Ngugi (Kenya) 
Plant Breeder. Raichur, Karnataka. India 
R.P.S. Pundir(JCRISAT), Abebe Tulu and Mahteme Hali Giorgis 
(Ethiopia) 
R.P.S. Pundir (lCRISAT), Brook Abebc (Ethiopia) 
R.P.S. Pundir (ICRISAT) and C.K. Rajagopalan (TNAU) 
Agricultural Experimental Station, Rio Piedras. Puerto Rico 
R.P.S. Pundir and Jagdish Singh 
R.J. Williams 

























V. Ramanatha Rao (ICRISAT), P.M. Pereet (lBPGR) and A.D. 
Malithano (Mozambique) 
R.P.S. Pundir (ICRJSAT) 
R.P.S. Pundir. S.W. Telang. and Bhag Singh 
R.P.S. Pundir and S.W. Telang 
Agricultural Research Institute. Sabour, Bihar, India 
P.K. Sahile (Malawi), S. Appa Rao (JCRISAT). and I.R. Denton 
(IBPGR) 
S. Appa Rao (ICRJSAT) 
S.c. Gupta (lCRISAT) 
c.J.P. Seegeier, Wageningen, the Netherlands 
A.R. Sheldrake (formerly ICRlSAT) 
S.A. Spence, Trinidad 
RF, Thailand 
Tamil Nadu Agriculturaillniversi(y, Coimbatore Tamil Nadu.lndia 
University or Agricultural Sciences. Bangalore, India 
University or West Indies, Mona, Jamaica 
University of Queensland. Brisbane. Australia 
United States Department of Agriculture 
V. Ramanatha Rao (ICRISAT) 
Wagga Wagga Research Station. Australia 
E. Westphal. Wageningen. the Netherlands 
Young, Thailand Cover Crop Company 
I. The RPIP had an actin' collection program mainly between 1964 and 1969. 
Dr D. Matsuura and several colleagues made field collections in India. In Iran different 
persom carried out the collections. 
2. Many samples stored in Fort (,ollins. USA were sent to ICRISAT via Puerto Rico. 
xix 

Pigeonpea Germplasm Passport Information 
The nwnbers at the tops of columns 1-7 relate to the passport descriptors explained on pages xvi and xvii 
) 2 3 4 S 6 7 
1 SHARDASEL IND A.P. HYDBRABAD ICRl 
2 P-767-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3 P-22-139-2 IND U.P. Rl'IP 
4 P-22-139-2-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
5 P-22·139-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
6 P-2812 INO A.P. RPIP P[·396110 
7 P·2812·1 INO A.P. 
8 P·193·16-1 INO D.P. RPIP 
9 P·193-16-1-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
)0 P-44 &. 24-3 INO U.P. RPlP 
11 P·448-24-3-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
12 P·934·39·1 lNO U.P. IARl 
13 P·934-39·]·1 INO U.P. JAR! 
14 P-934-39-2 lNO U.P. IAR1 
15 P-934-39·2-1 INO U.P. lARI CHANOUSJ·S 
16 P·934-39·3 IND U.P. JAR! 
17 P·934-39-3-1 INO U.P. JARl 
18 P-112()..48-3 IND U.P. IARI N.B.39·49B 
19 P-1l2()..48-3-1 BUR JAR! N.B.39049B 
22 P-1120-48-3-4 BUR lARI N.B.39-49B 
24 P·2778.13·2 IND A.P, RPIP 
2S P·9·140-2 IND U.P, RPIP 
26 T-21 IND U.P. KANP 
27 P·2805 JNO A.P. RPIP PI·396093 
28 PUSAAGEn IND NEWOELHI IARI 
1 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
29 P-214 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394178 
31 P-129 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394 192 
32 P-2lO INO U.P. RPIP 
33 P·230-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
34 P-273 IND U.P. RPlP 
35 P-273-1 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394229 
36 P·278 IND U.P. RPlP PI-394233 
37 P-337 IND U.P. RPIP 
38 P-384 IND U.P. RPlP 
40 P-479 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394366 
41 P-532 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-3944OS 
43 P-6151l IND BIHAR RPIP 
45 P-6151l-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
46 P-704 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394S28 
48 P-706 IND BIHAR RPIP 
49 P.733 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394S48 
50 P-91 111 IND U.P. IAR! 37 BAIGANI BIG 
51 P-91611 IND U.P. lAR! 40RAlMUSIN 
52 P-918 IND U.P. IAR! WHDAHI 
54 P-918-2 IND U.P. IAR! WEDAHI 
56 P-918-4 IND U.P. JAR! WEDAHI 
57 P-958 IND MAHARASHTRA IAR! 42.E.B.3S 
58 P-978 IND MAHARASHlRA JAR! MEHEKAR LOCAL 
59 P-1031 IND A.P. IARJ OUNnJR-5 
60 P·1075 IND GUJARAT JAR! KODAVA 
62 P-135O IND NBWDELHJ JARJ PLA.21 
63 P-1582 IND AP. RPIP PI-395058 
64 P·1587 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395063 
65 P-16S9 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395130 
66 P-1670 IND AP. RPIP PI·39514D 
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67 P-I713 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S110 
68 P-172S INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S192 
69 P·1743 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S206 
70 P-1743-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
71 P-1769 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S226 
72 P-1781 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S237 
7S P-I803 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S2SS 
76 P-I803-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
77 P·186O INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S309 
78 P-1883 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S330 
79 P·1924 IND A.P. RPIP 
81 P-1943 INO A.P. RPIP 
82 P-194S !NO A.P. RPIP PI-39S374 
83 P-194S-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
84 P-2079 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S486 
86 P-2133 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39SS37 
87 P-224913 INO A.P. RPIP 
88 P-2SS0 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S876 
90 P-2608 lNO A.P. RPIP PI-39S926 
91 P-2649 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395961 
92 P-3SS0 INO U.P. RPIP 
94 P-4382 INO U.P. RPlP PI-397404 
9S P-4382-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
98 P-4387 IND U.P. RPIP PI-397407 
99 P-4387-1 IND U.P. RPIP X-Z 
100 P-4392 lNO MAHARASHTRA PARB X-Z 
102 P-468S/I INO KARNATAKA ANNI M4-S ARBHA VI 
103 P-4392-2 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB X-Z 
104 P-439211 IND MAHARASlITRA PARD X-Z 
106 P-4S71 IND MAHARASlITRA PARD 2S1-13-2T 
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107 P·4571·1 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB 2S1-13-2T 
108 P-4598 INO ASSAM NOWG TNO-12 
109 P-4664 INO M.P. JNKV EB-3 
110 P·4188 IND U.P. KANP 16-2 
111 P·488S INO NEWOELHI KANP 159-10 
112 P-4885-1 INO NEWOELHl KANP 159·10 
113 P-4917 IND U.P. KANP 113 
l1S P-4917·2 IND U.P. KANP 113 
117 P·495911 IND U.P. }(ANP 6109 
119 P-5071 IND MAHARASHTRA MOHL N·24 
121 P-S083 INO NEWOELHI BUA N.P.Sl-2 
122 P-S083-1 INO NEWOELHI BUA N.P.Sl-2 
124 P·5214 [NO MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-398123 
126 P·145 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394124 
127 P·319/1 IND U.P. RPlP 
128 P-514 INO U.P. RPIP 
130 P-948 INO U.P. IARI KANPUR-132 
131 P-948-1 INO U.P. IAR! KANPUR-132 
132 P-998 INO MAHARASHTRA IAR! 126 NANDIAD RED 
135 P-I012 INO OUIARAT IARI SURAT·320 
136 P-1096/1 IND M.P. lAR! WASHIAN FARM 
139 P-1307 INO BIHAR lARI B.R.7S 
141 P·1312 INO BIHAR IARl B.R.172 
147 P·1311 INO JARI S-13 
148 P-132411 IND IAR! S-70 
ISO P-1328 IND IAR! C·]5 
lSI P·1583 INO A.P. RPIP PI-3950S9 
154 P-I606 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39508O 
ISS P·1607 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395081 
IS6 P·1614 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395087 
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157 P-1615·1 INO A.P. RPJP 
163 P-1627 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·395J 10 
164 P-1699 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395168 
165 P-1702 IND A.P. RPIP 
167 P-1703 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395171 
168 P-1741 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S205 
170 P-1743 IND A.P. RPIP PI·3952t)) 
171 P-1760 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39521S 
173 P-1760-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
175 P-1773 IND A.P. RPIP 
178 P-1816 IND A.P. RPIP PI· 395267 
180 P-186J INO A.P. RPlP PI-395310 
J82 P-1865 INO A.P. RPIP 
184 P-1949 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395378 
185 P·1949·1 JNO A.P. RPlP 
] 87 P-1949·3 IND A.P. RPIP 
J89 P·2070 IND A.P. RPIP 
193 P-2199 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S583 
194 P-2208 lND A.P. RPIP PI-395589 
195 P-2208-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
198 P-2211 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395592 
)99 P-2237 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395610 
202 P-2243 IND AP. RPIP PI·395616 
204 P-22441l INO A.P. RPIP 
206 P-22S7 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395629 
208 P-2305 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395657 
210 P-23OS·2 INO AP. RPIP 
212 P-2316 INO A.P. RPlP PI·39S666 
213 P·2300 INO A.P. RPlP 
2J4 P·2300-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
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334 1'-3261 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396472 
335 P-3418 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396603 
338 P-3430 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396613 
339 P-3430·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
341 P.3590 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396748 
342 P·3624 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396776 
344 P-3693 IND MAHARASHTRA JALG Pl·396833 
348 P-3694 IND MAHARASH'JRA JALG PI·396834 
349 P-3696 IND MAHARASlITRA DHUL PI-396837 
350 P-3698 INO MAIIARASHTRA DHUL D- 1-15 
352 P.3701 IND MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0-1·4 
353 P·37OJ -1 INO MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0-1-4 
3SS P-3703 INO MAHARASHTRA OHUL 0·5·1 
357 P·371411 INO MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0-1·19 
359 P·371411·2 INO MAHARASHTRA DHUL D·l·19 
361 P·3728 IND WEST BENGAL BERH 9-B 
363 P·3747 IND WEST BENGAL BERH T-4B 
366 P-3761/1 IND WEST BENGAL BERH REDGRAM 
369 P·3T7111 IND NEW DELHI BERH NP(WR)·41 
373 P-3826 IND WEST BENGAL BERH 52/1 
375 P·3827 IND WEST BENGAL BERH B-22 
377 P.38S8 IND BIHAR BERH B.R.7S 
379 P·3866 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.131 
380 P·3870 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.145 
382 P·3870/1 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.14S 
383 P·3881 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.163 
385 P·3884 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.96 
387 P·3904 IND A.P. HVDI R.G.I07 
388 P·3907 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.99 
389 P.3·918 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.29 
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390 P-3918-1 IND A.P. llYOl RG.29 
391 P-3918/1 IND A.P. HYOl R.G.29 
393 P-3970 INO A.P. HYOI R.G.34 
395 P-3985 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.26 
397 P·3991 INO A.P. HYDI RG.86 
400 P-3991-3 INO A.P. HYOI RG.86 
402 P-3997 INO A.P. HYDI RG.l50 
404 P-3998 IND A.P. HYOI R.O.113 
406 P·4003 IND A.P. HYOI M.S.9708 
408 P-4004 INO A.P. llYDI RG.83A 
410 P-4004-2 IND A.P. HYDI RG.83A 
412 P·4009 INO A.P. HYOI RG.195·1 
416 P·4009-4 IND A.P. HYOI RG.195-1 
418 P-4029 INO MAHARASHTRA COIM NU)HADT84 
420 P·4077 INO TAMILNAOU COIM M.S.9708 
423 P-4096 INO TAMILNAOU COIM M.S.9655 
424 P·4096·1 INO TAMIL NAOU COIM M.S.96S5 
426 P·4IS0/1 INO TAMILNADU COIM NO.206rrPT 
427 P·4151 IND TAMILNADU COIM nuuv ANASERI 
428 P-4155 IND TAMILNADU COIM PLS·70 
431 P-4161 IND TAMILNADU COIM PLS.130 
432 P-4174 IND TAMILNAOU COIM PLS.200 
433 P-4193 INO TAMILNADU COIM PLS.13611 
434 P·4202 lNO TAMILNADU COIM CHENGAB P AMI'PU 
438 P·4210 INO TAMlLNADU COIM VZM.465 
439 P-4212 INO TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.96S2 
440 P-4226 INO TAMILNAOU COIM M.S.9033 
441 P·4226·1 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9033 
442 P·4239 INO BIHAR SABO 273 EARLY 
444 P·4239-2 INO BIHAR SAno 273 EARLY 
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445 P-4239-3 IND B1HAR SABO 273 EARLY 
446 P-4239-4 INO BIHAR SABO 273 EARLY 
447 P-4273 IND U.P. SABO PI-395719 
450 P-4280 IND BIHAR SABO 201 MEDIUM 
451 P-4280-1 INO BIHAR SABO 201 MEDIUM 
452 P-4396 IND A.P. PARB HY-S 
453 P-4407 tNO MAHARASHTRA PARB POLY-L·2 
45S P-4430 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB WANAJA·2 
457 P-4430-2 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB WANAJA·2 
460 P-4439 INO A.P. PARB HY·lO 
464 P-4444/l IND MAHARASHTRA PARB WANAJA-5 
466 P-4444/l-2 INO MAHARASH1RA PARB WANAJA-5 
468 P-4444/1-4 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD WANAJA·5 
472 P-4483 INO M.P. PARB BAIGANI 
474 P-4498 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD NO.20-36 
475 P-4498-1 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB NO.20-36 
476 P-4498·2 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB NO.20-36 
478 P-4498-4 INO MAHARASH1RA PARB NO.20-36 
479 P-4498-5 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB NO.20-36 
483 P-4S05 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB 12·78·1 
487 P-4508 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB 12-92-1 
489 P.4S11 IND U.P. PARB KHANAPUR·14 
491 P-4519 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB T'PUR 1·10 
494 P-4S93 INO ASSAM NOWG TNO.4-1 
496 P-4609/1 INO ASSAM NOWO T-2 
497 P-461S INO ASSAM NOWO TNO.NP 41 
498 P-4647 INO M.P. JNKV T-56-253 
499 P·46S8 INO M.P. JNKV T-56-42 
SOO P·4659 IND M.P. JNKV 1·56-44 
SOl P-4666 IND MAHARASHTRA JNKV a.B.38 
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S03 P-4787 IND V.P. KANP 16-1 
S04 P-4787-1 IND V.P. KANP 16-1 
SOS P-479S IND BIHAR KANP B.R.60-2 
S08 P-4795-3 IND BIHAR KANP B.R.60-2 
S09 P-4832 IND KARNATAKA KANP 6112/1 
511 P·4992/l IND U.P. KANP TUR 141-31 
512 P-4996 IND MAHARASHTRA MOHL I.P.ISA 
513 P-S041 IND MAHARASHTRA MOm.. B.B.3 
514 P·5120/1 IND MAHARASHTRA BUA TUR 127 
517 P-57 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394052 
522 P-221/1 IND V.P. RPIP 
S2S P-252/l IND V.P. &PIP 
528 P·408 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394324 
S34 P-648 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394483 
535 P-775 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·39SS73 
538 P-77S-3 IND BIHAR RPIP 
539 P-900 IND U.P. IAR! DEHRA DUN-4 
542 P-909 IND U.P. IAR! BAIGANI MED 
547 P-914 IND V.P. IAR! 38WHlTEMED 
SSl P-924 IND U.P. IAR! CHANDAVSI·l (0. 
SS2 P·924-1 INO V.P. IARI CHANDAVSI·l (0. 
SS3 P-925 IND V.P. lARl CHANDAVSI-l (SE 
SS4 P·942 IND U.P. IAR! 4 P.T.IS7 (SELF 
SS5 P-942-1 IND V.P. IAR! 4 P.T.ls? (SELF 
SS8 P-943 IND V.P. IARI 4 P.T.1S7 (O.p) 
559 P-943-1 INO V.P. IAR! 4 P.T.1S7 (O.p) 
561 P·1071 IND GUJARAT [ARt SURTYLAlE 
562 p-IOn INO GUJARAT IARl SURAT·320 (O.p) 
S6S P-I072-3 IND GUJARAT IAR! SURA T-320 (O.p) 
567 P·I073 IND GUJARAT IARI SVRAT-320 (SELF 
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569 P-118S PRJ JARI FLORIOO 
$70 P-1242 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.48 
576 P-lS4S IND BIHAR RPIP PI-39S027 
580 P-3174 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 396405 
582 P-3174-2 IND U.P. RPlP 
583 P-3296 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396500 
587 P·3568 IND U.P. RPIP Pl-396731 
589 P-4IOS IND TAMIL NADU COIM ARHAR-132 
590 P-4180 INO TAMILNAOU COIM ARHAR·7 
592 P-4217 INO TAMILNADU COIM M.S.8916 
594 P-4217-2 IND TAMILNAOU COIM M.S.8916 
59$ P-4224 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM.464 
596 P·43 16 INn U.P. RPIP PI-397369 
597 P-4316-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
598 P..45S6/1 IND MAHARASH1RA PARD D.T.2ot 
599 P-4S72 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD 312-11 
60S P-4909 INO U.P. KANP 88 
6C17 P-4929 IND U.P. KANP 6111 
608 P-4929-1 IND U.P. KANP 6111 
613 P-4997 IND MAHARASHlRA MOm.. I.P.IS B 
615 P-S123 IND KARNATAKA BUA 290-21-NIPHAD 
616 P-13 INO U.P. RPIP 
617 P-13-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
618 P-29 INO U.P. RPJP PI-394026 
619 P-33 INO U.P. RPJP PI-394000 
620 p.]]..] IND U.P. RPJP 
621 P-S6 IND U.P. RPJP PI-3940S1 
624 P-S6-3 IND U.P. RPJP 
625 P-9912 IND UP. RPIP 
628 P-9912-3 IND U.P. RPJP 
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629 P-449 IND U.P. RJ'IP 
633 P-526 IND V.P. RPIP PI·394400 
635 P-529 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394402 
637 P-556 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394425 
638 P-556-1 IND BIHAR RPW 
648 P-562 IND BIHAR RPIP 
649 P-562-1 IND BIHAR RPlP 
652 P-510 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394434 
653 P-573 INn BIHAR RPIP PI-394431 
654 P·576 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394440 
655 P-S7811 IND BiHAR RPJP 
656 P·612 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394461 
657 P-672 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394503 
659 P.6831l IND V.P. RPIP 
663 P·808 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394S94 
664 P·849 INn BIHAR RPIP PI-394617 
665 P-849-1 INn BIHAR RPIP 
666 P-8671l IND NEWDELIII JARJ N.P.S 
661 P-944 IND V.P. IARI 4 P.T.l51 (O.P) 
668 P-956 INO MAHARASHTRA IARI 41 FS2 
670 P-9601l IND MAHARASHTRA lAR1 PI-396707 
672 P-987 IND MAHARASHTRA IAR1 T-84 
673 P-991/1 IND MAHARASHmA IARI JALGAON 1-1 
676 P·995 IND MAHARASHmA IARI 124 JALGAON-2 
677 P-995- J INO MAHARASHlRA JARJ 124 JALGAON·2 
678 P-995-2 INO MAHARASHTRA IARI 124 JALGAON-2 
679 P-999 IND MAHARASHTRA JAR1 I27TUR4A 
681 P-lOO9 IND MAHARASHlRA JARI GAWALLOCAL 
684 P-1029 INn A.P. JARI GUNTUR-3 (O.P.) 
688 P-I049 IND A.P. IARI R.G.97 
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691 P-1050 IND A.P. IARI R.G.T.2 (SELF) 
694 P-105 I INO A.P. IARl R.G.T.2 (O.P.) 
698 P-I069 INO KARNATAKA IARI TIIOGARI·3 
100 1>-1090 INO TAMILNADU IARI MADRAS· 17 
702 P-11l51l BUR IARI N.E.38-33 (O.P.) 
104 P-1116 BUR IARI N.E.38·33 (SELF 
70S P-1174 JAM IARI JAMAICA-41-17 A 
701 P-118112 NGA IARI NIGERIA-3 
709 P-l186 PRJ IARI FLORIOO 
711 P-l2IO INO NEW DELHI IARI N.P.19 
715 P-1306 INO BIHAR JARJ B.R.1S-2 
719 P-1558 INO U.P. RPIP PI-395038 
722 P.15S9 IND V.P. RPIP 
725 P·1564 IND U.P. RPIP PI-395043 
728 P-1S81/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
730 P·]S94 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395070 
731 P·l'96/1 IND A;P. RPIP 
735 P-lS99 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395073 
741 P·1626 (NO A;P. RPIP PI-395099 
744 P-1629 (ND A.P. RPIP PI-395102 
747 P-1665/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
752 P-1665/1-S INn AJ'. RPIP 
753 P-1669 IND A.P. RPIP 
755 P.1669-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
756 P-1670/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
758 P·1740 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S204 
760 P·1776 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S232 
767 P.2084 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395491 
;69 P-Z088 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S494 
772 P-2271 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395639 
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774 P·2279 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395643 
776 P-2287 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395648 
778 P·2287·2 IND A.P. RPl» 
779 P·2546 IND A.P. RPlP PJ·395872 
780 P·2556 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395882 
781 P·2557 IND A.P. RPlP 
783 P·2562 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395886 
785 P-2565 IND A.P. RPIP PI·3958K8 
786 P-2565/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
788 P-2566 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395889 
791 P·2566/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
792 P-2S67 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395890 
794 P·2S69 IND A.P. RPlP PI·395892 
795 P·2569{1 IND A.P. RPIP 
796 P·2571/3 IND A.P. RPIP 
797 P·2S73 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395896 
798 P·2591 IND A.P. RPIP PJ-39S91O 
800 P·2593 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·39S912 
801 P-25941l IND A.P. RPIP 
802 P-2S971l IND A.P. RPlP 
803 P·2597f2 IND A.P. RPIP 
804 P-2S97fl·l IND A.P. RPIP 
80S P·2603 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395921 
806 P·2618/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
807 P-2619 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395936 
808 P-2627 IND A.P. RPIP 
809 P-263t INO A.P. RJ)IP PJ·395946 
810 P-2648 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395960 
811 P-26S1 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S963 
813 P·26S6 INO A.P. RPIP P·3198 
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814 P·26S6·1 IND A.P. RPIP 
816 P·2680/J IND A.P. RPIP 
818 P-268S lND A.P. RPIP PI·39S992 
820 P·2693 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395998 
821 P-269S JND A.P. RPIP PI·396000 
822 P-269511 IND A.P. RPIP 
823 P·2104 IND A.p. RPIP PI·396008 
826 P·2108 IND A.P. RPIP PI·396012 
821 P·2108/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
828 P·211O IND A.P. RPIP PI·396014 
829 P-2111 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·39601S 
830 P·2113 IND A.P. RPIP PI·396017 
832 P-2714/1 lND A.P. RPIP 
836 P·2720 IND A.P. RPIP 
838 P-2122 IND A.P. RPIP PI·396024 
839 P-2723 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39602S 
840 P·2724 IND A.P. RPIP 
841 P-2125 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396026 
842 P-2729 IND A.P. RPIP 
843 P-2732 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·396030 
844 P-214011 INO A.P. RPIP 
845 P·2744 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396042 
846 P·2144·) IND A.P. RPIP 
848 P-2746 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396043 
849 P.2751 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·396048 
850 P-2751·1 IND A.P. RPIP 
852 P·27S3 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·39605O 
853 P-27S4 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396051 
854 P-2154-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
ass P·21SS IND A.P, RPIP PI·396052 
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856 P-2760 INO A.P. RPIP 
8S7 P-2761 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396056 
8S8 P-2766 IND A.P. RPIP Pl-396061 
860 P·2769 INO A.P. RPIP 
861 P-2772 IND A.P. RPIP PI·396065 
863 P-2784 IND A.P. RPIP P)·39607S 
86S P-2786 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396077 
867 P-27S7 IND A.P. RPIP 
868 P-2806 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396094 
869 P-2809 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396097 
870 P-2814 INO A.P. RPIP PI·396102 
872 P-2820 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396J08 
874 P·2821 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396109 
875 P·2823 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396110 
876 P-2823-1 INO A.P. RPLP 
877 P-2824 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396111 
878 P·28301l IND A.P. RPIP 
880 P-2834 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396119 
882 P-2834f3 INO A.P. RPIP 
885 P-2837 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396122 
886 P-2837-1 IND A.P, RPIP 
887 P-28S8 INO ORISSA RPIP PI-396138 
888 P-28S9 lNO ORISSA RPIP PI-396J39 
890 P-2861 INO ORISSA RPIP PI-396140 
891 P-2864 INO ORISSA RPIP PI-396143 
893 P·2882 INO ORISSA RPIP PI-3961S6 
896 P·28851l INO ORISSA RPIP 
898 P-2938 INO RPIP 
900 P·2976 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396231 
902 P-2980 INO U.P. RPIP PI-39623S 
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905 P·3018 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396265 
907 P·3033 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396276 
908 P-3034 INO U.P. RPIP PI-3962n 
909 P·3035 INO U.P. RPlP PI·396278 
910 P·3048 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396289 
913 P-3066 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396304 
914 P·3066·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
916 P·3071 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396308 
918 P·3075 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396312 
919 P·3081 IND U.P. RPlP PI-396318 
921 P-3125 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396358 
923 P·3135 INO U.P. RPIP 
926 P·3143/1 INO U.P. RPIP 
929 P·3148 INO U.P. RPlP Pl·396379 
930 P·3148-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
932 P·3187 INO UP. RPIP PI-396417 
933 P-3189 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396419 
934 P·3203 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396427 
937 P·3206 IND UP. RPIP PI-39643O 
938 P·3206·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
939 P·3214 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 396434 
941 P·3219 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396439 
943 P·3251 INO UP. RPIP 
945 P-32S3 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396466 
947 P·3305 INO U.P. RPIP 
948 P·3321 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396519 
949 P·3367 IND U.P. RPIP Pl·396558 
951 P·3377 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396566 
952 P-33S1 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396570 
954 P-338111 INO U.P. RPIP 
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956 P-3383 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396572 
958 P-3390 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396578 
960 P-3412 IND V.P. RPIP PI.396598 
962 P·3453 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396632 
964 P-3S31 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396704 
967 P·3531·3 IND V.P. RPIP 
969 P-3558 IND V.P. RPIP 
970 P·3558·1 IND V.P. RPIP 
972 P-3563 IND V.P. RPlP PI-396726 
974 P·3580 IND V.P. RPIP PI·396739 
976 P-3587 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396745 
978 P-3601 IND V.P. RPIP PI·396757 
980 P-3605 IND V.P. RPIP 
984 P-361O IND BIHAR RPlP PI·396764 
987 P-3616 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396769 
988 P-3635 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·396786 
989 P-3638 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396789 
990 P-3704 IND MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0-5-22 
991 P·4098/1 IND TAMD..NADU COIM NO. 1728 
992 P-4101 IND TAMD..NADU COIM 1140n 
993 P-41 02 IND TAMD..NADV COIM M.S.96S4 T-2 
994 P-4105 IND TAMILNADU COIM ARHAR 132 
995 P·4114 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9308 
997 P-4120 IND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.8908 
998 P-4122 IND TAMILNADU COIM EHAWA 
999 P·4 J 22-1 IND TAMD..NADV COIM EHAWA 
1000 P-4123 IND TAMlLNADV COIM M.S.8~ 
1002 P-4125 IND TAMILNADV COIM M.S. 8922 
1003 P·4126 IND TAMIL NADV COIM M.S.8930 
1004 P·413211 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9349 
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1005 P·4146 IND TAMILNADU COIM WILT 78 
1007 P-4150 IND TAMIL NADU COIM NO.206{rPT 
1008 P-4159 IND TAMILNADU COIM PLS-129 
1011 P-4164 IND TAMILNADU COIM PI-397245 
1013 P·4167 INO TAMIL NADU COIM VZM.S.ll 
1014 P-4169/1 IND TAMILNAOU COIM VZM.488 
1015 P-4169/1-1 IND TAMJLNADU COlM VZM.488 
1016 P-4171 INO TAMIL NADU COIM PLS-I99 
1017 P-4175 INO TAMIL NADU COIM PLS-238 
1018 P-4178 INO TAMIL NADU COIM VZM.509/2 
1020 P-4181/1 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.519 
1021 P-4181/1-1 INO TAMIL NADU COIM VZM.S19 
1022 P-4184 INO TAMIL NADU COIM ARHAR-3-ASH 
1024 P-4185 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.461 
1025 P.4186 IND TAMILNADU COIM ARHAR ARABAD 
1026 P.4187 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.457 
1027 P-4188 INO MAHARASHTRA COIM NAGPUR 
1029 P·4]90 IND TAMIL NADU COIM RAHAR-C-38 
1030 P-4192 INO TAMIL NADU COIM SAFOARGAZ 
1031 P-4196 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9550 
1033 P-4201 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9S42 
1034 P-4206 IND TAMIL NADU COIM RAHAR-C-1S 
1035 P-421S INO TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.8914 
1036 P-421911 IND TAMll..NADU COIM M.S.8911 
1038 P·4224 IND TAMll.. NADU COIM VZM.464 
1039 P-4224-1 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM.464 
1040 P-4270 INO BIHAR SABO B.R.1S MEDIUM 
1041 P-4281 IND BIHAR SABO 174 MEDIUM 
1042 P-4283 INO BIHAR SABO 161 MEDIUM 
1043 P-4286 IND BIHAR SABO 227 MEDJUM 
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1044 P-4287 INO BIHAR SABO B.R.71 MEDIUM 
1045 P-4295 INO A.P. RPIP PI·397353 
1046 P-4298 IND MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-3973S6 
1047 P-4300 IND MAHARASH1RA RPIP PI-397358 
]049 P-4300.2 IND MAHARASHTRA RPIP 
1050 P-4361 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 397396 
1053 P-4364 IND V.P. RPJP 
1054 P-4382/1 IND V.P. RPIP 
1055 P.4384 IND U.P. RPIP PI·397406 
1056 P-4385/1 IND V.P. RPIP 
1057 P·4394 IND NEW DELHI PARB N.P.t5 (W.E.) 
1058 P-4435 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB NO.148 
1059 P-4445 IND MAHARASHTRA PARD NPC·16 
1060 P-4446 IND MAHARASH1RA PARB TII()"6 
1061 P-4449 INO MAHARASH1RA PARS K-132 
1062 P·4S50 IND MAHARASH1RA PARB D.T.lS4 
1063 P-455 1 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB D.T.Is? 
1064 P-4552 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB D.T.16S 
1065 P-4554 IND MAHARASH1RA PARB D.T.t87 
1066 P-4SSS IND MAHARASHTRA PARB D.T.190 
1067 P-4S56 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB D.T.201 
1068 P-4559 IND MAHARASH1RA PARD D.T.204 
1069 P-4564 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB D.T.231 
]070 P-4S66 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB D.T.236 
1071 P-4S78 IND MAHARASH1RA PARD UGWA-12 
1072 P-4590 IND ASSAM NOWG B.R.6S-1 
1075 P-4591 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.BR 14 
1076 P-4600/t IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.15 
1078 P-4601 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.3·1 
1081 P-4601 11 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.3.t 
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1083 P-4603 IND ASSAM NOWO R.O.434 
1084 P-4607 INO ASSAM NOWG B.R.34 
1086 P-4620 IND ASSAM NOWO TNO.g.l 
1087 P-4630 lNO ASSAM NOWG TNO.NP 40 
1088 P-4654 IND M.P. JNKV T·56-72 
1089 P-4675 INO KARNATAKA ANNI TUR 3-71 
1090 P .... 682/1 INO KARNATAKA ANNI BROWN SEED 16-1 
1091 P-4682/1·1 INO KARNATAKA ANNI BROWN SEED 16-1 
1092 P-4692 IND KARNATAKA ANNI WR 101-B.7 
1094 P-4712 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TUR37 
109.5 P-4124 IND KARNATAKA ANNI F·4-1 
1097 P-4727 IND KARNATAKA ANN! F-4.8 
1098 P .... 731 INO KARNATAKA ANNI WHITE FLOWER-I 
1100 P-4131-2 INO KARNATAKA ANNI WHI1E FLOWER-) 
1101 P·4742 IND KARNATAKA ANNI RAMOURG9·1 
1102 P-4801 INO U.P. KANP 9/12f1l) 
1103 P-486O INO TAMJLNADU KANP 6312 
110.5 P-4989 IND U.P. KANP 6SC17 
1106 p-soos IND MAHARASH1RA MOm.. I.P.64 B 
1107 P·.5098 IND KARNATAKA BUA TUR 109-B-9-1 
1108 P-3.54-22-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
1110 P-3.54-22-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
1112 P .... 48-23·2 IND U.P. RPlP 
1115 P-113-12-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
1116 P-I73·12-1-1 lNO U.P. RPIP 
1117 P-593-34-1 lNO BIHAR RPIP 
1118 P-.593-34-I-J IND BIHAR RPIP 
1119 R·g8 INO M.P. JNKY 
1120 R-98-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
1121 R-7·2 INO M.P. JNKY 
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1123 P-984-40-1 INO MAHARASHTRA JARI PARBHANI LOCAL 
1124 P-984-40·] -1 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI PARBHANI LOCAL 
1125 P-lOOI-I02-l INO MAHARASHTRA IARI TURSA 
1126 P-lOOl-102-l-1 INO MAHARASHTRA IARl TURSA 
1127 P-lOOI-102-1-2 INO MAHARASHTRA IARI TURSA 
1128 S-29-103-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
1131 S-29-103-2 INO M.P. JNKV 
1132 S-29-103-3 INO M.P. JNKV 
1133 S-29-103-3-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
1134 S-29-103-4 INO M.P. JNKV 
1135 P-4-11O-1 INO U.P. RPlP 
1136 P-4-110-1-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
1137 P-4-11O-2 INO U.P. RPlP 
1139 P-4-110-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
1140 P-4-11O-3-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
1141 P-30-113-1 INO U.P. RPlP 
1142 P-191-118-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
1143 P-604-120-2 INO BIHAR RPIP 
1144 P-S3-126-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
1145 P-S3-126-2 INO U.P. RPIP 
1146 P-53-126-3 INO U.P. RPlP 
1147 N-84-127-2 INO M.P. JNKV 
1148 N-84-127-3 INO M.P. JNKV 
1149 P-240-129-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
1150 P-240-129-2 INO U.P. RPIP 
1151 P-240-129-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
1152 P-I09S-130-1 INO M.P. lARI 
lIS3 P-I09S-130-2 INO M.P. IARI 
1154 P-I095-130-3 tNO M.P. IARI 
1I55 P-Hl95·130-4 INO M.P. IARI 
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1156 P-I095-130-S INO M.P. JARI 
1157 P-280-131-2 INO U.P. RPLP 
1158 P-280-131-3 JNO U.P. RPIP 
1159 P-280-131-S INO U.P. RPlP 
1160 P-148.132-2 IND U.P. RPlP 
1161 P-148-132-3 INO U.P. RPlP 
1162 P-2778-131-1 IND A.P. RPlP 
1163 WNNET-181-1 IND M.P. INKV 
1164 WNNET-181-I-l IND M.P. JNKV 
1165 S·8-177-1 IND M.P. INKV 
1168 R-60-181-4 INO M.P. INKV 
1169 EB-38·] INO M.P. JNKV 
1173 lHUNA SEHORE- 157·2 INO M.P. JNKV 
1174 P·149-4 IND V.P. RPLP 
1175 P-8-140-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
1176 P·672-138·3 INO U.P. RPlP 
1177 P·672·138·2 IND U.P. RPIP 
1178 P-672·138-2-1 INO M.P. RPIP 
1179 P ·672-138·1 IND V.P. RPIP 
1180 S-10-190-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
1182 R·]·182·1 INO M.P. JNKV 
1183 R·3-182·1·1 INO M.P. JNKV 
1184 P·287·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
118S P·9·140-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
1186 P·9·140-3·1 IND V.P. RPIP 
1187 P.9·140-]·2 INO U.P. RPIP 
1188 P·9-140-3·3 IND U.P. RPlP 
1189 P·8S IND U.P. RPIP PI·394079 
1190 P·8S·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
1191 P·465S INO M.P. JNKV T·6()..773 
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1192 P-4839 IND V.P. KANP IS!6SflA-3 
1193 P-l001 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI TUR5A 
JI94 P-lOOl-1 IND MAHARASHTRA lARl TUR.5A 
1196 P-2370 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395715 
1199 P·2918 IND MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-396183 
1200 P-3080 IND U.P. RPIP P(·396317 
1201 P-3830-1 IND WEST BENGAL BERH B·3 
1202 P-3830-2 IND WEST BENGAL BERH 8-3 
1203 P-3830-3 IND WEST BENGAL BERB 8-3 
1204 P-934-4-4 IND V.P. IARI 
1205 P-934-4-4- J IND U.i>. JARI 
1206 P-934.4-4-2 IND M.P. JARI 
1207 KHARGAON-2 IND M.P. JNKV 
1208 R-6~187-] IND M.P. JNKV 
1209 S-103-80-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
1210 S· 103-80-1-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
1211 8-103-80-1-2 IND M.P. JNKV 
1212 P-8-140-5 IND U.P. RPIP 
1213 P-4S71 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB 251-13-2T 
1214 P-4571-1 IND MAHARASHTRA PARS 251-13·2T 
1216 P-998-42-1 INO MAHARASHTRA IARI 
1217 P-2153 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395S49 
1218 P-27}; IND A.P. RPIP 
1219 P-27lS-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1220 P.'?41 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394552 
1222 P·1278 JNO NEW DELHI IARI N.P.NO.3 
1223 P·1287 BUR IARI N.E.38-33A 
1224 P·1651 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S122 
1225 P-3723 IND MAHARASHTRA DHUL D-7-2 
1226 P-SS-4-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
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1228 P·448·~·1 IND M.P. RPIP 
1229 P-448-2S-1-1 IND V.P. RPIP 
1230 P-996-43-1 INO MAHARASHTRA JARI 125 NADIAD YEL 
1231 P·2717 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396020 
1232 P-2717-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1233 P.2838/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1236 P·I969 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395393 
1237 P-138 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394117 
1239 P-2249/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1240 P·2852 IND ORISSA RPIP 
1243 P·5020 IND MAHARASHTRA MOHL IRDI.3-36-5-13-
1245 P-1569 IND V.P. RPIP PI-395047 
1249 P-1731 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395 198 
1252 P·17S7 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395215 
1254 P-1792 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395245 
1256 P-1794 IND A.P. RPIP 
1258 P·1794·2 IND A.P. RPIP 
1261 P·1818 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395270 
1262 P·1821 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395272 
1264 P·1862 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395311 
1265 P·1989 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395412 
1267 P-2049 INO A.P. RPIP PJ-395461 
1270 P·2082 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395489 
1273 P-2S72 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395895 
1274 P·2706 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396010 
1277 P·2768 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396062 
1279 P·3113 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396347 
1280 P·3692 INO MAHARASHTRA JALG PI-396832 
1281 P·3712 INO MAHARASHTRA OHUL PI-396851 
1282 P-373211 INO V.P. BERH T·76 
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1283 P-3732/1-1 IND U.P. BERH 1-76 
1289 P-3923 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.82 
1291 P-4805 IND BIHAR KANP 6A-5 
1293 P·213 IND U.P. RPIP Pl-394177 
1296 P-2IS IND U.P. RPlP PI-394119 
1299 P-215/l IND U.P. RPIP 
1303 P-217/1 IND U.P. RPIP 
1304 P-221 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394185 
1307 P-2'2S12 IND V.P. RPIP 
1311 P-534 IND BlHAR RPIP Pl-394407 
1313 P-555 IND BIHAR RPlP Pl-394424 
1314 P-556 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394425 
1315 P-S91/l IND BIHAR RPIP 
1316 P-5911l-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
1319 P-71l/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
1321 P-739 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394551 
1323 P-743 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394SS4 
1327 P-743/1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
1330 P-90811 INO U.P. IARI IC-16S8 
1333 P-1124 BUR IARl B-2 
1336 P-130S IND BIHAR lAR! B.R.1S-1 
1340 P-3178 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394408 
1342 P-3188 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394416 
1345 P-71 INO U.P. RPIP PI-39406S 
1347 P-97 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394090 
1350 P-97-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
1351 P-148 IND U.P. RPIP PI-3941Z7 
1353 P-149 IND U.P. RPIP 
1355 P-260/l INO U.P. RPIP 
1357 P-295 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39424I 
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1364 P-712 INO BIHAR RPIP 
1366 P-713 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394534 
1367 P·807 INO BIHAR RPIP PI·394S93 
1369 P-957/1 INO MAHARASHTRA IARI 
1370 P·966 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI PI-394711 
1372 P·I030/1 IND A.P. JARI 
1377 P·I066 IND BIHAR IARI B.RJO 
1379 P·1219 INO NEW DELHI IARI N.P.27 
1380 P-1305/1 IND BIHAR lAR! B.R.15-1 
1381 P-1305/1-1 IND BIHAR IARl B.R.15-1 
1384 P-1539 IND RPIP S.A.l 
1387 P-1540 IND A.P. RPIP R.G.l79 
J391 P·J546 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-395028 
1395 P·)651/1 IND A.P. RPlP 
1398 P-1651/1·3 INO A.P. RPIP 
1399 P-1662 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S133 
1405 P·1665 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S136 
1406 P-1679 INO A.P. RPlP PI·395148 
1407 P·1679/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1409 P-1692 IND A.P. RPlP P[.395161 
1413 P-1694 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395163 
1415 P·1694-2 INO A.P. RPlP 
1417 P-l708 IND A.P. RPtP PI·39517S 
1421 P·1723 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39519O 
1425 P-1728 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395195 
1431 P-17S8 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·395216 
1433 P·1775 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395231 
1437 P·1843 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395293 
1438 P·1871 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395319 
1441 P-1872 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S320 
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1444 P-1874 IND A.P. RPJP PI-395322 
1448 P-1882 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395329 
1452 P-1882-4 IND A.P. RPIP 
1456 P-1911 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395340 
1458 P-1918 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395357 
1462 P-I921 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395359 
1468 P-1934 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395368 
1473 P-1934-5 INO A.P. RPIP 
1474 P-1944 INO A.P. RPlP PI-395373 
1476 P-1958 INO A.P. RPJP PI-395385 
1482 P-1961 IND A.P. RPlP 1-395388 
1483 P-1961-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1486 P-I963 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S390 
1490 P-1987 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39541O 
1491 P-1987/l IND A.P. RPIP 
1492 P-1987/1-1 IND A.P. RPLP 
1493 P-2046 INO A.P. RPlP 
1497 P-2051 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395463 
1500 P-2052 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395464 
1504 P·2078 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395485 
1505 P-2078·1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1510 P-2D83 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395490 
1512 P-2098 JNO A.P. RPlP PI-395505 
1513 P-2098-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1514 P-2098-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
1516 P-2099 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395506 
1522 P-2197 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395581 
1523 P-2399 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395740 
1525 P-3289 IND U.P. RPlP PI-396494 
1527 P-3639 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396790 
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1529 P-36S9 INO BIHAR RPIP PJ-396807 
1531 P·37S6 IND U.P. BERH T-S4 
1534 P-3816/l INO U.P. BERH T-74 
1535 P·3816/l-1 INn U.P. BERH T-74 
1537 P-3889 INO A.P. HYOI R.O.49 
1539 P-39 19 INO A.P. HYDI R.O.S3 
1540 P-3919-1 INO A.P .. HYOI R.O.S3 
1541 P·3920 INO A.P. HYOI RO.119 
1542 P-3927 INO A.P. HYOI R.O.1S1 
1544 P.392711 INO A:F. HYOI RO.ISI 
1547 P·3930 IND A:F. HYDI RG.64 
1548 P·3963 INO A.P. HYOI R.G.81 
1550 P-3963/1 INn A.P. HYOI RG.81 
ISSS P·3965 IND A.P. HYOI RG.44 
1556 p·4006 INO AP. HYDI RG.413·2 
1557 P-4019 INn TAMlLNADU COlM GUNPUR 
1559 P-4044/1 INO TAMILNADU COIM S.A.l 
1560 P-4048 INO TAMILNADU COIM RG.30S4 
1561 P-4052 IND TAMILNADU COlM NEW ERA· 1 
1562 P-4057 INO TAMILNADU COIM M.S.8931 
1563 P-4064 IND TAMlLNADU COIM WILT ISO 
1564 P-406S/1 IND TAMILNADU COIM WILT 141 
1567 P·406511-3 INO TAMILNADU COIM 
1568 P-4066 IND TAMILNADU COIM wn..T 129 
1569 P-4068 INO TAMILNADU COIM WILT 150 
1570 . P·4069 IND TAMlLNADU COIM WILT 208 
1571 P.4075/1 INO A.P. COIM HYDBRABAO 
1575 p·407,n-4 INO A.P. COIM HYDBRABAD 
1576 P..-4088 INO TAMlLNADU COIM VZMA78 
1577 P·4~1 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.478 
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1578 P-409611 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.96S5 
1579 P-4096/1-1 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9655 
1580 P-4096/1-2 IND TAMILNADU COIM MS.9655 
1581 P-410011 IND TAMILNADU COIM 114012 
1583 P-4741 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TUR 15-15-1 
1586 P-4750 JND BIHAR KANP 6005-2 
1587 P-5017 IND MAHARASHTRA MOm.. 282-7 -NIPHAO 
1589 P·5017-2 IND MAHARASHTRA MORL 282-7 -NIPHAO 
1590 P-5024 INO KARNATAKA MORL ANNIGERJ-N-IS 
1593 P-502411 IND KARNATAKA MOHL ANNIGERI-N·15 
1596 P-5036 INO MAHARASHTRA MOHL 141-31 
1597 P-5046 IND MAHARASHTRA MOHL NO.30t 
1599 P-5046-2 IND MAHARASHTRA MOm.. NO.301 
1601 P·507011 !NO MAHARASHTRA MOHL N-S 
1602 P-5097 IND KARNATAKA BUA TUR 1()4. 7-7 
1604 P-5097-2 IND KARNATAKA BUA TUR 1()4. 7-7 
1609 P-5097-7 IND KARNATAKA BUA TUR 104-7-7 
1611 P-5119 IND KARNATAKA BUA N.P.64 
1613 P-5124 IND MAHARASHTRA BUA KHANDESH LOCAL 
1615 P-S133 IND A.P. RPlP R.G.72 
1621 ST-! INO A.P. JNKV 
1622 P-334 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394272 
1625 P-334-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
1628 P-531-28-3 lNO BIHAR RPIP 
1629 P-531-28-3-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
1630 P-531-28-3-2 IND BIHAR RPlP 
1632 P-904-36-1 IND U.P. IAR! 
1634 P-1157-52-1 IND IAR! 
1637 P-801-100-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
1641 T-17 IND U.P. JNKV 
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1643 P-15-107·2 IND UP. RPIP 
1644 P-IS-I07-2-t IND UP. RPIP 
1646 P-273-142-2 INn U.P. RPIP 
1648 NP(WR}15-193-1 IND NEW DELHI JARI 
1650 P·998-42-1 IND MAHARASHTRA JARl 
1654 P-2677 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39.5984 
16.55 P-3061 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396299 
16.58 P-3228 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396447 
1661 P·387.5 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.l36 
1663 P·3948 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.423 
1664 P-3948-1 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.423 
1666 P-3986 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.104 
1669 P·3986-3 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.104 
1670 P·4032 IND TAMlLNADU COIM VIRIVADA 
1671 P·4082 IND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.9711 
1672 P-4091 INO TAMJLNADU COIM VZM.471 
1673 P·4091/1 IND TAMlLNADU COIM VZM.471 
1675 P-4091/1·2 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.471 
1676 P-276 INO UP. RPIP PI·394227 
1680 P·276·4 INO U.P. RPIP 
1682 P-279 IND UP. RPJP Pl·394230 
1683 P-1221/1 IND NEWOELHI IARl N.P.29 
1684 P-I221/1·1 IND NEW DELHI IAR1 N.P.29 
1686 P-1229/l INO NEW DELHI IAR1 N.P.31 
1688 P-IS36 IND RPIP R.G.H41 
1691 P·tS37 IND A.P. RPIP S.T.l 
1693 P·1544 IND BIHAR RPIP PJ-39S026 
1697 P·1547 IND BIHAR RPIP PJ-39.5029 
1699 P·ISS9 IND U.P. RPIP 
1704 P-1579 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39505.5 
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1708 P-1579/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1711 P~IS84 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395060 
1712 P-1589 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395065 
1718 P-1602 JND A.P. RPIP PI·395076 
1720 P·1611 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395084 
1724 P-1629 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395102 
1725 P·1625 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395098 
1126 P·1625-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1727 P·1636 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395108 
1728 P·1639 IND A.P. RPlP 
1730 P-1640 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395111 
1732 P-I640-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
1733 P·I642 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395113 
1735 P-1645 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395116 
1737 P·I646 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395117 
1739 P·1648 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·395119 
1742 P·1650 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395121 
1747 P-1653 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395124 
1751 P·1651 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395122 
1752 P·1658 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395129 
1754 P·1671 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395141 
1756 P·1674 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395144 
1757 P·1704/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1758 P-1704/1-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1761 P·1709/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1762 P·1710 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395177 
1763 P-I710-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1764 P-1712 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395179 
1769 P-1713 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395180 
1770 P-I715 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395182 
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1771 P·1716 INO A.P. RPlP PI-395183 
1777 P-1716/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
)779 P·I721 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S188 
1781 P·1723 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S190 
1782 P·17S6 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S214 
1784 P·I771 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S228 
1785 P·I771-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1786 P·1779 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39523S 
1787 P·179S IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S247 
1788 P·1812 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S263 
1790 P-1814 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S26S 
1792 P-1817 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S268 
1793 P·1823 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S274 
1794 P-I833 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S284 
1795 P·1840 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S290 
1796 P-I844 INn A.P. RPIP PI-39S294 
1800 P-1863 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S312 
1802 P·I868 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S316 
1803 P .. I869 JND A.P. RPIP PI·39S317 
1804 P·I869-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1805 P·I869/1 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S332 
·1806 P-188S IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S332 
1807 P·1888 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39533S 
1809 P·I901 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395342 
1811 P-l904 INO A.P. RPlP PI·39S344 
1814 P-I904·3 INO A.P. RPIP 
181S P·1913 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S3S2 
1817 P·1913.2 IND A.P. RPIP 
1818 P·1916 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S3SS 
1820 P-192O IND A.P. RPIP PI·395358 
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1822 P-1923 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S361 
1823 P-192S IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S362 
1829 P-I964 IND A.P. RPIP 
1830 P·l96S IND A.P. RPIP PI<~95391 
1833 P·I96S-3 IND A.P. RPIP 
1835 P-1981 IND A.P. RPIP Pl· 395404 
1836 P-1982 IND A.P. R.PIP PI·39S4OS 
1837 P.1983 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S406 
1838 P-1988 IND A.P. RPIP PI-3954 I 1 
1842 P-I999 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S420 
1843 P-2003 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S424 
1845 P-2007 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S428 
1846 P·2OO1-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1851 P-2031 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395447 
18S3 P-1034 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S449 
1854 P-l065 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395475 
1855 P-l074 IND A.P. RPlP PI-39S481 
1857 P-2074-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1860 P-207SI1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1861 P-2080 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395481 
1863 P-1088 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39549S 
1864 P·1OS8/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1865 P-lII0 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39SS16 
1866 P-lll0-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
1869 P-1148 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395S38 
1871 P-lIS3 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·39SS47 
1875 P-116S IND A.P. R.PIP PI-39SSS8 
1877 P-2189 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395S7S 
1882 P-13S3 IND A.P. RPIP 
1889 P-13S3-7 IND A.P. RPIP 
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1893 P·2361 IND AP. RPIP PI·395707 
1896 P·2416 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395752 
1897 P·2518 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395899 
1898 P·2115 INn A.P. RPIP 
1900 P·2115·2 INO A.P. RPIP 
1901 P.2119/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
1903 P-2136 INO A.P. RPIP PI·396034 
1908 P .. 2818 INO A.P. RPIP Pl.:396106 
1910 P·2818-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
1912 P·2830 IND A.P. RPIP PI·396117 
1915 P·2831 IND AJ>. RPIP 
1920 P-2839 IND A.P. RPIP PI·396]24 
1921 P·2843 IND AP. RPIP PI·396127 
1923 P.2.843.2 IND A.P. RPIP 
1925 P·2991 IND V.P. RPIP PI·39625O 
1926 P-3067 IND V.P. RPIP 
1927 P·3343 IND VJ>. RPIP Pl·396538 
1929 ' .. 3343·2 IND U.P. RPIP 
1931 P·3386 IND VJ>. RPIP P]·396515 
1933 P·3811 INO WESTBBNOAL BERH K.T.1OS 
1935 P·4033 INO TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9360 
1938 '.4034 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM.12 
1940 '·4015 INO A.P. COIM HYDBRABAD 
1941 P-4015-1 IND A.P. COIM HYDB.RABAD 
1943 
' .... 817 IND BIHAR K.ANP 6258·B 
1944 P·S070 IND MAHARASHTRA MOm.. N·8 
1946 '·271 IND V.P. RPIP PI·394228 
1941 '·277-1 lND V.P. RPIP 
1950 
' .... '0 IND VJ>. RPIP PI·394362 1951 P .... ,().1 IND UJ>, RPIP 
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1952 P-507 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394383 
19S6 P-SI0 INO U.P. RPlP PI-394386 
1957 P-510-1 INO V.P. RPIP 
1958 P-S20 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394394 
1959 P-522 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394396 
1962 P-530/l INO BIHAR RPIP 
1963 P-545 INO BIHAR RPIP 
1964 P-73! INO BIHAR RPIP Pl·394SSO 
1966 P·738-2 INO BIHAR RPIP 
1967 P·741 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394552 
]968 P-807/l INO BIHAR RPIP 
1970 P-lOS6 INO BIHAR IAR! B.R.2E 
1972 P-1172 JAM JARI JAMAICA-40-39 
1974 P-I263 IND NEWOELHI IARI N.P.70 
1975 P·2416 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S752 
1979 P-2900 INO MAHARASHlRA RPIP PI-396167 
1983 P-3269 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396419 
1987 P-3293 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396497 
1992 P-3299 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396S03 
1994 P-3299-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
1995 P-3299-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
1997 P-3309 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396S09 
1998 P·3331 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396S29 
2000 P·3497 IND U.P. RPIP 
2009 P-7S/1 INO U.P. RPIP 
2010 P·87 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394081 
2011 P-498/1 IND U.P. RPJP 
2013 P-S2S INO U.P. RPIP PI-394399 
2016 P-701 INO BIHAR RPIP PI·394S2S 
2017 P·701·1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
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2019 P·793fJ. IND BIHAR RPIP 
2020 P-793fJ..l IND BIHAR RPIP 
2022 P-I064/1 IND BIHAR IARl B.R.71 
2023 P-l~/1-1 IND BIHAR IARI B.R.71 
2024 P·127S IND NEW DELHI IAR! N.P.NO.3 
2028 P·1284 IND U.P. IARl T-4~28A 
2032 P·1281 BUR IARl N.E.38·33A 
2035 P·1294 BOD IARI DACCA-3812A 
2039 P·129S BGD IAR! DACCA-39-6A 
2044 P-1295-5 BGD IARI DACCA-39-6A 
204S P-1301 IND BIHAR lARI B.R.S 
2049 P-1301-4 INO BIHAR IAR! B.R.5 
2050 P·1623 INn A.P. RPIP PI-395096 
lOS 1 P-1632 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S104 
2053 P·1632/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
20S4 P·1632(1.·1 IND A.P. RPIP 
20S7 P·16S1 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S122 
2059 P·1652 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395J23 
2060 P·I6SS IND A.P. RPIP PI-395126 
2063 P·16S6 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395127 
2064 P·1656-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2067 P·16S7/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2068 P·1657/1·1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2070 P·1683 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S152 
2073 P·168S IND A.P. RPIP PI-395154 
2076 P·1688 IND A.P. RPIP PI·3951S7 
2ftI1 P·I72S IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S192 
2083 P.1725·6 IND A.P. RPIP 
2084 P·1727 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395194 
208S P-1727-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
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2086 P-17Z7-2 INO A.P. RPJP 
2088 P-17Z7-4 INO A.P. RPIP 
2092 P·1744 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395207 
2096 P-17S3 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395212 
2097 P·17S3·1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2098 P·1765 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395222 
2101 P·1765/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2103 P·1768/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2106 P·1782 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S238 
2110 P-1783/1 INO A.P. RPlP 
2112 P·1786 IND A.P. RPIP 
2114 P·1786/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2118 P·1787 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395242 
2121 P·1789 INO A.P. RPIP 
2122 P·1796 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395248 
2124 P·1799 INO A.P. RPlP PI-395251 
2126 P·1799/1 INO A.P. RPlP 
2130 P·1800 INO A.P. RPlP PI· 395252 
2133 P-I806/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2136 P·I806/1·3 IND A.P. RPIP 
2137 P·I809 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395260 
2142 P·1811 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395262 
2150 P·1829 INO A.P. RPlP PI·395280 
2153 P·1838 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395288 
21S4 P·1838·1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2155 P·1870 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395318 
2158 P-I876 IND A.P. APAU 
2164 P-1877 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395325 
2169 P·1879 IND A.P. RPlP 
2170 P·1879-1 IND A.P. RPlP 
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2173 P·1884 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39.5331 
2174 P-1884·1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2178 P·1885 INO A.P. RPIP P)·39.5332 
2184 P·I889 INO A.P. RPIP Pl·395336 
2187 P-l890 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39.5337 
2192 P·1898 IND A.P. RPIP 
2196 P-19OO INO A.P. KOrn PI-39.5341 
2203 P·I905 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39.534.5 
2205 P·I927 INO A.P. RPIP Pl·39.5364 
2208 P-I928 (NO A.P. RPIP PI-39.5365 
2209 P-I928-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2210 P-193O IND A.P. RPIP Pl·395367 
2211 P-I930-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2213 P-19S1 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395380 
2216 P-1952 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39.5381 
2218 P-19SS INO A.P. RPIP PI-395383 
2223 P-1955-5 IND A.P. RPIP 
2224 P-1956 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395384 
2226 P·I961/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2230 P-I96s/1-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2231 P-I," IND A.P. RPIP 
2233 P-1968 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39.5392 
2235 P-1970 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39.5394 
2236 P-U~80-1 IND A.P. RPlP 
2238 P-I990 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39.5413 
2239 P-I991 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S414 
2241 P-2OO4 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395425 
2246 P-2005 JND A.P. RPIP P(·395426 
2247 P·2005·1 IND A.P. RPIP 
lU8 P-2012 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39543O 
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22S0 P-2017 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395434 
2252 P-2017-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
2253 P-2018 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395435 
2255 P·2020 IND A.P. RPIP 
2257 P-2022 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395438 
2260 P-2024 IND A.P. APAU 
2261 P-2024-1 IND A.P. RPlP 
2262 P-2054 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395466 
2265 P-2056 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395468 
2269 P-2064 IND A.P, RPIP PI·395474 
2273 P-2068 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395471 
2277 P-2071 lNO A.P. RPIP PI·395478 
2281 P-2072 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39,5479 
2282 P-2072-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2286 P-2089 IND A.P. RPlP PI·395496 
2288 P-2091 INO A.P. RPIP PI.395498 
2290 P-2096 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395503 
2294 P·2097 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395504 
2299 P-2709 INO A.P. RPlP PI·395515 
2300 P-3081/1 lNO U.P. RPIP 
2302 P-3282 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396489 
2305 P·3640 INO BIHAR RPIP PI·396791 
2307 P·3650 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396801 
2309 P-3685 NPL RPIP 
2313 P-3710 INO MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0..7-6 
2315 P-3719 IND MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0..1·20 
2316 P·3723 INO MAHARASIITRA DHUL 0..7-2 
2317 P-372.5 IND WEST BENGAL BERH 0.74 
2319 P-3752 IND MAHARASHTRA BERM AK.OLALOCAL 
2321 P-3775 INO U.P. BERH T-W 
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2324 P~3783 (ND U.P. BERR T-S-A 
232S P-3783-1 IND WEST BENGAL APAU 
2326 P-3789 IND v.p. BERR T-67 
2327 P-3791 IND WBSTBENGAL BERR B·2 
2328 P·380S INO U.P. BERH T-2A 
2335 P-3833 INO WEST BENGAL BERH 2-B 
2338 P-3836 INO U.P. BERM K-3 
2341 P-3B37 INO U.P. BERM T-63/1 
2344 P·3839 INO WEST BENGAL BERR KAP ARGAONK-32 
2345 P-384 I INO WBSTBHNGAL BERR REO GRAM 
23~O P·3843 INO NEWDFl..HI BERH N.P.{WR)-98 
2351 P·3843·1 IND NEWOELHI BERR N.P.(WR)-98 
2352 P-3845 IND WEST BENGAL BERM B-1 
2354 P-3845-2 IND WBSTBBNGAL BERR B-1 
2355 P-3846 IND WBSTBENGAL BERR E-IO-l-2 
2360 P·3~-5 IND WEST BENGAL BERM E-IO-l-2 
2361 P·3868 IND A.P. HYD) R.G.2S 
2362 P-3868-1 !NO A.P. HYD] R.G.2S 
2363 P·3871 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.39 
2364 P·3873 !ND A.P. HYDI R.O.40/l 
2365 P·3873-1 IND A.P. HYDI RO.4O/l 
2366 P-3816 IND A.P. HYDI RG.89 
2369 P-3871 INn A.P, HYDI RG.]3 
2372 p-3mll IND A,P. HYDI RO.147 
2316 P-3888 1ND A.P. HYDI R.O.l02 
2377 P·389O INn A.P. HYDI R.G.88 
2379 P-3891 IND A.P. HYDI R,O.55 
2380 P-3891-1 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.55 
2311 P-3894 INn A.P. HYDI R.OJ68 
2382 P·3896 INO A.P. HYOI R.O.?B 
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2384 P-3897 IND A.P. HYOI B-7 
2385 P-3898 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.73 
2386 P-3901 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.98!3 
2387 P-3909 IND A.P. HYOI R.O.49/2 
2389 P-391O IND A.P. HYOI R.G.91 
2390 P-39J6 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.117-3 
2391 P-39J6-1 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.117-3 
2396 P-3922 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.121 
2399 P-3924 IND A.P. HYOI H.P.23 
2400 P-3932 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.75 
2401 P-3932-1 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.75 
2402 P-3932/1 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.75 
2404 P-3934 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.82 
2405 P-3935 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.1OS 
2407 P-3935-2 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.1OS 
2409 P-3935/l IND A.P. HYOI R.G.1OS 
2412 P-3940 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.1l2 
2413 P-3946 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.7S 
2415 P-3947 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.l29 
2419 P-3953 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.98 
2420 P-3953-1 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.98 
2421 P-39S4 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.7011 
2422 P-3955 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.78 
2423 P-3958 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.72 
2424 P-3960 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.417!3 
2425 P-3967 IND AP. HYOI R.G.l26 
2426 P-3967/1 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.126 
2429 P-3968 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.83 
2430 P·3972 IND AP. HYDI R.G.lI8 
2431 P-3993 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.123 
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2435 P-399311 INn A.P. HYDI R.G.I23 
2437 P-3994 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.27 
2439 P-399411 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.27 
2440 P-3999 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.149 
2441 P-4004/1 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.83A 
2442 P-4005 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.8lB 
2444 P-4008 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.l35 
2445 P-4011 IND WESTBBNGAL BHRH N.E.3833A 
2447 P-4012 IND KARNATAKA COIM ARBHA VI F-S2 
2448 P-4014 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S. 9362 
l449 P-4016 INO A.P. COIM CHODAVARAM 
l451 P-4016/1 IND A.P. COIM CHODAVARAM 
2454 P-4017 IND A.P. COlM WARANGAL 
2457 P-4017/1 IND A.P. COIM WARANGAL 
1459 P-4017/2 IND A.P. COIM WARANGAL 
2460 P-4018 IND TAMlLNADU COIM CHlCOCOLE 
2461 P-4019/1 IND TAMILNADU COIM auNPUR 
2463 P-4022 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.8903 
2464 P-4023 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9S98 
2467 P-4024 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.8904 
2469 P-4026 IND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.9357 
2471 P-4027 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.93S6 
2472 P-4028 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9541 
2479 P-4037 IND A.P. COIM ADONI 
2481 P-4041 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.4S1 
2482 P-4042 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.4S6 
2483 P-4OS3 IND TAMILNADU COIM KEYMON I(p) 
24M P-4058 IND TAMJLNADU COIM M.S.8937 
2485 P-40S9 IND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S. 8941 
2487 P-4060 IND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.8934 
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2489 P~4065 IND TAMILNADU COIM WD..T141 
2493 P~4072 IND TAMlLNADU COIM WD..T267 
2494 P~4073 IND TAMILNADU COIM WD..T287 
2496 P-4074 IND KARNATAKA COIM MANGALORE 
2499 R-40S3 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9714 
2500 P-40S6 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.473 
2502 P-4098 IND TAMILNADU COIM NO.lns 
2503 P-4107 IND TAMILNADU COIM LOCALARHAR 
2505 P-4107-2 IND TAMILNADU COIM LOCALARHAR 
2506 P-4109 USA COIM HA WAil 39(W) 
250S P-5l23 IND KARNATAKA BUA 290-2l-N1PHAD 
2514 P-5132 IND A.P. APAU S.A.l 
2515 P-5139 IND KARNATAKA RPIP PI-398063 
2518 P-55-4--2 IND U.P. RPIP 
2522 P-299 !ND U.P. RPIP PI-394245 
2526 P-448-24-l IND U.P. RPIP 
2529 P-44S-24-1-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
2530 P-448-25-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
2536 P-448-25-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
2537 P-448-25-2-1 IND UP. RPIP 
2538 P-44S-25-2-2 !ND UP. RPIP 
2540 P-152-11-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
2542 P-lS2-11-1-2 IND U.P. RPlP 
2543 P-lS2-11-1-3 IND U.P. RPlP 
2546 P-S3l-28-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
2549 P-S93-34-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
2S50 P.S93-34-2-l IND BIHAR RPIP 
2S52 P-904-36~3 IND U.P. IARl SHAIUAHANPUR 
2554 P-914-37-1 IND U.P. IARJ 38 WHITE MED 
2557 P-ll09-47-1 IND PUNJAB IARJ MALIARANA LOCAL 
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2S60 P·IIIS-49-2 BUR JARI N.E.38.63 
2562 P-1l18-49-1 BUR IARI N.E.38-63 
2564 P-IQ66..4S-1A INO BIHAR lAR! B.R.IO 
2569 P-I066-4S-1B IND BIHAR IARI B.R.10 
2571 P·996-43-1 IND MAHARASHlRA IAR! 115 NANDIAD YEL 
2.573 P-996-43-1·2 IND MAHARASIffRA IARI 115 NANDIAD YEL 
2571 P.1120-48·2 BUR IAR! N.E.39-49B 
2519 P·l1 18·49-3 BUR lARI N.E.38-63 
2581 P·1136·SO-1 BUR IAR! E-IO-l 
2586 P·1136-51-1 BUR tARI E-I0-1 
2.587 P-1I36-.51·1-1 BUR IARI E-IO-I 
2588 P.1l36-.51-1-2 BUR lARI B-I0-1 
2589 P·I1:36·51-1-3 BUR IARt B-I0-1 
2591 P·l136-.51·3 BUR IARt E-I0-1 
2594 P-1176-.53-1 JAM IARt JAMAICA·41-11A 
2.59.5 P-1291·.s7-1 BUR IARI N.B.40-60 
2599 P·.574-99·1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
2602 P-574-99·1-3 INO BIHAR RPIP 
2603 2B INO M.P. JNKV 
2605 P·IO-I01 •• IND UP. RPIP 
2608 P-.54-JQ6..1 !NO UP. RPIP 
2612 R·60-181-3 IND M.P. JNKV 
2613 P.1S-1 !NO U.P. RPIP 
2617 B-7-171-1 IND WBSTBENGAL JNKV 
2619 .RAIMUSIA INO M.P. REWA JNKV 
2621 RAIMVSIA-2 IND M.P. REWA JNKV 
2622 RAlMUSIA.3 IND M.P. REWA JNK.V 
2624 ST·t IND A.P. JNKV 
2625 So! IND U.P. JNKV 
2626 SHARDA IND NSWDBLHI IARJ 
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2627 MUKTA IND NEWDBLHI IAR! 
2628 GRANADA PER JNKV 
2629 GRANADA-l PER JNKV 
2630 P-2828 IND A.P. RPIP 
2631 P-3016 IND U.P. RPlP PI-396313 
2634 P-129 IND U.P. RPIP 
2635 P-136 IND U.P. RPlP PI-394115 
2638 P-145 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394124 
2639 P-151 IND U.P. RPlP Pl·394133 
2641 P-199 IND U.P. RPIP Pl·394166 
2642 P.231 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394193 
2645 P-236 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394197 
2648 P-239 IND U.P. RPIP 
2651 P-240 IND U.P. RPIP PI·3942oo 
2652 P-240-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
2654 P-264 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394220 
2655 P·264·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
26S6 P·286 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394234 
2660 P-295 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394241 
2661 P-53S IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394408 
2662 P-S3S-l IND BIHAR RPIP 
2664 P·617 IND BlHAR RPIP PI-394470 
2666 P-65 1 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394486 
2667 P-719 IND BIHAR RPIP 
2668 P-782 IND BIHAR RPIP 
2670 P-977 IND MAHARASHTRA IAR! MBHEKAR LOCAL 
2671 P·995 IND MAHARASHTRA IAR! 124 JALGAON-2 
2673 P-1388 IND NEWDBLHl lARJ PLA.59 
2676 P-1670/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2677 P-1674 IND Al'. RPlP PI-39S144 
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2679 P.1738 INO A.P. RPIP 
2680 P-1738·1 INO A.P. RPIP 
2681 P-1977 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395400 
2682 P·2102 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S509 
268S P·2294 INO A.P. RPIP 
2686 P·2401 INO A.P. RPIP 
2688 P-1428 INO AP. RPIP PI-39S763 
2689 P-244 I INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S775 
2690 P-2S3 1 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395857 
2691 P-2S90 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S909 
2692 P·2647 INO AP. RPIP PI-395959 
2693 P-2679 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395987 
2696 P·2880 INO ORISSA RPIP PI·3961S5 
2698 P-288S INO ORISSA RPIP 
2699 P-l636/l INO BIHAR RPIP 
2701 P·3800 INO WESTBBNGAL BBRH B.C.4130 
2703 P~043 [NO TAMILNAOU COIM VZM.450 
2705 P-4397 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB N.P.4 
riO? P·4401 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD 0·19 
27f1J P-440l·2 INO MAHARASH1RA PARD 0-19 
2711 P·44 10 INO U.P. PARB T·22 
2714 P.4412 [NO MAHARASHTRA PARB HY-8 
2716 P~436 IND MAHARASHTRA PARD NPC.38-3·1 
2717 P~S76 IND MAHARASHTRA PARS DAVAH·2-11 
2718 P~576·1 INO MAHARASHlRA PARS DAVAH-2-11 
2719 P-4623 INO ASSAM NOWG 1NO.l-4 
2721 P-4959 INO U.P. KANP 61f1J 
2722 P·4972 IND U.P. KANP PATHHABADLOCAL 
2724 P-5040 INO BIHAR MOHL BR.59 
2725 P·5096 IND KARNATAKA BUA TIJR 101-B· 7 
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2726 P·SQ96.1 INO KARNATAKA BUA TI1R 101·B·7 
2727 P·5243 IND U.P. KANP I {1·ill 
2730 P·5243/1 IND V.P. KANP I {1·ill 
2732 P-5243/1-2 IND V.P. KANP I {1·ill 
2733 P·264 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394220 
2734 P·434 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394340 
273S P.4S4 IND V.P. RPIP PI-3943Sl 
2736 P-4S4-1 INO V.P. RPIP 
2738 P-474 IND V.P. RPlP PI·394364 
2739 P-SI9 INO V.P. RPIP PI·394393 
2740 P-S2l INO U,P. RPIP PI·39439S 
2745 P·536 INO BIHAR RPlP Pl·394409 
2746 P-536·1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
2748 P-537 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394410 
2749 P-S71 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-39443S 
2753 P·7ll IND BIHAR RPIP PJ·394533 
2755 P·7] 1-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
27S6 P·714 IND BIHAR RPIP 
2757 P-7Z7ll IND BIHAR RPIP 
2758 P·730 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394S4S 
2761 P-947!l lND V.P. IARl KANPUR·132 
2763 P.947/l·2 INO U.P. IARl KANPUR·132 
2764 P·967 IND MAHARASHTRA JARI MURTIIAPUR-5 
2767 P-980 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI MEHEKAR LOCAL 
2772 P-999 IND MAHARASlITRA lAR! 127TUR4A 
2775 P-1000 IND MAHARASHTRA IARl 12611JRSA 
2776 P·to37 IND A.P. IARI GUNnIR·8 
2777 P·lOSS IND A.P. lAR! R.G.76 
2780 P-I066!2 IND BIHAR IARI B.RJO 
2783 P·1089 IND TAMILNADV IARI MADRAS-17 
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2785 P·1089-2 IND TAMILNADU IARI MADRAS-17 
2786 P-l()91 IND TAMILNADU IARI TINDIVARAN 
2787 P-1099 IND WEST BENGAL IAR! W.B.62/5O-S1 
2789 P-ll0S IND RAJASTIIAN IARI JAISINGHPURA-) 
2790 P-1110 IND KARNATAKA IARI GARDEN TIIOGARI-
2792 P-1113 BUR IARI N.E.(B) 
2793 P-1128 BUR JARI E-6 
2795 P·1129 BUR IARI B-7 
2797 P·1134 BUR JAR! E·)()..3 
2799 P-1142/l BUR IARI E.C.16208 
2801 P-ll48 BGD JARI 38-12B 
2803 P-1l62/l LKA IARI MA VADAM KABUW AL 
2804 P·1162/l-1 LKA IARI MAVADAM KABUWAL 
280S P-1162 LKA IARI MA VADAM KABUW AL 
2808 P-ll66 GUY IARI B.G.3 
2809 P·1169 GUY IAR! B.G.S 
2811 P·IISI NGA IAR! NIGERIA· 3 
2812 P·llS1·1 NGA IARI NIGERIA-3 
2815 P-ll811l NGA IAR! NIGERIA·3 
2816 P·1183 PRJ IARl SARGTEOO 
2819 P·1183·3 PRJ IARl SARGTEGO 
2820 P·1l97 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.3 
2821 P·J221 IND NEW DELHI IAR! N.P.29 
2823 P·1299 BOD IAR! DACCA-39-10A 
2824 P-1301 IND BIHAR IAR! BAS 
2827 P-13111l IND BIHAR IAR! B.R.S9 
2828 P·J31111·1 INn BIHAR IAR! BR.59 
2829 P·IS73 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S0s0 
2831 P-1S82 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S0S8 
2832 P-1603 IND A.P. RPIP PI· 395m 
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2833 P~16OS IND A.P. RPIP PI·395079 
2834 P~1608 IND A.P. RPIP PI~39.5082 
2836 P·1612 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S08S 
2839 P·1613 IND A.P. RPlP PI·39.5086 
2840 P-1613-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2841 P·1619 IND A.P. RPlP PI-39S092 
2844 P-1634 INO A.P. RPlP PI-3951~ 
2846 P.I637 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S109 
2848 P·1637/l IND A.P. RPIP 
2849 P-1638 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S110 
2851 P·1644 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395115 
2852 P·165S IND A.P. RPIP PI·395126 
2858 P·1677 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S146 
2860 P~1678 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S147 
2862 P·1689 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·39S1S8 
2863 P·1704 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S172 
2865 P-1709 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395176 
2868 P·1711 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395178 
2873 P·1716 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S183 
287S P·1719 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S186 
2876 P·1722 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395189 
2877 P·I72211 INO A.P. RPIP 
2880 P-17S8/1 INO A.P. RPlP 
2881 P-17S8/t·l IND AJ>. RPlP 
2883 P·176011 INO A.P. RPIP 
2884 P-1778 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395234 
2886 P-1780 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S236 
2888 P~1783 INO A.P. RPlP PI-395239 
2889 P·1793/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2890 P·1828 IND AJ>. RPIP PI·39S279 
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2894 P~1878 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395326 
2895 P·I903 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395343 
2898 P·1914 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395353 
2900 P·1926 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395363 
2901 P·1926·1 IND A.P. RPlP 
2902 P·I944/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2905 P·1984 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395407 
2907 P·1986 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S409 
2909 P·2OO7/1 INO A.P. RPlP 
2912 P-2031 INO A.P. RPIP Pl·395446 
2913 P·2038 (NO A.P. RPIP PI·395452 
2914 P·2073 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S480 
2917 P·2075 INO A.P. RPIP P[·395482 
2921 P-2076 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395483 
2923 P·2167/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2928 P-2167/1·5 INO A.P. RPIP 
2930 P·2222 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395599 
2933 P·2240 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395613 
2934 P·2244 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395617 
2935 P-2252 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S624 
2936 P·2314 IND A.P. RPIP P[·39S664 
2939 P-2342 lNO A.P. RPIP PI~395690 
2941 P·2351 IND A.P. RPIP P[.395697 
2943 P-2356 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395702 
2946 P-2362 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395708 
2949 P-2362-3 IND A.P. RPIP 
2952 P-2365 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395711 
2953 P·2367 IND A.P. RPIP 
2955 P-2374 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395717 
2956 P·2394 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395735 
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2958 P·2423 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395759 
2961 P·2429 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395764 
2964 P-2448 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395781 
2969 P-2449 IND A.P. RPIP 
2970 P-2449-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2972 P-2452 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S784 
2973 P·2453 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S78S 
2974 P·24S5 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395787 
2976 P·2460 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S791 
2978 P-2460/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
2981 P·246012 IND A.P. RPIP 
2982 P-2461 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395792 
2985 P-2463 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395794 
2986 P-2467 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395798 
2989 P·2472 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395803 
2990 P·2474 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39580S 
2993 P·2476 IND A.P. RPIP PI-3958C11 
2994 P·2479 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S81O 
2998 P·2495 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395824 
2999 P·2496 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S82S 
3002 P·2508 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S835 
3005 P-251O IND AP. RPIP PI-39S837 
3006 P·2515 IND A.P. RPlP PI-39S842 
3008 P·2524 IND AP. RPfP PI·395852 
3009 P-25~8 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395864 
3011 P·2539/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3012 P·2S3912 IND A.P. RPIP 
3016 P·2554 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395880 
3022 P-2S63 IND AP. RPIP PI·39S887 
3023 P·2568 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S891 
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3027 P.2S69/2 IND A.P. RPIP 
3030 P-2S71 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395894 
3032 P-2S71/1 IND A.P. RPJP 
3033 P.2571/2 IND A.P. RPIP 
3036 P·258S IND A.P. RPlP Pl-39S905 
3041 P·2S85-5 IND A.P. RPIP 
3042 P·2589 INO A.P. RPIP Pl-39S908 
3043 P-259713 IND A.P. RPlP 
3044 P·2597(3·1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3045 P·2604/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3046 P-2609!1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3047 P·2612 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395929 
3048 P·26J2-J IND A.P. 
3049 P-2613 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395930 
30S1 P-2624 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395941 
3053 P·2625 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395942 
3054 P·2626/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
305S P·2627/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3057 P-2628 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S943 
30S8 P-2632 INO A.P. RPlP 
3061 P-264 0 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395952 
3062 P·2640-1 INO A.P. RPlP 
3063 P-2644 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395956 
3064 P-2654 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395966 
3066 P·2660 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395970 
3068 P-2660-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
3069 P·2660·3 INO A.P. RPIP 
3071 P·2661 INO A.P. RPlP PI·39S971 
3073 P.2668/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3U17 P·2670 INO A.P. RPIP 
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3078 P-26701l INO A.P. RPIP 
3082 P-2671 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S979 
3084 P-267 111 INO A.P. RPIP 
3089 P-2694 INO A.P. RPIP 
3090 P-2694-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3092 P-2701 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S999 
3093 P-270S IND A.P. RPIP PI·396009 
3094 P-2712 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396016 
3097 P-2714 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396018 
3099 P-2716 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396019 
3102 P-2718 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396021 
3103 P-2718-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3107 P-273611 IND A.P. RPIP 
3109 P-2736/l-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
3113 P-2737 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396035 
311S P-2738 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396036 
3116 P-2738/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3122 P-2739 INO A.P. RPIP PI·396037 
3124 P-2739-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
3125 P-2739/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3127 P-27S7 INO A.P. RPIP PI-3960S3 
3128 P-2758 INO A.P. RPIP PI-3960S4 
3129 P-276S INO A.P. RPIP PI-396060 
3130 P-276S-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3132 P-2771 INn A.P. RPIP PI-396064 
3133 P-2i11/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3135 P-2774 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396067 
3138 P-2780 INO A:P. RPIP 
3144 P-2790 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396080 
314S P·279()..1 INn A.P. RPIP 
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3146 P-2792 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396082 
3149 P-2793 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396083 
3150 P-2793-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3152 P·28l5 lNO A.P. RPlP PI-396103 
3155 P-2821/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3]56 P-282l/1-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3157 P-282S INO A.P. RPIP PI·396112 
3158 P-2829 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396116 
3161 P-2832/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3162 P-2832/1-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3163 P-2834/l IND A.P. RPIP 
3167 P-2836/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3169 P·2836/1·2 INO A.P. RPIP 
3110 P-2838 IND A.P. RPIP PI·396123 
3113 P-287111 INO ORISSA RPJP 
3175 P-2872 INO ORISSA RPIP PI-396150 
3117 P·2814 INO ORISSA RPIP 
3179 P·2814-2 IND ORISSA RPlP 
3)80 P·2S7S !NO ORISSA RPlP 
3181 P·2819 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396154 
3183 P-2898 lNO MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-396165 
3184 P-2901 IND MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI·396 168 
3185 P·2902 INO MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI·396169 
3187 P.2907 IND MAHARASHTRA RP1P PI-396173 
3188 P·2919 INO MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-396184 
3189 P·2931 INO RPIP PI·396196 
3192 P-2941 INO UP. RPIP Pl-396200 
3193 P·294t-l [NO U.P. RPIP 
3194 P·2948 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396W7 
3195 P-31Z3 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 396356 
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3197 P·3233 IND V.P. RPIP PI-3964SJ 
3200 P-3487 IND V.P. RPIP PI·396663 
3201 P·3491 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396667 
3203 P·3494 IND V.P. RPIP Pf-396670 
3206 P-3494-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
3207 P-3609 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396763 
3208 P-3609-1 IND V.P. RPIP 
3209 P-3624Jl IND BIHAR RPIP 
3211 P-362412 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3212 P·3624 12· 1 IND RIHAR RPIP 
3213 P-3695 IND MAHARASHTRA DHVL PI-396835 
321S P-3702 IND MABARASHTRA DHUL D·S- ] 1 
3218 P.3734/1 IND TAMlLNADU BERII MADRAS-17/J 
3221 P-3734/1-3 IND TAMILNADV BERH MADRAS-17/l 
3222 P-3739 IND RAJASTHAN BERH JAIPUR-2 
3224 P·3739-2 IND RAJASTHAN BERH JAIPUR-2 
3225 P·3742 IND WEST BENGAL BERB E.C.4483 
3226 P-3757 INO WEST BENGAL BERH E-9-2 
3229 P-3757·3 IND WEST BENGAL BERH E-9-2 
3230 P·3761 INO WEST BENGAL BERH 1141 REOORAM 
3232 P-3771 INO NEWOELHI BERH N.P.(WR).41 
3233 P-3795 IND WEST BENGAL BERH ISLAMPVR 
3235 P-3882 IND A.P. HYOI R.O.90 
3236 P-3882·1 INO A.P. HYOI R.O.90 
3237 P-3891 INO A.P. HYOI R.G.55 
3241 P-3893 IND A.P. HYOI R.O.101 
3242 P·3895 [NO A.P. HYDI R.G.134 
3243 P·39D3 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.144 
3244 P.3921 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.99·2 
3246 P-3924/l [NO A.P. HYDI H.P.23 
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3247 P·3925 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.124 
3250 P..4036 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM.449/1 
3251 P-4038 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM,449/2 
3254 ' P·4040 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM.97 
3256 P-4062 INO TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.8939 
3258 P...t06S INO TAMILNADU COIM waT141 
3259 P-406S-1 IND TAMILNADU COIM WILTl41 
3260 P-4061 INO TAMILNADU COIM Wll...T20l 
3266 P-4071 IND TAMILNADU COIM Wll...T231 
3268 P-4079 IND KARNATAKA COIM BANGALORE 
3271 P-4084 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.486 
3272 P-4089 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM,474 
3273 P .... 091/1 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.471 
3276 P-4093 IND TAMlLNADU COIM VZM.482 
3278 P-4093-2 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.482 
3279 P-409S IND TAMILNADU COIM NO. 2900 
3281 P-4127 IND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.8928 
3282 P-4133 INO TAMILNADU COlM MS.8926 
3283 P-4137 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.83SS 
3284 P-4137·1 IND TAMILNADU COIM MS.83S5 
328S P-4156 INO TAMILNADU COlM PLS.l1S 
3286 P-4172 IND TAMILNADU COIM NO.113411-2 
3287 P-4199 INO TAMJLNADU COIM MS.954S 
3288 P-4216 INO TAMILNADU COIM M.S.891S 
3291 P-4227 INO TAMILNADU COlM M.S.8960 
3292 P-4229 INO TAMILNADU COIM ARHAR 132 
3294 P-4236 JND BIHAR SABO B.R.I72 
3295 P .... 299 IND MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-397357 
3296 P-4306 lND U.P. RPIP 
3297 P-4393 INO NBWDBLHI PARB N.P.1S 
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3298 P-4399 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB NO.31 
3300 P-4444 INO MAHARASHlRA PARD WANAJA-5 
3301 P-4476 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD T-IS-A 
3306 P-4493 INO MAHARASHlRA PARD 76-23 
3307 P-4S20 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB T'PUR 1-11 
3308 P-4S67 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD O.T.237 
3310 P-4573 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD 147-S-3 
3312 P-4602 INO ASSAM NOWG TNO.SVISL.l 
3314 P-4606 INO ASSAM NOWG TNO.I-3 
3317 P-4608 INO ASSAM NOWO TNO.l1·S 
3318 P-4609 IND ASSAM NOWO T-2 
3320 P-4611 INO ASSAM NOWO TNO.BR.16 
3322 P-4649 INO M.P. JNKV ]-30 
3323 P-464911 INO M.P. JNKV 1-30 
3325 P-46S7 INO M.P. JNKV T·S6-3 to 
3327 P-4680 INO KARNATAKA ANNI N.P.S1-t-3 
3328 P·4683 IND KARNATAKA ANNI F·) 8 ARDHA VI 
3329 P-4689 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TUR lOI-W.4-7 
3331 P-4727/l INO KARNATAKA ANNI F-4-8 
3333 P-47~7 INO UP. KANP 1~I6S/2A-4 
3334 P-4763 INO ASSAM KANP 63-2 
3335 P-4767 IND KARNATAKA KANP 9-S 
3337 P-4768 IND UP. KANP 8/12/36 
3339 P-4769 INO UP. KANP 8/12/36/2 
3341 P-4769-2 INO UP. KANP 8/12/36/2 
3342 P·4773 INO BIHAR KANP B.R.S9 
3344 P-4773-2 lND BIHAR KANP B.R.S9 
3347 P-4774 IND BIHAR KANP 13 
3348 P-4786 IND RAJASTIIAN KANP 90-2 
3349 P-4803 PAK KANP 8-2 
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3350 P-4827 IND A.P. KANP 5906-212 
3351 P-4836 IND U.P. KANP 2 
3352 P-4836-1 IND U.P. KANP 2 
3353 P·4843 IND M.P. KANP 5904 
3357 P-4859 IND TAMIL NADU KANP 6311 
3359 P-4939 IND NBWDELHI KANP N.P.(WR)-42 
3364 P-4992 IND U.P. KANP TUR 141-31 
3365 P-4992-] IND U.P. KANP TIJR 141-31 
3366 P-4996 IND MAHAR ASHTRA MOHL LP.15A 
3367 P·S002 INO MAHARASHTRA MOHL I.P. 
3369 P-5003 INO MAHARASHlRA MOHL I.P.SIB 
3370 P·217 IND UP. RPIP PI.394181 
3372 P-665 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394498 
3373 P-66811 IND U.P. RPIP 
3375 P.753 IND BIHAR RPIP P1.394562 
3377 P·934 IND U.P. IAR! CHANDAUSI-5 
3378 P-947 INO UP. tAR! KANPUR-132 
3382 P-1059 INO BIHAR IAR! B.R.l72 
3384 P-1251 IND NEW DELHI lAR! N.P.57-2 
3386 P-1251·2 IND NEW DELHI lAR! N.P.57-2 
3388 P·2974 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396229 
3390 P-3050 IND U.P. RPIP Pl.396291 
3392 P-3071 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396308 
3393 P-3072 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 3963 09 
3394 P-3073 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39631O 
3395 '·3100 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396336 
3397 P-~118 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396352 
3401 '-3123 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396356 
3405 P-3127 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396361 
3408 P·3187/1 IND U.P. RPIP 
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3410 P-322911 INO U.P. RPIP 
3412 P-3229/1-2 INO U.P. RPIP 
3418 P-3409 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396S9S 
3421 P-3409-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
3423 P-344111 INO U.P. RPIP 
3424 P-3S0S INO U.P. RPIP PI-396679 
3429 P-4117 INO TAMILNADU COIM M.S.8909 
3430 P-4228 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM.4S9 
3431 P-42S7 INO BIHAR SABO 142 LATE 
343S P-4839 INO U.P. KANP IS16SI2A-3 
3437 P-S134 !NO A.P. BUA PBOOAKANDI 
3440 P-30 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394027 
3442 P-34 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394031 
3444 P-SS3 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394422 
344S P-64S INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394480 
3447 P.6461l INO BIHAR RPIP 
34S1 P-647 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394482 
3455 P-809 IND BIHAR RPlP PI-39459S 
3457 P-907 INO U.P. IARl IC-16S8 
3461 P-953/1 INO U.P. JARI T-BARLY 
3462 P-9SS IND MAHARASH1RA IARl 41 F52 
346S P·1073 IND GUJARAT IARl SURAT-320 
3469 P-I080 INO GUJARAT IARt SURAT-121 
3470 P-126S INO NEWOBLIU IARt N.P.73 
3471 P-I26S-1 INO NEWDBLHI IARl N.P.73 
3472 P-1292 BUR IARt NB.41-2B 
3473 P-IS41 INO NEWOBLHI APAU N.P.24 
347S P-IS43 INO BIHAR RPIP 1141 TANKASI 
3479 P-ISS4 INO U.P. RPIP PI-39S034 
3481 P-ISSS INO U.P. RPlP PI-39S03S 
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3484 P·U85 INn A.P. RPIP PI·39S061 
3486 P.1592 IND A.P. RPlP P1·395068 
3487 P·1592·1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3489 P·1596 INO A.P. RPIP P)·395072 
3492 P.1610 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S083 
3494 P·162O INO A.P. RPIP Pl-395093 
3495 P·I661 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395132 
3497 P-1670 INO A.P. RPlP P]·39514O 
3498 P*1693 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395162 
3500 P·I701 INO A.P. RPlP PI·395170 
3502 P·1733 IND A.P. RPlP PI· 395200 
3SD3 P·1738 IND A.P. RPIP 
350S P·1780 IND A.P. RPlP PI·395236 
3509 P·1787/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3513 P·1788 INO A.P. RPlP 
3516 P-1798 IND A.P. RPIP PI·3952S0 
3519 P·I801 IND A.P. RPIP PI· 395253 
3521 '.1801-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
3523 P·I804 lND A.P. RPIP PI·395256 
3525 P-II05 IND A.P. RPIP Pl·395257 
3526 P·18U IND A.P. RPIP PI-395266 
3529 P-I849 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395299 
3531 P·1851 IND AP. RPIP PI·395301 
3534 P·1880 lND AP. RPIP PI-395327 
3536 P·1953 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395382 
3537 P·1957 IND A.P. RPIP 
3539 P·:w89 lND A.P. RPIP PI·395496 
3541 P-2090 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395497 
3543 P-2288 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395649 
3545 P·1288-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
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3546 P·2289 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395650 
3547 P-2289-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3548 P-2623 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395940 
3550 P-2629 INO A.P. RPIP P[-395944 
3551 P-2643 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395955 
3552 P-2673 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395981 
3553 P-2674 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395982 
3556 P-2676 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395984 
3557 P·268t INO A.P. RPIP PI-395989 
3558 P·2690 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395m 
3560 P-2702 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396{)(X, 
3561 P·2707 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396011 
3562 P-27CTl.t INO A.P. RPIP 
3563 P·2714,f2 INO A.P. RPIP 
3564 P-272t INO A.P. RPIP PI·396023 
3565 P-2742 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396040 
3566 P-2742-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3568 P-2742/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3570 P·2762 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396057 
3574 P-2783 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396074 
3575 P-2783-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
3576 P-2783-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
3577 P-278911 INO A.P. RPIP 
3578 P-2796 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396085 
3579 P·2798 IND AP. RPlP PI·396086 
3580 P-2799 INn A.P. RPIP PI-396087 
3581 P·2807 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39609S 
3582 P·2822 INO A.P. RPIP 
3585 P-2832 INO A.P. RPIP 
3586 P-2835 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396120 
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3590 P-2S36 IND A.P. RPlP PI-396121 
3592 P-2839/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3593 P·2841 IND AP. RPIP PI-396131 
3597 P-2972 INO UP. APAU PI·396221 
3600 P-2977 INO U.P. APAU PI-396232 
3602 P-3246 INO UP. RPIP Pl·396461 
36m P-3340 IND UP. RPIP 
3607 P-3424 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396609 
3609 P·3S51 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396716 
3611 P·3571 IND UP. RPIP 
3613 P-3S17 IND U.P. RPIP P[·396736 
3614 P-3629 INO BIHAR RPlP PI-396781 
3615 P-3111 IND MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0.1-7 
3616 P-3729 IND WBSTBENOAL BERB R.O.37 
3620 P·3138 IND WBSTBBNGAL BERH R.O.72 
3622 P-4091 IND TAMILNADU COIM MAMTIIUV ALAOI 
3626 P-4103 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9653 T·l 
3627 P·4128 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S. 8929 
3628 P·4129 IND TAMU..NADU COIM M.S.9348 
3629 P-413O IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S. 8923 
3630 P-4132 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9349 
3631 P-4136 IND TAMILNADU COlM M.S. 8944 
3632 P-4138 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S. 8925 
3633 P·414O IND TAMlLNADU COlM M.S.93S1 
3635 P-4141 JND TAMILNADU COlM M.S.9352 
3637 P·4142 JND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.9347 
3638 P-4143 lND TAMD..NADU COIM M.S.93 so 
3640 P-416O IND TAMlLNADU COIM M.S. 8910 
3641 P-4163/1 IND TAMJLNADU COIM PLS.60 
3643 P-4164/1 IND TAMILNADU COIM 
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3645 P-4165 INO RAJASTIIAN COIM JAJPURTYPB 
3646 P-4170 INO TAMlLNAOU COIM VZM.SOO 
3647 P-4181 INO TAMILNADU COIM VZM.519 
3650 P-4182 IND MAHARASHTRA COIM NAGPUR E.B.148 
3651 P-4197 INO TAMlLNADU COIM M.S.9543 
3652 P-4246 INO BIHAR SABO 0/10 
3653 P-4274 IND BIHAR SABO B.R.34 
3654 P-4288 INO BIHAR SABO B.R.91 
3655 P-4289 INO BIHAR SABO B.R.267 
3657 P-4366 INO U.P. APAU PI-397398 
3658 P-4375 INO U.P. APAU PI-397402 
3661 P-4376 IND U.P. APAU 
3663 P-4379 INO U.P. APAU 
3664 P·4404 IND MAHARASHlRA PARB PI-397421 
3666 P-4404-2 INO MAHARASHlRA PARD P-H)()8 
3667 P-4475 INO MAHARASHlRA PARD NOP.l6-t7-2 
3668 P-4559/1 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD D.T.204 
3669 P-4570 IND MAHARASHiRA PARD 1061 
3670 P-4570-1 IND MAHARASHlRA PARD 1061 
3671 P-4574 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD M-S7-2-B 
3673 P-4S9111 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.BR.14 
3674 P-4703 IND KARNATAKA ANNI NL.TUR2-2 
367S P-4703-1 INO KARNATAKA ANNI NL.TUR2-2 
3676 P-4706/1 IND KARNATAKA ANNI BORALLI-372-16-
3677 P-4707 IND KARNATAKA ANNI BORALLlI5-15-2 
3678 P-4707-1 INO KARNATAKA ANNI BORALLllS-1~2 
3679 P-4760/l AUS N.S. WALES KANP T-2S 
3681 P-5010 IND MAHARASHTRA MOHL I.P.SOX 
3682 P -3()()..2().. t INO U.P. RPIP 
3687 P-448-23-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
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3689 P·448.23.1·2 lND U.P. RPIP 
3690 P·448-24·2 INO U.P. RPIP 
3691 P·448.24-2~ 1 INO U.P. RPIP 
3692 P·'31-27-3 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3693 P~531·27-3-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3694 P·531·27-3-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3695 P-I109-47-2 IND PUNJAB JARI MALJARANA LOCAL 
3696 P·l1 09·47 ·2-1 IND PUNJAB IARI MALIARANA LOCAL 
3697 P·II09-47-2-2 IND PUNJAB JARI MALIARANA LOCAL 
3698 p. I 014·44· 1 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI N-3.36 
3699 P-1136-.51-2 IND U.P. tARI E-I0-1 
3701 P .. 1176 .. 53-2 JAM IARI JAMAICA 41-17A 
3704 P·1176-53-2-3 JAM IARI JAMAICA-41-17A 
3706 P·119S·S4-1 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.l 
3707 P·ll~-S4-1·1 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.l 
3708 P·1195·54·2 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.l 
3710 P .. 287()"90-1 IND ORISSA RPIP 
3711 P·3714-92-1 IND MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0-1-19 
3713 P-37 14-92-1·2 IND MAHARASHlRA DHUL 0-1-19 
3715 P-2891·95-1 IND ORISSA RP1P 
3718 P-2891-95-1-3 IND ORISSA R.PJP 
3719 P-2891-95-1-4 IND ORISSA RPIP 
3720 P-958-96-1 IND MAHARASH1RA IARl 428.B.38 
3721 P-958-96-1-1 !ND MAHARASHTRA lARI 42E.B.38 
3725 P·958-97-1 IND MAHARASHlRA IARI 42E.B.38 
3730 P .. 9S8-9B-I IND MAHARASHTRA IAR! 42B.B.38 
3733 P .. 95"'98-1·3 IND MAHARASHlRA IARI 428.B.38 
3735 P·988-41-1 JND MAHARASHTRA IARI 111 JALGAON 1-1 
3737 P-9"41·1-2 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI 111 JALGAON I-I 
3738 P-IS-107-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
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3739 P·1223-114-1 INO NEWOELHI IARI N.P.31 
3741 P-604-120-2 INO BIHAR RPIP 
3743 P-35-128-1 INO V.P. RPIP 
3744 P-35.128-2 INO V.P. RPIP 
3746 P-280-131-1 INO V.P. RPIP 
3747 P-280-131·4 (NO V.P. RPIP 
3748 P-280-131-4-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
3749 P-3S3-134-1 IND V.P. RPIP 
3751 AMARKANTAK-173-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
3753 R-60-187-2 INO M.P. JNKV 
3754 DW ARF-172-1 INO M.P. 1NKV 
3755 OW ARF-172-1· ] IND M.P. JNKV 
3756 OWARF-172-1-2 IND M.P. INKV 
3757 MULTANDHAR IND M.P. JNKV 
37S8 MULTANDHAR IND M.P. INKV 156-2-1 
3759 MULTANDHAR IND M.P. INKV 156-1 
3761 MULTANDHAR IND M.P. JNKV 
3763 P-149-1 IND V.P. RPIP 
3768 R-7-188-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
3769 P-2047 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395459 
3772 P-3691 IND MAHARASHTRA JALG PI-396831 
3773 P-3724 IND MAHARASHTRA DHUL 0-8-11 
3775 P·S31-27-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3776 P-S31-27-1-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3781 P-S31-27-1-6 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3182 JA·274 IND M.P. JNKV 
3183 JA·27S IND M.P. JNKV 
3785 JA·275·2 IND M.P. JNKV 
3786 P-3200 IND V.P. RPIP 
3188 P-418S IND RAJ ASTIlAN KANP 5·3 
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3789 P-960 IND MAHARASHlRA lARt 42E.B.38 
3192 P-4779 IND KARNATAKA KANP 6115 
3793 P-4793 INO BIHAR KANP B.R.13-27 
3795 P..4793·2 IND BIHAR KANP B.R.13-'Z1 
3796 P-611 JND BIHAR RPIP PI· 394466 
3798 P·955/1 IND MAHARASHTRA IAR! 41 F-52 
3799 P·95S/1·1 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI 41 F-S2 
3800 P· ... ll1·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
3801 THUNA SHRaKE IND M.P. JNKV 151-1 
380S P·3363 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396'sS4 
3806 P-66OIl JND U.P. RPIP 
3808 '.986 IND MAHARASH1RA IARI NO. 148 
3809 P.17OO IND A.P. RPJP PI-395169 
3810 P-2909 INO MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-396175 
3811 P .. 3864 INO WBSTBBNOAL BBRH W.B.63 
3815 P-4212 IND BIHAR SABa 166 MEDIUM 
3816 P-911 INO MAHARASIITRA IARI GBRARAM LOCAL 
3817 '..4828 INO AP. KANP S907A 
3819 P-4128-2 INO A.P. KANP 5907A 
3820 P·S074 IND U.P. BUA KANPURM·7 
3821 P·260 IND UP. RPJP PI-394217 
3822 P-615 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394469 
3823 P .. 968/1 IND MAHARASHTRA IARI MUR1UAPUR-6 
3826 P·978 IND MAHARASH1RA IARI MBHBKAR LOCAL 
3830 P·I019 IND MAHARASHTRA lARI F .. l 
3831 P .. I032 IND AP. lARI GUNnJR·S 
3833 '·1115 BUR lARI N.H.38-33 B 
3835 P·I303/1 IND BIHAR IARI BR.13 
3837 P·1315 BUR IARI HALWAJIN .. 1 
3838 P·131S .. 1 BUR lARI HALWAJIN·] 
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3839 P-1325 INO NEWOELHI fARJ S-81-1 
3840 P-1534 INO NEWOELIII IARI R.O.37 
3842 P-2354 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395700 
3844 P-2437 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S772 
3846 P-2437-2 TNO A.P. RPIP 
3847 P-2597/4 INO A.P. RPIP 
3848 P-2597/4-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
3850 P-29 1 5 INO MAHARASIITRA RPIP PI-396181 
3852 P-2916 INO MAHARASH'IRA RPIP 
3855 P-3497 INO V.P. RPTP 
3856 P-3716 INO MAltARASHTRA DHUL D-I-3 
3857 P-4467 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD PATUR-4 
3858 P-4665 IND A.P. JNKV NIZAMABAO 
3860 P-2871 IND ORISSA RPIP 
3861 UKN 
3862 VKN 
3863 NP~)-15-116-1 INO NEWOELHI IAR! 
3864 P-3644 INO BIHAR RPIP 
3866 P-4650 IND M.P. JNKV S-62·) I 
3867 P-2909/1 IND MAHARASHTRA RPIP 
3868 P-4278 INO BIHAR SABO I60MEDlVM 
3869 P·4835 IND TAMILNADU KANP 6301·2 
3870 P-3656 IND BIHAR RPIP 
3872 P-4596 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.16 
3874 P-1759 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395217 
3878 P-4973 IND V.P. KANP BANJARIA 
3882 P·4973-4 IND V.P. KANP BANJARIA 
3885 P-S044 IND MAHARASHTRA MOm. C-ll 
3886 P-S048 IND MAHARASHTRA MOm. IN-20-36 
3889 P-SOS2/1 IND MAHARASHTRA MOHL NO.S6 
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3890 P-36 IND V.P. RPIP PI~39403S 
3891 P-52 IND UP. RPIP PI-394047 
3892 P·134 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394113 
3893 P-143 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394122 
3896 P-152 IND UP. RPIP PI-39413O 
3899 P-15311 IND V.P. RPIP 
3904 P·171 INO U.P. RPlP PI-394142 
3906 P-172 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394143 
3907 P·172·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
3908 P-175 IND UP. RPIP PI·394146 
3910 P·I77 INO UP. RPIP Pl·394148 
3912 P·181 IND U.P. RPIP PI-3941S1 
3914 P·I92 IND U.P. RPlP PI·394159 
3918 P·234 INO UP. RPIP 
3920 P-234·2 IND UP. RPIP 
3922 P·238 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394199 
3923 P-238-1 IND UP. RPlP 
3925 P-292 IND UP. RPIP PI-394238 
3927 P·383 INO UP. RPlP 
3930 P·388 IND UP. RPIP PI-394307 
3932 P-418 IND UP. RPIP 
3937 P·423 IND UP. RPIP PI·394334 
3940 P-497 INn U.P. RPIP 
3941 P-498 IND UP. RPIP PI-394378 
3943 P·S03 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394382 
3945 P·513/1 1NO U.P. RPIP 
3948 P·58111 INO BIHAR RPIP 
3951 P..695/1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
3953 P .. 608 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394523 
3954 P-752 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394561 
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3955 P-3212 IND U.P. RPIP 
3951 P-3284 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 396491 
3959 P-3643 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·396794 
3961 P-3668 IND BIHAR RPlP 
3962 P-4336 IND U.P. RPlP PI·39137S 
3964 P·43S7 INO U.P. RPIP PI-397393 
396S P-43S7-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
3961 P.49291l IND U.P. RPIP 
3971 P-4952 INO U.P. KANP lS3 
3973 P·43 (NO U.P. RPIP PI· 394039 
397S P·18 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394072 
3919 P·79 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394073 
3982 P·12S IND U.P. RPIP 
3985 P·148/l IND U.P. RPIP 
3990 P·14811·S IND U.P. &PIP 
3991 P·260/3 IND U.P. RPIP 
3993 P-268 IND U.P. &PIP 
3995 P·667 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394S00 
3997 P·667-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
4000 P-730/l IND BIHAR RPIP 
4007 P-777 lND BIHAR &PIP PI·394.57S 
4008 P.793/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4009 P·939 IND U.P. lARI 4 P.T.1~ 
4015 P·991 INO MAHARASH1R.A IARJ JALGAON·1-1 
4017 P·991·2 IND MAHARASH1R.A IARJ JALGAON-l·l 
4019 P·I096 INO M.P. IAR! WASHIAN FARM 
4020 P·1l19 BUR IARJ N.E.3s.63 
4023 P-l160 LKA IARJ MA V ADAM KABUWAL 
4024 P-II77 NGA IAR! NIGBRlA·l 
4027 P·ltSS/I BRA IAR! BR.AZD...-P2 
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4029 P-1226 INO NEW DELHI IARI N.P.34 
4032 P-]229 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.37 
4038 P·1239 IND NEW DELHI IARJ N.P.46-1 
4041 P-1264 IND NEWDELHJ IARI N.P.72 
4043 P-1303 IND BIHAR JARI B.R.13 
4045 P-1311 IND BIHAR IARJ B.R.59 
4046 P-1329 IND BIHAR IARI C(WR)-lS 
4048 P-lS26 IND BIHAR IAR! N-84 
4051 P-161S/I IND A.P. RPIP 
4054 P-191O IND A.P. RPIP PI-395349 
4057 P·2106 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395513 
4060 P·2140 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395541 
4063 P-2] 40-3 IND A.P. RPIP 
4066 P-2169 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395562 
4068 P-2192 IND A.P. RPIP 
4070 P-2196 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395S80 
4072 P-2238 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395611 
4073 P-22S3 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395625 
4074 P-2255 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395626 
4076 P-2360 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395706 
4079 P·2373 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395716 
4081 P-2421 INn A.P. RPIP PI·3957S7 
4083 P·2427 !NO A.P. RPIP PI-395762 
4087 P-2429 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S764 
4089 P-2430 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S76S 
4090 P·2498 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395827 
4092 P·3084 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396320 
4094 P·3734 IND TAMlLNADU BERH MADRAS-1711 
4097 P·37S0 lND WBSTBENGAL BERH T-73 
4099 P-3753 IND WEST BENGAL BERB JAIPUR-l 
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4100 P-3772 IND WEST BENGAL BERR T-48 
4101 P-38J6 IND WEST BENGAL BERR T-74 
4104 P-4044 IND TAMILNADU COIM S.A.l 
4105 P-4740 IND KARNATAKA ANNI BORADl-31-41 
4106 P-4918 IND U.P. KANP 86 
4107 P-50J9 IND MAHARASHTRA MOHL 290(21-NIP HAD 
4109 P-S131 IND A.P. APAU R.G.434 
4113 P-192-1S-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
4123 P-S31.28.4 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4125 P-S31-28-4-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4126 P-S31-28-4-3 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4127 P-606·35-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4129 P-606-3S-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4132 P-4455-93-1 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB ARHAR·]32 
4134 P-4455-93-1-2 IND MAHARASHTRA PARD ARHAR·132 
4135 P·7-S IND V.P. RPIP 
4138 P-7-S·3 IND U.P. RPIP 
4140 THUNA-160-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
4141 P-176-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
4142 P·176·2·1 IND V.P. RPIP 
4143 P-3253 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396466 
4145 P-3670 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396816 
4147 P-4264 IND V.P. SABO 231 LATE 
4151 P·4879 IND NEWDELHl KANP 154-2 
4152 P·1730 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S197 
4154 P·1993 IND A.P. RPJP 
4156 P.299711 IND V.P. RPIP 
4157 P-3413 IND V.P. RPIP PI·396599 
4160 P-4821 IND BIHAR KANP 6278·8 
4161 P-4821-1 IND BIHAR KANP 6278·8 
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4165 P-IO IND U.P. RPIP PI-394008 
4167 P-llO/l IND U.P. RPIP 
4168 P-139 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394118 
4171 P·IS3 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394131 
4173 P-lS6 IND U.P. RPIP 
4174 P·IS8 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394134 
4176 P-I60 IND U.P. RPIP 
4180 P·170 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394141 
4181 P·IS4 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394154 
4182 P-I84-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
4183 P-206 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394171 
4185 P-225 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394 189 
4186 P-237 IND U.P. RPIP PI.394198 
4J89 P-2SS IND U.P. RPIP PI·394213 
4193 P-307 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394252 
4196 P-316 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394257 
4198 P·317 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394258 
4199 P-323 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394264 
4200 P-323-1 INO U.P. RPlP 
4203 P-324 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 39426S 
4206 P-328 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394268 
4210 P·329 IND U.P. RPIP 
4213 P·343 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394276 
42IS P.375 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394301 
4217 P-37611 IND U.P. RPIP 
4220 P-406 JND U.P. RPIP PI-394323 
4221 P-424 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394335 
4224 P-425 IND U.P. RPIP 
4227 P-428 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394337 
4229 P-431 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394338 
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4230 P-436/1 IND V.P. RPIP 
4231 P-439 IND 1I.P. RPIP PI-394343 
4234 P-442 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394345 
4236 P-443 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394346 
4237 P-45I IND V.P. RPIP PI-394349 
4240 P-461 IND V.I'. RPIP PI-394356 
4241 P-474 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394364 
4243 P-499 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394379 
4245 P-500 IND U.P. RPJP PI-394380 
4248 P-500/1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4255 P-512 IND U.P. RPIP Pl-394388 
4257 P-5221l INO U.P. RPIP 
4260 P-523 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394397 
4264 P-524 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394398 
4266 P-631 IN!) BIHAR RPIP PI-394475 
4273 P-637 IND BIHAR RPIP Pl-394477 
4275 P-768 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394568 
4278 P-774 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394572 
4281 D-774/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4285 P-793!3 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4286 P-793/3-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4289 P-1055 IND A.P. IARl R.G.76 
4290 P-1055-1 IND A.P. IAR! R.G.76 
4291 P-10S7 IND BIHAR JARI B.R.2E 
4292 P-1156 LKA lAR! CEYLON·] 
4295 P-1194 AUS IARI (,"120133 
4301 P-1225 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.33 
4304 P-1584 IND A.P. RPIP PI.39S060 
4305 P-2529 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395855 
4306 P-2529-] IND A.P. RPIP 
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4307 P·2602 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395920 
4308 P-2737 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39603S 
4311 P·3191 fNO U.P. RPIP PI-396419 
4314 P·3199 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396426 
4316 P-3l16 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396436 
4317 P·3229 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396448 
4318 P-3267 IND U.P. RPlP PI-396477 
4325 P-3267-7 INO U.P. RPIP 
4326 P·3283 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396490 
4328 P-3298 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396502 
4330 P·33S6 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396549 
4331 P-3403 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396590 
4333 P-3441 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396622 
4334 P-3444 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396623 
4336 P-34S311 IND U.P. RPIP 
4340 P-3S09 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396682 
4344 P-3618 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396772 
4346 P-3642 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·396793 
4349 P-3678 INO BIHAR RPJP PI-396822 
4352 P-3678-3 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4353 P-43S9 INO MAHARASHTRA PARS UGWA-14 
4354 P·438S INO U.P. RPIP 
4357 P-4964 INO U.P. KANP 164 
4358 P-4964-t IND U.P. KANP 164 
4360 P-47 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394043 
4364 P-SI INn U.P. RPIP PI-39407S 
4367 P·113 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394102 
4368 P-1l3-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
4370 P·144 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394123 
4371 P-I44-l INO U.P. RPIP 
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4374 P-ISI INO U.P. RPIP PI-394129 
4375 P-lSl-l INO U.P. RPIP 
4376 P-168 INO U.P. RPIP 
4379 P-282 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394462 
4380 P-282-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4381 P-6f17 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4382 P-616 INO BIHAR RPlP 
4384 P-616/l INO BIHAR RPIP 
4386 P-629 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394474 
4388 P-708 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-39453l 
4391 P-736 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394S49 
4392 P-775/l [NO BIHAR RPIP 
4394 P-783 INO BIHAR RPIP P[-394S79 
4395 P-l06211 INO BIHAR IAR! B.R.59 
4396 P-I062/1-1 INO BIHAR ALURA PARALKOTE IARI B.R.S9 
4398 P-116S GUY IARI B.G.l 
4400 P-1167 GUY IAR! B.0.5 
4402 P-l174 JAM JAR! JAMAICA-41-17A 
4404 P-1186/l PRJ IARI FLORI DO 
4406 P-1188 BRA IAR! BRAZIL-P2 
4407 P-119SIl INO NEWOELHl IARI N.P.l 
4412 P-I282/1 INO U.P. IAR! NP-T-40-28A 
4414 P-128211-2 INO V.P. IARI T-40-28 A 
4418 P-1289 BUR IARI N.E.38-63 
4419 P-1309 lNO BIHAR IARI B.R.21-1 
4421 P·131S BUR IAR! HALWAJIN-I 
4422 P·1316 BUR IAR! HALWAJIN-2 
4423 P-1316-1 BUR IARI HALWAJIN-2 
4424 P-1324 IND NEWDHLHI IAR! S·70 
442S P-1617 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395090 
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4426 P-161711 INO AJ>. RPIP 
4427 P-166O INO A.P. RPIP PI-395131 
4430 P-I864 IND AP. RPIP PI-395313 
4431 P-21 08 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395525 
4437 P-2120 INO A.P. RPIP 
4439 P-2125 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39553O 
4442 P-2128 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395.533 
4446 P-2130 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395534 
44.53 P-2138 IND AJ>. RPIP 
4457 P-2142 IND AJ>. RPIP PI-395543 
44.59 P-2143 INO AJ>. APAU 
4463 P-2144 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395S4.5 
4469 P-21S3 IND AJ>. RPIP PI-395.549 
4474 P-21S8 IND AJ>. RPIP PI-39.5.5.52 
4476 P-216O IND AJ>. RPIP PI·39.5.554 
4478 P-2167 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39556O 
4482 P-2173 IND AJ>. RPIP PI-395.565 
4485 P-2174 IND A.P. RPIP 
4487 P-2198 IND AJ>. RPIP PI-39.5.582 
4488 P-2202 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39.5.585 
4490 P-2209 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39.5590 
4491 P·2210 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39.5.591 
4492 P-2210-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
4493 P-2218 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395S98 
4494 P-2223 JND A.P. RPIP PI-3956oo 
4497 P-2231 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395606 
4502 P-2233 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395607 
4~ P-2242 INn A.P. RPIP PI-395615 
4$01 P-2250 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395622 
4_ P-2251 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S613 
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4510 P-2280 INO A.P. RPIP PI<J9S644 
4~12 P·23S0 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395723 
4514 P-23S1 INO A.P. RPIP 
4516 P-2391 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S732 
4519 P-2392 INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S733 
4522 P·2393 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S734 
4523 P-2393-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
4524 P-2406 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S746 
452S P-2434 INO A.P. RPlP PI·395769 
4526 P-2434-l INO A.P. RPIP 
4529 P-2439 INO A.P. RPIP 
4531 P-2441 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395nS 
4532 P-2445 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395779 
4533 P-2445·1 INO AP. RPIP 
4534 P·2451 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395783 
4535 P-3082 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396319 
4536 P-3082-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4537 P·3274 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39648l 
4539 P-3653 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-396804 
4540 P-3669 INO BIHAR RPlP PI·396815 
4544 P·3684 NPL RPlP PI· 396828 
4545 P-3684-1 NPL. RPIP 
4547 P·3732-1 INO WEST BENGAL BERH T-76 
4549 P·3764 INO WEST BENGAL BERH T·5B 
45SO P-3779 INO WEST BENGAL BERR T-l (GAIHATA) 
4556 P·3784 INO BIHAR BERR B.R.I83 
4557 P-3787 PAX. BERR OACCA·39-6A 
4561 P-3793 INO WHSTBENGAL BERH M·4-N 
4563 P-3797 IND MAHARASHTRA BERR B.B.(3) NAGPUR 
4567 P·3798 BGO BERM DACCA-38-12C 
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4570 P-3799 IND WESTBENOAL BERM KHARGAON·2 
4511 P·3808 IND WESTBBNGAL BERH T-8S 
4575 P·3813 INO WESTBENOAL BERM B·21 
4579 P-3815 INO WESTBENOAL BERM T-69 
4582 P-3817/1 lNO WEST BENGAL BERM T-65 
4584 P-3828 INO WEST BENGAL BERM N-3-35 
4585 P·3834 INO WEST BENGAL BERM T-74 
4588 P-3840 INO WEST BENGAL BERH E.C.I3693 
4589 P·384{)...1 INO WEST BENGAL BERM E.C.13693 
4590 P·3847 INO WESTBENOAL BERM T-68 
4592 P-3850 INO WEST BENGAL BERM BB-38 
4593 P-3857 INO WBSTBENGAL BERM DBHRA DUN-4 
4594 P-3857-1 INO WBSTBENGAL BERM OEHRADUN-4 
4595 P-3863 IND WEST BENGAL BERR 
4597 P·3867/1 [ND A.P. HYOI R.O.86 
4599 P-3879 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.94 
4601 P·3894/1 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.168 
4602 P-3994 INO A.P. HYOI R.O.l68 
460S P-4441 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB B·7 
4609 P-4TI1/1 IND U.P. KANP 15J6S(2B 
4612 P-4782 IND BIHAR KANP 10 
4614 P-486S/l IND U.P. KANP 17-2-1 
4619 P-4910 IND U.P. KANP 127 
4622 P-4943 INn BIHAR KANP 6212 
4623 P-4948 lND BIHAR. KANP 6257 
4624 P·I9-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
4625 PD-3 IND M.P. JNKV 
4626 P-41-2-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4628 P-41-2-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
4631 P-41·2-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
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4633 P-41-2-3-2 INO U.P. RPIP 
4635 P-54-3·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4638 P-S4-3-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
4639 P-54-3-5 INO U.P. RPIP 
4640 P-41-2-4 INO U.P. RPIP 
4642 P-SS-4-l IND U.P. RPIP 
4649 P-S5-4-2 INO U.P. RPll' 
4650 P-SS-4-2-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4653 P-55.5.1 IND U.P. RPIP 
4654 P-55-5-1-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
4659 P-55-5-1-6 INO U.P. RPIP 
4660 P-83-l3-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4662 P-299-19-2 INO U.P. RPIP 
4665 P-183-14·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4668 P-183-14-1-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
4672 P-S31-27-2 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4673 P-531-27-2-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4674 P-531-27-2-2 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4678 P-S31-27-2-6 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4680 P-S36-31-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4682 P-593-33-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4688 P-S36-30-1 (NO BIHAR RPIP 
4690 P-593-34-3 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4691 P -593-34-3-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4692 P-593-34-3-2 (NO BIHAR RPIP 
4693 P-1l20-48-1 IND M.P. IARI N.E.39-498 
4696 P-I109-47-3 IND PUNJAB IARJ MALlARANA LOCAL 
4697 P-IS-loo-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
4698 S-9-108-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
4699 S-9-108-1-1 IND MP. JNKV 
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4700 P-32-143-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
4701 P·32-143-1-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4704 (JVV~ICNt-3-191-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
4706 T-17-179-1 INO U.P. KANP 
4708 P·176-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4711 BC 1 00467 PER JNKV 
4712 P-765 INO BIHAR RPlP 
4715 P-l192 GHA IARI KAKI229 
4717 P-238-17.1 IND U.P. RPIP 
4720 P-537-32-1 IND BIHAR RPlP 
4721 P-537-32-1-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4725 JA·278 JND M.P. JNKV 
4726 lA-278-1 INO M.P. APAU 
4727 JA-278-2 IND M.P. APAU 
4728 P·2817 IND ORISSA RPIP PI-3961S3 
4729 P-3251 INO U.P. RPlP 
4731 P-417 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394331 
4732 P-5 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394003 
4734 P-9 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394007 
4735 P·l1 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394011 
4736 P·695 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394S22 
4737 P-3264 IND U.P. RPIP 
4739 P·969 IND MAHARASIfIRA IARI MURTIlAPUR-9 
4741 P-47SO-49-1 !NO BIHAR KANP 6005-2 
4744 P-I9-1-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
4746 P-80-104-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
4748 P-ll1-105-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
4752 NP-69·119-1 INO NBWDBLHl JNKV 
47SS MARKET SAMPLE IND M.P. MADUGUNJJRB\V A lNKV 
4756 CHHINDW ARA·168-1 IND M.P. JNKV 168-1 
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4757 CHHINOW ARA-16S-1-1 IND M.P. JNKV 168-1-1 
4761 MUL TAN(DHAR)-IS6-3 IND M.P. JNKV 156-3 
4762 S-10-192-2 INO M.P. JNKV 
4765 ST-!515-186-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
4768 BR-183·184-1 INO M.P. INKV 
4769 KHANDWA LOCAL-153-1 INO M.P. JNKV 153·1 
4772 P-3640 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-396791 
4774 P-743 IND BIHAR RPIP Pl·394554 
4776 P-771 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394570 
4777 P-771-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4779 NP-69 INO NEWOELHI RPIP 
4780 P-207-121-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
4781 P-85/1 INO V,P. RPIP 
4782 P·220 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394184 
4783 P-22O-1 INO V.P. RPIP 
4784 P-369 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394297 
4785 P-373 INO V,P. RPIP PI-394299 
4788 P .... 41 INO V.P, RPIP PI-394344 
4791 P-444 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394347 
4794 P-539 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4795 P-691/1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4196 P-69111-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4797 P-116 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394536 
4799 P-732 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394547 
4801 P-732·2 INO BIHAR RPIP 
4803 P-77111 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4804 P-771/1-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4805 P-781 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4809 P-78811 IND BIHAR RPIP 
4811 P-829 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394609 
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4812 P-854 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394622 
4813 P·856 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394624 
4814 P-861 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394629 
4817 P·916 !NO UP. lAR! 40RAlMUSIA 
4818 P-936 INO U.P. IAR! 4 P.T.17 
4819 P·I03S INO A.P. lAR! GUNTIJR-7 
4821 P-1526 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-395013 
4812 P-2249 (ND A.P. RPIP N-84? 
4813 P·35SOIl lNO U.P. RPIP 
4817 P·356/] IND U.P. RPIP 
4819 P-1159/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
4831 P·1761 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395219 
4832 P·1761·1 IND A.P. RPIP 
4834 P·1768 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395225 
4837 P·2248 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395621 
4839 P·1348 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395695 
4843 P-2368 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395713 
484S P·237311 IND A.P. RPIP 
4849 P·2514 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395M1 
48S0 '·2617 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395934 
4851 '.393011 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.64 
4852 P·393011·1 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.64 
48SS P·3936 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.46 
4856 P·3936·1 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.46 
4857 P.397011 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.34 
4859 P·3973 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.26 
4860 '·3919 IND A.P. HYDI R.G.57·3 
4862 P-3986 INO A.P. HYDI R.G.l04 
4865 P-4633 INO ASSAM NOWG TNO.BR.I0 
4867 P-4656 IND M.P. JNK.V T·6(). 76-8 
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4868 P-46S6-1 IND M.P. JNKV T-60-76-8 
4869 P-4662 IND M.P. JNKV T-Ss..740 
4876 P-4663 IND M.P. JNKV T-56-23I 
4878 P-4686 IND KARNATAKA ANN I TIJR8 
4881 P-4688 IND KARNAl'AKA ANNI TIJR 74-1 
4882 P-4688-1 IND KARNATAKA ANNl T.N.84 
4884 P-4778 IND A.P. KANP 11-10 
4885 P-4778-1 IND A.P. KANP 11-10 
4886 P-50l3 INO MAHARASHTRA MOHL J.P. YELLOW B 
4890 P-5018 INO MAHARASHTRA MOHL 230-2-NIPHAD 
4893 P·5043 IND TAMILNADU MOHL MADRAS-37 
4894 P·103 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394093 
4896 P-I06 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394096 
4899 P-1I0 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394099 
4901 P-119 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394107 
4903 P-2S2 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394210 
4905 P·266 IND U.P. RPlP PI-394222 
4909 P-400 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394317 
4910 P-697/1 IND BIHAR RPlP 
4914 P-699 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394S24 
4916 P-701 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394S2S 
4919 P-709 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394S32 
4921 P-877 IND NEW DELHI IARI N.P.{WR)-lS 
4924 P-891 IND NEW DELHI IARI 4P.T.51 
4926 P·595 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-3944S6 
4928 P·923 IND U.P. IARI HY-9 
4929 P-923-1 IND U.P. lARI HY-9 
4933 P-933 INn U.P. JAR! CHANDAUSI-S 
4935 P·933-2 INO U.P. IAR! CHANDAUSI-5 
4937 P-93811 INO U.P. lARI 4 P.T.1OS 
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4941 P·938!l IND U.P. IARl 4 P.T.1OS 
494S P-9S0 INO U.P. IARl 4P.T.21 
4948 P-1I5311 BGO IARl DACCA <W-6C 
4953 P-ZOSO INO A.P. RPIP PI-39S462 
49S4 P·2819 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396107 
495S P-2819-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
4958 P·3024 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396270 
4959 P-3074 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396311 
4961 P-3074-2 INO U.P. RPIP 
4962 P-3077 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396314 
4968 P-3102 INO UP. RPIP PI-396338 
4969 P-3160 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396391 
4975 P-3163 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396394 
4980 P-3227 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396446 
4982 P-32S9 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396470 
4983 P-3317 INO U.P. RPIP 
498S P·3432/1 INO UP. RPIP 
4987 P-3471 INO UP. RPIP PI-396648 
4991 P-3479 INO U.P. RPIP 
4994 P·349O IND U.P. RPIP PI-396666 
4996 P-3490-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
4998 P·3493 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396669 
4999 P·3S01 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396675 
5000 P-3501-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
5001 P·3501·2 INO U.P. RPIP 
5004 P·3S12 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396685 
5006 P.3S3S INO U.P. RPIP 
5007 P-3564- INO U.P. RPIP PI·396727 
SOO9 P·358.5 !NO U.P. RPIP PI-396744 
SOlO P·35M-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
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SOU P-3S93 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396751 
5012 P·360S INO U.P. RPIP 
5014 P-361S INO BIHAR RPIP PI-396768 
SOlS P-3759 IND WEST BENGAL BERH N,P.24 
5018 P·3766 IND WEST BENGAL BERH B·I0 
5019 P-4219 INO TAMILNADU COIM M.S.8911 
5020 P-4219-1 INO TAMILNADU COIM M.S.8911 
5021 P·4268 IND BIHAR SABO G-3 LATE 
5024 P-43t8 IND U.P. RPIP 
5026 P-4732 IND KARNATAKA ANNI WHITE f1..0WER-2 
5028 P·4871 IND NEW DELHI KANP HY·9 
5031 P·4895 INO BlHAR KANP 6261 
5034 P-4896 INO BIHAR KANP 6262 
5035 P·4905 IND U.P. KANP 73 
5038 P-4948/1 IND BIHAR KANP 6257 
5040 P·S033 IND M.P. MOHL UJJAIN-1 
5042 P-70 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394064 
5043 P-U2 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394101 
5044 P·193 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394160 
5046 P-19S/1 IND U.P. RPIP 
5048 P-W IND U.P. RPIP PI-394168 
SOSO P-209/l !NO U.P. RPIP 
5053 P-260 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394217 
SOSS P·309 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394253 
5059 P·313 IND U.P. RPIP P[.394255 
5063 P-3l4 IND U.P. RPlP 
5064 P-317/l IND U.P. RPlP 
5066 P·319 !NO U.P. RPIP PI·394260 
5069 P-322 IND U.P. RPlP PI.394263 
S072 P·33S IND U.P. RPIP PI·394274 
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5073 P-338-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
5076 P·367 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394295 
5080 P·S11 IND u.P. RPlP PI-394387 
5082 P-512 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394388 
5084 P-516 IND U.P. RPIP 
5089 P·'17 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394391 
5091 P·518 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394392 
5094 P-5J9 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394393 
5097 P·S7611 IND BIHAR RPIP 
:5098 P-6571l INO V.P. RPIP 
5099 P·6S7/2 IND U.P. RPIP 
5101 P-661 INO U.P. RPlP PI-394496 
SIOS P·669 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394502 
5107 P..678 lNO U.P. RPIP PI·394508 
SJ09 P-688 INO BIHAR RPIP Pl·394516 
5111 P·693 !NO BIHAR RPIP PI-394521 
5114 P-71311 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5118 P-721 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394538 
5119 P-723 INO BIHAR RPlP PI-394539 
S121 P-727 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394542 
S122 P·751 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394560 
5124 P-794 lND BIHAR RPIP PI-394587 
SI2.S P·794-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5128 P·8(17/1 lND BIHAR RPlP 
S130 P·817 IND BIHAR RPIP PJ-394599 
5131 P·823 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394604 
5133 P·829/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
S13S P·864 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394632 
:5138 P.867 IND NEW DELHI IAR! N.P.5 
5142 P·897 IND U.P. IAR! DEHRADUN·2 
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5143 P-901I1 IND u.P. JARI K-3 
5146 P-903 IND U.P. IARI FAIZABAD LOCAL 
5149 P·90811 IND U.P. IAR) IC-1658 
5151 P-928 IND U.P. IAR! CHANDAUSI-2 
S155 P·930 IND U.P. IARI CHANDAUSI-3 
5157 P-938 IND U.P. IARI 4 P.T.lOS 
5159 P-968 IND MAHARASHlRA JAR! MURTIJAPUR·6 
5161 P-l001l1 IND MAHARASH1RA IAR) TIJR5A 
5162 P-l003 IND MAHARASH1RA IARI TUR5A 
5164 P-1020 IND MAHARASHTRA JARI FI 
5165 P-I021 IND MAHARASHTRA JAR! M-4-N 
5167 P-1033 IND A.P. IARI GUNWR-6 
5171 P-l047 IND A.P. IAR! R.G.97 
5172 P-l062 IND BIHAR IARI B.R.S9 
5174 P-I06611 IND BIHAR IAR) B.R.IO 
5175 P-I066/l-1 IND BIHAR IAR) B.R.10 
5176 P-I083 IND TAMILNADU IARI TANKOPI 
5178 P-1085 IND TAMILNADU IARI TANKOPI 
5180 P-I087 IND TAMILNADU JAR! MADRAS-37 
5182 P-l103 IND RAJASTHAN IARl JAIPUR·2 
5183 P·ll07/1 IND RAJASmAN IARl JAISINGHPURA-2 
5184 P·l1l2 BUR JARl N.B.(A) 
5186 P·1116/1 BUR JARI N.B.38-33 
5188 P·II24 BUR IARI B-2 
5189 P-llS3 BGD JARI DACCA-39-6C 
5191 P-llS7 LKA JARI CEYLON·l 
S192 P-llS7-1 LKA JARI CEYLON-l 
5193 P-1170 JAM IARI JAMAICA 40-28 
S194 P·117011 JAM JAR) JAMAICA 40-28 
SI97 P-1171/1 JAM IARI JAMAICA 4()..28 
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5199 P·1l71/2 JAM JARI JAMAICA 40-28 
5201 P·1I7S JAM IARJ JAMAICA 41-17A 
5202 P·ll96 IND NEW DELHI IAR! N.P.2 
5203 P-l201 INO NEWOELHI IARJ N.P.8 
S204 P·1216 IND NEWOELHI IARI N.P.24 
5lOS P·161811 IND A.P. RPIP 
5208 P-2162 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S633 
S210 P·2266 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395636 
5211 P·2270 INO A.P. RPIP 
5212 P.227S IND A.P. RPIP 
5213 P-2291 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395652 
5216 P.2292 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S6S3 
5217 P-2304 IND A.P. RPIP 
5218 P·2358 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395704 
5219 P·2358-1 IND A.P. RPIP 
5220 P-2375 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395718 
5223 P·2376 INO Al'. RPIP PI·395719 
5225 P·2494 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395823 
5226 P·2S12 INO Al'. RPIP PI-395839 
5228 P.lSl3 IND Al'. RPIP PI·395840 
5230 P-2S3SI1 INO Al'. RPIP 
5232 P·2S39 IND AI'. RPIP PI·39586S 
5235 P·2S40 IND AI'. RPIP PI·395866 
5236 P-2S42 IND AI', RPIP PI-395868 
5237 P·2S~ IND Al'. RPIP PI-39S870 
5238 P·2S4S IND A.P. RPIP PI·39'871 
'239 P·2S99/l IND AI', RPIP 
'240 P·2600 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395918 
'242 P·2609 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395927 
5243 P·2630 IND AI'. RPIP PI-39S945 
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5246 P-2652 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395964 
5247 P-2653 IND A.P. RPlP PI-39S965 
5248 P-2687 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395994 
5249 P-2719 IND A.P. RPlP PI-396022 
5252 P-2728 IND A.P. RPlP PI-396028 
5253 P-2734 IND A.P. RPIP PI-396032 
5254 P-2749 INO A.P. RPIP Pl· 396046 
S2SS P-2749-1 INO A.P. RPIP 
5258 P-2819 IND A.P. RPlP PI-396H17 
5259 P-2841 IND A.P. RPlP PI-396102 
5260 P-2857 INO ORISSA RPIP PI-396137 
5261 P-2863 IND ORISSA RPlP PI-396142 
5262 P-2875 IND ORISSA RPlP PI·3961S2 
5264 P-2876 INO ORISSA RPlP 
5266 P-2883 IND ORISSA RPIP 
5269 P-2883·3 IND ORISSA RPIP 
5270 P·2884 IND ORISSA RPIP PI-396157 
5272 P-2912 INO MAHARASHlRA RPIP PI·396178 
5275 P-2933 INO MAHARASHTRA RPIP 
5277 P-2974 IND U.P. RPIP P1·396229 
5279 P·297611 IND U.P. RPIP 
5281 P-3006 IND U.P. RPIP PI·3962S6 
5283 P-3009 IND U.P. RPIP PI·3962S8 
5286 P-3057 lND U.P. RPlP PI-396296 
529] P-3085 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396321 
5293 P.3085/l IND U.P. RPIP 
5296 P·3090/l INO U.P. RPIP 
5297 P-3090Il-l IND U.P. RPIP 
5298 P-3091 INO U.P. RPIP PI-3963Z1 
5300 P·3093 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396329 
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S30t P·3094 INO V.P. RPlP PI-396330 
5303 P·3095 INO U.P. RPlP PI·396331 
5306 P·3099 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396335 
5308 P-3l()4 INO UP. RPlP PI-396340 
5311 P·3106 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396341 
5312 P·3106·1 INO V.P. RPfP 
5315 P·3142 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396374 
5316 P-3144 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396376 
5318 P·3145 INO U.P. RPIP 
5319 P-315111 IND V.P. RPIP 
5320 P-3151/1-1 IND V.P. RPIP 
5322 P-3152 INO V.P. RPlP PI-396353 
5324 P-3155 INO V.P. RPIP 
S325 P·315S!1 INO V.P. RPlP 
5328 P·3157 INn V.P. RPIP PI-396388 
5331 P-3170 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396401 
5335 P·3173 INO V.P. RPIP PI·396404 
5337 P-3174 IND U.P. RPIP P]·396405 
5338 P-3176 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396407 
5339 P·3189/1 INO U.P. RPIP 
5340 P-3202 IND U.P. RPIP 
5341 P-3205 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396429 
5344 P-3300 IND V.P. RPIP 
5346 P-3301 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396504 
5347 P-3304 INO V.P. RPIP PI·396506 
5349 P.3313 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396513 
5350 P-332O IND U.P. RPJP PI-396518 
5352 P-3322 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396520 
5353 P·3325 INO U.P. RPJP PI-396523 
5354 P-3328 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396526 
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5357 P-3328-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
5358 P-3334 INO U.P. RPIP 
5361 P-33S7 INn U.P. RPIP PI-396S76 
5363 P-3398 INO U.P. RPIP PI·39658S 
5365 P-339811 INn U.P. RPIP 
5366 P-3407 INn U.P. RPlP PI-396S93 
5369 P-3425 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396610 
5370 P-3432 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396614 
5372 P-3435 INn U.P. RPIP PI-396617 
537S P-3436 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396618 
5377 P-3439 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396620 
5381 P·34S8 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396636 
5384 P·3461 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396638 
5388 P·347S INO U.P. RPIP PI-396652 
5390 P-3476 !NO U.P. RPIP PI· 396653 
5391 P-3481 IND U.P. RPIP PI-3966S7 
S392 P-3484/1 INO U.P. RPIP 
5393 P-3484/1-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
5395 P-3495 INO U.P. RPlP PI-396672 
5398 P-350l INO U.P. RPlP PI-39667S 
5401 P-3S18 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396691 
5403 P-3S26 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396699 
5404 P-3526-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
5406 P-3530 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396703 
S407 P-3S37 INO U.P. RPIP PI-3967a7 
5410 P-3539 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396709 
5413 P-3542 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396712 
5416 P-3543 IND U.P. RPIP 
5419 P-3S46 IND U.P. RPIP 
S422 P-35S5 INO U.P. RPIP PI· 396720 
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5424 P·3~62 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396725 
5426 P·3567 IND V.P. RPIP PI-39673O 
5428 P-3568 IND V.P. RPlP PI-396731 
5431 P-3518 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396737 
5433 P-3727 BRA BERH BRAZILP-2 
5434 P-3758 INO WBSTBENOAL BERM T-72 
5435 P·3758-1 IND WBSTBBNGAL BERH T-72 
5436 P-3168 IND WBSTBENGAL BERH 8-63 
5441 P·4304 INO BIHAR RPIP 
5444 P-4337 INO V.P. RPIP PI-397779 
5445 P-4355 INO U.P. RPIP 
5441 P-4451 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB G.D.M.2 
5449 P-4479 INn MAHARASHTRA PARB HY-4 
54SO P-4484 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB MOTILED WHITE 
5451 P-4503 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB 87-1 
54S2 P-4513 IND MAHARASHlRA PARB KHANAPUR-2-16 
5454 P-4517 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB TPUR 1-2 
545~ P-4523 IND MAHARASHlRA PARB T'PUR1r7 
54S6 P-4524 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB T'PUR1r9 
5457 P-453O IND MAHARASHTRA PARB o 'LOAD 3-10 
5460 P-4533 IND MAHARASHTRA PARD O'LOADS·4 
5461 P-4542 IND MAHARASHlRA PARB O.T.73 
5462 P-4549 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB D.T.147 
5463 P-4604 INn ASSAM NOWG TNO.U-5 
5464 P-460S IND ASSAM NOWG LOCAL-l 
5466 P-4612 IND ASSAM NOWO TNO.U.P.!7 
5467 P-4614 IND ASSAM NOWO TNO.NPSL.3 
5468 P-4616 IND BIHAll NOWO B.R.6S 
5470 P-4623 IND ASSAM NOWO TNO.1·4 
5472 P-462S IND ASSAM NOWO TNO.LR..2E 
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5473 P-4627 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.7-S 
5474 P·4627/1 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.7-S 
5475 P·4631 IND U.P. NOWG T-13 
5476 P-4631-1 IND U.P. NOWG T-13 
5477 P-4639 IND NEW DELHI NOWG N.P.62 
5478 P-4640 IND ORISSA NAYA TNO.4 
5479 P·4641 IND ORISSA MALIGUDA/KORAPUT NAYA PI-397635 
5481 P-4642 INO ORISSA MALIGUDA/KORAPUT NAYA PI-397636 
5482 P-4642-1 IND ORISSA MALIGUDA/KORAPUT NAYA 
5484 P-4642/1 IND ORISSA MALIGUOA/KORAPUT NAYA 
5485 P-464811 IND M.P. JNK.V T·56-253 
5486 P-4651 IND M.P. JNKV 8-62-24 
5487 P-4659 IND M.P. JNKV T-56-44 
5489 P-466O INO M.P. JNK.V T-60-771 
5490 P·4663 INO M.P. JNK.V T·56-231 
5493 P-4664 IND M.P. JNKV B.B.3 
5494 P-4667 IND M.P. JNKV KARGAON-2 
5496 P-4673 IND U.P. ANNI KARPUR·I40 
5498 P-4679 IND NEWDELHJ ANNl NP.51·1-2 
5499 P·4679·1 IND NEW DELHI ANNI N'p.SI-1-2 
SSOO P-4681 INO NEW DELHI ANNl N.P.51-2-1 
SS02 P·4682 IND KARNATAKA ANNI BROWN SBBD 16-1 
SS03 P-4682-1 IND KARNATAKA ANNI BROWN SBBD 16-1 
SS04 P·468S IND KARNATAKA ANNI M4-S ARBHA VI 
5S0S P-4685-1 IND KARNATAKA ANNI M4-S ARBHAVI 
SS06 p-468Sn INO KARNATAKA ANNI M4-S ARBHA VI 
ssm P-4687 IND KARNATAKA ANNI 11JR-74-1 
S508 P-4691 IND KARNATAKA ANN! 11JR-IOI-W-7 
5510 P-4693 1ND KARNATAKA ANNI 11JR-111-2-2 
SSll P-4693/1 IND KARNATAKA ANNI 11JR-111-2-2 
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5512 P-4694 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TUR 116-1 
5514 P-4697 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TIJR-122--4-1.2 
5S1S P-4714 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TIJR-72 
5516 P-4719 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TINY LEAP 
SS17 P-4720 INO KARNATAKA ANNI PHILIPPINE BROW 
5519 P·4735 INO KARNATAKA ANNI M.H.l·3-6-3 
5521 P·4738 IND KARNATAKA ANNI K.H. WHITE 
5522 P-4749 INO BIHAR KANP 6005-1 
5523 P-4770 IND U.P. KANP 9/12/15 
.5.524 P·4173/1 INO BIHAR KANP B.R.59 
SS2S P·477S IND BIHAR KANP 6227 
5527 P·4808 INO BIHAR KANP 6201·1 
5528 P-4864 IND U.P. KANP T-I05 
5529 P-4864-1 IND U.P. KANP T-tOS 
5531 P-4899 INO BIHAR KANP 6274 
5533 P-4907 INO U.P. KANP 102 
5534 P-4920 IND U.P. KANP 107 
.5535 P-4971 INO TAMILNADU KANP OBCORDIFOLlA-3 
5537 P-4986 INO A.P. KANP 6504 
5539 P-4987 lND A.P. KANP 6505 
5541 BARLYTYPB lNO M.P. JNKV 
.5.542 BARL Y TYPB-I IND M.P. JNKV 
5543 P-145-3 INO U.P. RPIP 
55« P-155-2 IND U.P. RP1P 
5545 P-145·1 lND U.P. RPIP 
5546 P .. 145-I-l INO U.P. RPIP 
5547 P·7~1«-1 INO BIHAR RPlP 
5549 P·273·141·1 INO ASSAM RPlP 
5S50 P·Z73-141·1·1 IND U.P. RPlP 
5S51 P·273-141-1-2 INO M.P. RP1P 
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5552 S-28-185-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
5553 P-442 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394345 
5555 P-4685/1 INO KARNATAKA ANNI M4·5 ARDHA VI 
5556 P-4685/1-1 INO KARNATAKA ANNI M4-5 ARDHA VI 
5558 P-33 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394030 
5559 P-39 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394039 
5560 P-48 INO V.P. RPIP 
5564 P-59 INO V.P. RPIP P(·394054 
5567 P-77 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394071 
5568 P-86 INO V.P. RPIP PI·394080 
5569 P-96-1 INO V.P. RPIP 
5573 P·127 (NO V.P. RPIP PI-394110 
5575 P·137 IND V.P. RPIP PI·394116 
5579 P-159 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394135 
5582 P-223 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394187 
5584 po228 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394191 
5585 P-248 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394208 
5590 P-267 INO V.P. RPIP 
5591 P-303 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394248 
5592 P-305 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394250 
5596 P-333 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394271 
5599 P-338 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394274 
5601 P-356 INO V.P. RPIP PI·394286 
5603 P-361 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394291 
5604 P-395 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394312 
S606 P-412 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394327 
5610 P-452 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394350 
5611 P-652 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394481 
5612 P-674 INO U.P. RPIP PI-3945OS 
5613 P-691 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394519 
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5616 P·723/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5618 P·736 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394549 
5621 P-744 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394S55 
5622 P-744-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5625 P-766 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5629 P-766-4 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5630 P-781/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5632 P·788 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394583 
5635 P-789 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5636 P-819 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5637 P-834 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394611 
5639 P·1S8 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394626 
.5641 P-8.58-2 IND BIHAR RPIP 
.5642 P·932 IND U.P. IARI CHANDAUSI-4 
.5643 P·l034 IND AJ>. IAR! GUN111R-6 
S6« P-I076 IND GUJARAT IAR! MEVAD 
5645 P-1536 IND BIHAR APAU RED GRAM 1141 
S646 P·1536-1 IND BIHAR APAU RED GRAM 1141 
5647 P-2145 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39.5.546 
5651 P-3164 IND UJ>. RPIP PI·396395 
56S6 P-3187 IND UJ>. RPIP PI-396415 
.5658 P-3228/1 IND VJ>. RPIP 
5661 P·3253/1 JND VJ>. RPIP 
S664 P-3262 JND V.P. RPIP PI-396473 
5666 P-326.5 IND VJ>. RPIP PI-396475 
5668 P-3266 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396476 
5673 P·3358 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39655J 
5674 P-3538/1 IND U.P. APAU 
567$ P-3510 IND V.P, RPIP 
5678 P-3619 IND BIHAR RPIP PI· 396m 
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5681 P-4249 IND BIHAR SABO 99 LATE 
5683 P-4263 IND BIHAR SABO lOOLATB 
5685 P-4267 IND BIHAR SABO B.R.SLATB 
S690 P-63 IND U.P. RPlP PI-3940S7 
5694 P-207 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394172 
5695 P-26012 IND U.P. RPIP 
5698 P-266 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394222 
5701 P-56611 INO BIHAR RPIP 
5703 P-733 INO BIHAR RPIP PI·394548 
5705 P-1754 INO A.P. RPIP 
S708 P-1764 IND A.P. RPIP 
S711 P-1772 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39S229 
5713 P-1896 IND A.P. RPIP 
571S P-2195 INO AP. RPIP PI-395S79 
5717 P-2338/1 INO A.P. RPIP 
5718 P·2346 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39S693 
5722 P·2378 INO A.P. RPIP PI·39S721 
5723 P-2378/1 IND A.P. RPIP 
5724 P·2425 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395760 
5726 P·26121l IND A.P. RPIP 
5727 P-3S73 IND UP. RPIP PI·396733 
.5729 P-3926 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.57f2 
5733 P·3928 IND A.P. HYOI R.GS7f2 
5734 P·3928·1 INO A.P. HYOI R.G.140 
5735 P·3929 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.98/1 
.5737 P·3939 IND A.P. HYOI R.O.84 
5739 P-3944 IND A.P. HYOI R.O.I10 
.5144 P-3945 IND A.P . IARI R.O.IlI 
.5745 P·394.5-1 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.IlI 
.5146 P-3980 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.SO 
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5751 P-3983 INO A.P. HYDI R.O.470-4 
57S3 P·3983·2 INO A.P. HYDI R.O.470-4 
5754 P·3983·3 IND A.P. HYDI R.O.470-4 
5757 P...tW07 IND A.P. HYOI R.O.117 
57" P-4007-1 IND A.P. HYOI R.G.117 
5760 P-4341 INO U.P. APAU PI-397382 
5761 P-4518 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB T'PUR-I-8 
5762 P-4617 INO ASSAM NOWG TNO.l6-2 
5764 P-4645/1 IND ORISSA BANDUGAONIKORAPUT NAYA 
5765 P-4646 IND M.P. JNKV PI-397639 
5766 p-4m INO A.P. KANP 5907-B 
5167 P·5007 !ND MAHARASHTRA MOm. I.P.SIA 
5768 P-5029 INO MAHARASHTRA MOm. NIPHAl).293-14 
5769 1.-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
5771 P·14 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394011 
5774 P-15 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394012 
5777 P·17 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394014 
5779 P-17.2 INO U.P. RPIP 
5710 P-29/1 IND U.P. RPIP 
5711 '-43 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394039 
5713 ,-44 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394040 
5715 P·55 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39405O 
5786 '-5911 INO U.P. RPIP 
5719 '-75 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394069 
5190 '.75-1 INn U.P. RPIP 
5791 '·136 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394115 
5795 '-131 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394117 
5798 '-138-3 INn U.P. RPIP 
5799 '·180 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39415O 
5800 P .. 2l3 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394195 
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5802 P-233-2 IND V.P. RPIP 
5804 P-242/1 IND V.P. RPlP 
5807 P-304 IND U.P. RPlP PI-394249 
5810 P-641 IND BIHAR RPIP Pl·394478 
5818 P·668 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394S01 
5819 P-67S INO U.P. RPIP 
5820 P·675·J INO U.P. RPIP 
5821 P-682 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394S11 
5823 P·684 INO U.P. RPIP 
5825 P·685 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394513 
5826 P-685-1 lNO U.P. RPIP 
5829 P·699 INO BIHAR RPIP PI-394524 
5831 P·700 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5834 P·702 INO BIHAR RPIP PI·394526 
5836 P·793 INO BIHAR RPIP PI·394527 
5838 P-833 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394610 
5841 P.898 INO UP. IARI DEHRA OUN·2 
5845 P·92S/l JNO UP. IARl CHANOAUSI·l 
5847 P-94211 INO U.P. IARI 4 P.T.l57 
5849 P·949 INO U.P. lARJ KANPUR-) 32 
5851 P·1074 INO GUJARAT IARl KODAVA 
5853 P-1116 BUR IARl N.B.38-33 
5854 P-2400 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395741 
5856 P·2400-2 INO A.P. RPIP 
5858 P-2999 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396251 
5860 P-30l3 INO UP. RPIP 
5863 P-3019 [NO V.P. RPIP PI-396266 
S864 P·3038 INO U.P. RPIP PI. 396280 
5867 P·3043 (NO U.P. RPIP PI-396285 
5868 P-3045 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396287 
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5871 P-3076 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396313 
5872 P.3078 IND V.P. RPIP PI·396315 
5875 P.3088 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396324 
5877 P·3088·2 IND V.P. RPIP 
5818 P-3090 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396326 
5880 P·3124 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396357 
5881 P·3l32 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396366 
5884 P·317S IND V.P. RPIP PI-396406 
5886 P-3175-2 INO V.P. RPlP 
5887 P·3179 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396409 
5888 P·3l83 INO V.P. RPIP PI-39641! 
5890 P-318S INO V.P. RPlP PI-396413 
5893 P-3189 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396417 
5897 P-319S INO V.P. RPlP PI-396423 
S900 P-3213 IND V.P. RPlP PI-396433 
5903 P-3226 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396445 
5904 P-3282 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396489 
5906 P·3299 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396503 
5907 P·33I8 INO V.P. RPIP 
5909 P·3323 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396511 
5910 P-3323·1 IND V.P. RPIP 
5911 P-3324 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396522 
5912 P-3326 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396524 
5914 P-3327 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396525 
5915 P-3343 IND V.P. RPIP PI-39653S 
5916 P·3343·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
5917 P·3356 INO V.P. RPIP PI-396549 
5919 P·3423 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396608 
5921 P-3452 IND V.P. RPIP PI-396631 
S923 P-3462 INO V.P. RPJP PI-396639 
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5925 P-3492 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396668 
5928 P·3496 IND U.P. RPIP Pl· 396672 
5932 P-3504 IND U.P. RPIP PJ·396678 
5935 P-3515 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396688 
5937 P-3517 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396690 
5939 P-3517-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
5942 P-3547 IND U.P. RPIP 
5944 P-356711 IND U.P. RPIP 
5946 po 3573 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396733 
5948 P-3584 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396743 
5950 P-3589 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396747 
5953 P-3590 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396748 
5957 P-3591 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396749 
5959 P-3591-2 IND U.P. RPIP 
5960 P-3600 IND U.P. RPIP 
5963 P-3601 IND U.P. RPIP PI·3967S7 
5964 P-3601-1 IND U.P. RPlP 
5967 P·3629 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-39678I 
5969 P-3636 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396787 
5970 P-3636-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5971 P-3645 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396796 
5975 P-3648 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396799 
5976 P-3648/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
5978 P-3669 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396815 
5979 P-3683 NPL RPIP PI-396823 
5982 P-3767 IND WEST BENGAL BERH E.B.17f2 
5983 P-377 1 IND NEW DELHI BERH N.P.(WR)-41 
5986 P-3811 IND WEST BENGAL BERR K.T.1OS 
5987 P-4113 IND TAMILNADU COIM M.S.9329 
5990 P-4205 IND TAMILNADU COIM VZM.466ll 
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5991 P-4333 INO V.P. RPIP 
5992 P·4336/1 INO V.P. RPIP 
5995 P-4349 INO V.P. RPIP PI-397388 
5997 P·4493 INO MAHARASHTRA PARD 76-23 
S998 P-4493-1 INO MAHARASHTRA PARB 76-23 
5999 P-4581 IND NEWOELHI IAR! PLA.191 
6003 P~4719 INO KARNATAKA ANNI TINY LEAF 
6005 P-4760 AVS N.S. WALES KANP T-2S 
6006 P-4760-1 AVS N.S. WALES KANP T-2S 
6007 P-4876 INO KANP N.E.4()"6(l 
6009 P·4884 IND NEWOELHI KANP 159-8 
6010 P·4889 INO BIHAR KANP 6234 
6012 P-4943 IND BIHAR KANP 6212 
6014 P-4951 IND V.P. KANP 178 
6017 P-4986 IND A.P. KANP 6504 
6018 P·4998 INO MAHARASHTRA MOHL I.P.16 
6020 P-6875 UKN 
6022 p.g INn V.P. RPIP PI-394006 
6025 P·24 lNO V.P. RPlP PI-394021 
6027 P-27 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394024 
6029 P-59 IND V.P. RPlP Pl· 3940S4 
6031 P-64 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394058 
6032 P·67 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394061 
6035 P-671l INO V.P. RPlP 
6036 P·9911 INO V.P. RPIP 
6037 P-196 INO V.P. RPIP PI·394163 
6038 P·I96·1 INO V.P. RPIP 
6039 P·199 INO V.P. RPlP PI-394166 
6040 P-209 INO U.P. RPlP PI·394174 
6042 P·242 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394202 
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6043 P~242" 1 IND V.P. RPIP 
6046 P·300 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394246 
6049 P·l01 INO V.P. RPIP PI-394247 
6052 P~301-3 INO V.P. RPIP 
6053 P-l74 IND V.P. RPfP PJ·394300 
6054 P-391 IND V.P. RPJP PI.394309 
6056 P-402 INO V.P. RPIP PJ·394319 
6059 P-498!2 IND V.P. RPIP 
6060 P-532 IND BIHAR RPW PI·394405 
6061 P~604 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394460 
6063 P-62911 IND BIHAR RPIP 
6065 P-631/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
6066 P~645/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
6068 P-648/1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
6013 P-649 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394484 
6014 P-65S IND V.P. RPIP PI-394490 
6017 P-662 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394491 
6019 P-673 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394504 
6081 P-671 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394501 
6082 P-681 IND V.P. RPIP PI-394SlO 
6084 P-68111 IND V.P. RPIP 
6086 P-119 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-394511 
6088 P-81S IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394S97 
6092 P-885 IND NEWDELm RPW N.P.SET.l 
6095 P-905 IND V.P. IARI IC-1612 
6097 P-914/1 IND V.P. IARl 38 WHfTE MED. 
6099 P-9241l IND V.P. IARl CHANDAUSI-l 
6102 P·928/1 IND V.P. JARI CHANDAUSI-2 
6105 P·931 IND V.P. JARI CHANDAUSI-4 
6106 P·945 IND V.P. lARl 4 P.T.lS1 
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6109 P-946 INO V.P. JARI KANPUR-132 
6112 P·948 IND U.P. IARI KANPUR-132 
6114 P-963 INO MAHARASHTRA JARl MARTIJAPUR-3 
6116 P-98~/1 IND MAHARASHTRA JARI PARBHANI LOCAL 
6118 P-I028 INO A.P. IARl GUNTUR·3 
6119 P·I041 INn Al'. IARl GVNTIJR-lO 
6120 P-IOS4 INn A.P, IARl S.T.3 
6121 P-I0:S61l INn DlliAR JAR! B.R.2E 
6123 P-I060 INO BIHAR IARI B.R.60 
6126 P-I064 INn BIHAR IARJ B.R.71 
6127 P-1125 BUR IAR! B-2 
6128 P-1l54 BGO IAR! DACCA-39-7 A 
6129 P-l173 JAM IARl lAMAICA-40-17 A 
6131 P-t290 BUR JARI N.E.39-49 
6132 P-1618 INn A.P. RPIP PI-39S091 
6135 P-22S5 IND A.P. RPIP PJ-39S627 
6138 P-2261 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395632 
6139 P·2290 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395651 
6140 P-2294 INn A.P. RPIP 
6141 P-2295 INO A.P. RPIP 
6142 p-2299 IND A.P. RPlP PI-395656 
6143 P-2318 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395721 
6145 P-2379 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395722 
6148 P-2389 IND A.P. RPIP PI·39~730 
6149 P .. 2418 IND A.P. RPIP PI-3957S4 
61SO P-2419 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395755 
6153 P-2446 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395780 
6155 P-2447 INO AJ>, RPIP 
61~ P-2454 IND AJ>. RPIP PI-39S786 
6157 P-2454-1 IND A.P. RP1P 
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6158 P-2462 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395793 
6159 P-2465 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395796 
6160 P-2466 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395797 
6162 P-2475 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395806 
6163 P-2481 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395812 
6165 P·2484 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395814 
6167 P~2485 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395815 
6170 P-2487 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395817 
6171 P·2489 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395819 
6172 P·2493 INO A.P. RPIP PI-395822 
6174 P·2594 IND A.P. RPLP PI-395913 
6176 P-2657 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395968 
6178 P-2659 INO A.P. RPIP 
6180 P-2662 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395972 
6181 P-2664 IND A.P. RPLP PI-395974 
6182 P-2667 INO A.P. RPIP PI·395976 
6184 P-2668 IND A.P. RPIP PI·395977 
6185 P-2684 IND A.P. RPIP PI-395991 
6187 P-2691 INO A.P. RPIP 
6188 P-2733 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396031 
6189 P-2735 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396033 
6190 P-2840 IND A.P. RPIP PI-39612S 
6191 P·284()"1 INO A.P. RPlP 
6192 P-2851 INO ORISSA RPIP 
6194 P-2887 IND ORlSSA RPIP PI-396 159 
6195 P-2914 INO MAHARASHTRA RPIP PI-396J 80 
6197 P-2940 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396199 
6200 P-2954 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396212 
6202 P-29S9 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396216 
6204 P-2973 INO U.P. APAU PI-396228 
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620S P-2973-1 INn U.P. APAU PI-396260 
6207 P·3011 IND U.P. RPIP 
6210 P·3046 IND U.P. RPIP 
6212 P·30S6 INn U.P. RPIP PI-39629S 
6213 P·3068 INn U.P. RPIP PI-396305 
6216 P·3070 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396307 
6218 P-3089 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396325 
6219 P-3116 INn U.P. RPIP 
6221 P-3120 INn U.P. RPIP PI-3963SO 
6223 P·3 I 23/1 INn U.P. RPIP PI-3963S4 
6224 P-3123/1-1 INn U.P. RPIP 
6228 P-312411 IND U.P. RPIP 
6229 P-3136 IND u.P. RPIP PI-396369 
6232 P·3139 INn U.P. RPIP PI-396371 
6233 P·3139-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
6236 P-3143 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39637S 
6238 P·3147 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396378 
6239 P-320611 IND U.P. RPIP 
6241 P·3209 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396432 
6245 P·3211 IND U.P. RPIP 
6247 P·3224 INO U.P. RPIP 
6249 P-3229/2 IND U.P. RPIP 
6252 P-3250 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39646S 
62S5 P-3299/1 IND U.P. RPIP 
6256 P-3315 IND U.P. RPIP PI·3965]5 
6258 P·3316 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396516 
6260 P-3334/1 IND U.P. RPIP 
6261 P·3334/1·1 IND u.P. RPIP 
62M P-3342 IND U.P. RPIP 
62.66 P·336S IND U.P. RPIP PI-396556 
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6267 P-3372 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396563 
6268 P-3378 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396567 
6269 P-3392 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396580 
6270 P·3393 INO U.P. RPIP PI·396581 
6272 P-3400 INO U.P. APAU 
6273 P·3401 INO U.P. RPIP PI· 396588 
6276 P-3406 INO U.P. RPIP 
6277 P-3406·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
6279 P-3437 INO U.P. RPIP 
6281 P·3446 INO U.P. RPIP PI-39662S 
6284 P-3455 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396634 
6287 P-3457 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396635 
6288 P-3486 INO V.P. RPIP PI· 396662 
6289 P-3520 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396693 
6290 P·3539 INO U.P. RPIP PI-396700 
6291 P-3612 INO BIHAR RPIP Pl-396766 
6292 P·3612-1 lNO BIHAR RPIP 
6293 P-361611 INO BIHAR RPIP 
6295 P·3617 IND BIHAR RPIP PI-396771 
6296 P-3730 JAM DERH JAMAICA 41-1SC 
6297 P-3767/1 IND WEST BENGAL BBRH E.D.17/2 
6298 P-4377 IND UP. RPIP 
6300 P-4378 IND U.P. RPIP PI-397403 
6301 P.4397/1 INO NEWDBLHI PARD N.P.4 
6303 P-4418 IND MAHARASH1R.A PARB T·1J-A 
6304 P-4481 INO A.P. PARD HY-2 
6305 P·4485 IND MAHARASIfIRA PARD PERENNIAL 
6306 P-4S26 IND MAHARASHTRA PARB PSI T"PUR 2-21 
6307 P-4532 IND MAHARASH1R.A PARD O·LOAD4·20 
6308 P·4547 IND MAHARASH1R.A PARD D.T.137 
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6309 P-4629 INO NEWOELHI NOWG N.P.42 
6312 P-463111 INO ASSAM NOWG T-13 
6313 P-4632 IND ASSAM NOWG TNO.R.G.72 
6314 P-4643 IND ORISSA BENGAL BAOA/KORAPUT NA Y A PI-397637 
631S P-464S INO ORISSA KHANGAON/KORAPUT NAYA 
6319 P-4669 IND M.P. JNKV S-62-23 
6321 P-4677 INO KARNATAKA ANNI TUR4-1-1 
6322 P-4678 IND KARNATAKA ANNI TUR 13-3 
6323 P-469S IND KARNATAKA ANNI TIJR 116-2-5-34 
6325 P·4699 INO KARNATAKA ANNI TIJR 126-1 
6326 P-4702 INO KARNATAKA ANNI H.K.BROWN 
6327 P-4704 INO MAHARASHTRA ANNI NIPHAD LOCAL T-
6328 P-4729 INO KARNATAKA ANNI NC PECULIAR PL. 
6329 P-4830 IND A.P. KANP 6103-2 
6330 P-4991 INO U.P. KANP 6601 
6332 P-26 16-83· I INO A.P. RPIP 
6337 P·2752·84·1 IND A.P. RPIP 
6339 P·2752-84·1-2 IND A.P. RPIP 
6340 P-3260-91·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
6344 T·7 [NO U.P. KANP 
6346 P-428-11S·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
6350 . P·14·117-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
6353 AMARKANTAK·174-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6358 RAMESHWAR·l INO TAMILNADU JNKV 
6359 RAMESHW AR·2 IND TAMD..NADU JNKV 
6360 RAMESHW AR-3 INO TAMILNADU JNKV 
6361 MULTANOHAR·15S·1 IND U.P. JNKV 155·1 
6364 KHANDW A-1 54-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
636S KHANDW A-I 5 .... 1-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6366 KHANDW A·l 54-1·2 IND M.P. JNKV 
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6367 KHANOWA-154-1-3 INO M.P. JNKV 
6368 KHANDW A-154-2 IND M.P. JNKV 
6369 UKN 
6370 UKN 
6371 P-150-1 IND U.P. APAU 
6373 P-I46-1 IND U.P. RPIP 
6375 P-637-136-1 INO M.P. RPIP 
6378 S-10-192-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6381 R-60-187-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6382 R-60-187-1-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6385 P-404 IND U.P. RPlP PI-394321 
6386 P-5120(2 IND KARNATAKA BUA TUR 127 
6388 P-687 IND BIHAR RPIP Pl·394515 
6391 P·815/1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
6392 JA-276 IND M.P. JNKV 
6393 lA-277 IND M.P. JNKV 
6394 JA-2n-1 INO M.P. JNKV 
6399 EC-l00465 PER JNKV 
6400 Ee-t 00465-1 PER JNKV 
6401 P-I02 INO U.P. RPIP PI·394092 
6403 P-130 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394111 
6407 P-130-4 IND U.P. RPIP 
6409 P-584 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394447 
6410 P-584-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
6411 P-653 IND U.P. RPIP PI-394488 
6413 P-609 INO BIHAR RPIP PI· 394464 
6414 P-705 IND BIHAR RPIP PI·394529 
6417 P-5241 IND U.P. KANP tn-U/2 
6419 P-2382 INO A.P. RPIP 
6420 P-4818 INO BIHAR KANP 6264-2 
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6422 P·3450 IND U.P. RPIP PI· 396629 
6423 P·2 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394000 
6425 P-20 INO U.P. RPIP PI-3940l7 
6426 P·427 INO U.P. RPIP PI· 394336 
6427 P·427·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
6428 P·43411 INO U.P. RPIP 
6429 P-488 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394373 
6430 P-498 INO U.P. RPIP PI-394378 
6431 P-498·1 INO U.P. RPIP 
6432 P·4344 INO U.P. APAU PI·397383 
6433 P-4344-1 INO U.P. APAU 
6434 P-4345 INO U.P. APAU PI-397384 
6435 P-4354 INO U.P. APAU PI-397391 
6436 P-435711 IND U.P. APAU 
6437 P-4822 INO BIHAR KANP 6280 
6439 P-28S7-89-1 IND ORISSA RPIP 
6443 NP(WR)-IS INO NEW DELHI IARI 
6446 P-332-109-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
6447 P-332-109·1·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
6448 P-642-1l2-1 INO BIHAR RPIP 
6449 P-604-12()..3 lNO M.P. RPIP 
6450 P-147-1 INO U.P. RPIP 
6451 P-672-136·6 INO U.P. RPIP 
6452 S-29-183-1 IND M.P. INKV 
6454 S·103-180-2 lND U.P. JNKV 
6457 S-103-180-2·3 IND U.P. JNKV 
6458 NATPOLY·171·1 IND 
6461 P-635-135-1 IND BIHAR RPIP 
6462 P·2773 INO A.P. RPIP PI-396066 
6464 P·2866 IND ORISSA APAU 
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6466 P-3371 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396562 
6467 P-41S IND U.P. RPlP PI·394330 
6469 P·3391 IND U.P. RPIP PI·396579 
6472 P-3538 IND U.P. RPIP PI-396708 
6473 P·3538·1 IND U.P. RPIP 
6474 P·9S2 IND V.P. JAR! 4P.T.21 
6477 P-93 IND U.P. RPIP PI·394086 
6478 P-2944 IND V.P. RPlP PI-396203 
6479 P·3433 IND U.P. RPIP PI-39661S 
6481 P·608 IND BIHAR RPIP PJ·394463 
6482 P-2128 IND A.P. IITA PI·395533 
6483 P-2130 IND A.P. IITA PI·395534 
6484 P-2138 IND A.P. IITA 
6485 P·2140 IND A.P. IITA PI-395S41 
6486 P·2142 IND A.P. IITA PI-395543 
6487 P·2143 IND A.P. IITA PI-395S44 
6488 P-2144 IND A.P. IITA PI-395545 
6489 P·21S8 IND A.P. UTA PI·395557 
6490 P-2160 IND A.P. IITA PI· 39S554 
6491 P-2167 IND A.P. IITA P}·39S560 
6492 P-2169 IND A.P. IITA PI·395S62 
6493 P-2173 IND A.P. IITA PI·39SS65 
6494 P-2174 IND A.P. IITA 
6495 P-2192 IND A.P. IITA 
6496 P-2196 IND A.P. IITA PI-395S80 
6497 P-2197 IND A.P. IITA PI-39SS81 
6498 P·2198 IND A.P. IITA PI·395582 
6499 P·2202 IND A.P. IITA PI-395S85 
6500 P-2209 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S590 
6501 P·22 10 IND A.P. IITA PI-395591 
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6502 P-2218 INO A.P. UTA PI-395598 
6503 P-2223 IND A.P. IITA PI-395600 
M05 P-2231 INO A.P. UTA P1-395606 
6506 P-2233 INO A.P. UTA PI-395607 
6507 P-2238 IND A.P. IITA PI-395611 
6SOB P-2242 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S6J5 
6509 P-2250 INO A.P. IITA Pl·395622 
6510 P-22SO-J INO A.P. IITA 
6511 P·2251 INO A.P. IITA PI-395623 
6512 P-22S3 INO A.P. IITA PI-395625 
6513 P-2255 INO A.P. IITA PI-395627 
6515 P-2261 INO A.P. lITA PI·395632 
6516 P-2262 INO A.P. IITA PI-395633 
6517 P·2266 IND AP. UTA PI-395636 
6518 P-2270 IND A.P. IITA 
6519 P·2271 IND A.P. IITA PI·395639 
6520 P.2275 INO AJ'. IITA 
6521 P-2279 IND AP. UTA PI·395643 
6522 P-2280 IND A.P. IITA PI-395644 
6523 P·2287 IND A.P. IITA PI-395648 
6524 P-2288 IND A.P. IITA PI·395649 
652S P-2289 IND A.P. UTA PI-395650 
6526 P-229O INO AP. IITA PI·395651 
6527 P·2291 INO A.P. IITA PI·395652 
6528 P-2292 IND AP. IITA PI-395653 
6529 P-2294 fND A.P. nTA 
6530 P-2295 IND AP. IITA 
6531 P .. 2299 INO A.P. IITA PI-395656 
6532 P-2304 IND AJ'. IITA 
6534 P .. 1358 INO AP. IITA PI-395704 
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6536 P-2360 IND A.P. UTA PI-395706 
6537 P-2373 IND A.P. UTA PI-395716 
6538 P·2375 IND A.P. UTA PI·395718 
6540 P-2376 IND A.P. UTA PI-395719 
6541 P·2378 IND A.P. UTA PI-395721 
6542 P-2379 IND A.P. UTA PI-395722 
6544 P·2380 IND A.P. UTA PI-395723 
6545 P-2381 IND A.P. UTA 
6546 P-2389 IND A.P. IlTA PI-395730 
6547 P-2391 IND A.P. IITA PI-395732 
6548 P-2392 IND A.P. IITA PI-395733 
6549 P-2393 IND A.P. IITA PI-395734 
6550 P-2399 IND A.P. UTA PI-395740 
6551 P-2406 IND A.P. IITA PI-395746 
6552 P-24I8 IND A.P. UTA PI-395754 
6553 P-2419 IND A.P. IITA PI·395755 
6554 P-2421 IND A.P. IITA PI· 395757 
6555 P-2427 IND A.P. IITA P)·39S762 
6556 P-2429 IND A.P. UTA PI-395764 
6557 P-2434 IND A.P. IITA PI-395769 
6558 P-2437 IND A.P. IITA PI-395772 
6559 P·2439 IND A.P. lITA 
6560 P-2441 IND A.P. IITA PI-395775 
6561 P-2445 IND A.P. IITA PI-395779 
6562 P-2446 IND A.P. IITA PI-395780 
6563 P-2447 IND A.P. UTA 
6564 P-2451 IND A.P. UTA PI-395783 
6565 P-2454 IND A.P. IITA PI-395786 
6566 P-2462 IND A.P. UTA PI-395793 
6567 P-2466 IND A.P. UTA PI-395799 
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6568 P-2475 INO A.P. IITA PI-395806 
6569 P-1481 INO A.P. UTA PI-395812 
6570 P-1484 INO A.P. IITA PI-395814 
657] P-24B4-J IND A.P. IITA 
6572 P-2485 INO A.P. IITA PI-395815 
6573 P-2487 INO A.P. IITA PI-39S817 
6574 P-2489 INO A.P. IITA PI-39S819 
6575 P-2493 IND A.P. UTA PI-395822 
6576 P·2494 INO A.P. IITA PI-39S824 
65n P·2498 INO A.P. lITA PI-39S827 
6578 P-25 12 INO A.P. IITA PI-395839 
6579 P-lS13 INO A.P. IITA Pl-395840 
6580 P.lS35/l INO A.P. IITA 
6581 P·2539 INO A.P. lITA PI-395865 
6582 P·2540 INO A.P. IITA PI-395866 
6583 P-lS42 IND A.P. IITA PI-395868 
6584 P·2544 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S870 
6585 P-lS46 IND A.P. IITA PI-395872 
6586 P·2556 IND A.P. IITA PI-395882 
6581 P-1557 INO A.P. IITA 
6588 P-2562 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S886 
6589 P-2S65 IND All. IITA PI-395888 
6590 P-2565/l IND A.P. JITA 
6591 P-1566 IND All. IITA PI-39S889 
6592 P·2566/1 IND A.P. IITA 
6593 P.1567 IND A.P. IITA PI-395890 
6594 P·1569 IND A.P. IITA PI·39S892 
6595 P-2S69/1 IND All. IITA 
6S96 P-257113 IND A.P. IITA 
6597 P-2573 IND A.P. IITA PI-395896 
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6S98 P-2591 IND A.P. IITA PI-395910 
6599 P-2593 IND A.P. IITA PI-395912 
6600 P-2594 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S913 
6601 P-2S94/1 IND A.P. IITA 
6602 P-259711 IND A.P. IITA 
6603 P-2597n. IND A.P. UTA 
6604 P-2S99/1 IND A.P. UTA 
660S P-2600 IND A.P. UTA PI-395918 
6606 P-2603 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S921 
6607 P-2609 IND A.P. IITA PI-395927 
6608 P-U11 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S928 
6609 P-261811 IND A.P. IITA 
6610 P-2619 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S936 
6611 P-2623 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S940 
6612 P-2627 IND A.P. UTA 
6613 P-2629 IND A.P. UTA PI-39S944 
6614 P-2630 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S945 
6615 P-2631 IND A.P. lITA PI-395946 
6616 P-2643 IND A.P. IITA PI-395955 
6617 P-2648 INO A.P. IITA PI-39S960 
6618 P-26S1 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S963 
6619 P-2652 INO A.P. IITA PI-39S964 
6620 P-26S3 IND A.P. IITA PI-395965 
6621 P-US6 IND A.P. IITA PI-395967 
6622 P-26S6-1 IND A.P. IITA 
6623 P-2657 INO A.P. IITA PI-395968 
6624 P-2659 IND A.P. IITA 
6625 P-2662 INO A.P. IITA PI-395972 
6626 P-2664 IND A.P. lITA PI-395974 
6627 P-2667 INO A.P. UTA PI-395976 
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6628 P-2668 IND A.P. IITA PI-395917 
6629 P-2613 IND A.P. IITA PI-395981 
6630 P·2674 IND A.P. IITA PI-395982 
6631 P·2676 IND A.P. lITA PI-395984 
6632 P-2680/1 INO A.P. IITA 
6633 P-2681 INO A.P. IITA PI-39S989 
6634 P·2684 IND A.P. IITA PI-39S991 
6635 P-2685 IND A.P. IITA PI-395992 
6636 P·2681 IND A.P. IITA PI-395994 
6631 P-269O INO A.P. IITA PI-395997 
6638 P-2691 IND A.P. UTA 
6639 P-2693 INO A.P. IITA PI-395998 
6640 P-2695 INO A.P. UTA PI-396000 
6641 P·269'11 IND A.P. UTA 
6642 P-2102 INn A.P. UTA PI-396006 
6643 P·2104 INO A.P. IITA PI-396008 
6644 P·21(f7 IND A.P. IITA PI-396011 
6645 P·2108 IND A.P. IITA PI-396012 
6646 P-2708/l IND A.P. IITA 
6647 P-2709 INO A.P. DTA PI-396013 
6648 P·2709-1 IND A.P. IITA 
6649 P·2710 INO A.P. IITA PI-396014 
6650 P·2711 INO A.P. IITA PI· 3960 15 
6651 P-2711-1 IND A.P. IITA 
6652 P·2713 INO A.P. IITA PI-396011 
6653 P-2714 INO A.P. lITA PI-396018 
6654 P·211411 IND A.P. IITA 
665S P·2114/2 IND A.P. lITA 
6656 P·2715/1 IND A.P. DTA 
6651 P·2719 INO A.P. UTA Pl·396022 
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6658 P-2720 IND A.P. nTA 
6659 P-2721 IND A.P. UTA PI-396023 
6660 P-2722 IND A.P. UTA PI-396024 
6661 P-2723 IND A.P. I1TA PI-39602S 
6662 P·2725 IND A.P. I1TA PI-396026 
6663 P-2728 IND A.P. IITA PI-396028 
6664 P-2729 IND A.P. UTA 
6665 P·2732 IND A.P. I1TA PI-396030 
6666 P·2733 IND A.P. lITA PI·396031 
6667 P·2733-1 IND A.P. UTA 
6668 P-2734 INn A.P. IlTA PI· 396032 
6669 P-2735 INn A.P. IlTA PI·396033 
6670 P-2740/1 IND A.P. lITA 
6671 P-2742 INn A.P. lITA PI-396040 
6672 P-274211 IND A.P. UTA 
6673 P-2744 IND A.P. nTA PI-396042 
6674 P-2746 IND A.P. IlTA PI-396043 
6675 P·2749 IND A.P. UTA PI·396046 
6677 P-27S1 IND A.P. UTA PJ·396048 
6678 P-27S3 IND A.P. lITA PI·3960S0 
6679 P-27S4 IND A.P. IITA PI·3960S1 
6680 P-27SS IND A.P. IITA PI-3960S2 
6681 P-2760 IND A.P. UTA 
6682 P-2761 INO A.P. I1TA PI· 396056 
6683 P-2762 INO A.P. IlTA PI-3960S7 
6684 P-2766 IND A.P. I1TA PI-396061 
6685 P-2769 IND A.P. I1TA 
6686 P·2772 INO A.P. lITA PI-39606S 
6687 P·2773 IND A.P. IITA PI-396066 
6688 P-2777 IND A.P. IITA PI-396070 
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6689 P-2783 INO A.P. IITA PI-396074 
6690 P-2784 IND A.P. lITA PI-396075 
6691 P-2786 IND AP. IITA PI-396077 
6692 P·2187 INn A.P. IITA 
6693 P-2789 IND A.P. lITA PI-396079 
6694 P·2789/l IND AP. IITA 
669S P-2796 IND AP. IITA PI·396085 
6696 P·2798 INn A.P. UTA PI-396086 
6697 P·2799 IND AP. UTA PI-396087 
6698 P-2806 INn A.P. IITA PI-396094 
6699 P-2807 IND A.P. IITA PI-396095 
6700 P·2809 INn A.P. IITA PI-396097 
6701 P·2819 IND A.P. IITA PI-396107 
6702 P·2820 IND A.P. UTA PI-3961OS 
6703 P-2821 INn A.P. UTA PI-396109 
6704 P·lS22 INn A.P. IITA 
6105 P·2823 INn AP. IITA PI-396110 
6706 P·l824 INn A.P. IITA PI-396 I 11 
6700 P-2830/l IND A.P. IITA 
6708 P-2832 IND A.P. IITA 
6709 P·283. IND A.P. UTA PI-396119 
6710 P-2834f2 INO A.P. IITA 
6711 P·2834/3 IND A.P. IITA 
6712 P-2835 INn A.P. IITA PI-396120 
6713 P·2836 INn A.P. IITA PI-396121 
6714 P-2S37 [ND AP. IITA PI-396122 
6715 P-283911 IND A.P. IITA 
6716 P-2840 IND A.P. IITA PI-396125 
6717 P·l841 INn A.P. IITA PI-396126 
6718 P·2S47 IND A.P. IITA Pl-396131 
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6719 P-2851 INO ORISSA lITA 
6720 P-2857 INO ORISSA lITA Pl·396 1 37 
6721 P-2858 INO ORISSA IITA PI-396138 
6722 P-2859 INO ORISSA IITA Pl-396139 
6723 P-2861 INO ORISSA IITA PI-396140 
6724 P-2863 INO ORISSA IITA PI-396142 
6725 P-2864 INO ORISSA IITA PI-396143 
6726 P-2866 INO ORISSA IITA PI-396145 
6727 P-2876 INO ORISSA IITA 
6728 P-2882 INO ORISSA IITA PI-396152 
6729 P-2883 INO ORISSA IITA 
6730 P-2884 INO ORISSA IITA PI-396157 
6731 P-2885!l INO ORISSA IITA 
6732 P-2887 INO ORISSA IITA PI·396 159 
6733 P-2912 INO MAHARASH1RA IITA PI-396178 
6734 P-2914 INO MAHARASHTRA IITA PI-396180 
6735 P-2933 INO IITA 
6736 P-2938 INO U.P. IITA 
6737 P-2940 INO U.P. IITA PI-396199 
6738 P-2944 INO U.P. IITA PI-396203 
6739 P-2950 INO U.P. IITA PI-396209 
6740 P-29S4 IND U.P. IITA PI-396212 
6741 P-29S9 INO U.P. IITA PI-396216 
6742 P-2972 INO U.P. IITA PI-396227 
6743 P-2973 INO U.P. IITA PI-396228 
6744 P·2974 INO U.P. IITA PI-396229 
6745 P-2976 IND U.P. IITA PI-396231 
6746 P-2976/1 INO U.P. IITA 
6747 P-2977 INO U.P. IITA PI-396232 
6748 P·3006 IND U.P. IITA PI-396256 
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6749 P-3009 INO V.P. IITA PI-396258 
6750 P-3011 INO V.P. IITA Pl·396260 
6751 P-3018 INO U.P. IITA PI-39626S 
67S2 P·3034 INO U.P. lITA PI· 396277 
6753 P-3035 INO U.P. IITA PI-396278 
6755 P-3046 INO V.P. IITA 
6756 P-3048 INO V.P. IITA PI-396289 
6757 P·3056 INO V.P. IITA PI·396295 
6758 P-3057 INO U.P. IITA PI-396296 
6759 P-3066 INO V.P. lITA PI-396304 
6760 P-3068 (NO V.P. IITA PI-3963OS 
6761 P-3070 INO V.P. IITA PI-396307 
6762 P-3071 INO U.P. IITA PI·396308 
6763 P-3075 INO V.P. lITA PI-396312 
6764 P-3081 lNO V.P. lITA PI-396318 
6765 P·3081/1 IND V.P. UTA 
6766 P-3084 INO V.P. IlTA PI-396320 
6767 P·308S INO V.P. lITA PI·396321 
6768 P-308SI1 IND U.P. IITA 
6769 P·3089 INO U,P. IITA PI-396325 
6770 P.3090/l INO U.P. IITA 
6771 P-3091 IND U,P. I1TA PI-396327 
6712 P·3093 IND U.P. IITA PI·396329 
6773 P-3094 INO U.P. IITA PI·396330 
6774 P·3095 INO U.P. IITA PI·396331 
677S P·3099 IND V.P. IITA PI-396335 
6716 P-31 03 IND V.P. I1TA PI·396339 
6777 P·3104 (NO U.P. lITA PI-39634O 
6718 P·3106 (NO V.P. IlTA PI·396341 
6719 P·3116 INO U.P. lITA PI·396350 
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6780 P-3120 INn U.P. IITA PI-396354 
6781 P-31231l IND U.P. IITA 
6782 P-31241l INn U.P. IITA 
6783 P-3125 IND U.P. IITA PI-396358 
6784 P-31271l IND U.P. IITA 
6785 P-3135 INn U.P. [ITA 
6786 P-3136 IND U.P. UTA PI-396369 
6787 P-3139 IND UP. IITA PI·396371 
6788 P-3142 INn U.P. BTA PI-396374 
6789 P-3143 INn U.P. lITA P[·396375 
6790 P-31431l IND U.P. lITA 
6791 P-3 I 44 IND U.P. lITA PI·396376 
6792 P-3145 IND U.P. IITA 
6793 P·3147 INn U.P. IITA PI·396378 
6794 P-3148 IND U.P. IITA PI-396379 
6795 P-3151/1 IND U.P. IITA 
6796 P·31S2 IND U.P. IITA PI-396383 
6797 P·3155 INn U.P. IITA 
6798 P·31551l IND U.P. IITA 
6799 P-3 I 57 IND U.P. IITA PI-396388 
6800 P·3170 IND U.P. IITA PI-396401 
6801 P-3173 IND V.P. UTA PI·396404 
6802 P-3174 IND U.P. lITA PI-396405 
6803 P-3176 IND U.P. BTA PI-396407 
6804 P-3182 IND V.P. IITA PI-39641O 
6805 P-3187 IND U.P. lITA PI-396415 
6806 P-3189 IND U.P. IITA PI-396417 
6807 P·3189/1 IND V.P. IITA 
6808 P-3200 IND U.P. IITA 
6809 P·3202 IND V.P. IITA 
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6810 P·3203 INO U.P. IlTA PI-396427 
6811 P-3205 INO U.P. UTA PI-396429 
6812 P·3206 INO U.P. UTA 
6813 P·3206/1 INO U.P. IlTA 
6814 P-3211 INO U.P. UTA 
6815 P-3214 INO U.P. IITA PI-396434 
6816 P-3219 INO U.P. IITA PI-396439 
6817 P·3224 INO U.P. IITA 
6818 P-322912 INO U.P. IITA 
6819 P-325O INO U.P. UTA PI-396465 
6820 P·3251 IND U.P. IITA 
6821 P·3253 INO U.P. IITA PI·396466 
6822 P·3274 ]NO U.P. IITA PI-396481 
6823 P-3282 IND U.P. UTA PI· 396489 
6824 P-3289 INO U.P. UTA PI-396494 
6825 P·3299/1 IND U.P. IITA 
6826 P-3300 IND U.P. UTA 
6821 P-3301 IND U.P. IITA PI-396504 
6828 P-3304 IND U.P. UTA PI.396506 
6829 P-3305 IND U.P. IITA P]·396507 
6830 P-3313 [NO U.P. IITA PI-396513 
6831 P·331S IND U.P. [ITA PI-396515 
6832 P·3316 IND U.P. UTA PI-396516 
6833 P-3320 IND U.P. IITA PI-396518 
6834 P-3321 IND U.P. UTA PI-396519 
6835 P-3322 IND U.P. IITA PI-39652O 
6836 P-3325 IND U.P. IITA PI-396523 
6837 P-3328 IND U.P. IITA PI-396526 
6838 P-3334 IND U.P. UTA 
6839 P-3334/1 IND U.P. IITA 
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6840 P-3340 IND V.P. lITA 
6841 P-336S IND V.P. IITA PI-3965S6 
6842 P-3361 IND V.P. IITA PI-396S58 
6843 P-3371 IND V.P. UTA PI·396S62 
6844 P-3312 IND V.P. UTA PI·396563 
6845 P-3311 IND V.P. UTA PI·396566 
6846 P·3381 IND V.P. IITA PI·396510 
6841 P-33811l IND V.P. lITA 
6848 P-3383 IND V.P. llTA PI·396512 
6849 P·33S7 IND V.P. UTA Pl· 396576 
6850 P-3390 IND V.P. IITA PI-396518 
6851 P-3392 IND V.P. IITA Pl-3965SO 
6852 P-3393 IND V.P. IITA PI-396581 
6853 P·3398 IND V.P. IITA PI-396585 
6854 P-33981l IND V.P. nTA 
6855 P-3400 IND V.P. lITA PI-396587 
6856 P-340l IND V.P. lITA PI-396588 
6857 P-3406 IND V.P. IITA 
6858 P-3407 IND V.P. IITA PI-396593 
6859 P-3412 IND V.P. UTA PI·-396598 
6860 P-3424 IND V.P. IITA PI-396609 
6861 P-342S IND V.P. IITA PI-39661O 
6862 P·3432 IND V.P. IITA Pl-396614 
6863 P-3433 IND V.P. IITA PI-396615 
6864 P-3436 IND V.P. lITA PI-3966 I 8 
6865 P-3437 IND V.P. lITA 
6866 P-3439 IND V.P. IITA PI-396620 
6867 P·3446 IND U.P. IITA PI-39662S 
6868 P-34S3 IND U.P. UTA PI-396632 
6869 P-34SS IND U.P. IITA PI-396634 
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6870 P-34S7 IND V.P. UTA PI-396635 
6871 P·34S8 IND U.P. IITA PI-396636 
6872 P-3461 IND U.P. IITA PI-396638 
6873 P·3475 IND U.P. IITA PI-396652 
6874 P·3476 INO U.P. UTA PI-396653 
6875 P-3481 INO U.P. UTA PI-396657 
6876 P-3484!1 INO U.P. IITA 
6877 P-3486 INO U.P. IITA PI-396662 
6878 P-3495 INO U.P. JITA PI-396671 
6879 P-3S01 INO U.P. UTA PJ·396675 
6880 P-3S18 INO U.P. UTA PI-396691 
6881 P-3S20/t INO U.P. UTA 
6882 P-3S26 IND U.P. lITA PI-396699 
6883 P-3S30 IND U.P. IITA PI-396703 
6884 P-3S31 IND U.P. UTA PI-396704 
688S P-3S37 INO U.P. IITA PI-396707 
6886 P-3'39 INO UP. IITA PI-396709 
6888 EC107633 PRl 69-67 
6889 EC·l07634 PRJ 69-58-1 
6890 EC-I07635 PRJ 69-58-2 
6891 ECJ07636 PRJ 69-52 
6892 ECI07637 PRJ LlNE-7 
6893 EC-I07638 PRI UNE-12 
6894 BC-I07639 PRJ 142-A 
6895 BC·J07640 PRI 69-KT-I 
6896 BC-I0764I PRJ SALOOR JEYPORE ROAO/KORAPUT 69-43-1 
6897 BCI07642 PRJ 69-5813-1 
6898 BC· 1 07643 PRJ 69-64 
6899 BC-l07M4 PRJ AMARIlLO 
6900 BC-I07M5 PRJ 69-105A-2 
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6901 EC-107646 PRJ 82-A 
6902 EC-I07647 PRJ PINTO 
6903 EC*107648 PRJ 69-2KT-2 
6904. EC-I07649 PRJ KAKI 
6905 EC-107650 PRJ 69-68 
6906 EC-107651 PRI 69-65 
6907 EC-I07652 PRJ 69-6KT 
6908 EC-I07653 PRJ 64-16A-l 
6909 EC-lf17654 PRI 64-21B 
6910 EC-I076SS PRI 64-46AB 
6911 EC.I07656 PRI 73-1-B.O 
6912 EC.I076S7 PRJ 64-8AB-5 
6913 CODE NO.1 TTO CPl1 
6914 CODE NO.2 TTO CPl1 
69]5 CODE NO.3 1TO CPl1 
6916 CODE NO.4 ITO CP11 
6917 CODE NO.5 ITO CPl1 
6918 CODE NO.6 TTO CPl1 
6919 CODE NO.7 TIO CPTI 
6920 CODE NO.8 lTO CPTI 
6921 CODE NO.9 1TO CPl1 
6922 CODE NO.tO ITO CPTI 
6923 CODE NO.l1 lTO CPTI 
6924 CODE NO.l2 ITO CPl1 
6925 CODE NO.1 3 ITO CPTI 
6926 CODE NO.14 no CPTI 
6927 CODE N0.15 ITO CPTI 
6928 CODE NO.17 TTO CP11 
6929 CODE NO.18 ITO CP11 
6930 CODE N0.19 TTO crn 
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693t CODE NO.1 TID SPEN 
6932 CODE NO.2 TTO SPEN 
6933 CODE NO.3 TIO SPEN 
6934 CODE NO.S TTO SPEN 
6935 CODE NO.6 TIO SPEN 
6936 CODE NO.7 TIO SPEN 
6937 CODE NO.S TIO SPEN 
6938 CODE NO.9 ITO SPEN 
6939 CODE NO.IO ITO SPEN 
6940 CODE NO.13 ITO SPEN 
6941 CODE NO.IS TIO SPEN 
6942 CODE NO.I7 TIO SPEN 
6943 CODE NO.20 TIO SPEN 
6944 JAM-9-2-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6945 JAM-9·2-2 IND M.P. JNKV 
6946 JAM-9·4 IND M.P. JNKV 
6947 JAM·9-4·3 IND M.P. JNKV 
6948 JAM-9-4-4 IND M.P. JNKV 
6949 JAM-9-9·1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6950 JAM·9·9·2 IND M.P. JNKV 
6951 JAM·9.9·3 IND M.P. JNKV 
6952 JAM·9-9·3-t IND M.P. INKV 
6953 JAM-9·18 IND M.P. JNKV 
6954 JAM-9-18-1 IND M.P. INKV 
69S5 JAM·9·18-1·] IND M.P. JNKV 
6956 JAM-9·18-2 IND M.P. JNKV 
6951 JAM·9·18-3 IND M.P. JNKV 
6958 JAM·9·19·1 IND M.P. JNKV 
69S9 JAM·9·19·2 IND M.P. JNKV 
6960 JAM·9·19·3 IND M.P. JNKV 
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6961 JAM-9-21-1 IND M.P. JNKV 
6962 JAM-9-25 IND M.P. JNKV 
6963 JAM-9-42 IND M.P. JNKV 
6964 LOCAL VARIETY TIIA YOUN NOR1lI1lIAILAND 
6965 NORMAN USA 
6966 S-28 IND M.P. 
6967 AS-29 IND 
6968 R·3 IND M.P. 
6969 S-29 IND M.P, 
6970 S-103 IND M.P. 
6971 UPAS-120 IND 1I.P. 
6972 PANT A-I IND U.P. 
6973 PANT A-2 IND U.P. 
6974 PANT A·3 IND U.P, 
6975 BRAZIL-465 BRA 
6976 P-4728 IND KARNATAKA ANN! NC PECULIAR PL. 
6977 P-1861 IND A.P, RPIP 
6978 P-959 IND MAHARASHlRA IAR! 42 E.B.38 
6979 P-4863 IND U.P. KANP T-l7 
6980 FIELD COLLECTION rnA FANGICHIANGMAI 1lIAI 
6981 DSLR-1 IND A.P. MADHA VARAM/SURY APET DSLR FIEl .. D COLLECTION 
6982 DSLR-2 IND A,P. MUNAGALNSUR Y APET DSLR FIELD COU .. ECTION 
6983 DSLR-3 IND A,P. GANNAVARAMnuuSHNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
6984 DSLR-4 IND A.P. DUPUDIIKRlSHNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
6985 DSLR-S IND A,P. CONAGUDEMU{W.GODAVARI DSLR FlELD COLLECTION 
6986 DSLR-6 IND ORISSA SALOOR·JEYPORE ROADIKORAPUT DSLR RELD COLLECTION 
6987 DSLR-7 IND ORISSA KUNDALI/KORAPUT DSLR AELD COLLECTION 
6988 DLSR-8 INO ORISSA DHOLLIUM/KORAPUT DSLR FIELD COUECTION 
6989 DSLR-9 IND ORISSA KORAPUT/KORAPUT DSLR AELD COLLECTION 
6990 DSLR-lO IND ORISSA JEYPOREIKORAPUT DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
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6991 DSLR-11 IND ORISSA KOTAPAD/KORAPUT DSLR FIFLD COLLEC110N 
6992 OSLR·12 IND M.P. BINILI/BAST AR DSLR HELD COLLEC110N 
6993 OSLR-13 IND M.P. BINJLlIBAST AR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
6994 DSLR·14 IND M.P. TARUKIIBAST AR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
6995 DSLR·15 IND M.P. ANTAGARH/BAST AR DSLR AELD COLLEC110N 
6996 DSLR-16 IND M.P. PAKHANJOREIBASTAR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
6997 DSLR-17 IND M.P. PAKHANJOREIBASTAR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
6998 DSLR-18 IND M.P. PARALK01F}BASTAR DSLR FIELD COLLECl'JON 
6999 DSLR-19 IND M.P. HARAMGARHIBASTAR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7000 DSLR-lO IND M.P. DONOO/BAST AR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7001 DSLR-21 INO M.P. PARALKOTE/BASTAR DSLR 1-lELD COLLEC110N 
7002 DSLR-22 IND M.P. ALURAIBASTAR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7003 D5LR-23 IND M.P. KAIRKAITA/BAST AR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7004 DSLR-24 IND M.P. ERAK BUTA/BASTAR DSLR FIELD COlLEC110N 
7005 DSLR-25 IND M.P. KODEKURSEIBASTAR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7006 DSLR-26 IND M.P. MARKA TOLA/BASTAR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7007 DSLR-27 INO M.P. MARKA TOLAJBAST AR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7008 DSLR-28 IND M.P. DHANDI/RAIPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7009 DSLR.29 IND M.P. CHANDU/RAlPUR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7010 DSLR-30 IND M.P. RARPONGIJRAIPUR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7011 DLRS·31 INO M.P. ARELI/RAIPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7012 DSLR.32 IND M.P. TICHOLI/RAIPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7013 DSLR·33 IND M.P. BILASPURJBILASPUR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7014 DSLR-34 IND M.P. AMANElBlLASPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTlON 
70lS DSLR·3S IND M.P. KORIJBILASPUR DSLR AELD COLLECll0N 
7016 05LR·36 IND M.P. KORllBILASPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7017 DSLR-37 IND M.P. Bll..ASPUR/Bll..ASPUR DSLR FIELD COLLEC110N 
7018 DSLR-38 IND M.P. AMARKANTA~NDLA DSLR FIELD COLLeCTION 
'/019 DSLR·39 IND M.P. PADKJ/MANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7020 DSLR·40 IND M.P. PONDIlMANDLA DSLR ABLD COLLECTION 
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7021 DSLR-41 IND M.P. BHAJERIIMANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECI10N 
7022 DSLR-42 IND M.P. NONNGHATIJMANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7023 DSLR-43 IND M.P. KARANJIA/MANDLA DSLR FIELD COu.ECfION 
7024 DSLR-44 IND M.P. KARANJIAJMANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7025 DSLR-4S IND M.P. RAMNAGAR/MANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7CJ26 DSLR-46 IND MP. PAKRI/MANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7027 DSLR-47 IND M.P. PAKRI/MANDLA DSLR FIELD COlJ..ECrION 
7028 DSLR-48 IND M.P. GORAKHPURJMANDLA DSLR ABLD COLLECTION 
7029 DSLR-49 IND M.P. DHINDHORIJMANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7030 DSLR-SO IND M.P. DHINDHORIIMANDLA DSLR FlELD COLLECTION 
7031 DSLR-5I IND MP. SANNAPURIMANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7032 DSLR-S2 IND M.P. GANESHPU~ANDLA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7033 OSLR-S3 IND MP. MURKUJABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7034 DSLR-S4 IND M.P. BHEDAGHATflABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7035 DSLR-SS IND M.P. BHEDAGHATflABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7036 DSLR-S6 IND M.P. BHEDAGHATflABALPUR DSLR f1ELD COLLECI10N 
7037 DSLR-S7 IND M.P. JABALPUR/JABALPUR DSLR FIELD COlJ..ECTION 
7038 OSLR-58 IND MP. JABALPUR/JABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7039 DSLR-59 IND M.P. JABALPUR/JABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7040 DSLR-60 IND M.P. SEHORA/JABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7041 DSLR-61 IND M.P. SEHORA/JABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7042 DSLR-62 IND MP. KA TNIIJABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7043 DSLR-63 IND M.P. KA TNIIJABALPUR DSLR FIELD COu.ECTION 
7044 DSLR-64 IND M.P. KOlLlIJABALPUR DSLR FIELD COll..ECTlON 
7045 DSLR-65 IND MP. K01LIflABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7046 DSLR-66 IND M.P. TIKARW ARA/JABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7047 DSLR-67 IND M.P. BORAIJABALPUR DSLR FIELD COll..ECTION 
7048 DSLR-68 IND M.P. BHUL V ARA/JABALPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7049 DSLR-69 IND M.P. ITORA/REWA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
70S0 DSLR-70 IND M.P. SIRORBJRBWA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
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7051 DSLR-71 IND M.P. SIRORE/REWA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7052 DSLR-72 IND M.P. PALIJREWA DSLR FIELD COLLEC'l10N 
7053 DSLR-73 IND M.P. REWA/REWA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7054 DSLR-74 IND M.P. OOVINOOARH/REWA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7055 DSLR·7S IND M.P. GANESAISATNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7056 DSLR-76 IND M.P. GANESA/SA TNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7057 DSLR-77 IND M.P. MOUHARI/SA TNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7058 DSLR-78 IND M.P. MOUHARllSA TNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7059 DSLR·79 IND M.P. MAGOUDJSATNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7060 DSLR-80 IND M.P. MAGOUDJSA TNA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7061 DSLR-81 IND M.P. BRUPURJVCHHATARPUR DSLR FIELD COU..ECTION 
7062 DSLR-82 IND M.P. BRUPURAlCHHATARPUR DSLR FIELD COlLECTION 
7063 DSLR·83 IND M.P. BHAMORNCHHATARPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7064 DSLR-84 IND M.P. BHAMORNCHHATARPUR DSLR FIELD COlLECTION 
7065 DSLR-85 IND M.P. BHANDRNCHHATARPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7066 DSLR-86 IND M.P. MOURANW~HHATARPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7067 DSLR-87 IND M.P. MADHlCHHAT ARPUR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7068 DSLR.88 IND M.P. AMARDAlJHANSI DSLR FIELD COlLECTION 
7069 DSLR-89 IND M.P. GW ALIOR/GW ALlOR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
1000 DSLR-90 INO M.P. MORENAJDATIA DSLR FIELD COlLECTION 
7001 DSLR·91 IND M.P. MORENAIDATIA DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7crT2 DSLR-92 IND M.P. AMBAlGW ALlOR DSLR MARKET SAMPLE 
7crT3 DSLR-93 IND M.P. BHIND/GW ALlOR OSLR MARKET SAMPLE 
7004 DSLR·94 IND M.P. ETA W AH/OW ALlOR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7075 DSLR-95 INO M.P. OW ALIOR/GW ALlOR DSLR FIELD COll.ECI10N 
7006 DSLR·96 IND M.P. OW ALI0R/GW ALlOR DSLR FIELD COlLECTION 
7007 DSLR-97 IND M.P. KOLARASJSHIVPURI DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7008 DSLR-98 IND M.P. KOLARASJSHIVPURI DSLR FIELD COILSCTION 
7009 DSLR-99 IND M.P. KOLARASJSHIVPURI DSLR FIELD COlLECTION 
'T080 DSLR-lOO IND M.P. KOLARASISHIVPURI DSLR FIELD COll.EC110N 
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7081 DSLR-lOl IND M.P. BADARW AS/SHIVPURI DSLR FIELD COu.ECTI0N 
7082 DSLR-I02 IND M.P. BADARWAS/SHIVPURJ DSLR MARKET SAMPLE 
7083 DSLR-I03 IND M.P. RAGOD/GUNA DSLR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7084 DSLR-l04 IND M.P. JAlSINGHPURA DSLR FIELD COLLBCf10N 
7085 DSLR-105 IND M.P. MUL T ANPURAIJAISINGHPURA DSLR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7086 DSLR-I06 IND M.P. BADALKHEDUJAISINGHPURA DSLR AELD COLLECfION 
7087 DSLR-I07 IND M.P. PIPUJADEV/RAJGARH DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7088 DSLR-I08 !ND M.P. BILEDA/RAJGARH DSLR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7089 DSLR-I09 IND M.P. BILEDA/RAJGARH DSLR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7090 DSLR-1l0 IND M.P. BILEDA/RAJGARH DSLR FIELD COLl..ECI10N 
7091 DSLR-lll IND M.P. SHAJAPUR DSLR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7092 DSLR-112 IND M.P. MAKSI/INOORE DSLR FIELD COlLBCTJON 
7093 DSLR-113 lND M.P. DHONGARGHADflNDORE DSLR FIELD COu.ECTlON 
7094 DSLR·1l4 IND M.P. KW ALI/INOORE DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7095 DSLR-llS IND M.P. KANKARIAJINDORE DSLR FIELD COLLECl10N 
7096 DSLR·116 IND M.P. SHEPUR/INOORE DSLR FIELD COu.ECTlON 
7097 DSLR-1l7 !ND M.P. BANGLA/DHAR DSLR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7098 DSLR-118 IND M.P. SANGEDUDHAR lJSLR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7099 DSLR-119 IND M.P. IAITPURA/DHAR DSLR FIELD COLLECflON 
7100 DSLR-120 IND M.P. GUNAWATIDHAR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7101 DSLR·121 IND M.P. BAIGHAR/NIMAR DSLR FIELD COLLECflON 
7102 DSLR-122 IND M.P. KHANGAONKHERl/NIMAR DSLR FIELD COLLECfION 
7103 DSLR-123 IND M.P. DASHOAONINIMAR DSLR FIELD COLLECflON 
7104 DSLR-124 IND M.P. BORGAONINIMAR DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
7105 DSLR-125 IND M.P. BURHANPURJNIMAR DSLR FlFLD COLLECfION 
7106 DSLR·I26 IND M.P. BURHANPURlNIMAR DSLR FlFLD COLLECTION 
7107 DSLR-127 IND M.P. BURHANPURlNIMAR DSLR FJELD COlLBCTlON 
7108 DSLR-128 IND MAHARASHTRA EDLABAD DSLR FIELD COll..EC1'ION 
7109 DSLR·129 IND MAHARASH1RA NASHEERABADflALGAON DSLR FlBLD COLLECTION 
7110 DSLR·l30 IND MAHARASHTRA GODAGAON/JALGAON DSLR FIELD COLLECTION 
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7111 DSLR·131 IND MAHARASHTRA WAKOAD/JALGAON DSLR HELD COLLEcnON 
7112 DSLR·132 IND MAHARASHTRA SIDHOL/JALGAON DSLR MARKET SAMPLE 
7113 DSLR-133 IND MAHARASHTRA BASNATH/JALGAON DSLR FIFLD COLLEcnON 
7114 DSLR·J34 IND MAHARASHTRA KAMTA/IALGAON DSLR FIELD COLLEcnON 
711S P·2824 IND A.P. RPIP 
7116 P-314S IND U.P. RPIP 
7117 BRAZJL.46S-1 BRA APAU 
7118 C-ll IND MAHARASHTRA APAU 
7119 HV·3C IND A.P. APAU 
7120 NO-I48 IND MAHARASHTRA APAU 
7121 EC-I09870 LKA AKSE SEL-I 
7122 EC-I09871 LKA AKSE SEL-n 
7123 EC 1 09872 LKA AKSE SEL-III 
7124 BC-l09873 LKA AKSE SEL·IV 
7125 BC·I09874 LKA AKSE SEL-V 
7126 EC·I0987S LKA AKSE SEL-VI 
7127 EC·l09876 LKA AKSE SEL-VII 
7128 EC-I09877 LKA AKSE SEL-VIII 
7129 BC·I0987S LKA AKSE SEL·IX 
7130 BCI09879 LKA AKSE SEL-X 
7131 EC-I09880 LKA AKSE SEL-XI 
7132 BC-I09881 LKA AKSE SEL-XII 
7133 EC·I09882 LKA AKSE SEL-XIII 
7134 BC-I09883 LKA AKSE SEL-XIV 
7135 EC·I09884 LKA AKSE SEL-XV 
1136 EC·I09885 LKA AKSE SEL-XVI 
1137 EC-I09886 LKA AKSE SEL-XVII 
7138 BC·I09887 LKA AKSE SEL.XVIU 
7139 BC·I0988B LKA AKSB SEL-XIX 
1140 EC·I09889 LKA AKSE SEL-XX 
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7141 EC-I09890 LKA AKSE SEL-XXI 
7142 EC·I09891 LKA AKSE SEt·XXIl 
7143 EC-I09892 LKA AKSE SEL·XXIII 
7]44 EC-I09893 LKA AKSE SEL-XXIV 
7145 EC·I09894 LKA AKSE SEL-XXV 
7146 EC-I09895 LKA AKSE SEL·XXVI 
7147 EC-I09896 LKA AKSE SEL·XXVII 
7148 EC-I09897 LKA AKSE SEL-XXVIII 
7149 EC-I09898 LKA AKSE SEL-XXIX 
7150 EC·I09899 LKA AKSE SEt-XXX 
7151 EC-I09900 LKA AKSE SEL·XXXI 
7152 EC-l09901 LKA AKSE SEL·XXXII 
7153 EC·I09902 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXIII 
7154 EC-I09903 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXJV 
7155 EC-I09904 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXV 
7156 EC-I09905 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXVI 
7157 EC-]09906 LKA AKSE SEL·XXXVII 
7158 EC-I09907 LKA AKSE SEL·XXXVIIl 
7159 EC·I09908 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXIX 
7160 EC-I09909 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXX 
7161 EC-l09910 LKA AKSE SEL·XXXXI 
7162 EC-I09911 LKA AKSE SEL·XXXXIJ 
7163 EC·109912 LKA AKSE Sa..XXXXIU 
7164 EC-I09913 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXXIV 
7165 EC-I09914 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXXV 
7166 EC-l09915 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXXVl 
7167 EC·l09916 LKA AKSE SEL-XXXXVIJ 
7168 EC-I09917 LKA AKSE SEL·XXXXVIIl 
7169 UC-838 NOA IBADAN UTA 30-8104 
7170 UC·2432·1 NOA IBADAN UTA 30-8111 
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7171 UC·5543 NGA IBADAN lITA 30-8125 
7172 UC·1381.1 NGA IBADAN lITA 30-8126 
7173 UC·1463·1 NGA IBADAN UTA 30-8IZ;·5 
7174 UC·5103 NGA mADAN IITA 30-8129 
7175 P-176-2 IND U.P. RPlP 
7176 P-2S76 IND A.P. RPlP 
7177 PS-ll IND NEWDBLHI IARI 
7178 DL.74-1 IND NEWDBLHI JARJ 
7179 PANT A·8 IND U.P. PANT 
7180 PANT A·9 IND U.P. PANT 
7181 HY·l IND A.P. HYDI 
7182 BDN·l IND MAHARASHTRA HYDI 
7183 PS-41 IND NEW DELHI JARI 
7184 PS-43 IND NEWDBLHI IARl 
7185 AS-44 IND NEW DELHI IARI 
7186 PS·S4 IND NEW DELHI IARI 
7187 PS-61 IND NEWOELHI IARI 
7188 PS-66 tND NEWDHLHI JARI 
7189 PS-6S lND NEWOOLHI IARI 
7190 PS-71 INO NEW DELHI IARI 
7191 HY-4 lND AP. HYOI 
7192 JA-I IND M.P. HYOI 
7193 JA·] IND MP. HYDI 
7194 B-517 IND WBSTBENGAL HYOI 
7195 PM-l IND A.P. APAU 
7196 P-1234 INO NEW DELHI APAU N.P.42 
7197 P·12S8 IND NEW DELHI APAU NP.6S 
7198 KWR·l INO UP. APAU 
7199 K-23 IND U.P. APAU T·105Xl66 
7200 K-16 IND V.P. APAU T-IOSXI66 
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7201 HY-3A INO A.P. HYDI 
7202 BR-65 INO BIHAR 
7203 EB-38-70 IND BIHAR 
7204 LINCCH-Il/33/34 JAM UNWI 
7205 LINC' 17 JAM UNWI 
7206 LOCAL-l IND ASSAM AGUNI AAUJ 
7207 LOCAL-2 IND ASSAM AAUJ 
7208 6220 PRI RIO PIEDRAS RlOP 
7209 6221 PRJ RIOPIEORAS RIOP 
7210 6222 PRJ RIO PIEDRAS RlOP 
7211 ISABELA PRI RIO PIEDRAS RIOP 8796 
7212 PINK(J) PRI RIO PIEDRAS RIOP 64-7B 
7213 64-8AB-5 PRI RJOPIEDRAS RIOP 
7214 64-16A PRJ RJOPIEORAS RlOP 
7215 64-21B-2 PRI RIO PIEDRAS RIOP 
7216 GUAMA PRJ RIO PIEDRAS RIOP 
7217 TURK-THOOARl INO KARNATAKA UASB 
7218 PDM-l INO A.P. APAU 
7219 BS-I lND NEW DELHI IAR! 
7220 PRABHAT INO NEWOELHI lARt 
7221 GWALIOR-3 INO M.P. APAU 
7222 HYB·2 INO A.P. APAU 
7223 FIELD COLLECl10N INO MAHARASHTRA KlNKHEOA/AKOLA JMR 
7224 FIELD COILECl10N INO U.P. KANPURIKANPUR JMG 
7225 RHOMB01D TYPE UKN 
7226 UQ-I AUS BRISBANE UQ 
7227 UQ-2 AUS BRISBANE UQ 
7228 UQ-4 IND UQ 
7229 UQ-8 IDN UQ 
7230 UQ-ll PAK UQ 
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7231 UQ-12 PAK UQ 
7232 UQ.14 BGD UQ 
7233 UQ-15 BGD UQ 
7234 UQ-16 BGD UQ 
7235 UQ-17 BGD UQ 
7236 UQ.18 BGD UQ 
7231 UQ-19 BGD UQ 
7238 UQ-20 BGD UQ 
7239 UQ-22(A) BGD UQ 
1240 UQ-12(B) BGD UQ 
7241 UQ-23 IND UQ 
7242 UQ-25 IND UQ 
7243 UQ.26 IND UQ 
7244 UQ-21 IND UQ 
1245 UQ-28 IND UQ 
7246 UQ·29 IND UQ 
7247 UQ-30 IND UQ 
7248 UQ-31 IND UQ 
7249 UQ·34 BUR UQ 
7250 UQ-37 AUS UQ 
7251 UQ.38 AUS BRISBANE UQ 
7252 UQ-39 IND UQ 
7253 Uo.40 IND UQ 
7254 UQ-41 AUS UQ 
1255 UQ-42 AUS UQ 
7256 Uo.43 AUS UQ 
7251 UQ-44 AUS UQ 
7258 UQ-4S AUS UQ 
72S9 UQ.46 AUS UQ 
1260 UQ·47 IND UQ 
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7261 UQ-48 lTO UQ 
7262 UQ-49 TIO UQ 
7263 UQ-50 TIO UQ 
7264 Uo.51 BRA UQ 
7265 UQ-52 COL UQ 
7266 UQ-53 COL UQ 
7267 UQ-54 MEX UQ 
7268 UQ-55 MEX UQ 
7269 Uo.56 UKN UQ 
7270 UQ-57 JND UQ 
727] UQ-58 NGA UQ 
7272 UQ-59 IND UQ 
7273 UQ-60 IND UQ 
7274 UQ-61 IND UQ 
7275 UQ-62 INO UQ 
7276 UQ-63 IND UQ 
7277 UQ-64 JNO UQ 
7278 UQ-65 INO UQ 
7279 UQ-66 INO UQ 
7280 UQ-67 IND UQ 
7281 Uo.68 INO UQ 
7282 Uo.69 IND UQ 
7283 UQ-70 INO UQ 
7284 UQ-71 IND UQ 
7285 UQ-72 INO UQ 
7286 UQ-73 IND UQ 
7287 UQ-74 IND UQ 
7288 UQ-75 IND UQ 
7289 UQ-76 IND UQ 
7290 UQ-77 IND UQ 
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7291 UQ-78 INO UQ 
7292 UQ-79 !NO UQ 
7293 UQ-80 !NO UQ 
7294 UQ-81 INO UQ 
729S UQ-82 INO UQ 
7296 UQ-83 INO UQ 
7297 UQ-84 INO UQ 
7298 UQ-8S INO UQ 
7299 UQ-86 INO UQ 
7300 UQ-87 INO UQ 
7301 UQ-88 IND UQ 
7302 UQ-89 INO UQ 
7303 UQ-90 INO UQ 
7304 UQ-91 INO UQ 
7305 UQ-92 INO UQ 
7306 UQ-93 INO UQ 
7307 UQ-94 INO UQ 
7308 UQ-9S INO UQ 
7309 UQ-96 INO UQ 
7310 UQ-97 IND UQ 
7311 UQ-98 INO UQ 
7312 UQ-99 INO UQ 
7313 UQ-100 INO UQ 
7314 UQ-IOI INO UQ 
731S UQ-I02 IND UQ 
7316 UQ-I03 INO UQ 
7317 UQ-I04 INO UQ 
7318 UQ-IOS IND UQ 
7319 UQ-I06 INO UQ 
7320 UQ-I07 IND UQ 
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7321 UQ·108 IND lJQ 
7322 ANM·l IND, MAHARASHlRA BHADAGAONfflHANDARA ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7323 ANM·2 IND M.P. AKA 1LA"RNBILASPUR ANM AELD COll.ECTION 
7324 ANM·3 IND M.P. BATAlKELAJRAIOARH ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7325 ANM-4 IND M.P. AMORA/DURG ANM ABLD COll.ECTION 
7326 ANM·5 IND M.P. BHINORlIBILASPUR ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7327 ANM·6 IND M.P. SURLI/DURG ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7328 ANM·7 IND M.P. AMORAIDURG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7329 ANM·8 IND M.P. DAIGAONfflALAGHA T ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7330 ANM·9 IND M.P. AMORAIDURG ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7331 ANM·lO INO M.P. TIlOTI..AJRAlGARH ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7332 ANM·l1 IND M.P. BARKATOL~NANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7333 ANM·12 IND M.P. KATAIBELAIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7334 ANM·13 IND M.P. MARJAPURJBALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7335 ANM-14 IND M.P. BHIRLINGA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7336 ANM·15 IND M.P. BAGHICHAIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7337 ANM·16 IND M.P. GUDUM/DURO ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7338 ANM-17 IND M.P. SURTELI/BILASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7339 ANM-18 IND MP. BAGHICHAJRAIGARH ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7340 ANM·19 IND M.P. KUTIPOSAlBn..ASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7341 ANM·20 IND M.P. AMORAJDURG ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7342 ANM-21 IND M.P. DANTEW ADAIBASTAR ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7343 ANM·22 IND M.P. GUDBENGAL/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7344 ANM·23 IND M.P. DHANSARAIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7345 ANM-24 IND M.P. SARANGARHIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7346 ANM-2S IND M.P. SARANGARHIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7347 ANM·26 INO M.P. KUSMIIDURG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7348 ANM-27 INO M.P. LlMORAJDURG ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7349 ANM-28 IND M.P. TEKANA TH/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7350 ANM·29 IND M.P. SURTELI/BILASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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73~1 ANM-30A IND M.P. DHANSARAJRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECflON 
7352 ANM.30B INO M.P. DHANSARAIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLBCI10N 
7353 ANM·31 !NO M.P. rnOlLAIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7354 ANM-32 INO M.P. SARANGARHIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7355 ANM·33 INO MAHARASHlRA BEDAGAONfflHANDARA ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7356 ANM-34 lND M.P. LANGlIBALAGHAT ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
7357 ANM·3S IND MAHARASHlRA BEDAGAONIBHANDARA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
73S8 ANM-36A IND M.P. SULEMA/BAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECflON 
7359 ANM-36B IND M.P. SULEMA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7360 ANM-36C IND M.P. SULEMA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7361 ANM·360 IND M.P. SULEMAJBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7362 ANM·36E IND M.P. SULEMA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7363 ANM·36F IND M.P. SULEMAIBASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7364 ANM·36Q IND M.P. SULBMAlBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7365 ANM·37 INO M.P. SONESARARAUUNANDGAON ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
7366 ANM·38 INO M.P. GUDBENGALfflASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7367 ANM·39 IND M.P. NARAYANP~ASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7368 ANM-40 INO M.P. BHIRLINGAIBASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7369 ANM-41 INO M.P. SURTELI/BD..ASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7370 ANM-42 IND M.P. JHAVONAJBn..ASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7371 ANM·43 A IND M.P. K<YmIAGUDA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
7372 ANM·43B IND M.P. KOmIAGUOA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7373 ANM~43C IND M.P. KOTIIIAGUDA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
7374 ANM·43 0 IND M.P. KOTHIAGUDA/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7375 ANM-44 INn M.P. JANAK~LAnUUNANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7376 ANM-45 IND M.P. DURGKONDAUBASTAR ANM FIELD COll.ECIlON 
7377 ANM-46 IND M.P. BAGHICHAJRAIGARH ANM FIBLD COLLECTION 
7378 ANM-47 IND M.P. KURDIDURG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7379 ANM-48 INn M.P. TIfOMPAUBASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7380 ANM-49 IND M.P. SANNAKUNK~GARH ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
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7381 ANM-SO IND M.P. ALONIY A/SEONI ANM FJELD COLLECTION 
7382 ANM-51 IND M.P. DHONDI/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7383 ANM-53 IND M.P. N AWAGAON/RAIPUR ANM FJELD COU.ECTION 
7384 ANM-S4 IND M.P. DHANDAlIBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7385 ANM-SS IND M.P. ORCHAJBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7386 ANM-56 IND M.P. KOCHIBAHARNRAIPUR ANM FIF~D COLLECTION 
7387 ANM-57 IND M.P. ORCHA/BASTAR ANM FJELD COLLECTION 
7388 ANM-58 IND M.P. KOPRJJBASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7389 ANM-59 IND M.P. DURGKONDAL/BASTAR ANM FJELD COLLECTION 
7390 ANM-60 IND M.P. DHANTHEW ADA/BAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7391 ANM-61 IND M.P. BODIGlJIT A/BASTAR ANM FJELD COLLECTION 
7392 AMN-62 IND M.P. MASTURl/BAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7393 ANM-63 IND M.P. MANLlMUDA/RAIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7394 ANM-64 IND M.P. RITIIORAIRAIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7395 ANM-65 IND M.P. KESLAJRAIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7396 ANM-66 IND M.P. GEEDAM/BAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7397 ANM-67 IND M.P. PENDARlJBAST AR ANM FIELD COUJECTION 
7398 ANM-68 IND M.P. DHANORAIBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7399 ANM-69 IND M.P. SAKRIIBILASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7400 ANM-70 IND M.P. BALOD BAZARIRAIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7401 ANM-71 IND M.P. SAKRIIBILASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7402 ANM-72 IND M.P. BALOD BAZARIRAIPUR ANM FIELD COLLEcrJON 
7403 ANM-73 IND M.P. KUNKERl/RAIGARH ANM AFLD COLLECTION 
7404 ANM-74 IND M.P. BHANBEDAJBASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7405 ANM-7S IND M.P. REMOUN1/BAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7406 ANM-76 IND M.P. DHANORAIBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7407 ANM-77 IND M.P. NARAYANP~ASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7408 ANM-78 IND M.P. BAGHICHA/RAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7409 ANM-79 IND M.P. CHANDALPURfflASTAR ANM FIELD COUECTION 
7410 ANM-80 IND M.P. PAKANJOREIBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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7411 ANM·81 IND M.P. DHANSARAIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7412 ANM-82 INO M.P. SAKRI/BILASPUR ANM FIELD COLLECIlON 
7413 ANM·83 IND M.P. BAGHICHAPAHADIIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7414 ANM-84 INO M.P. KASA YY AIRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
741S ANM·85 IND M.P. KARANJIA/BALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7416 ANM·86 INO M.P. KANNA TJW ADIISEONI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7417 ANM-87 IND M.P. KASA YY AIRAIGARH ANM FJELD COLLECIlON 
7418 ANM-88 IND M.P. NA VAPURAIB IL AS PUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7419 ANM-89 IND M.P. OOHARBANDI/BALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7420 ANM-90 INO M.P. JAGDALPUR/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECIlON 
7421 ANM-91 IND M.P. SADHALASEON/SEONI ANM HELD COLLECI10N 
7422 ANM~92 IND M.P. SAGPANI/SEONI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7423 ANM-93 IND M.P. DHUNDI-SEONI/SEONI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7424 ANM·94 INO M.P. DAIGAONIBALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
7425 ANM-95 IND MAHARASHTRA BADAGAONIBHANDRA ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7426 ANM·96 IND M.P. JANALEP~NANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7427 ANM-97 IND M.P. KHERAGHAD/RAlNANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7428 ANM·98 IND M.P. AMORAJDURG ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7429 ANM-99A IND M.P. DURNPALIBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7430 ANM-99B IND M.P. DURNP ALIBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7431 ANM-99C IND M.P. DURNP Al.JBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7432 ANM-99D IND M.P. DURNPALIBASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7433 ANM-99E INO M.P. DURNP Al.JBAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7434 ANM-99P INO M.P. DURNPALIBASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7435 ANM-99G IND M.P. DURNPAL/BASTAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7436 ANM-100 IND M.P. MANJAPURIBALAGHAT ANM AELD COLLECI10N 
7437 ANM-IOI IND M.P. DHUNDI/SEONI ANM HELD COll.ECTION 
7438 ANM-102 INO M.P. BATAIKELAJRAIGARH ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7439 ANM-103 !ND M.P. JARONA/BILASPUR ANM FIELD COll.ECI10N 
7440 ANM-104 INO M.P. DHUNDI/DURO ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
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7441 ANM-I05 IND M.P. SURLIISEONI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7442 ANM-I06 IND M.P. ROWNIIRAIOARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7443 ANM-107 IND M.P. KANJAIIBALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7444 ANM-I08 IND M.P. SADRA/BALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7445 ANM-I09 IND M.P. . KANJAIJBALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7446 ANM-l10 IND M.P. BHANOOAONfflALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7447 ANM-Il1 IND M.P. BHOLAGAONfflALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7448 ANM-112 IND M.P. DURGAP ADA/RAlGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7449 ANM-113 IND M.P. LANOlfflALAGHAT ANM flELD COLLECTION 
7450 ANM-114 IND M.P. KANHAIPURIfflAST AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7451 ANM-115 IND M.P. JEMRIJDURG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7452 ANM-116 IND M.P. ALONIY AISEONI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7453 FIELD COLLECllON IND A.P. MANMOOLIMEDAK UGM 
7454 FIELD COLLECI10N IND M.P. BALGARA/KALGAN JMG 
7455 FIELD COLLEC110N IND M.P. BALGAON JMG 
7456 FIELD COLLECTION IND M.P. CHIROGPALL Y JMG 
7457 FIELD COLLECTION IND M.P. BADIAH JMG 
7458 f1ELD COLLECTION IND M.P. KAIGAON JMG 
7459 FIELD COLLEcrION IND M.P. SANDAIJA WDA JMG 
7460 FIELD COLLECTION IND M.P. SANDAIJA WDA JMG 
7461 FIELD COLLECTION IND M.P. NlRlNGUL JMG 
7465 JM-1966 IND MAHARASHTRA UGM 
7471 FIELD COLLECflON IND A.P. ZAHEERABADnMEDAK UGM 
7472 ANM-124 IND M.P. VAIKUNT APUR/AMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7473 ANM-125 IND M.P. SONHAD/AMBlKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7474 ANM-l26 IND M.P. VAIKUNT APURJAMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
747S ANM-127 IND M.P. VAIKUNT APURIAMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
7476 ANM-128 IND M.P. VAIKUNTAPUR/AMBIKAPUR ANM AFLD COLLECrION 
7477 ANM-129 IND M.P. RANAUAMBlKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
7478 ANM-130 IND M.P. RANAUAMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
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7479 ANM-131 IND M.P. KILSHIMHAlAMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COU .. ECTION 
7480 ANM-132 IND M.P. BHAGWANPUR/AMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COU.ECTION 
7481 ANM-133 IND M.P. BATAlKELA/AMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
7482 ANM·134 IND M.P. BA TAIK.ELA/AMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
7483 ANM-135 IND M.P. NARMADAPURJAMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
7484 ANM-136 INO M.P. KERTIIA/SURAJPUR ANM FIELD COU.ECTION 
7485 ANM·137 INO M.P. PRA T APUR/SURAJPUR ANM FIELD COU.ECTION 
7486 ANM-138 IND M.P. BEDIA/SURAJPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7487 ANM·139 IND M.P. RAMANUJGUNJ/AMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1488 ANM-140 IND M.P. WADRAFNAGAR/AMBlKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7489 ANM-141 IND M.P. GlRBANVAMBlKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1490 ANM-142 IND M.P. JANAKPURlAMBIKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLEC110N 
7491 ANM·143 IND M.P. CHANPA 11lA/AMBlKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7492 ANM-144 IND M.P. WAIDENJSIDHI ANM FIELD cou.ECTION 
1493 ANM·14S IND M.P. DEVSARJSIDHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1494 ANM-146 IND M.P. KARTIINA/SIDHI ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
7495 ANM·147 IND M.P. PADARIAlSIDHI ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
7496 ANM·148 IND M.P. MADAV/REWA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7497 ANM·149 IND M.P. SABADAVA/REWA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7498 ANM-ISO [NO M.P. BEDAJREWA ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7499 ANM·ISI IND M.P. SHAHPURJREW A ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7500 ANM·152 IND M.P. BELWA/REWA ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
7501 ANM·1S3 IND M.P. lENBHUV AlAMBlKAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7S02 ANM·lS4 IND M.P. RAMUPURUA/REWA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7.503 ANM-1SS IND M.P. MADIJREWA ANM FIELD COLLEC110N 
7504 ANM·lS6 INO M.P. SURSA/REWA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
150S ANM·157 IND M.P. NAOANISATANA ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
1506 ANM·158 INO M.P. UDAIPURISATANA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7Sm ANM .. IS9 IND M.P. UDAIPURISATANA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7S08 ANM·160 IND M.P. VEHBHARBJSA TNA ANM FIELD COI.l..ECTlON 
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7509 ANM-161 IND M.P. DEHAR/SATNA ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7510 ANM-162 IND M.P. TIGARHAISA TNA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
75J 1 ANM-163 IND M.P. TIGARHAISA TNA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7512 ANM-l64 IND M.P. HlRAUNDI SATNA ANM FIF~D COLLECTION 
7513 ANM-165 IND M.P. K(JJ1/SA TN A ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7514 ANM-166 IND M.P. K(JJ1ISATNA ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7515 ANM-167 IND M.P. DALHAN/PANNA ANM AELD COLLECI10N 
7516 ANM-168 IND M.P. ARANUGUNJ/PANNA ANM FIELD COLLECI'ION 
7517 ANM-169 IND M.P. HARDlAJA Y AGARH/PANNA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7518 ANM-170 IND M.P. AJA YGARHJPANNA ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7519 ANM-171 IND M.P. PANNA ANM AELD COLLECI'ION 
7520 ANM-l72 IND M.P. AMANGUNJ/PANNA ANM FIELD COLLECI'ION 
7521 ANM-173 IND M.P. HUWAN/PANNA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7522 ANM-174 !ND M.P. LAUNDIICHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7523 ANM-175 IND M.P. RAJNAGARICHHAT ARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7524 ANM-176 IND M.P. GADIMALHlUVCHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7525 ANM-I77 [ND M.P. GADIMALHRAICHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7526 ANM-178 IND M.P. GADlMALHRAlCHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7527 ANM-179 IND M.P. MANKARUCHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECI'ION 
7528 ANM-180 IND M.P. KURRHAJCHHA T ARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7529 ANM-181 IND M.P. UJRAlCHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECI'lON 
7530 ANM-182 IND M.P. POCHW ARA/CHHAT ARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7531 ANM-183 IND M.P. POCHW ARAICHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7532 ANM-184 !ND M.P. DHALIAJCHHAT ARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7533 ANM-185 IND M.P. MADHAPURlCHHATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7534 ANM-186 IND M.P. MADHAP~HATARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
7535 ANM·187 IND M.P. DARGA V AlCHHAT ARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECfJON 
7536 ANM-188 IND M.P. BADAMALAHARNCHHATARPUR ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
7537 ANM-189 IND M.P. NIV ADA/TIKAMGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7538 ANM-l90 IND M.P. NIV ADA!I1KAMGARH ANM FIELD COLLECfJON 
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7539 ANM·191 IND M.P. MORENAJDA TIA ANM FIELD COLLECDON 
7540 ANM·192 IND M.P. SITAPURJDA TIA ANM FIELD COLLEcnON 
7S41 ANM·193 IND M.P. BAOONAJDA TIA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7542 ANM·I94 IND M.P. GORA/DATIA ANM FIELD COLLECDON 
7543 ANM·195 IND M.P. GHA llGAON/GW ALlOR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7544 ANM·196 IND M.P. GHA llGAON/GW ALlOR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7545 ANM-l97 IND M.P. SIROULI/GW ALlOR ANM FIELD COLLEC110N 
7546 ANM-198 IND M.P. SIROULI/GW ALlOR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7547 ANM-I99 IND M.P. BARAIJGW ALlOR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7548 ANM-200 IND M.P. BARAIJGW ALlOR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7549 ANM-201 IND M.P. MANPURJBHIND ANM FIELD COLLECDON 
7550 ANM·202 IND M.P. BHIND ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
7551 ANM·203 IND M.P. RAUN/BHIND ANM FIELD COLLEcnON 
7552 ANM-204 IND M.P. BUKARl/BHIND ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7553 ANM-205 IND M.P. RARRIIB HI NO ANM FIELD COLLECDON 
7554 ANM-206 IND M.P. RARRI/BHIND ANM FIELD COLLECDON 
7555 ANM-207 IND M.P. LAGARlBHIND ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7556 ANM·208 IND M.P. MURA V ALIJBHIND ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7557 ANM-209 IND M.P. DOBOH/BHIND ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
755a ANM-210 IND M.P. ALAMPURlBlliND ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1559 ANM-21I IND M.P. PORSFJMORENA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7560 ANM-212 IND M.P. SHANKARP~ORENA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7561 ANM-213 IND M.P. ORELIIMORENA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7562 ANM-214 IND M.P. AMBHA/MORENA ANM FIELD COLLECDON 
7563 ANM-21S IND M.P. MORENA/DA TIA ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7564 ANM-216 IND M.P. MORENAIDA TIA ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7565 ANM-117 IND M.P. ALLHAPURIMORENA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7566 ANM·218 IND M.P. SHIRPUR ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7567 ANM-119 IND M.P. KOLARAS}SHlRPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7568 ANM-120 IND M.P. KOLARAS}SHIRPUR ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
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7569 ANM-221 IND M.P. GUNA ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7570 ANM-222 INO M.P. GUNA ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7571 ANM-223 IND M.P. GUNA ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7572 ANM-224 INO M.P. GUNA ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7573 ANM-225 IND M.P. BINAGANJ/GUNA ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7574 ANM-226 [ND M.P. BINAGANJ/GUNA ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7575 ANM-227 IND M.P. PIPALDEW/BHOPAL ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
7576 ANM-228 IND M.P. BHENSAKHERA/BHOPAL ANM AELD COLLECl'ION 
7577 ANM-229 IND M.P. HARRAKHERAJBHOPAL ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7578 ANM-230 INO M.P. HARRAKHERA/BHOPAL ANM AELD COLLECTION 
7579 ANM-231 IND M.P. NOBIBAGH/BHOPAL ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7580 ANM-232 IND M.P. BUOLI/SEHORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7581 ANM-233 IND M.P. SHAMPURJSEHORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7582 ANM-234 IND M.P. SHAMPURJSEHORE ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7583 ANM-235 IND M.P. SHAMPURJSEHORE ANM FIFl..D COLLECTION 
7584 ANM-236 IND M.P. NASlRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7585 ANM-237 IND M.P. NASlRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7586 ANM-238 IND M.P. NASlRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7587 ANM-239 IND M.P. N ASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7588 ANM-240 IND M.P. NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7589 ANM-241 IND M.P. NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7590 ANM-242 IND M.P. NASlRUIl..AHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7591 ANM-243 IND M.P. NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7592 ANM-244 IND M.P. NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7593 ANM-245 IND M.P. NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7594 ANM-246 IND M.P. NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7595 ANM-247 IND M.P. NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
7596 ANM-248 IND M.P. ICHHA WAR NASIRULLAHGUNJ/SEHORE ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7597 TUR·HYDERABAD IND A.P. HD HELD COLLECTION 
7598 PAVALARGE ITO HD FIELD COLLECTION 
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7599 BS-S IND NEW DELHI JARJ FIELD COLLECI10N 
7600 ANM·117 IND M.P. KANJAI/BALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7601 ANM-118 IND M.P. SHEOTIU/BALAGHAT ANM FIELD COll.ECI10N 
7602 ANM·119 !NO M.P. BHOLAGAONfflALAGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7603 ANM-120 !NO M.P. KHERAGHADIRAJNANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7604 ANM-121 IND M.P. CHUKHADAN~NANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7605 ANM-122 IND M.P. KA WARDHA/RAlNANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7606 ANM-l23 IND M.P. KAWARDH~AmANDGAON ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
76fJ1 S.A-l IND TAMILNADU OS 
7608 C.O.l IND TAMILNADU OS 
76(1) C.O.2 IND TAMILNADU OS 
7610 FIELO COlLECTION INO M.P. MAHKHEOICHHINOW ARA INKV 
7611 MARKET SAMPLE INO M.P. BETUUKHEOI~T JNKV 
7612 FlELO COLLECTION IND M.P. OORAIY A/SHAHDOL JNKV 
7613 FIBLO COLLBCI10N INO M.P. GORAIY A/SHAHOOL JNKV 
7614 FIELD COll..BCllON IND M.P. GORAKHPURJDINOORI INKV 
7615 FIELD COlLECTION IND M.P. INDIADAR/MANDLA JNKV 
7616 FIELD COlLECTION lND M.P. GODAJARlIMANOLA INKV 
7617 UKN 
7618 FIFJ..D cou.BCTlON IND ORISSA RAYAGARH JNKV 
7619 FIELD COUBC110N IND BIHAR DUm RPSP 
7620 TOLIMA-6 COL COLO 
7621 BRAZJL..5 COL COLO 
7622 A TLANTICO 78-1 COL COLO 
7623 BDN-2 IND MAHARASHTRA 100 
7624 BORI-2 INO MAHARASH1RA ICRI 192-15-2-11·42 
7625 DT-236-6 IND MAHARASH'IRA ICRI 
7626 P-1S-3-3 IND U.P. RPIP 
7627 1..-28 lND PUNJAB IOU 
7628 1..-26 INO PUNJAB ICRI 
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7629 L-16 IND PUNJAB ICRJ 
7630 L-3 IND PUNJAB JCRI 
7631 P-4785 IND RAJASTIIAN KANP 5-3 
7632 H.367 IND HARYANA ICRl 
7633 1..-3 IND PUNJAB JCRI 
7634 H-299 IND HARYANA ICRI 
7635 CC-2862 IND JeRI 
7636 H-l IND HARYANA ICRI 
7637 L-16 IND PUNJAB ICRI 
7638 L-6 IND PUNJAB JeRI 
7639 L-28 IND PUNJAB ICRI 
7640 H-247 IND HARYANA ICRl 
7641 L-26 IND PUNJAB ICRI 
7642 R-9-72 IND ICRl 
7643 H-13 IND HARYANA IeRI 
7644 CC-3679 IND IeRI 
7645 CC-3681 IND IeRI 
7646 L-30 IND PUNJAB ICRI 
7647 BR-183 IND BIHAR IeRI 
7648 H-l99 IND HARYANA ICRJ 
7649 4S 2133G NGA I ITA 
7650 4S 2209 NGA UTA 
7651 4S 2293 GP NGA IITA 
7652 4S 2220 NGA IITA 
7653 4S 2263 NGA UTA 
7654 4S 2351 NGA UTA 
7655 3D 8103 G NGA 
7656 D.T.15 IND MAHARASH1RA BADN 
7657 D.T.29 IND MAHARASH'mA BADN 
7658 D.T.81 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
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7659 D.T.82 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7660 D.T.99 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7661 D.T.104 IND MAHARASBTRA BADN 
7662 D.T.137 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7663 D.T.203 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7664 D.T.218 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7665 0.T.202 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7666 0.T.213 IND MAHARASHTRA BAON 
7661 D.T.230 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7668 FIELD COUECTION IND A.P. MVR 
7669 0.T.288 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7670 D.T.233 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7671 N.P.4 IND NEWOELHI BADN 
7672 N.P.S1 IND NEWOELHI BADN 
7673 NP.(WR)-40 INO NEW DELHI BAON 
7674 N.P.1S(W.E.) IND NEWDFl..HI BAON 
7675 T.M.218 IND MAHARASHTRA BAON 
7676 T.M.222-4 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7677 T.M.700S-8 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7678 E.B.38 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7679 B.B.3N84-S INO MAHARASH1'RA BADN 
7680 E.C.16.209 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7681 0.S.11 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7682 I.P.80 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7683 I.P.IS INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7684 I.P.6-S4 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
768S 1.P.80-RGA IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7686 I.P.l.5-H IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7687 1'p.80-RO IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7688 I.P.16.RG IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
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7689 I.P.80-YO IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7690 I.P.80-RGB IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7691 I.P.24-51 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7692 NO.3t IND MAHARASIITRA BADN 
7693 NO.92-2S IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7694 NO.S IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7695 PTB.S IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7696 P.T.30t IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7697 PEDDAKANDl IND A.P. KEPR 
7698 B.R.13 IND BIHAR BADN 
7699 IND BADN 
7700 N.T.17 IND BADN 
7701 O.M.l IND BADN 
7702 O.M.3 IND BADN 
7703 M.F. IND BADN 
7704 O.DM.2 IND BADN 
7705 PBN.6 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7706 SPT IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
77CY7 NPC.l6 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7708 NPC.419-2 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7709 TMT.l6 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7710 TMT.2S IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7711 TMT.lOA IND MAHARASHlRA BADN 
7712 SPS.NO.929 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7713 TMDT.70 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7714 0-19 IND MAHARASH1RA BADN 
7715 0-8-11 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7716 0-5-6 IND MAHARASH1RA BADN 
7717 T·lO IND U.P. BADN 
7718 T-28 IND U.P. BADN 
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7719 T,'-A IND U.P. BADN 
7120 T-8-B IND U.P. BADN 
7121 T·29 IND U.P. BADN 
7122 T-12-A IND U.P. BADN 
7123 T-lS·A IND U.P. BADN 
7724 T-lS-IS IND V.P. BADN 
7725 T-6·C IND V.P. BAON 
7726 T-16-B IND V.P. BADN 
7727 T-9-8 IND V.P. BAON 
7728 T-17-B IND V.P. BAON 
7729 T-24 IND V.P. BADN 
7730 T-30 INO V.P. BADN 
7731 T·33 [NO V.P. BADN 
7732 T-20 INO V.P. BADN 
7733 T·35 INO V.P. BADN 
7134 T·22 INO U.P. BADN 
7735 T-44 IND U.P. BADN 
7736 IND BADN 
7737 B-2-1 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7738 B-13·3 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7139 C-28 INO MAHARASH1RA BADN 
7140 (C-IIXN.P.SI)-9 IND MAHARASHTRA BAON 
7741 C-I1X H.Y.56 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7142 M-lS-12 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7143 M·7S·16 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7744 M·14-' INO MAHARASHTRA BAON 
7745 M·132·6 [ND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7746 M·4-N IND MAHARASHTR.A BADN 
7747 M-31-24 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7748 M·31-16 INO MAHARASH'TRA BADN 
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7749 M-43-9 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7750 N-24 IND MAHARASH1RA BADN 
7751 N-25 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7752 N-56 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7753 N-59 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7754 N-189-8 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7755 N-259-29 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7756 53-5 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7757 R-3 IND BADN 
7758 R-I0 IND BADN 
7759 R-SS IND BADN 
7760 B·7 IND WEST BENGAL BADN 
7761 (B-36XM-4)-5-13 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7762 (B·36XM-4)-5-B IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7763 IND BADN 
7764 IND BADN 
776S 5-28 IND BADN 
7766 S-101 IND BADN 
7767 5-103-7 IND BADN 
7768 8-636-5-32-2 IND BADN 
7769 P-88-4 IND U,P. BADN 
7770 P-S93-S IND BIHAR BADN 
7771 P-690-8 IND BIHAR BADN 
7772 P·893-S IND NEWDFLHI BADN 4P.T.66 
7773 BORl-2-132-A IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7774 BORI-2-192-1S IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7775 LATIUR-483 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
m6 LA TIUR-476 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7777 LA TI1JR-475 IND MAHARASH1RA BADN 
7778 TIJUAPUR-1-4 IND MAHARASH1RA BADN 
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7779 TIJUAPUR·2·6 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7780 TUUAPUR·2-1-2 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7781 TUUAPUR·l·3 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7782 TULlAPUR-t-20 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7783 TUUAPUR·2·2 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7784 TUUAPUR·22 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7785 lULl APUR·492 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7786 OSMANABAD-5-10 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7787 OSMANABAD-3-8 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7788 OSMANABAO-13-2 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7789 OSMANABAD-S-4 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7790 OSMANABAD-I-8 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7791 OSMAN ABAD-4-1 0 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7792 OSMANABAD-2-4 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7793 POLY-6 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7794 POLY-7 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7795 POLY-II IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7796 POLY-I·t IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7797 POLY-t-2 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7798 DEJA-372-16-35 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7799 BALAPUR·10-1 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7800 SORANTIC IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7801 UGWA-14 IND MAHARASHTRA BAON 
7802 KALYANI-23 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7803 ANNI-2-31 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7804 ANNI-I-2-t-7 INO MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7805 KALLAN-IS IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7806 KALLAN-44 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7807 TMMF IND BADN 
7808 SAILU-I-4 IND BADN 
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7809 SAll...U-1-5 IND BADN 
7810 WRS.5-2 IND BADN 
7811 BURMA-4-10 BUR BADN 
7812 PATIJR-483 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7813 PATUR-9-6 IND MAHARASHTRA BADN 
7814 DHARW ADA-2-4 IND KARNATAKA BADN 
7815 HYDERABAD IND A.P. BADN 
7816 UooIRI IND A.P. BADN 
7817 WASHIN-4-5 IND BADN 
7818 ]061 IND BADN 
7819 1077 IND BADN 
7820 1084 IND BADN 
7821 4806 IND BADN 
7822 17-5 IND BADN 
7823 147-5-3 IND BADN 
7824 312-11 IND BADN 
7825 38.2 IND BADN 
7826 20-2 IND BADN 
7827 5039 IND BADN 
7828 319-12 INO BADN 
7829 87-1 INO BADN 
7830 27-1 INO BAON 
7831 105-2 INO BADN 
7832 32-36 INO BAON 
7833 75-1 INO BADN 
7834 8-29 IND BAON 
7835 66-K IND BADN 
7836 1020-1 INO BADN 
7837 12-81-4 IND BADN 
7838 257-13-2-1 INO BADN 
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7839 2)()"2-N IND BADN 
1840 12-221-4 INO BADN 
1841 60-60-13-3 INO BADN 
1842 PASCUALES DOM Joo 
7843 PONTBALANTE OOM Joo 
1844 ENBRITO OOM Joo 
184' CILINORlCO OOM JOG 
1846 roOOELANO DOM JOG 
1841 UASD DOM JOG 
7848 PUSA-4-84 IND NEW DELHI lCRl 
1S49 HPA.1 IND HARYANA feRI 
7850 B.R.172 IND BIHAR ICRI 
78S1 UTALILOCAL IND KARNATAKA GULB 
18"2 LOCAL WHITE IND KARNATAKA GULB 
7853 R.O.112 IND A.P. GULB 
7854 AKOLACOLL. IND MAHARASHTRA NSJ 
78S5 A.S.71-37 IND NEW DELHI (ARt 
7856 FJELD COLLECI10N IND A.P. HYDERABAO JMG 
7851 UOMCOLL. IND A.P. NIRMAL/ADILABAO UGM AELD COLLECTION 
18SS lJOMCOLL. IND MAHARASH1RA NANDEO UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
78S9 UGMCOLL. INO TAMILNADU OOTYICOIMBA TORE UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
1860 lJOMCOLL. IND TAMILNADU OOTYICOIMBA TORE UGM I-1ELD COLLECTION 
1861 JKN-l INO MAHARASHlRA MUKUNDAPUR JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
1862 S.A.l IND A.P. IARI 
1863 A.S.3 INO NEW DELHI IAR! 
1864 ANM-249 INO KARNATAKA HOSKOTE~ANGALORE ANM flELD COLLECTION 
186S ANM-150 IND KARNATAKA HARAPANAHALLI~ANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1866 ANM-lSl IND KARNATAKA LOOONOANAHALLUBANGALORE ANM AELD COLLECllON 
1861 ANM-2SZ IND KARNATAKA LOGONDANAHALLUBANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1868 ANM-153 IND KARNATAKA HASSIGALLMANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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7869 ANM·254 IND KARNATAKA KAMSAMDRNBANGALORE ANM FIELD COll.EC1'ION 
1870 ANM-255A IND KARNATAKA KAMSAM~ANGALORE ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
7871 ANM·256 IND KARNATAKA BIRS AN DRA/BAN GALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7872 ANM·257 IND KARNATAKA NAGNATHPURfflANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLSCI10N 
7873 ANM·259 IND KARNATAKA KODIHALLUBANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7874 ANM·260 IND KARNATAKA ARALU MALLIGFJBANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1875 ANM-261 IND KARNATAKA KOLAR ROAD/KOLAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7876 ANM·262 IND KARNATAKA ARALU MAILIGFJBANGALORE ANM FlELD COLLEC1'ION 
7877 ANM-263 IND KARNATAKA LAGUPPAIBANGALORE ANM FlELO COLLBCI10N 
7878 ANM-264 IND KARNATAKA LAGUPPA/BANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
7879 ANM-265 IND KARNATAKA BHIMNASANAHALLlJBANGALORB ANM FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
7880 ANM-266 INO KARNATAKA DUDUP ARA HALLlJBANGALORE ANM FlELD COLLEC1'ION 
7881 ANM-267 IND KARNATAKA HOSAPATYNBANGALORE ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
7882 ANM-268 IND KARNATAKA HOSAPATYAIBANGALORE ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
7883 ANM-269 IND KARNATAKA GARDAN HAll.uruMKUR ANM FlaD COLLECTION 
7884 ANM·270 IND KARNATAKA GARDAN HALLltfUMKUR ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
7885 ANM·271 IND KARNATAKA CHIKKANA HALLI/TIJMKUR ANM FlELD COu.ECTION 
7886 ANM·272 IND KARNATAKA DHONDPALLFJBANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7887 ANM·273 IND KARNATAKA CHIKKADADTUR7/KOLAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7888 ANM-274 IND KARNATAKA CHIKKADADTIJR7/KOLAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7889 ANM-275 IND KARNATAKA MANGSANDRAIKOLAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7890 ANM-216 IND KARNATAKA CHIKLINGNUR/KOLAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7891 ANM·277 IND KARNATAKA KODI PALLIIKOLAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7892 ANM-278 IND KARNATAKA HACHCHAPALLUBANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLBCTlON 
7893 ANM-279 IND KARNATAKA HACHCHAPALLUBANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTlON 
7894 ANM-280 IND KARNATAKA RAMANAGARAMJBANGALORE ANM FIELD cou.BCTION 
7895 ANM-281 IND KARNATAKA MUDGERE/BANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
7896 ANM-282 IND KARNATAKA HANUMANDODD~NDYA ANM FIELD COLLECTlON 
7897 ANM·283 IND KARNATAKA KALAMUDDANADODDUMANDYA ANM FIELD COLLECl1ON 
7898 ANM·284 IND KARNATAKA CHIKKA BAGIL/MYSORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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7899 ANM·28S INO KARNATAKA PUTGANA HALLI/MYSORE ANM ABLO COLLECTION 
7900 ANM·286 IND KARNATAKA CHAT A HALLI/MANDYA ANM ABLO COLLECTION 
7901 ANM·287 IND K.ARNATAKA ERRAHALLI/HASSAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7902 ANM·288 IND KARNATAKA GENGERE/HASSAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7903 ANM-289 IND KARNATAKA THANNEERHALLAJHASSAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7904 ANM·290 INO KARNATAKA KOOALLUBANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
790S ANM-291 INO KARNATAKA BANGALORruBANGALORE ANM ABLD COLLECTION 
7906 ANM-292 INO KARNATAKA BANGALO~ANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
79f17 ANM·293 IND KARNATAKA BANGALORF)BANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7908 ANM·294 JND KARNATAKA BANGALOREffiANGALORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7909 ANM·29S IND A.P. GANGARAMIMEOAK ANM I-1ELD COLLECTION 
7910 ANM·296 INO KARNATAKA RUDNOOR/BIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7911 ANM·297 IND KARNATAKA JSLAMPURAIBIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7912 ANM·298 INO KARNATAKA CHITNALIBIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7913 ANM·299A IND KARNATAKA HIPPAL GAON/BIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7914 ANM·299B IND KARNATAKA HIPPAL GAON/BIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7915 ANM·300 INO KARNATAKA T.KUSHNOORJBIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7916 ANM·301 !NO KARNATAKA HIPP At GAON/BIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7917 ANM·302 INO KARNATAKA T.KUSHNOORIBIOAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7918 ANM·303 INO KARNATAKA SANGAMIBIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7919 ANM·304 INn KARNATAKA lEGAMPURJBIDAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7920 ANM·30S IND KARNATAKA YERlGALU/BUAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7921 ANM·306 IND KARNATAKA BOMMAN JOGI/BUAPUR ANM F1FJ...D COLLECTION 
7922 ANM-307 INn KARNATAKA SHIV ANGI/BUAPUR. ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7923 ANM·308 INn KARNATAKA HmANA HALLI/BUAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7924 ANM·309A IND KARNATAKA MANOOLI/BUAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
792S ANM·309B IND KARNATAKA Y ARANAL/BUAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7926 ANM·310 INn KARNATAKA DAV ALGI/BUAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7927 ANM.311 INn KARNATAKA THUMHOI/BUAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
1928 ANM·312 IND KARNATAKA JAMKHANDI/BUAPUR ANM FIBLO COLLECTION 
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7929 ANM-313 IND KARNATAKA JIRGALIBIJ APUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7930 ANM-314 INO KARNATAKA HEBBALIBIJ APUR ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
7931 ANM-31S IND KARNATAKA SIDNALAIBELGAUM ANM AELD COu..ECfION 
7932 ANM-316 IND KARNATAKA SHOPP ALLIIBELGA UM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7933 ANM-317 INO KARNATAKA Y ARGA ITIIBELGAUM ANM FlELO COLLECfION 
7934 ANM·318A INO KARNATAKA CHECHIDIlBlJAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECflON 
7935 ANM-318B IND KARNATAKA HIRE BAGEWADI/BELGAUM ANM FIELD COlLECfION 
7936 ANM-319 INO KARNATAKA NESARGIIBELGAUM ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
7937 ANM-320 IND KARNATAKA RELGA UM/BELGAUM ANM AELD COLLECfION 
7938 ANM-321 INO KARNATAKA TEGURUIDHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7939 ANM-322 [NO KARNATAKA GAOAG /DHARW AR ANM AELD COLLECfION 
7940 ANM-323 IND KARNATAKA JERGOD/DHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7941 ANM-324A IND KARNATAKA OHARWAR/DHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7942 ANM-324B INO KARNATAKA KOTSAGl/DHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7943 ANM-325A INO KARNATAKA SHIV ALLI/DHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7944 ANM-325B INO KARNATAKA GOVINKOPPA/DHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7945 ANM-326 IND KARNATAKA HELISAR/DHARW AR ANM FJ.aD COLLECfION 
7946 ANM-327 INO KARNATAKA NA VILGUND/DHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7947 ANM-328 INO KARNATAKA ANNIGERI/DHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7948 ANM-327A INO KARNATAKA ANNIGERI/DHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7949 ANM-327B IND KARNATAKA GOB BAR/DH ARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7950 ANM-328A IND KARNATAKA ORUR/DHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7951 ANM-329 IND KARNATAKA HONNAPUR/DHARW AR ANM FJ.aD COLLECTION 
7952 ANM-330 INO KARNATAKA SHlGGAON/DHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7953 ANM-331A INO KARNATAKA KUNIMELLIHAll.l/DHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7954 ANM-331B IND KARNATAKA HA VERIlDHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7955 ANM-332 IND KARNATAKA MOTEBENNUR/DHARWAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7956 ANM-333 IND KARNATAKA CHELEGERE/DHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7957 ANM-334 IND KARNATAKA ALURHATTUCHITRAOURGA ANM FIELD COU.ECTION 
7958 ANM-335 IND KARNATAKA KIREMANGANAHALLI/BELLARY ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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7959 ANM·336 IND KARNATAKA UCHHINGIDURGA/BELLARY ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
7960 ANM·337 IND KARNATAKA ARASlKERFJBHLLARY ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7961 ANM-338A IND KARNATAKA HARAPANAHALLV,BELLARY ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
7962 ANM·338B !ND KARNATAKA ITI1GIIBELLARY ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7963 ANM-339 IND KARNATAKA WOOL VA TIlIBELLARY ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
7964 ANM-340A IND KARNATAKA V ARADAPURIBELLARY ANM FIELD COUECTION 
7965 ANM·340B IND KARNATAKA PINJARA HEGDAL/BELLARY ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
7966 ANM-341 IND KARNATAKA BOONAHALLIIBELLARY ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7967 ANM-341 !ND KARNATAKA DUOTIiIN/BELLARY ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
7968 ANM-343 IND KARNATAKA HAUIPURAIBELLARY ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
7969 ANM-344 IND KARNATAKA KOLUR/BELLARY ANM FIELD COLLBcrION 
7970 ANM-345 IND KARNATAKA DHANASP~BLLARY ANM FIELD COu.sCTION 
7971 AN,M·346 IND KARNATAKA BELURlDHARW AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7971 ANM .. 347 INO A.P. CHINTADAJSRIKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7973 ANM-348A IND A.P. HIRAMANDALAMJSRIKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7974 ANM-348B IND A.P. HIRAMANDALAM/SRiKAKULAM ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
7975 ANM-349A IND A.P. VEERAGA TI AM/SRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COu.sCTION 
7976 ANM-349B IND A.P. VEERAGA TIAM/SRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7977 ANM-349C IND A.P. VEERAGA TIAMJSRIKAKVLAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7978 ANM-3S0 !ND A.P. AMUDALAV ALASAISRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7979 ANM-3S1A IND A.P. K01TlTRJSRIKAKVLAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7980 ANM·3S1B IND A.P. KOTIURISRIKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7981 ANM-351A IND AP. BA TIiILI/SRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7981 ANM·3S1B IND A.P. BA TIin.lISRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7983 ANM-3S3A IND A.P. BHADRAGUW~KAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7984 ANM·3S3B IND A.P. BHADRAGmvSRIKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7985 ANM-3S4 IND A.P. KUTUBA WLlSRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7986 ANM-3SS IND A.P. GAMMALAXMIPURAM/SRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7987 ANM-3S6A IND A.P. GAMMALAXMIPURAMISRIKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7988 ANM-3.56B IND A.P. GAMMALAXMIPURAMJSRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
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7989 ANM-356C IND A.P. GAMMALAXMIPURAM/SRlKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7990 ANM-357 IND ORISSA RA Y AGARH/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7991 ANM-358A IND ORISSA BISAMCUTTAK/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7992 ANM-3S88 IND ORISSA BISAMCUTTAK/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7993 ANM·358C IND ORISSA BISAMCU1TAK/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
7994 ANM-3S9A IND ORISSA MUNIGUDA/KORAPUT ANM HELD COLLECTION 
7995 ANM·359B IND ORISSA MUNIGUDA/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7996 ANM-360 IND ORISSA DHODAV ALIJPHULBANI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7997 ANM-361A IND ORISSA KOTAGARBIPHULBANI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7998 ANM-36tB IND ORISSA KOTAGARHIPHULBANI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
7999 ANM-362 IND ORISSA KOTAGARH/PHULBANI ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
8000 ANM-363 IND ORISSA KOTAGARHJPHULBANI ANM FIELD COll.ECIlON 
8001 ANM-364 IND ORISSA KOTAGARHJPHULBANI ANM FIELD COLLECfJON 
8002 ANM-36SA IND ORISSA BALJGUDAIPHULBANI ANM FIELD COllECfJON 
8003 ANM-365B IND ORISSA BALIGUDAJPHULBANI ANM FIELD COllECTION 
8004 ANM·366A IND ORISSA PHlRINGIAlPHULBANI ANM HELD COLLECfION 
8005 ANM-366B IND ORISSA PHIRINGIAIPHULBANI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8006 ANM-367 IND ORISSA PHlRINGIA/PHULBANI ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8007 ANM·368 IND ORISSA KULLUR KUMPAJPURI ANM HF..LD COLLECT10N 
8008 ANM-369 IND ORISSA KUll.UR KUMPA/PURI ANM HELD COU .. ECl']ON 
8009 ANM·370 IND ORISSA DASPALLI/PURI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8010 ANM-371 IND ORISSA NA YAGARH/PURI ANM NAYAGARHLOCAL 
8011 ANM.372 IND ORISSA CHANDIPRASAD/PURI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8012 ANM·373 IND ORISSA BADP ARIJPURI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8013 ANM·374 lND ORISSA BIRGOVINDPURJKEONJHAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
80]4 ANM-375 INO ORISSA HARICHANDANAPURlKEONJHAR ANM FIELD COllECTION 
8015 ANM-376 INO ORISSA HARICHANDANAPURlKEONJHAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8016 ANM-377 INO ORISSA DHONEKOTE/KEONJHAR ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
8017 ANM-378 IND ORISSA BADPHOSI/KEONJHAR ANM FlELD COLLECfION 
8018 ANM·379 IND BIHAR KARANJIA/SINGHBHUM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8019 ANM-380A IND BIHAR 'IHALALUR/SINGHBHUM ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
8020 ANM-380B IND BIHAR 'IHALALURJSINGHBHUM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8021 ANM-381 IND BIHAR 'IHALALUR/SINGHBHUM ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
8022 ANM-382 IND BIHAR BA YA 1ln..I/sINGHBHUM ANM FlBLD COLLECTION 
8023 ANM·383 IND BIHAR KU1HPANI/SINGHBHUM ANM Fml.J) COLLECTION 
8024 ANM-384 IND BIHAR JORGONLOY AlRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
802~ ANM·385 IND BIHAR BHW~ANTALPARGANAS ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8026 ANM·386 IND BIHAR MOHUDA/DHANBAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8027 ANM-387 !NO BIHAR PALAJAR/SANT AL P ARGANAS ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8028 ANM-388 INO BIHAR RAGANA1HPllUSANTALPARGANAS ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8029 ANM-389 IND BIHAR CHIKANIY A/DUMKA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8030 ANM-390 IND BIHAR BARAPALASIIDUMKA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8031 ANM-391 INn BIHAR BARAPALASIIDUMKA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8032 ANM·392 IND BIHAR NAUNCHA T/DUMKA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8033 ANM-393 IND BIHAR GHANTIlBHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
8034 ANM-394 lND BIHAR MUNGER ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8035 ANM-39S INO BIHAR CHANPURIPURNIA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8036 ANM-396 IND BIHAR PHULBANDIAJI{A nHAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8037 ANM-397 IND BIHAR RAJGIRlJNALANDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8038 ANM-398 IND BIHAR TUTlLAV AlHAZARIBAGH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8039 ANM·399 IND BIHAR GHAGRAJRANCHl ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8040 ANM-400 IND BIHAR BHAGMAJRANCHI ANM FIELD COu..ECTION 
8041 ANM-401 IND BIHAR BANGURUIRANCHI ANM PlBLD COLLECTION 
8042 ANM-402 IND ORISSA GARANGHOI/SUNDARGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8043 ANM-403 IND ORISSA BHEDBAH~UNDARGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8044 ANM-404 IND BIHAR 'IHANTIJRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8045 ANM-4~ IND ORISSA GODVAGA/SAMBALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8046 ANM-406 INO ORISSA BURDAIBOLANGIR ANM FIBLD COLLECTION 
8041 ANM-407 IND ORISSA SAGARPAL Y/BOLANGIR. ANM FIELD COll..BCTION 
8048 ANM·408 INO ORISSA SALAPAL Y/BOLANGIR. ANM FIHLO COLLECTION 
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8049 ANM~409 IND ORISSA SALAPALY/BOLANGIR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8050 ANM~41O IND ORISSA SALAP AL Y/BOLANGIR ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8051 ANM~411 IND ORISSA BHA V ANIPA TNA/KALAHANDl ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8052 ANM-412 IND ORISSA BELAGAON/BOLANGJR ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8053 ANM-413 IND ORISSA UTKALA/KALAHANDJ ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8054 ANM-414 IND ORISSA KORLAPADA/KALAHANDl ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8055 ANM-415 IND ORISSA KORLAP ADA/KALAHANDI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8056 ANM-416A IND ORISSA KORLAPADA/KALAHANDl ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8057 ANM-416B IND ORISSA KORLAPADA/KALAHANDI ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8058 ANM-416C IND ORISSA KORLAPADA/KALAHANDI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8059 ANM-417A IND ORISSA KORLAPADAIKALAHANDI ANM FIELD COLLECnON 
8060 ANM-417B IND ORISSA KORLAPADA/KALAHANDl ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8061 ANM-418A IND ORISSA KORLAPADAIKALAHANDI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8062 ANM-418B IND ORISSA KORLAPADA/KALAHANDI ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8063 ANM-419A IND ORISSA KAUOOLLA/KALAHANDl ANM AELD COLLECI'ION 
8064 ANM-419B IND ORISSA KAUOOLLA/KALAHANDI ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8065 ANM-420 IND ORISSA KA UOOLLA/KALAHANDl ANM HELD COLLECnON 
8066 ANM-421 IND ORISSA KAUOOU .. A/KALAHANDI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8067 ANM-422 IND ORISSA PADW A/KORAPUT ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8068 ANM-423 IND ORISSA PADWA/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8069 ANM-424 IND A.P. ANANTHGIRIIVISAKHAP A TNAM ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8070 ANM-425 IND A.P. VEERAGA'ITAMISRIKAKULAM ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8071 ANM-426 IND A.P. VEERAOA 'IT AMlSRlKAKULAM ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8072 ANM-427 IND A.P. KOTI1JR/SRIKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8073 ANM-428 IND A.P. KOTI1JRlSRIKAKULAM ANM FIELD COLLECnON 
8074 ANM-429 IND ORISSA HARICHANDANPUR/KEONJHAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8075 ANM-430 IND BIHAR KAMASF..RA/SIW ANI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8076 ANM-431 IND ORISSA BORIOAON/KEONJHAR ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
8077 ANM-432 IND ORISSA ANANDPUR/KEONJHAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8078 ANM-433 IND BIHAR LORDHA/5INOHBHUM ANM HELD COLLECTION 
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8079 ANM-434 IND BIHAR BANOOOOMJRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8080 ANM-43S IND BIHAR Tn.. THAlRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8081 ANM-436 INO BIHAR BRAJPURJRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
8082 ANM-437 IND BIHAR BRAJPURJRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8083 ANM-438 INO BIHAR MANDORJRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8084 ANM-439 IND BIHAR CHANAO/RANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
808S ANM-440 IND BIHAR CHANAO/RANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8086 ANM-441 [ND BIHAR ANGARHIRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8087 ANM-442 INO BIHAR CHANGARIJDUMKA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8088 ANM-443 IND BIHAR BEKUMPURJDUMKA ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
8089 ANM-444 INO BIHAR HANSDOH~ANTALPARGANAS ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8090 ANM-44S IND BIHAR ORIAJBHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8091 ANM-446 IND BIHAR GUNTI/BHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8092 ANM-447 IND BIHAR SHANI/BHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8093 ANM-448 INO BIHAR BHAGAL~HAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8094 ANM-449 IND BIHAR BARLI/BHAGAlPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
809S ANM-4S0 INO BIHAR BHONCHUBHAGALPUR ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8096 ANM-4S1 IND BIHAR MOHESEY/BHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8097 ANM-4S2 INO BIHAR MOHESEY/BHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8098 ANM-4S3 INO BIHAR JAKKARPODAnMONGHYR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8099 ANM-4S4 IND BIHAR LA~SARA~ONGHYR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8100 ANM-4SS IND BIHAR MALPURJPA TNA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8101 ANM-4S6A IND BIHAR KBSA V AJBEGUSARAI ANM FIELO COLLECTION 
8102 ANM-4S7B IND BIHAR LAKMINIA/BBGUSARAI ANM FIELO COLLECTION 
8103 ANM-4S8 INO BIHAR HIRA T ALI/BEGUSARAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8104 ANM-4S9 INO BIHAR KAJICHEK/MONGHYR ANM FIELD COLLECrlON 
8105 ANM-460 IND BIHAR BALAHlBHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8106 ANM-461 IND BIHAR TBTRI/BHAGALPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8107 ANM-462 IND BIHAR CHENPUROHEDIKA l1HAR ANM FIELD COllECTION 
8108 ANM-463 IND BIHAR JOOENDER RAJBKJKA nHAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8109 ANM·464 IND BIHAR BAKlA/KA TIHAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8110 ANM-465 IND BIHAR YBSRARI/BEGUSARAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8111 ANM·466A IND BIHAR RAN I/BEGUSARAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8112 ANM-466B IND BIHAR MORHlJPATNA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8113 ANM-467 IND BIHAR CHANCHOU~AMAS~UR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8114 ANM·468 !ND BIHAR BISUMBBRPUR/DARBHANGA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8115 ANM·469 IND BIHAR SAPOOR BHAGW AN lIS AM AS TIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8116 ANM-470 IND BIHAR JHANGmP~ZArrARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8117 ANM-471 INO BIHAR HARISHANKAR/MUZAfFARPUR ANM rlBLD COLLECTION 
8118 ANM-472 IND BIHAR HARISHANKAR/MUZAFFARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8119 ANM·473 IND BIHAR HARISHANKARJMUZAFFARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8120 ANM-474 IND BIHAR MARWAN/MUZAfFARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8121 ANM·47S IND BIHAR DOKARA/MUZAFFARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8122 ANM·476 IND BIHAR KOLLUA/MUZAPFARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8J23 ANM·4nA INO BIHAR NIZAMCHEK/SARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8124 ANM-4nB IND BIHAR REPURAN AISAL] ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8125 ANM·478 IND BIHAR DAFDHARPU~ARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8126 ANM-479 IND BIHAR BADHUMP~ARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8127 ANM·480 IND BIHAR DAUDPURlSARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTJON 
8128 ANM-481 IND BIHAR CHAMPA/SIWANI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8129 ANM-482 IND BIHAR JIGANGOPAlJGOPALGUNJ ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8130 ANM-483 !ND BIHAR CHOURAUIOOPALGUNJ ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8131 ANM·484 (ND BIHAR PUIAREPUR/OOP ALGUNJ ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8132 ANM~48S IND BIHAR BADlARPURICHAMPARAN ANM FIELD COLLECflON 
8133 ANM·486 IND BIHAR SUKGAM/CHAMP ARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8134 ANM·487 IND BIHAR MAJHARJAJCHAMPARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8135 ANM·488 IND BIHAR CHINTAMANPURICHAMPARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8136 ANM-489 INO BIHAR TARANIA/CHAMPARAN ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8137 ANM·490 IND BIHAR SERJURAI/MUZAFFARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8138 ANM·491 IND BIHAR BOLAJAGANA TII/MUZAFFARPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8139 ANM-492 IND BIHAR MOOULAIDARBHANGA ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8140 ANM·493 INO BIHAR SATANALPURfflAMASTWUR ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
8141 ANM·494 IND BIHAR DALHANSARAIJSAMASTWUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8142 ANM·49S IND BIHAR GULABBAGHJPA TNA ANM flELD COLLECTION 
8143 ANM·496 IND BIHAR OSMANPURJPA TNA ANM HELD COll.ECTION 
S144 ANM-497 IND BIHAR LAKHANPURJPA TNA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8145 ANM-498 INO BIHAR MUSAFPUR)P A TNA ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
8146 ANM·499 INO BIHAR ANANDPURJPATNA ANM FIELD COLLEC110N 
8141 ANM.~OO IND BIHAR KOILUARJARRAH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8148 ANM·S{)l IND BIHAR CHERU/NALANDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8149 ANM·S02 IND BIHAR BIHARSHERIF/NALANOA ANM FIELD COUJECTION 
81S0 ANM-S03 IND BIHAR DARlY APURJNALANDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
81~1 ANM·504 IND BIHAR MlRJA YOUNIINA WADA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8152 ANM·SOS IND BIHAR GRAMGURUCHNNAWADA ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
8153 ANM-506 IND BIHAR lUMGAMA/GA YA ANM flELD COLLECTION 
8154 ANM·S07 IND BIHAR TEKUNA/GA YA ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
SISS ANM·SOS IND BIHAR MAHULAUGA YA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
81S6 ANM-509 IND BIHAR KARMONI/GAYA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
81S7 ANM·S1O IND BIHAR ORMAIGAYA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8158 ANM-Sll IND BIHAR GURANDUH~BAGH ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8159 ANM·S12 [ND BIHAR GANGRJJHAZARIBAGH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8160 ANM-S13 INO BIHAR RAKETHJHAZARIBAGH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8161 ANM-SI4 IND BIHAR CHATRAlHAZARIBAGH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8162 ANM·S1S IND BIHAR LABPU/HAZARlBAGH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8163 ANM-S16 INO BIHAR TA TIJRANCHI ANM FIELD COll..ECTION 
8164 ANM-SI7 INO BIHAR THARNA TOLI/RANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
8165 ANM·S18 IND BIHAR TIJT AURTRIlRANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8166 ANM·SI9 IND BIHAR SIMBOBOA/RANCHI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8167 ANM-'20 IND ORISSA BILAIGARH/SUNDARGARH ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
8168 ANM-S21 IND ORISSA PURIJPURI ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
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8169 TARDIVA KAKI GlP GUADELOUPE ABAN 
8170 PRECOCEGI GLP GUADELOUPE ABAN 54131 
8171 MOUNCIN GlP GUADELOUPE ABAN 
8172 OUGAUDA NO. 13 UGA ABAN TUWC 
8173 POlS 09' ANGOlE GLP GUADELOUPE ABAN 5712A 
8174 CASTEl/LE-l GLP GUADELOUPE LOEG 
8175 CASTEULE·2 GLP GUADELOUPE LOEG 
8176 DUPUY 1 GlP GUADELOUPE LOEG 
8177 DUPUY 3 GLP GUADELOUPE LDEG 
8178 BAGATELLE GLP GUADELOUPE LOEG 
8119 POlS 9 GRAINS GLP GUADELOUPE LDEG 
8180 PETIT BOURG 2 GLP GUADELOUPE lDEG 
8181 PRESSEC 1 GLP GUADELOUPE lDEG 
8182 STE.MARGUERl1E GlP GUADELOUPE LDEG 
8183 MARIEUL GLP GUADELOUPE LDEO 
8184 BELCOURT 1 GLP GUADELOUPE lOEG 
818S VERNOU OLP GUADELOUPE LOEG 
8186 LAURREAT GLP GUADELOUPE LDEO 
8187 GOYAVE 1 GLP GUADELOUPE LOBG 
8188 CROIX RlV AIL 1 MTQ MARTINIQUE LDEG 
8189 ST. AUGUSTINE TI'O LDEG 09·3·59 
8190 G154132 TIO lOEG 
8191 1RINIDAD-3 TI'O lDEG 
8192 LACALAOlRA MDG LOBG 
8193 63/147 SEN LOEG 
8194 68/182 SEN LDEO 
8195 68/187 SEN LOEG 
8196 68/188 SEN lOEG 
8197 68/189 SEN LDEG 
8198 68/190 SEN LOBG 
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8199 68/191 SEN LOEG 
8200 681194 SBN LOBG 
8201 68/195 SEN LOBO 
8202 68/196 SEN LDBG 
8203 PLA.l90 IND AMRA 
8204 PLA.206 IND AMRA 
82QS PLA.207 IND AMRA 
8206 PLA.208 INO AMRA 
8207 PLA.210 IND AMRA 
8208 PLA.212 IND AMRA 
8209 PLA.21 , INO AMRA 
8210 PLA.216 IND AMRA 
8211 PLA.147 IND AMRA 
8212 PLA.2S2 INO AMRA 
8213 PLA.2S3 INO AMRA 
8214 PLA.2S6 IND AMRA 
821S PLA.2S7 IND AMRA 
8216 PLA.2S8 INO AMRA 
8217 PLA.2S9 IND AMRA 
8218 PLA.262 IND AMRA 
8219 PLA.263 IND AMRA 
8220 PLA.26S INO AMRA 
8221 PLA.266 IND AMRA 
8222 PLA.272 INO AMRA 
8223 PLA.274 IND AMRA 
8224 PLA.279 IND AMRA 
8215 PLA.280 IND AMRA 
8226 PLA.281 IND AMRA 
8227 PLA.Z82 IND AMRA 
8228 PLA.Z86 IND AMRA 
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8229 PLA.288 IND AMRA 
8230 PLA.289 IND AMRA 
8231 PLA.292 IND AMRA 
8232 PLA.296 INO AMRA 
8233 PLA.298 IND AMRA 
8234 PLA.299 INO AMRA 
8235 PLA.305 IND AMRA 
8236 PLA.310 IND AMRA 
8237 PLA.313 IND AMRA 
8238 PLA.316 IND AMRA 
8239 PLA.319 IND AMRA 
8240 PLA.320 IND AMRA 
8241 PLA.318 IND AMRA 
8242 PLA.332 IND AMRA 
8243 PLA.333 IND AMRA 
8244 PLA.335 IND AMRA 
8245 PLA.337 IND AMRA 
8246 PLA.338 IND AMRA 
8247 PLA.339 IND AMRA 
8248 PLA.343 IND AMRA 
8249 PLA.34S IND AMRA 
8250 PLA.346 IND AMRA 
8251 PLA.348 IND AMRA 
8252 PLA.3S1 IND AMRA 
8253 PLA.3S6 IND AMRA 
8254 PLA.3S9 IND AMRA 
8255 PLA.364 IND AMRA 
8256 PLA.36S IND AMRA 
8257 PLA.366 IND AMRA 
8258 PLA.367 IND AMRA 
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8259 PLA.371 IND AMRA 
8260 PLA.373 IND AMRA 
8261 PLA.380 IND AMRA 
8262 PLA.3St IND AMRA 
8263 PLA.382 IND AMRA 
8264 PLA.383 IND AMRA 
8265 PLA.397 IND AMRA 
8266 PLA.403 IND AMRA 
8267 PLA.405 IND AMRA 
8268 PLAA08 IND AMRA 
8269 PLA.409 IND AMRA 
8270 PLA.410 INO AMRA 
8271 PLA.411 INO AMRA 
8272 PLA.413 INn AMRA 
8273 PLA.414 INO AMRA 
8274 PLA.4J7 IND AMRA 
8275 PLA.4J8 IND AMRA 
8276 PLA.426 IND AMRA 
8277 PLA.429 INO AMRA 
8278 PLA.430 INO AMRA 
8279 PLAA31 IND AMRA 
8280 PLA.432 INO AMRA 
8281 PLA.436 IND AMRA 
8282 PLA.444 INO AMRA 
8283 PLA.454 INO AMRA 
8284 PLA.4S6 INO AMRA 
828.5 PLA.463 INO AMRA 
8286 PLA.467 IND AMRA 
8287 PLA.487 INO AMRA 
8288 PLA.489 IND AMRA 
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8289 PLA.490 INO AMRA 
8290 PLA.491 INO AMRA 
8291 PLA.492 INO AMRA 
8292 PLA.493 INO AMRA 
8293 PLA.494 INO AMRA 
8294 PLA.498 IND AMRA 
829~ PLA.S04 INO AMRA 
8296 PLA.S06 INO AMRA 
8297 PLA.S07 IND AMRA 
8298 PLA513 INO AMRA 
8299 PLA.S14 INO AMRA 
8300 PLA.S17 INO AMRA 
8301 PLA.S20 INO AMRA 
8302 PLA.S21 INO AMRA 
8303 PLA.S22 INO AMRA 
8304 PLA.S24 IND AMRA 
830S PLA.S31 INO AMRA 
8306 PLA.S34 IND AMRA 
8307 PLA.S3S INO AMRA 
8308 PLA.SSS INO AMRA 
8309 PLA.SS6 IND AMRA 
8310 PLA.SS7 INO AMRA 
8311 PLA.S74 INO AMRA 
8312 PLA.S82 IND AMRA 
8313 PLA.S87 INO AMRA 
8314 PLA.612 INO AMRA 
831S PLA.613 INO AMRA 
8316 PLA.614 INO AMRA 
8317 PLA.616 INO AMRA 
8318 PLA.617 INO AMRA 
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8319 PLA.646 IND AMRA 
8320 PLA.650 IND AMRA 
8321 PLA.651 IND AMRA 
8322 PLA.656 IND AMRA 
8323 PLA.657 IND AMRA 
8324 PLA.659 IND AMRA 
8325 PLA.661 IND AMRA 
8326 PLA.667 IND AMRA 
8327 PLA.668 IND AMRA 
8328 JK.N-2 IND MAHARASHlRA ISLAMPUR JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8329 1KN-3 IND MAHARASH1RA KHEDI JK.N HELD COLLECTION 
8330 JKN-4 IND MAHARASH1RA EKLAKNA JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8331 lI{N-S IND MAHARASHTRA JALGAON/JALGAON JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8332 JKN-6 IND MAHARASHTRA AMRA V A 11IAMRA VA TI JKN AELD COLLECfION 
8333 lKN-? IND MAHARASHlRA ASKULU JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8334 lKN-S IND MAHARASH1RA P.KAWADA JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8335 JKN.9 lND GUJARAT GANDHINAGAR/AHMEDABAD JKN FIELD COLLECfION 
8336 JKN-IO IND MAHARASHTRA DHULIAJDHULIA JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8337 JK.N-l1 IND MAHARASHlRA AKOLA/AKOLA JKN FIELD COLLECfION 
8338 JKN-12 IND MAHARASHTRA RAHURlJAHMADNAGAR JKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8339 JKN-13 IND MAHARASH1RA WARDHAMNA JKN FIELD COLLECfION 
8340 lKN-14 IND MAHARASHlRA DHARUNA JKN FIELD COLLEcnON 
8341 JKN-IS IND MAHARASHTRA llWASA lKN FIELD COLLECfION 
8342 JKN-16 IND MAHARASHlRA MURTUAPUR lK.N FIELD COLLECTION 
8343 IKN-17 IND MAHARASHTRA RAHURUAHMADNAGAR lKN FIELD COLLECTION 
8344 ANM-531 IND A.P. PAPlNENIPALLEIONGOLE ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
8345 ANM-532 IND A.P. ARDHA VEEDUJ()NGOLE ANM HELD COLLEC110N 
8346 ANM-533 IND A.P. ARDHA VEEDUJ()NGOLE ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8347 ANM-S34 IND TAMILNADU ULANDAlICHINGLEPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8348 ANM-S35 IND TAMlLNADU PARTIIIPUTIiUR/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8349 ANM-S36 IND TAMILNADU UPPl1PET/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
8350 ANM-537 IND TAMILNADU AROOR/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8351 ANM-538 IND TAMILNADU TIlIRUMMUKKUDAL/CHINGLEPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8352 ANM-539 IND TAMlLNADU EDAMACIDII/CHINGLBPUT ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8353 ANM-540 JND TAMILNADU ACHERIPAKKAM/CHINGLEPUT ANM FIELD COILECTION 
8354 ANM-54J IND TAMILNADU TOZUPPEDU/CillNGLEPUT ANM FIELD COll..ECTlON 
8355 ANM·542 IND TAMILNADU KO~URIS.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8356 ANM-543 IND TAMILNADU URANITIIANGAL/S.ARCOT ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
8357 ANM-544 IND TAMILNADU MELPAMPADIJS.ARCOT ANM FIELD COILECTION 
8358 ANM-545 IND TAMILNADU TlRUV ANNAMALAIIN.ARCOT ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8359 ANM-546 IND TAMlLNADU KA TIAMPOONDIJN.ARCOT ANM FIELD COll.ECTJON 
8360 ANM·547 IND TAMILNADU RlSHIVANDIYAM/S.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8361 ANM-548 IND TAMlLNADU AGRAHARM/S.ARCOT ANM FlELDCOI1..ECTION 
8362 ANM-549 IND TAMILNADU KA TAKIRAPALA Y AM/S.ARCOT ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8363 ANM-550 IND TAMILNADU PADDURJS.ARCOT ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
8364 ANM-551 IND TAMILNADU CHEKULAMPET}S.ARCOT ANM FIELD COILECTJON 
8365 ANM-552 IND TAMILNADU KAIDURJS.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTJON 
8366 ANM-553 IND TAMILNADU MANGALAMADVfR1CHY ANM FIELD COI1..ECTION 
8367 ANM-S54 IND TAMIL NADU PERAMBALUR/IRlCHY ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
8368 ANM-55S !ND TAMILNADU KUNNAM/fRlCHY ANM FIELD COILECfJON 
8369 ANM·S56 IND TAMILNADU K1LAPALLAR!fRICHY ANM FIELD COll..ECfION 
8370 ANM·SS7 IND TAMll. NADU THANJAVURtfHANJAVUR ANM FIELD COlLECTJON 
8311 ANM-SS8 IND TAMILNADU KUDUMIANMALAlJPUDUKOTT Al ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8312 ANM-S,59 !NO TAMILNADU ANNAVASAUPUDUKOTIAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8373 ANM·560 IND TAMILNADU KlLAKURCHIJPUDUKOTI AI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8374 ANM-561 IND TAMlLNADU PAll.A TIIUPALLI/PUDUKOTTAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8315 ANM-S62 IND TAMILNADU KULA THURIPUDUKOTTAI ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
8316 ANM-S63 IND TAMILNADU VAMBAN/PUDUKOTfAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8371 ANM-S64 IND TAMILNADU VADAKODUWUDUKOTTAI ANM FIELD C01J...ECI10N 
8318 ANM-56S IND TAMILNADU SOWRIYAPATNAM/RAMANATHAPURAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8379 ANM~S66 IND TAMILNADU CHITRAKUDI/RAMANATHAPURAM ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8380 ANM-S67 IND TAMILNADU THUMBAPULLI/MADURAI ANM FIELD COLLEC110N 
8381 ANM-S68 IND TAMILNADU VALLALAPA TTIIM A DURA 1 ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8382 ANM-S69 IND TAMIL NADU MAMORTHUPA TI1/M A DURAl ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8383 ANM-S70 IND TAMILNADU KOSA V APA l11/MADURAI ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8384 ANM-S71 IND TAMILNADU KARSELPA TTI/MADURAI ANM FIELD COLLECnON 
8385 ANM-S72 IND TAMILNADU KARSELPA TTIIMADURAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8386 ANM-S73 IND TAMILNADU NA lLAMPA TTI/RAMANA THAPURAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8381 ANM-S7S IND TAMILNADU MA mELANBARlfIlRUNEL VELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8388 ANM-S16 IND TAMIL NADU PANANGUDI/TIRUNELVELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8389 ANM-S17 IND TAMILNADU EPPOTHUVENDRAMVnRUNELVELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8390 ANM·S18 IND TAMlLNADU ALANGUOVfIRUNELVELJ ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8391 ANM-S79 IND TAMILNADU KOVIlP A TTIII1RUNEL VELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8392 ANM·S80 IND TAMIL NADU NAUAMNAIKENPA TTIlMADURAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8393 ANM-S81 IND TAMlLNADU KARJAMPA TI1/MADURAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8394 ANM-S88 IND TAMILNADU LAXMlPURAM}MADURAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8395 ANM-S89 IND TAMILNADU SEMPA TIlJMADURAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8396 ANM-S90 IND TAMILNADU MARTAKULANUCOIMBATORE ANM FJFLD COLLECTION 
8397 ANM-591 IND TAMIL NAnU GOMANGALAMjCOIMBA TORE ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8398 ANM-592 IND KERALA VANDITHAUALAMJPALGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8399 ANM·S94 IND KERALA VANDITHAUALAMJPALGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8400 ANM-S9S IND KERALA PAITANCHERl/PALGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8401 ANM-S96 lND KERALA TATAMARAGALANUPALGHAT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8402 ANM·S97 IND TAMILNADU MADIAPPANAGALAM/MADURAI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8403 ANM-S98 IND TAMILNADU VEERNAMPA TTI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8404 ANM-S99 IND TAMILNADU SADAVANGU ANM FIELD COLLECnON 
8-40.5 ANM-600 IND TAMIL NADU VA IT APILLAlY AR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8406 ANM-601 IND TAMILNADU TIRUVALLUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8407 ANM-602 IND TAMILNADU MURAGUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8408 ANM-603 lND TAMILNADU KRlSHNAPURAM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8409 ANM·604 INO TAMIL NADU UPPILIY APURAM ANM FIELD COll.ECTJON 
8410 ANM-605 INO TAMILNADU NAGIAMPA TIlISALEM ANM FIELD COLLECJ'ION 
8411 ANM-606 INO TAMILNAOU PANIKKADAI/SALEM ANM FIELD COLLECJ'ION 
8412 ANM·607 IND TAMILNADU ERRALLI (DHARMAPURI)ISALEM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8413 ANM-608 INO TAMILNADU ERRALLI (DHARMAPURI)ISALEM ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8414 ANM·609 INO TAMILNADU SAVALPA TIl(DHARMAPURI)ISALEM ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8415 ANM-61O IND TAMILNADU SAY ALPA m(DHARMAPURI)ISALEM ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
8416 ANM·611 IND TAMILNADU KOTIlA VER (DHARMAPURl)ISALEM ANM FIELD COllECfION 
8417 ANM·612 IND TAMILNADU NAGAMPATTI (DHARMAPURI)ISALEM ANM FIELD COLLECflON 
8418 ANM·613 IND TAMILNADU AUDHANAPET (DHARMAPURl)ISALEM ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
8419 ANM-614 IND TAMILNADU KALATHUPATTIDH~URUSALEM ANM FIELD COLLEcrJON 
8420 ANM·615 IND TAMILNADU PERIAGARAMIN.ARCOT ANM FIELD COllECTION 
8421 ANM-616 INO TAMlLNADU MANDVADl/N.ARCOT ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8422 SEONI IND M.P. JNKV 
8423 VEGETABLE TYPE INO M.P. JNKV 
8424 OHAR-8 IND M.P. JNKV 
8425 LOCAL BGO PARIHALP AT AICOMILLA MOOR FIELD COlLECTION 
8426 ARHAR-7 INO TNAU 
8427 CHENGALPARUPA INO TNAU 
8428 HYDERABAO INO A.P. TNAU 
8429 Wll.T 127 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8430 WILT 129 !NO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8431 VZM.511 INO A.P. TNAU 
8432 NEW ERA INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8433 KEYMON INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8434 M.S. 8903 IND TAMILNADU TN AU 
8435 M.S. 8960 IND TAMILNADU TNAU 
8436 M.S.9352 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8437 M.S.9357 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8438 PLS.2S9 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
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8439 PLS.344 INO TAMn..NADU TNAU 
8440 PLS.347 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8441 PLS.347-4 IND TAMILNADU TNAU 
8442 PLS.3~ 1(}.A IND TAMll..NADU TNAU 
8443 PLS.35S-2 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8444 PLS.3S6 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8445 PLS.356 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8446 PLS.3S6-1A IND TAMILNAOU TNAU 
8447 PLS.3S7-1 INO TAMILNADU TNAU 
8448 PLS.36113 IND TAMn..NADU TNAU 
8449 P-99 INO U.P. TNAU 
USO P-12O INO V.P. TNAU 
8451 P-l25 IND U.P. TNAU 
8452 P-249 INO U.P. TNAU 
8453 P-370 INO U.P. TNAU 
8454 P..4S0 IND U.P. TNAU 
845S P..4S8 IND U.P. TNAU 
84S6 P-464 IND U.P. TNAU 
84~7 P·476 IND U.P. TNAU 
84" P-636 INO BIHAR TNAU 
8459 P-890 IND NEWOELHI TNAU 4 P.T.17-l 
8460 P-831 INO BIHAR TNAU 
8461 P-1l63 INO TNAU E.C.16S7S 
8462 P·1182 INO TNAU NIGERIA·] 
8463 G-6826-5 IND [00 
8464 K-73 INO 100 
846S HY-3D IND AP. 100 
8466 G.C.68O()..67 INO 100 
8467 G.C.6842,.9 IND 100 
8468 R.G.39 IND AP. GULB 
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8469 R.G.61 IND A.P. GUlD 
8470 33-E IND GULD 
8471 36E IND GUlD 
8472 48E IND GULD 
8473 74E IND GULB 
8474 152-AE IND GULD 
8475 860ML IND GULD 
8476 78] ML IND GULD 
8477 686E IND GULD 
8478 647E IND GULD 
8479 608E IND GULD 
8480 356E IND GULD 
8481 277E IND GULD 
8482 842E IND GULD 
8483 863E IND GULD 
8484 34ML IND GULD 
8485 87ML IND GULD 
8486 190ML IND GULD 
8487 253ML IND GULD 
8488 268ML IND GULD 
8489 634ML IND GULB 
8490 S90ML IND GULD 
8491 453ML IND GULB 
8492 698l IND GULD 
8493 G.T.27 IND GULB 
8494 F-52-4-3-3-1-4 IND KARNATAKA GULB 
8495 CHll...TAPUR lOCAL IND KARNATAKA GUlB 
8496 FIELD COLLEcnON 'IZA NSJ TANZANIAN SEED 
8497 CHOGORRITO 1ZA NSJ 
8498 NARANJAL CARTO 'IZA NSJ 
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8499 ENORD DE ZUERO TZA NSJ 
8500 SN*1 TZA NSJ 
8S01 ITB-7 INO KARNATAKA UASB 
8502 A.C.2960.P GLP 
8503 A.C.3030.P GLP 
8504 A.C.314 GLP 
8505 A.C.314 GLP 
8506 PANAGUOI INO TAMILNADU KKAE 
SS07 VALLIYUR IND TAMILNADU KKAE 
8508 KMR-6 INO TAMIL NAOU KKAE 
8509 KURUVAI IND TAMILNADU KKAE 
8510 M.S.9537 INO TAMlLNAOU KKAE 
8511 ALANGUDI INO TAMILNADU KKAE 
8512 KULLIYOOR IND TAMILNADU KKAE 
8$13 KMR-l IND TAMILNADU KKAE 
8514 FIELD COlLECTION INO ORISSA LA DOE/KORAPUT SHEL 
8S15 LOCAL PIGEONPEA PHL PANAYISLAND JMR 
8516 K-3 INO U.P. lCRl 
8$17 K-9 IND U.P. ICRI 
8518 LRG-30 IND A.P. ICRI 
8519 FlBLD COllBC110N INO ORISSA SOGAT/KORAPUT SHEL 
8520 HY-5 INn A.P. 
8521 ANM-617 INO TAMILNADU V ADEPADUPA TII/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8522 ANM-618 INO TAMILNADU ELAVAMBADIIN.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8523 ANM'(;19 INO TAMD...NADU PRAlAPVRAM/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8524 ANM-620 [NO TAMILNADU SERf ADI/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8525 ANM"(;21 INO TAMILNADU SERPADI/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8526 ANM"(;22 IND TAMlLNADU ASANAMHUTTI/N.ARCOT ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8527 ANM-623 INO TAMILNADU TALAVAIPAT ARlIN.ARCOT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8528 ANM"(;24 INO TAMILNADU VISHW ASAMPAm (DHARMAPURI) ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8529 ANM-625 IND TAMILNADU CHANNAPPANA YAKANUR DHARMAPURJ ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8530 ANM-626 IND TAMILNADU JOOIP Am (DHARMAPURI)JSALEM ANM FlBLD COLLECTION 
8531 ANM-627 IND TAMlLNADU DENKANlKOTIAI·DHARMAPURlJSALEM ANM FIELD COLLBCfION 
8532 ANM-628 LND TAMlLNADU BIKKANAHAU..I(DHARMAPURl)JSALBM ANM FIBLD COLLBCI'ION 
8533 ANM-629 IND TAMILNADU BIKKANAHALLI(DHARMAPUR1)JSALBM ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8534 ANM-630 IND TAMILNADU BIKKANAHALLI(DHARMAPURI)JSALBM ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8535 ANM-632 IND A.P. CHlNTAPALLlNlZAO ANM FIELD COLLECI'ION 
8536 ANM-633 lND A.P. CHINTAPALLINIZAO ANM FIELD COLLBcrION 
8537 ANM·634 IND ORISSA MUNDIGUDAIKORAPUT ANM FIELD COIJ..BCTION 
8538 ANM-635 IND ORISSA MUNDIGUDAIKORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLBC11ON 
8539 ANM-637 IND ORISSA LAXMIPURIKORAPUT ANM FIBLD COIl..BCflON 
8540 ANM-639 IND ORISSA KASHIPUR/KORAPUT ANM FIELD cou..ECfION 
8541 ANM·644 IND ORISSA KASHIPUR/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8542 ANM-646 IND ORISSA TIK.RIJKORAPUT ANM FIELD COu.ECfION 
8543 ANM-647 IND ORISSA TIK.RIJKORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLEcrION 
8544 ANM·648 JND ORISSA SEMnABAGUDUKORAPUT ANM FIELD COu.EcrION 
8545 ANM-649 IND ORISSA RAMANAGUDAJK.O~ ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8546 ANM-650 IND ORISSA OUNUPUR/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8547 ANM-6S2 IND ORISSA BHALERY/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COLLBCI10N 
8548 ANM-653 IND ORISSA PAPADAHANDY/KORAPUT ANM FIELD COu.ECfION 
8549 ANM-656 IND U.P. BINDKl ROADIFATEHPUR ANM FIELD COLLBCI'JON 
8550 ANM-657 IND U.P. DA WLA 1PURlPA 1EHPUR ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8551 ANM-658 IND U.P. FA TEHPURIFA TEHPUR ANM FIELD COLLBCI10N 
8552 ANM·659 IND U.P. BA IT AIIFA TEHPUR ANM F'lBLD COLLBCfJON 
8553 ANM·660 IND U.P. ISKURIJFA TEHPUR ANM FIELD COLLBCI10N 
8554 ANM·661 IND U.P. BHAWNTMVALLAHABAD ANM FIELD COll.ECfION 
8555 ANM-662 IND U.P. NARSINGPURlALLAHABAD ANM FIELD COLLBCI10N 
8556 ANM·663 IND U.P. NIDHIHAW AlALLAHABAD ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
8557 ANM-664 IND U.P. NIrnuv APURIALLAJ:IABAD ANM PIELDCO~ON 
8558 ANM-665 IND U.P. ALLAHABAD/ALLAHABAD ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
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85S9 ANM-666 IND U.P. KUSUMGARfUALLAHABAD ANM FIELD COLLECJ10N 
8~60 ANM-667 IND U.P. BAHADURPillUALLAHABAD ANM FJELD COLLECTION 
8561 ANM-668 IND U.P. BINDA/ALLAHABAD ANM FIELD COLLECJ10N 
8562 ANM·669 IND U.P. GOPALGUNJN ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8563 ANM..670 IND U.P. MEGHIPUR/V ARANASI ANM FIF..LD COLLECTION 
8564 ANM-671 IND U.P. KACHARA ROADN ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECJ10N 
8565 ANM-672 IND U.P. TONDURPURN ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8566 ANM-673 IND U.P. RASULLAGUNJ~UR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8567 ANM-674 IND U.P. PURUSHTIIANPlIR/MIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8568 ANM·675 IND U.P. PASAIN/MlRZAPUR ANM FIELD ('"'OLLECTION 
8569 ANM·676 IND U.P. DEW APUR PACHW ALIMlRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8570 ANM-677 IND U.P. BARKACHAMANPURA/MIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8~71 ANM-678 IND U.P. MILIAIMlRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8572 ANM·679 IND U.P. BARKA V ALIJMIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8573 ANM-680 IND U.P. BICHCHIJMIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8574 ANM-68 1 IND U.P. ROBERTSGUNJ~UR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8S7S ANM-682 IND U.P. A WAII/MlRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8576 ANM..683 IND U.P. RAJKHANDIMIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8m ANM·685 IND U.P. BIDARIMJR.ZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8578 ANM-687 IND U.P. KHAJAURIIMIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8579 ANM-688 IND U.P. THINTHALIJMIRZAPUR ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
8580 ANM-689 IND U.P. THINTHALI/MlRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8581 ANM·691 IND U.P. SUKRUT/MIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8582 ANM·692 IND U.P. AHIROURAlMIRZAPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8583 ANM·693 IND D.P. SOYEPUR/V ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8584 ANM-694 IND U.P. MOHAWNN ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8585 ANM-695 IND U.P. GHARSUNAN ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8586 ANM-698 IND U.P. KHATARl/V ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
8587 ANM-699 IND U.P. ASGARAtV ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
8588 ANM·700 IND U.P. CHAHINN ARANAS[ ANM FIELD COu.ECTION 
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KSK9 ANM-704 IND V.p. KHARDAHANN ARANASI ANM PIBL.D COlLECfION 
8590 ANM.706 IND v.p. KHUJ1I/JAUNPUR ANM FIELD COll.BcrION 
8591 ANM-707 IND V.P. RASOOLPUWAZAMGARH ANM FIELD COll.BCfION 
8592 ANM·708 IND U.P. AMODA·MOHINUDDlNPURJAZAMGARH ANM FIELD COI.J...BcrION 
8593 ANM·710 IND U.P. GULAURJAZAMGARH ANM FIELD COLLECl10N 
8594 ANM-714 IND U.P. JAMSAR/AZAMGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8595 ANM-715 IND V.P. OHO~GHATIAZAMGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8596 ANM·716 IND U.P. SlDHUAPURJGORAKHPUR ANM FIELD COUl3CflON 
8597 ANM.718 IND V.P. BARAHUANIOORAKHPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8598 ANM-720 IND U.P. BARAHUANIOORAKHPUR ANM FIB1..D COu..ECfJON 
8599 ANM-721 IND U.P. SARAIANIGORAKHPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8600 ANM·722 IND U.P. SARAIAHIBASTI ANM FIELD COu..EcrION 
8601 ANM-724 IND V.P. JAFFARP ARSA/BASTI ANM PIBL.D COll.BCTlON 
8602 ANM-72S INO U.P. BANGAV AJBASTI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8603 ANM-726 IND U.P. MANDAPIBASTI ANM FIELD COlLEcrJ.ON 
&604 ANM-728 IND U.P. SHlKARFJBASTI ANM FIELD COll.BCfION 
8605 ANM-729 !ND V.P. DOMIRAGVNJ/BASn ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8606 ANM-730 IND V.P. SHAHPUR/BASTI ANM FIELD COLLECll0N 
8607 ANM-731 IND V.P. PAKDI/BASTI ANM FIELD COLLEC110N 
8608 ANM·732 IND V.P. Bn..AHA/BASTI ANM FIELD COLLEcrION 
8609 ANM·733 IND V.P. DEBARUA/BASTI ANM FIELD COLLECfION 
&610 ANM-734 IND V.P. DBBARUA/BASTI ANM FIELD COLLBCflON 
8611 ANM-735 INO V.P. SHISHUAJBASTI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8612 ANM-736 IND V.P. CHILLIY AJBASTI ANM PIELD COLLEcrION 
8613 ANM-737 IND V.P. SUPARAJAJBASTI ANM F1ELDCOLLECfION 
8614 ANM-739 IND V.P. PURAIN AlBASTI . ANM FJELD COLLECTION 
8615 ANM-740 IND V.P. DHADWAKUDAmAT/BASTI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8616 ANM·741 IND U.P. SA V AIAHlBASTI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8617 ANM-742 IND V.P. KAKUV A/BASTI ANM FIELD COu..ECTION 
8618 ANM·743 IND U.P. BHfffiHAW AlBASTI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8619 ANM~744 INO U.P. HA TIlAMSARAI/BASn ANM AELO COLLECTION 
8620 ANM~74S IND U.P. J.B.A YODHY A/FAIZABAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8621 ANM.746 INO U.P. P.K.PURUV A/FAIZABAD ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8622 ANM·747 INO U.P. SARAIRASIIFAIZABAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8623 ANM·748 IND U.P. SAMANTIlAIFAlZABAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8624 ANM·749 INO U.P. KHEMAPURJFAlZABAD ANM AELD COLLECTION 
862S ANM·7S0 IND U.P. URSA YEN/FAIZABAD ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8626 ANM·7S1 INO U.P. CHA~AMODHARP~AIZABAD ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8627 ANM-7S2 INO U.P. LOHARAIAZAMGARH ANM AELO COLLECTION 
8628 ANM·754 IND U.P. PANDAHAIAZAMOARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8629 ANM·7S6 INO U.P. GAMBHIRPURJAZAMGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8630 ANM-7S8 INO U.P. RAJHEPURJAZAMGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8631 ANM·760 INO U.P. CHORSAND/JAUNPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8632 ANM·762 JND U.P. NlVADHA/JAUNPUR ANM FIELO COLLECTION 
8633 ANM-764 IND U.P. SHADIPUR/JAUNPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8634 ANM·765 INO U.P. HANPURIV ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8635 ANM·766 IND V.P. PANIHARI/V ARANASI ANM FIELO COLLECTION 
8636 ANM·767 INO V.P. BHANDHW A/V ARANASI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8637 ANM-768 IND U.P. GAJHDHARPURIGHAZIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8638 ANM-'nO IND U.P. MOHAMMADPUR/GHAZIPUR ANM FIHLD COLLECTION 
8639 ANM·'nl IND U.P. BHARAMPURIGHAZIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8640 ANM-773 IND V.P. RAJW ADIIOHAZIPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8641 ANM·'n4 INO U.P. AJNAlALLAHABAO ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8642 ANM·'nS INO U.P. BAHADuruMllUALLAHABAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8643 ANM-776 IND V.P. MALAKKIAlAU.AHABAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8644 ANM-m IND U.P. JOOAPUR/AlLAHABAO ANM FIBLD COLLECTION 
8645 ANM·778 IND U.P. KVSMllPRAT APGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8646 ANM-779 IND V.P. KOYA TIlPATrIJPRA TAPGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8647 ANM·780 IND V.P. R.AMA.PURJPRATAPGARH ANM FIELO COLLECTION 
8648 ANM-782 IND V.P. SATAWA/JAVNPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8649 ANM-784 IND U.P. DAURAHARMJAUNPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8650 ANM-785 IND U.P. KHODHA/1AUNPUR ANM f<1ELD COLLBCTION 
8651 ANM-786 IND U.P. TIKADJ/JAUNPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8652 ANM-787 IND U.P. FATBHGUN1IJAUNPUR ANM FIELD COLLECl1ON 
8653 ANM-788 IND U.P. FA TEHGUNJ/JAUNPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8654 ANM·789 IND U.P. CHEKMULNAPUR/JAUNPUR ANM FIELD COLLBCTION 
8655 ANM-791 IND U.P. KULHANAMAU ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8656 ANM-792 IND U.P. SOVOKHANPUR ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8657 ANM-793 IND U.P. SUGANIKIPURV NSULTANPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8658 ANM-794 IND U.P. PARUSHRAMPUR/SUL TANPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8659 ANM-795 IND U.P. PARUSHRAMPUR/SULTANPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8660 ANM-797 IND U.P. BEDUPARA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8661 ANM-798 IND V.P. ABHIYAKURDJSUL TANPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8662 ANM-800 IND V.P. SUL TANPUR/SUL TANPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8663 ANM-BOI IND V.P. THIRSUNDE/SUL TANPUR ANM FIELD COU.BCTION 
8664 ANM-B02 IND U.P. MAKHUNPUR/PRATAPGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8665 ANM-803 IND U.P. MOHANGUNJ~TAPGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8666 ANM-804 IND V.P. RANJGUNJIPRA T APGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8667 ANM·807 IND U.P. SAGARSUND~RATAPGARH ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8668 ANM-808 IND U.P. GOPALPURJRAE BARELI ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8669 ANM-809 IND U.P. SALONJRAE BARELI ANM FIELD COll.ECTION 
8670 ANM-SJO IND U.P. UMAR1/RAE BARELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8671 ANM·812 IND U.P. RA THAPURIRAE BARELI ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8672 ANM-813 IND U.P. PUREMADANn..AL/RAE BARELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8673 ANM·814 IND U.P. HASSANGUNJIRAE BARELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8674 ANM-815 IND U.P. GAURA COLONY/LUCKNOW ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8675 ANM-816 IND U.P. BARWAR/LUCKNOW ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8676 ANM-817 IND U.P. KJNW ARlJBARA BAN KI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8677 ANM·818 IND U.P. ALAPUR/BARABANKl ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
8678 ANM-8J9 IND D.P. ALAPUR/BARABANKI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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8679 ANM·820 IND U.P. CHANDAULJJBARABANKI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8680 ANM·82 1 IND U.P. KUTULUPURIBARABANKI ANM FIELD COLLEcnON 
8681 ANM-823 IND U.P. FA TEHPUR/BARABANKI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8682 ANM-824 IND U.P. NABIGUNJ/BARABANKI ANM FIELD COil.ECTION 
8683 ANM-826 IND U.P. RAMNAGARffiARABAN~ ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8684 ANM-828 IND U.P. GHAGHRAGHAT/BAHRAJCH ANM AELD COLLECTION 
8685 ANM-829 IND U.P. BULIAPURJGONDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8686 ANM-831 IND U.P. SALPURJGQNDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8687 ANM-832 IND U.P. GURUPURIGONDA ANM F-lELD COLLECTION 
8688 ANM-834 IND U.P. HARIPURIGONDA ANM flELD COLLECTION 
8689 ANM-83S IND U.P. PERlPHOKAR/GONDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8690 ANM·837 IND U.P. KAHOBA/GONDA ANM FlELD COLLEC110N 
8691 ANM·840 IND V.P. MANKAPURIOONDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8692 ANM·841 JND V.P. LAXMANPUR/GONDA ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8693 ANM-843 JND U.P. BABAPURUV NGONDA ANM FIELD COLLEC110N 
8694 ANM·844 IND U.P. BABAPURUV NGONDA ANM HELD COLLECTION 
8695 ANM·84S IND U.P. JALALPURIFAIZABAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8696 ANM·846 IND U.P. SUKULPUR/SUL TANPUR ANM FIELD COLLEcnON 
8697 ANM·848 IND V.P. AKARIPURJFAIZABAD ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8698 ANM·8S0 IND U.P. RAJPURKAL YAN/SUL TANPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8699 ANM-8S1 IND U.P. GOURIGUNJISUL TANPUR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8700 ANM·852 IND U.P. JAISIRAE BARELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8701 ANM·8S4 IND U.P. PURSA llIGUNJ/RAE BARELI ANM FIELD COIl..EC110N 
8702 ANM·85S IND U.P. PANDITPURUV AJRAE BARELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8703 ANM·856 IND U.P. RAE BARELlJRAE BARELI ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8704 ANM·8S7 IND U.P. LALPURIRAE BARELl ANM FIELD COll.ECf10N 
8705 ANM·8S8 IND U.P. RAMPUR NICHASTA/RAE BARELI ANM FIELD COLLECIlON 
8706 ANM-B59 IND U.P. SUNERPUR/UNNAO ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
8707 ANM·860 IND U.P. l1KRIMANIUNNAO ANM FIELD COLLECIlON 
8708 ANM·86J IND U.P. LUHUCHA/UNNAO ANM FIELD COLLECI10N 
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8709 ANM-862 IND U.P. KANPUR FARM/KANPUR ANM RELD COLLECTION 
8710 RPSP-360 IND GUJARAT RPSP AELD COLLECfION 
8711 RPSP-391 IND GUJARAT RPSP FIELD COll.EcrION 
8712 GDN IND TAMILNADU ANM G.D.NAIDU 
8713 PPE-31 INO A.P. CHJNCHURLIINALGONDA ICRI 
8714 PPE-32 IND A.P. KlLESHPURAMIKRISHNA JCRI 
8715 PPE-33 IND A.P. VEMULAVALASA/VrJ.AG ICRI 
8716 PPE-34 IND A.P. YAMALKOT A/W.OODAV ARt ICRI 
8717 PPE-35 IND A.P. ICRI 
8718 PALAMPUR IND H.P. DS 
8719 CO-I IND TAMILNADU TNAU 
8720 JKN-18 IND M.P. DESHGAON JKN FIELD COLLEcrION 
8721 JKN-]9 IND M.P. TANDU JKN FIELD COLLEcrION 
8722 TIJR IS-IS IND KARNATA1{A 
8723 JM-2999 IND H.P. UGM FIELD COLLEcrION 
8724 JM-3002 IND H.P. UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
872S JM-3003 IND H.P. UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
8726 FIELD COllECTION IND A.P. TANDUR/HYDERABAD ICRI HAFEEZCOU.. 
8727 FIELD COLLECTION IND A.P. TANDURJHYDERABAD JCRI HAFEHZ COLL. 
8728 FIELD COUECTION IND A.P. TA NDUR/HYDERA BAD JCRJ HAFEEZ COLL. 
8729 FIELD COLLECTION IND A.P. SADASJVPET MEDAK JCRJ HAFEEZ COLL. 
8730 FIELD COLLECTION IND A.P. DHAROOR ICRI HAFEBZ COLL. 
8731 FIELD COLLECTION IND A.P. DHAROOR JCRI HAFEEZ COLL. 
8732 FIELD COLLECTION IND A.P. KARDANAU.I 
8733 FIELD COLLECTION IND A.P. MARMELKA 
8734 JM-30IS IND A.P. SANGANVHYDERABAD UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
8735 FIELD COLLECTION IND GUJARAT VANSDA/BUlSAR DS 
8736 FIELD COLLECTION IND GUJARAT VANSDA/BULSAR OS 
8737 FIELD COLLECITON IND GUJARAT VANSDA/BULSAR OS 
8738 AlMER-] IND RAJASmAN JNKV A.S.TBWARI 
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8739 AJMER·2 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8740 AlMER-3 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8741 AJM8R-4 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8742 A.1MER-S IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8743 AJMBR.-6 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.'fEW ARI 
8744 AJMER-7 IND RAJASUiAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
874S BANSWARA-I IND RAJAS1lIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8746 BANSWARA-2 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8747 BANSWARA-3 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8748 BANSWARA-4 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8749 BANSWARA-S IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8750 BANSWARA-6 IND RAJASrnAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8751 BANSWARA-7 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
8752 BANSWARA-8 IND RAJASTItAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8753 BANSWARA-9 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8"4 BANSW ARA-IO IND RAJ ASTIiAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
1755 BANSW AKA-II IND RAJ ASTIi AN JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
87S6 BANSWARA-12 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8757 BANSW ARA-13 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
87S8 BANSW AKA-14 IND RAJAS1lIAN JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
1759 BANSW AKA-IS IND RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8760 BANSW AKA-16 IND RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8761 BANSW AU-17 IND RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8762 BANSW ARA.18 IND RAJ ASTIi AN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8763 BHBMUNI PATNAM-l IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8764 BHEMUNI PATNAM-2 IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8765 BHEMUNI PATNAM-3 IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8766 BHEMUN] PATNAM-4 IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8767 BHBMUNI PA TNAM-S IND A.P. JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
8768 BHEMUNI PATNAM-6 lNO A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
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8769 BHARA1PUR·t IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARJ 
8770 BHARA 1PIJR·2 IND RAJASTIlAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8771 BHARA1PUR·3 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8772 BHARA 1PUR·4 IND RAJAS11lAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8773 BHARA 1PUR-5 IND RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8774 BHUV ANESHW AR-l IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8775 BHUVANBSHWAR-2 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARJ 
8776 BHUV ANESHW AR-3 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8777 BHUV ANESHW AR-4 INO ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8778 BHUV ANESHW AR-S INO ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARJ 
8779 BICHIW ARA· 1 INO ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8780 BICHIW ARA-2 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8781 CHITIOR-l IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8782 CHITTOR·2 INO A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8783 CHITTOR-3 IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8784 CHITTOR-4 INO A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8785 CHITTOR-5 IND A.P. INKV A.S.TEWARI 
8786 CHITIOR-6 IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARJ 
8787 CHITIOR-7 IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8788 CHITTOR-8 IND A.P. JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8789 CHITTOR-9 IND A.P. INKV A.S.TEWARl 
8790 DUNGARPUR·l IND INKV A.S.TEWARI 
8791 DUNGARPUR·2 IND RAJASTIIAN INKV A.S.TEWARI 
8792 DUNGARPUR-3 INO RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8793 DUNGARPUR-4 IND RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8794 DUNGARPUR-5 IND RAJASTHAN INKV A.S.TEWARI 
8795 DUNGARPUR·6 INO RAJASTIJAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8796 DUNGARPUR· 7 INO RAJASTHAN INKV A.S.TEWARI 
8797 DUNGARPUR·8 IND RAJAS'nIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8798 OUNGARPUR-9 INO RAJASTIIAN INKV A.S.TEWARI 
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8799 OANDHINAGAR-I (NO OUJARAT JNKV A.S.'IEWARI 
8800 HlSSAR-I INO HARYANA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8801 HISSAR-2 INO HARYANA JNKV A.S.TEWARl 
8802 HISSAR-3 INO HARYANA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8803 HISSAR-4 INO HARYANA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8804 mSSAR·5 INO HARYANA JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
8805 HISSAR-6 IND HARYANA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8806 HISSAR·7 INO HARYANA JNKV A.S.mWARI 
8807 HJSSAR·8 IND HARYANA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8808 RAJASTHAN-I INO RAJAS11lAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8809 RAJASTHAN·2 IND RAJASTIlAN JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
8810 RAJAS1lIAN-3 INO RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARJ 
8811 RAJASTHAN·4 INO RAJASTHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8812 JAIPUR-l INO RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8813 JAJPUR-2 INO RAJASTIlAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8814 JAJPUR-3 INO RAJAS'IHAN JNKV A.S.lEWARI 
881S JAIPUR.·4 INO RAJAS'IHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8816 JAJPtJR-S INO RAJAS'IHAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8817 K.USBLOHA T-I INO JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8818 KUSELGHA T-2 IND JNKV A.S.mWARl 
8819 KUSELOHA T-3 INO JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8820 KUSELOHA T-4 INO JNKV A.S:mWARl 
8821 KUsm.OHAT-S lNO JNKV A.S.'IEWARI 
1822 K·l-1 lNO JNKV A.S.mWARI 
8823 KORAPUT-l IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8814 KORAPUT·2 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
8825 KORAPUT·3 INO ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8826 KORAPUT·4 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TRWARI 
8827 PURl-I INO ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8828 PURJ·2 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
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8829 PURI-3 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8830 PURI-4 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8831 GUNDARI-l IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
8832 GUNDARI-2 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8833 GUNDARI-3 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8834 GUNDARI-4 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.1EWARI 
8835 TUMBIGUDA-I IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8836 TUMBIGUDA-2 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8837 TUMBIGUDA-3 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8838 TUMBIGUDA-4 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8839 TUMBIGUDA-5 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARl 
8840 TUMBIGUDA-6 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARl 
8841 PRALAKHMANDI-I IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8842 PRALAKHMANDI-2 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8843 PRALAKHMANDI-3 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8844 PRALAKHMANDI-4 IND ORISSA JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8845 UDAlPUR-l IND RAJ ASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARI 
8846 BANSW ARA-19 IND RAJASTIIAN JNKV A.S.TEWARl 
8847 ISMR-] IND A.P. IeRI 3782-S1XB 
8848 ISMR-2 IND A.P. IeRI 3783-S IX-S2SX-S 
8849 ISMR-3 IND A.P. ICRI 6986-S41XB 
8850 ISMR-4 IND A.P. ICRI 6997-S2XSIXB 
8851 ISMR-5 IND A.P. ICR] 7035-S34X-S22X-
8852 ISMR-6 IND A.P. 100 7119-S1-68X-S26 
8853 ISMR-7 IND A.P. ICRI 7197-S6XB 
8854 ISMR-8 IND A.P. ICRJ 7201-S6XB 
8855 ISMR-9 IND A.P. ICRI 7282-S1XB 
8856 ISMR-IO IND A.P. ]CRI 7873-S2XB 
8857 ISMR-l1 IND A.P. ICRJ 7906-S8XB 
8858 ICWR-l IND A.P. ICRl l-W6-W3XB 
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8859 ICWR·2 INO AP. ICRI 6443-W14XB 
8860 ICWR·3 INO A.P. ICRl 6970-W2XB 
8861 ICWR .. 4 INO A.P. ICRI 703S-S34X-W29XB 
8862 ICWR-S INO A.P. 100 7119-S2S1X-W15X 
8863 ICWR·6 INO A.P. ICRI 7626-WIX-W16XB 
8864 ICWR·' IND AP. ICRI 20-1 
8860S ICWR-8 INO A.P. ICRI 73039 RB B-W4X-
8866 ICWR·9 INO A.P. ICRI EARL YXEARL Y-RB 
8867 ICWR·)O INO A.P. ICRI 3783-S1X-W2XB 
8868 ICWR-ll INO A.P. ICRI 5174-WIXB 
8869 ICWR-12 INO A.P. ICRI 7942-S lXWXB 
8870 FIBLD COLLEC110N INO AP. SANGAM/HYOERABAO ICRl 
8871 F1BLD cou..BCTlON IND MAHARASlITRA AKOLA AKOL 
8872 UR-l IND KARNATAKA KA VADIY ALIBIDAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8873 UR·2 INO OUJARAT OINBARI/BULSAR LJR FIELD COU.ECTION 
8874 UR-3 INO GUJARAT MANDW AlBULSAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8875 UR·4A INO GUJARAT KHAREDIIBULSAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8876 ua-4B JND GUJARAT KHAREDl/BULSAR LJR FIELO COll..ECTION 
8877 UR·S IND OUJARAT BILPURIBULSAR UR FIELD COLLEC'llON 
8878 UR·6A IND GUJARAT SINDUMBAR/BULSAR UR FIELD COLLEC'llON 
8879 UR..6B INn GUJARAT SINDUMBAR/BULSAR LJR FIELD COLLEC'llON 
8880 UR-7A IND GUJARAT RAJPURUUNGLBlBULSAR UR FIELD COLLEC'llON 
8881 !JR-7B INn GUJARAT RAJPURIJUNGLE/BULSAR LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8882 UR-8 IND GUJARAT BA TRAlBULSAR UR FIELD COLLBCTION 
8883 UR·9A IND GUJARAT OMARKOYl/BULSAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8884 !JR·9B IND GUJARAT OMARKOYl/BULSAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8885 lJR·I0 IND GUJARAT HANMANV ARIlBULSAR LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8886 !JR-ll IND GUJARAT Manv AUARJBULSAR UR FIELD COll.EC'llON 
8887 lJR·12 IND GUJARAT KUNOALPUOAIBULSAR LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8888 UR·13 IND GUJARAT KUNRERIlBULSAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
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8889 UR·14 IND GUJARAT DONGURI/BULSAR UR FIELD COlLECfION 
8890 UR-ISA IND GUJARAT VESMA/SURA T UR FIELD COlLECfJON 
8891 UR·ISB IND GUJARAT VESMA/SURA T UR AELD COLLECfION 
8892 UR·16 IND GUJARAT VESMA/sURA T UR FIELD COLLECfION 
8893 UR·J7 IND GUJARAT CHEEL TNAM/SURA T UR FIELD COLI..ECfION 
8894 LJR·18 IND GUJARAT KADOODRA/SURA T UR FIELD COLLECfION 
8895 UR-19A IND GUJARAT GANGAPUR/SURAT LJR FIELD COLLECfION 
8896 LJR-19B IND GUJARAT GANGAPUR/SURAT UR FIELD COLLECfION 
8897 UR-20 IND GUJARAT MANIKPUR/SURAT UR FIELD COLLECfION 
8898 UR·21 IND GUJARAT TICHAKPURlSURA T LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8899 LJR·22 IND GUJARAT VY ARAJSURA T UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8900 UR·23 IND GUJARAT SOUGADH/SURAT UR HELD COLLECTION 
8901 UR·24 IND GUJARAT SOUGADH/SURAT lJR AELD COLLECfION 
8902 LJR·2SA IND GUJARAT BHADBUNJA/SURA T UR FIELD COLLECfION 
8903 UR·2SB IND GUJARAT BHADBUNJA/SURA T UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8904 UR-26 IND GUJARAT DHAl/SURAT LJR HELD COU..ECTION 
8905 UR·27 IND GUJARAT UCCHAL/SURA T UR l-lELD COLLECTION 
8906 LJR·28 IND GUJARAT MANDVI/SURAT lJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8907 LJR·29 IND GUJARAT RUPAON/SURAT UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8908 UR-30A IND GUJARAT GANTALAO/sURAT LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8909 UR·30B IND GUJARAT GANT ALAO/SURA T UR FlELD COLLECTION 
8910 LJR·3J IND GUJARAT MANOORE/SURA T lJR FIELD COlLECTION 
8911 UR-32 IND GUJARAT WANKAL/sURA T lJR FIELD COlLECl10N 
8912 UR·33 IND GUJARAT BHARADIAIBROACH UR AELD COLLECTION 
8913 UR·34 IND GUJARAT RANPURIBROACH UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8914 UR·35 IND GUJARAT WA T ARIAIBROACH LJR FIELD COlLECTION 
8915 LJR·36A IND GUJARAT JALEW ARlBROACH LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8916 UR·36B IND GUJARAT JALESW ARlBROACH LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8917 LJR-37 A IND GUJARAT KA VIT AlBROACH LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8918 UR-37B IND GUJARAT K.A VIT AlBROACH LJR AELD COLLECTION 
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8919 IJR~38A IND GUJARAT PALEJIIBROACH UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8920 UR·38B IND GUJARAT PALEJIIBROACH UR FIELD COLLBCl10N 
8921 IJR·39 INO GUJARAT KARJAN/BARODA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8922 UR·40 (ND GUJARAT V ARN AMAIB ARODA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8923 UR-41 IND GUJARAT PADRAJBARODA lJR FIELD COlLECTION 
8924 UR-42 (ND GUJARAT DABHAS/BARODA UR FIELD COll..ECl10N 
8925 UR·43A IND GUJARAT MUHUADE/BARODA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8926 UR-43B IND GUJARAT MUHUADPJBARODA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8927 UR-44 IND GUJARAT NAVAPURA/BARODA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8928 UR-4S IND GUJARAT MUHVADB/BARODA lJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8929 lJR-46 IND GUJARAT MACHlLJPURlBARODA LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8930 IJR-47 IND GUJARAT ULORAJBARODA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8931 UK-48 IND GUJARAT HALOLIPANCHMAHALS UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8932 UR·49 !ND GUJARAT KA TOLBIPANCH MAHALS LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8933 IJR·'sO IND GUJARAT DELOLIPANCH MAHALS UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8934 UR·'s1 IND GUJARAT PALI/KHAIRA lJR FIELD COLLECTION 
893S IJR-S2 lNO GUJARAT CHANGODMUAHMEDABAD UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8936 LJR-S3 IND GUJARAT BA VLA/AHMEDABAD UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8937 UR-S4 (ND GUJARAT ADRODA/AHMEDABAD UR FIELD COlLECI10N 
8938 UR-SS IND GUJARAT SALAJDA/AHMEDABAD UR FJELD COlLECI10N 
8939 UR-S6 IND GUJARAT CHANDANAJKAIRA LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
8940 UR·'s7 INO GUJARAT UMDHALAlKAIRA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8941 LJR-58 IND GUJARAT DABHUAO/KAIRA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8942 UK·59 IND GWARAT BANDHANIJKA.IRA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8943 UR-60 IND GUJARAT OOPALPUR.AJK.A1RA UR FJELD COLLECTION 
8944 UR-61A IND GUJARAT V ASADIKAIRA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8945 UR-61B IND GUJARAT V ASADIKAIRA UR FIELD COLLECI10N 
8946 UR-62A IND GUJARAT VASAD/KAIRA UR FIELD cou..BCTION 
8947 UR-62B IND GUJARAT VASAD/KAIRA UK FIELD COLLECI10N 
8948 UR-62C IND GUJARAT VASAD/KAlRA UR FIELD cou..BCTION 
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8949 UR-63 [NO GUJARAT UNZA~AHMEOABAO UK FIELO COLLECTION 
8950 UR-64 INO GUJARAT OEHGANVAHMEOABAO UR FlBLD COlLECTION 
8951 UR·65 INO GUJARAT SlHOLl/SABARKANTHA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8952 UR-66 (NO GUJARAT VADAGAON~ABARKANTHA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8953 UR-67 INO GUJARAT KOLIKHADISABARKANTIlA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8954 UR-68 INO GUJARAT TINTOl/SABARKANTIlA UR FIELD COLLBCTION 
8955 UR-69 IND GUJARAT BHAVANP~ABARKANTHA UR FIB.LD COLLBCTION 
8956 UR-70A [NO GUJARAT KHARlISABARKANTIlA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8957 UR·70B INO GUJARAT KHARlISABARKANTIlA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8958 LJR-71 INO GUJARAT SHAMALAJl/SABARKANTIIA UR FIELD COLLBCTlON 
8959 UR-72 INO GUJARAT CHALAlSABARKANTIlA UR FIELO COLLECTION 
8960 UR-73 INO GUJARAT P1ITHAPURlGANDHlNAGAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8961 UR-7. INO GUJARAT KALOUMEHSANA UR FIELD COLLBCTION 
8962 UR-7S INO GUJARAT BHANDU/MEHSANA UR FIELD COLLBCTION 
8963 LJR-76 [NO GUJARAT BRA~~AD~HSANA UR FIELO COLLECTION 
8964 UR-77 INO GUJARAT SONGAOH/MEHSANA LJR FIELD COLLECTION 
896S UR-78A INO GUJARAT GANGASAG~HSANA UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8966 UR·78B IND GUJARAT GANGASAG~HSANA UR FIELD COLLBCl10N 
8967 UR-79 [NO RAJASTIIAN KEW ARLIISIROHI UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8968 UR-80 INO RAJASTIIAN DUDU/JAIPUR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8969 UR·81 INO RAJASTIIAN PAOU/JAIPUR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8970 UR-82 INO RAJASTHAN OHOSAjJAIPUR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8971 UR·83 INO RAJASTIlAN KALAKHO/JAIPUR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8972 UR-84 INO RAJASTHAN PICHUPAO/JAIPUR UR FIELD COLLBCTION 
8973 UR-8S INO RAJASTIIAN KALEO/JAIPUR UK FIELO COLLBCTlON 
8974 UR-86 INO RAJASTIIAN AKDIIALWAR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8975 UR·87A IND RAJASTHAN SEETIlALGA WAD/BHARA TPUR UR FIELO COLLBCTlON 
8976 UR-87B IND RAJASTIIAN SEETHALGA WAD/BHARA TPUR UR FIELD COLLBCl10N 
8977 LJR·88 INO RAJASTIIAN SlKRORIlBHARA TPUR UR FIELD COLLBCTION 
8978 LJR-89 INO RAJASTIlAN SAMRUNAGARlBHARA !PUR UR FIELD COLLBCl10N 
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8979 UR-90 IND RAJASnIAN HALBNA/BHARA'IPUR UR FIBLD COLLECTION 
8980 LJR·91 IND RAJASTHAN BASHRAIN/BHARA 1PUR UR FIHLD COLLECTION 
.9.1 UR-92 IND RAJASnIAN KYARD~AWAlMADHOPUR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8982 lJR.·93 IND RAJAS1lIAN GADIBANDW A/SAWAI MADHOPUR UK FIELD COll..ECTlON 
.913 UR-94 IND RAJASnIAN KAROLI/SAW AI MADHOPUR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8984 UK·9SA IND RAJASTHAN BU~AWAIMADHOPUR UR FlBLD COllECTION 
8985 UR.9.5B IND RAJASnIAN BU~AWAIMADHOPUR UK FIELD COlLECTION 
8986 lJIt-96 IND RAJASTHAN NAGARK.HBDAIJAIPUR UK FIELD COlLECTION 
8987 UR·97 INn RAJAS1HAN VUGARlASflAIPUR UR FIELD COlLECTION 
8988 UK·98 IND RAJASTHAN TURKlAstrONK UR FIELD COll.ECTION 
8989 lJR·99 IND RAJASTHAN BHARDHA.t.JroNK UK FIELD COll.ECTION 
8990 lJR.lOO IND RAJASTHAN BANTALI/T'ONK UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8991 UK·IOI IND RAJASTHAN BAJIANANDJJBUNDI UR FIELD COllECTION 
8992 UR·I02 IND RAJASTHAN KALlAKHANDIJKOTA UR FIELD COlLECTION 
8993 UK-I03 IND RAJASTHAN SINGHANIAflHALAW AR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8994 lJR·I04 IND M.P. MOKKUMPURAIMANDASOR UR FIELD COLLECTION 
8995 UK· lOS IND RAJASTIIAN GANODA/BANSWARA UR FlELD COlLECTION 
8996 UR·I06 IND RAJASTHAN UDHmUWADA/BANSWARA UK FIBLD COlLECTION 
8997 LJR..I07 IND RAJASTHAN PADLA/BANSW AKA UR FlELD COLLECTION 
8998 UR.I08 IND GUJARAT DHATBLAJPANCH MAHALS UR FlHLD COLLECTION 
8999 UK· lot IND GUJARAT PRATAPAPURJPANCH MAHALS UR FIELD COLLECTION 
9000 UR·110 IND GUJARAT SAL Y AJPANCH MAHALS UK FIBLD COLLECTION 
9001 UK-Ill IND GUJARAT DABOJJBARODA UK FJELD COllECTION 
9002 UR-112 IND GUJARAT GAMODA/BARODA UR PlBLD OOLLBcnON 
9003 UR·I13 IND OUJARAT DHUNDLAIBARODA UK FlHLD COllECTION 
9004 UR.-114 IND GUJARAT GUMANDBO/BAROACH UK FIELD COl...LECl10N 
9005 UIl·llS IND OUJARAT V AHBV ALJSURAT UK FIELD COlLBC110N 
9006 UR·116 lND OUJARAT BHlNARJBllLSAR UK FIELD COJ..l..ECTION 
9007 UR-117 IND OUJARAT KUDK.AS/DANGS UK FIELD COLLECl'ION 
9008 lJR-UIA IND OUJARAT DANOSJDANOS UR FlBLD COILECTlON 
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9009 UR-118B IND GUJARAT OANGSIDANGS UR ABLD COLLECTION 
9010 UR-118C IND GUJARAT DANGSIDANGS UR HFLD COLLEctION 
9011 UR-l1SD IND GUJARAT DANGSIDANGS UR HELD COLLECTION 
9012 UR-119 IND MAHARASHTRA POONAJPOONA UR FIELD COLLEctiON 
9013 ANM-86S INO ASSAM MALOW/SIBSAGAR ANM AFLD COLLECTION 
9014 ANM-866 IND ASSAM KUHUMJUAGINA/SIBSAGAR ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
9015 ANM·867 IND ASSAM ALENGMORAJSmSAGAR ANM HELD COLLECTION 
9016 ANM-868 IND ASSAM SAIKlADEVRI/SIBSAGAR ANM HELD COLLECTION 
9017 ANM·869 INO ASSAM UPADEORIJSIBSAGAR ANM AELD COLLECTION 
9018 ANM-870 IND ASSAM MONAlMAJE/SIBSAGAR ANM f1ELD COLLECIlON 
9019 ANM-871 IND ASSAM JORHAT/SIBSAGAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9020 ANM-S72 IND ASSAM KA THKA TIAISIBSAGAR ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9021 ANM-877 [ND ASSAM DIPHUIKARBIANGLONG ANM AELD COLLECTION 
9022 ANM-S78 IND ASSAM DaAJI/KARBIANGLONG ANM AELD COLLECTION 
9023 ANM-879 IND ASSAM DILAJI/KARBIANGLONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9024 ANM-880 IND ASSAM DILAJIIKARBIANGLONG ANM HELD COLLECTION 
9025 ANM-881 IND ASSAM DILAJIJKARBIANGLONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9026 ANM-882 INO ASSAM Dn..AJVKARBIANGLONG ANM AELD COLLECTION 
9027 ANM-883 IND ASSAM Dn..AJUKARBIANGLONG ANM AELD COLLECIlON 
9028 ANM-888 IND ASSAM SHILLANGANI/NOWGONG ANM HFLD COLLECTION 
9029 ANM-889 IND ASSAM SHILLANGANI/NOWGONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9030 ANM-890 INO ASSAM SHll.LANGANI/NOWGONG ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
9031 ANM-892 IND ASSAM SHILLANGANI/NOWGONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9032 ANM-893 IND ASSAM SHILLANGANI/NOWGONG ANM RELD COLLECTION 
9033 ANM-S94 IND ASSAM SHnLANGANI/NOWGONG ANM FlELD COLLECTION 
9034 ANM-895 IND ASSAM TOLIAGAONINOWGONG ANM FIFLD COLLECTION 
9035 ANM-896 IND ASSAM RAMUNGAON~OWGONG ANM FIFLDCOLLBCTION 
9036 ANM-897 IND ASSAM GEHUCHALSHALI/NOWGONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9037 ANM-898 IND ASSAM PUBSAGAON/NOWGONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9038 ANM-902 IND ASSAM BUOYNAGAR/KAMRUP ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
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9039 ANM·90S IND ASSAM DHAKNAPl1R.1/KAMRUP ANM FIELD COlLECI10N 
9040 ANM·906 IND ASSAM BHAVANIPUR/KAMRUP ANM FJELD COlLECTION 
9041 ANM-908 IND ASSAM BHAVANWUR/KAMRUP ANM FIELD COlLECI10N 
9042 ANM·909 IND ASSAM DHUPGURIIGOALPARA ANM FJELD COlLECTION 
9043 ANM-910 IND ASSAM DHUPGURIIGOALPARA ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
9044 ANM-911 IND ASSAM DARANAGDWOOALPARA ANM FIELD COlLECl10N 
904S ANM-913 IND MBGHALAYA 11.T.RAJGAROHIllS ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
9046 ANM-914 IND MEGHALAYA TlJRRMJAROHILLS ANM FIELD COlLECl10N 
9047 ANM-916 IND ASSAM KODAMTIJOLAJGOALPARA ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
9048 ANM·918 IND ASSAM DUNIJDARRONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9049 ANM·919 IND ASSAM DUNIIDARRONG ANM FIELD COLLECTION 
9OS0 ANM-922 IND ASSAM BHUKAGHATISmSAGAR ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
90S 1 ANM·924 IND ASSAM KAMLWATH~mSAGAR ANM FJELD COlLECTION 
9OS2 ANM-92S IND ASSAM KAHARAJSIBSAGAR ANM FIELD COlLECTION 
9OS3 ANM-930 IND ASSAM DILAJllKARBIANGLONG ANM FIELD COlLECl10N 
9054 FIELD COlLBCTION IND HARYANA BAIABHOARHJGURGAON DKL 
90SS FIELD COU.BCl1ON !NO HARYANA HOOALUURGAON DKL 
9056 FIELD COlLBCTION IND U.P. NARISAMBRJJMATHURA DKL 
9OS7 FIELD COLLBCl10N INO U.P. MA llIURAIMA THORA OKL 
90SS FIELD COl.LBC110N IND U.P. AGRAJAGRA DKL 
9059 FIELD COlLBCTION IND U.P. NANOLAIAORA DKL 
9060 FIELD COll..BC1l0N IND M.P. BEBLPURAlGW ALlOR DKL 
9061 PIBLD COIJ..BCI10N IND M.P. BBBLPURAlGW ALlOR DKL 
9062 FIELD COlLBCTlON JND M.P. PURANICHHA VRlJGW ALlOR OKL 
9063 FIELO COIJJ$CllON INO M.P. BARVUHA/OW ALlOR DKL 
9064 FIBLD COlLBCTION INO M.P. BBBLPURAlGW ALlOR DKL 
906' FIELD COl.J..BC'l10N IND M.P. PURANlCHHA VRlJGW ALlOR DKL 9066 FIELD COLJ..BCTION IND M.P. BARVUHA/GW ALlOR OKL 
9067 FIELD COIJ..BCTION INO M.P. trrn..AIGW ALlOR DKL 
9068 FIBLD COtl..BCI10N IND M.P. BBELPURAlGW ALlOR OKL 
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9069 AFLD COLLECTION IND U.P. MANGAL W ADIIJHANSl DKL 
9070 HELD COLLECTION IND U.P. BARUNA SAMESHPUR/HAMIRPUR DKL 
9071 fo1ELD COLLECTION IND U.P. BARUNASAM~lWURJHAMmPUR DKL 
9072 FIELD COLLEC'110N IND U.P. SOONDHILAPURA/KANPUR DKL 
9073 FlELD COLLECTION IND U.P. PA llIARAJKANPUR DKL 
9074 FJF..LD COLLECTION IND U.P. AFZALPURA/KANPUR DKL 
9075 FIELD COLLEC'I10N IND U.P. MURTIJIANAGAR/UNNAO DKL 
9076 flELD COLLECTION IND U.P. BANll1RA/LUCKNOW DKL 
9077 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. SIKHRORI/LUCKNOW DKL 
9078 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. TIJROUN/LUCKNOW DKL 
9CJl9 AFLD COLLECTION rND U.P. BALAMAON/HARDOI DKL 
9080 HELD COLLEC'll0N IND U.P. PACHKORA/HARDOI DKL 
9081 HELD COLLEC110N IND U.P. KORREA}HAROOI DKL 
9082 BELD COLLECTION IND U.P. NEERPURJHARDOI DKL 
9083 FIELD COLLEC110N IND U.P. CHAND~HAHJAHANPUR DKL 
9084 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. CHANDERAfflHAHJAHANPUR DKL 
9085 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. KHANAPURISHAHJAHANPUR DKL 
9086 f-1FLD COLLECTION IND U.P. PACHOMIAJBAREILL Y DKL 
9087 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P, KARMPURIBAREILL Y DKL 
9088 .HELD COLLECTION IND U.P. BAS UPURAIB AREIlL Y DKL 
9089 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. KIARA/BAREILL Y DKL 
9090 FlF..LD COLLECTION IND U.P. NARKHEDA/BADAUN DKL 
9091 FlELD COLLEC110N IND U.P. ABDULGUNJ/BUDAUN DKL 
9092 FIELD COLLEC'I10N IND U.P. KHASINANGLA}EllIA DKL 
9093 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. KANTHORAJEllIA DKL 
9094 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. KHEDABAJIEDAJALIGARH DKL 
909S FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. ALiGARH/ALIGARH DKL 
9096 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. SUKHLALPUR/BULANDSHAHR DKL 
9097 FIELD COLLECTION IND U.P. CHATROULA/MEERUT DKL 
9098 R.G.0081 NPL 
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9099 R.O.OIlI NFL 
9100 R.G.Ol22 NFL 
9101 R.G.0224 NFL 
9102 R.O.0311 NPL 
9103 R.a.032 I NFL 
9104 R.O.0322 NPL 
9105 PORQ.NO.l VBN 
9106 PORQ.NO.3 VBN 
9107 PORQ.NO.l7 VBN 
9108 PORQ.NO.22 VBN 
9109 PORQ.NO.41 VBN 
9110 PORQ.NO.4S VBN 
9111 PORQ.NO.S3 VBN 
9112 PORQ.NO.sS VBN 
9113 PORQ.NO.S9 VBN 
9114 PORQ.NO.6S VBN 
9115 PORQ.NO.68 YEN 
9116 PORQ.NO.69 VBN 
9117 NSUKIC.A~A NGA 
9118 NSUKKA·B NOA 
9119 NSUKKA·C NGA 
9120 NSUlC.K.A-D NOA 
912J NSUKXA-B NGA 
9122 WIR-3(ATO) SUN 
9123 WDt-274 (lND) SUN 
9124 SCI·F2 VBN 
91lS SCI·FlM YEN 
9126 U.W-2 170 
9127 U.W-17 1TO 
9118 aC.121362 PHL 
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9129 E.C.121369 PHL 
9130 ARAQ~31 YEN 
9131 lM-2377 KEN EASTERN KIMU1W A MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COu.ECfION 
9132 JM-2379 KEN EASTERN KIMU1W A MACHAKOS UGM HELD COLLECTION 
9133 JM-2380 KEN EAS1ERN KlMU1W A MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECfION 
9134 JM·2381 KEN EASTERN KlMU1W A MACHAKOS UGM HELD COLLECTION 
9135 lM-2383 KEN EASTERN KlMU1W A MACHAKOS IJGM FlELD COLLECTION 
9136 lM-2384 KEN EASTERN KIMU1W A MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9137 JM-2385 KEN EASTERN WANAZAU~CHAKOS UGM AELD COLLECTION 
9138 JM·2387 KEN EASTERN W ANAZA U/MACHAKOS UGM AELD COu.ECTION 
9139 JM-2388 KEN EASTERN KJOU/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COu.ECfION 
9140 JM-2389 KEN EASTERN KJOU~CHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9141 lM·2391 KEN EASTERN SULTANHAMUD/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COu.ECTION 
9142 JM-2392 KEN EASTERN SULTANHAMUDIMACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9143 lM-2395 KEN EASTERN SULTANHAMUDIMACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECfION 
9144 lM-2396 KEN EASTERN SULTANHAMUDIMACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECfION 
9145 JM·2397 KEN EASTERN SUL TANHAMUDIMACHAKOS UGM AELD COll.ECfION 
9146 JM-2398 KEN EASTERN SUL TANHAMUDIMACHAKOS UGM AELD COLLECfION 
9147 JM·2400 KEN EASTh"'RN MUANGINJIMACHAKOS UOM FIELD COLLECfION 
9148 JM·2404 KEN EASTERN MUANGINJIMACHAKOS UOM FIELD COLLECTION 
9149 JM-2409 KEN EASTERN ITHANZU/MACHAKOS UOM FIELD COLLECTION 
9150 JM-2412 KEN EASTERN MAKUENIlMACHAKOS UGM FIELD COlLECfION 
9151 JM-2413 KEN EASTERN MAKUENI/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9152 JM·2414 KEN EASTERN KA TANGINI/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9153 JM-2415 KEN EASTERN NGUNGI-KIBAONI/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COUBCTlON 
9154 JM·2416 KEN EASTERN YATHIWElMACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLBCTlON 
9155 JM·2418 KEN EASTERN MJU/MACHAKOS UGM AELD COu.ECfION 
9156 JM-2419 KEN EASTERN MIU/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9157 JM-2420 KEN EASTERN UKIA/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9158 JM·2421 KEN EASTERN MAJ AN I/M ACHAKOS UGM FIELD COlLECTJON 
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9159 JM·2423 KEN EASTERN MAJANlIMACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9160 JM .. 243S KEN COASTAL VOI-TAVETAlfAITA UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9161 JM·2442 KEN COASTAL N.MOMBASAIKILIFI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9162 lM-2446 KEN COASTAL DIANA/KW ALE UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9J63 JM-24S3 KEN COASTAL TFZO/KILIFI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9164 JM·2454 KEN COASTAL TEZO/KILlFl UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
916S JM-2455 KEN EAS'IERN MTlTO ANDEI/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9166 JM-24S6 KEN EASTERN MTITO ANDEIIMACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9167 JM-2457 KEN EASTERN MTlTO ANDEI/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9168 JM-24S9A KEN EASTERN IKUTHAIKITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9169 1M-2459B KEN EASTERN IKUTHAIKITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9170 IM·2460 KEN EASTERN IKUTIiA/KITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9171 JM·2461 KEN BASTERN IKUTHA/K.ITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9172 JM-2462 KEN EASTERN lKANGA/KlTUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9173 JM-24M KEN EASTERN KlSASIJKITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9174 JM-2467 KEN EASTERN KlSASIJKITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9175 lM-2470 KBN EASTERN CHULUNI/KITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9176 JM·2471 KEN BAS1ER.N KY AMBUSW AlKITUI UGM FlELD COLLECTION 
9177 lM-2472 KBN EAS1FRN KY AMBUSW AlKITUI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9178 IM-247S KEN EAS1ERN BMBU/MACHAKOS UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9179 JM·2476 KEN CEN1RAL MWEA/KIRlNYAGA UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9180 JM·2477 KEN CENTRAL MWBAJKIRINYAGA UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9181 JM-2478 KEN CBNTRAL KAHARATHA/MURANGA UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9182 JM-2481 KEN RlFTVALLBY ANGOOO.AWASI/KlSUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9183 JM·2486 KEN RlFI' V AU.EY KlSUMU/KlSUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9184 JM·2488 KEN RIFT V All.EY KISUMU/KlSUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9185 JM·2489 KEN RIFTVALLBY KlSUMU/KISUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9186 JM .. 1490 KEN RIFT VALLEY KlSUMU/KISUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9187 JM.2496 KEN RIFTVAU.EY KlBOS/KISUMU UOM FIELD COLLECTION 
9188 JM·2497 KEN RIFT V AI..LEY MIW ANI/KlSUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
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9189 JM~2499 KEN RIFT VALLEY KlBIOORI/KISUMU UOM FIELD COLLECTION 
9190 JM·2S04 KEN RlFTVALLEY CHEMILIL/KlSUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9191 JM-250B KEN KlSUMU/KlSUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9192 JM·2SIO KEN AHERO/K.USUMU UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
9193 PI-394008 IND U.P. USDA P-1O 
9194 PI-394OJ3 IND U.P. USDA P-16 
919S PI·394014 IND U.P. USDA P-17 
9196 PI-394038 IND U.P. USDA P-42 
9197 PI-3940S3 IND U.P. USDA P-S8 
9198 PI-394054 IND U.P. USDA P-S9 
9199 Pl·39406S IND U.P. USDA P-7l 
9200 PI· 394094 IND U.P. USDA P-I04 
9201 PI-39470S IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-9S8 42 B.B.38 
9202 PI-394706 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P.9S9 42 E.B.38 
9203 PI-394708 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-961 43 MOHWI 
9204 PI-394709 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-962 43 MOHWI 
9205 PI-39472S IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-980 MEHEKAR L 
9206 PI-394726 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-981 AKOLA LOC 
92Cf1 PI-394728 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·983 UORA AK.OL 
9208 PI-394731 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-986 NO.J48 
9209 PI-394733 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-988 111 JALGA 
9210 PI-394734 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-989 111 JALGA 
9211 PI-39473S IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-990 lALGAON 1 
9212 PI-394744 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-lOOO 126 TI1R 
9213 PI-39474S IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-lOOl TUR SA 
9214 PI·3947S3 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-IO 10 K..H.BROW 
921S PI-3947SS IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·IOl3 101-13-7 
9216 PI-3947S6 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-lOl4 N-3-36 
9217 PI-3947S7 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-IOIS N-3-71 
9218 PI-3947S9 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-I017 SAHADA L 
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9219 PI·394763 INO MAHARASH'TRA USDA P·1021 M 4 N 
9220 PI-394764 INO MAHARASH'TRA USDA P-1023 F-18 
9221 PI-394768 IND A.P. USDA P-1028 GUN1UR-3 
9222 PI·394769 INO A.P. USDA P-1029 GUN1UR-3 
9223 PI-394773 IND A.P. USDA P-1033 GUNTUR-6 
9224 PI-394775 IND A.P. USDA P-1037 GUNTUR·8 
922S PI-394779 IND A.P. USDA P·I043 GUNTUR-l 
9226 Pl·394181 [NO A.P. USDA P-1046 GUNTUR-l 
9227 PI<J94187 IND A.P. USDA P-lOS3 R.G.434 
9228 PI·394191 IND BIHAR USDA P-lOS7 B.R.2E 
9229 PI-394192 IND BIHAR USDA P·lOS8 B.R.172 
9230 PI-39479! [NO BIHAR USDA P-I0S9 B.R.172 
9231 PI·394107 IND TAMILNADU USDA P-1081 VISUBADA 
9232 PI-394809 IND TAMILNADU USDA P-1083 T ANKOPI 
9233 PI·394811 IND TAMlLNADU USDA P·1086 MADRAS-9 
9234 PI·39481] IND TAMIL NADU USDA P·I088 MADRAS-l 
923S PI-394814 INO TAMILNADU USDA P-I089 MADRAS-l 
9236 PI·394816 IND TAMlLNADU USDA P·I091 TINDIVAR 
9237 PI-394818 IND TAMILNADU USDA P-I093 G.O.R.2 
9238 PI·394822 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-ll00 WB 22/50 
9239 PI-394824 IND RAJAS11IAN USDA P-1 106 JAISINGH 
9240 PI·394826 IND PUNJAB USDA P·I108 MALIA VAN 
9241 PI·394827 IND PUNJAB USDA P-I109 MALIAVAN 
9242 PI.394829 BUR USDA P-l111 N.E.(A) 
9243 PI-394831 BUR USDA P-I113 N.E.(B) 
9244 PI-394832 BUR USDA P-1114 N.E.(B) 
924S PI·394834 BUR USDA P-1116 N.E.38-3 
9246 PI·39483S BUR USDA P·1117 N.E.38-6 
9247 PI·394837 BUR USDA P-1119 N .E.3s..6 
9248 PI·394839 BUR USDA P·1124 B-2 
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9249 PI-394842 BUR USDA P-1l29B-7 
9250 PI-394843 BUR USDA P-U30S-9-l 
9251 PI-394844 BUR USDA P·1l31 B-9-2 
9252 PI-394845 BUR USDA P·1132 B-9-2 
9253 PI-394846 BUR USDA P-1l34 &10-3 
9254 PI-394841 BUR USDA P-1l3S B-I0-3 
92S5 PI-394848 BUR USDA P-1136 E-lO-l 
9256 PI-394852 BUR USDA P-1143 E.C.1620 
9251 PI-394853 PAK USDA P·114538-12A 
9258 PI·3948S4 PAK USDA P-114638-12A 
9259 PI-394855 PAK USDA P-1I4? 38-12B 
9260 PI-394858 PAK USDA P-IISO 39·6B-2 
9261 PI-394860 BOD USDA P-IIS3 DACCA·39 
9262 PI-394863 LKA USDA P·IlS7 CEYLON-l 
9263 PI·394866 LKA USDA P·ll60 MA VADAM 
9264 PI·394868 LKA USDA P·1164 E.C.16S1 
9265 PI·395259 IND A.P. USDA P·1807 FIELD CO 
9265 PI-394869A GUY USDA P·116S B.O.l 
9266 PI·394869B GUY USDA P·1I6S-1 B.O.1 
9267 PI-39481I GUY USDA P-1l67 B.O.S 
9268 PI·39481S JAM USDA p-lln 40-39 
9269 PI-394818 JAM USDA P-117S 41-17A 
9270 PI-394819 JAM USDA P·111641-11A 
9211 PI·394881 NGA USDA P-1l7S NIOBRlA· 
9272 PI-394883 NOA USDA P·II80 NIOBRlA· 
9273 PI-394885 PRJ USDA P·1l83 SAROTEOO 
9274 PI·394886 PRJ USDA P-II84 SAROTEOO 
927S PI-39488? PRJ USDA P·II85 FLORlOO 
9216 PI·394888 PRl USDA P-II86 FLORIDO 
9277 PI-394890 BRA USDA P·1188 BRAZll.. P 
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9278 PI~394891 KEN USDA P-1l89 KENYA 
9279 PI-394911 INO NEWOELHI USDA P·1214 N.P.22 
9280 PI-395067 [NO A.P. USDA P-1591 FIELD CO 
9281 PI-395074 IND A.P. USDA P·1600 FIELD CO 
9282 PI-39S075 INO A.P. USDA P·1601 FIELD CO 
9283 PI-395077 INO A.P. USDA P·1603 FIELD CO 
9284 PI·395082 INO A.P. USDA P-1608 FIELD CO 
928S PI.395083 IND A.P. USDA P-1610 HELD CO 
9286 PI·395089 IND A.P. USDA P-1616 FIELD CO 
9287 PI·395091 INO A.P. USDA P·1618 FIELD CO 
9288 PI·395094 IND A.P. USDA P-1621 FIELD CO 
9289 PI·395095 INO A.P. USDA P- J 622 FIELD CO 
9290 PI-395096 IND A.P. USDA P·1623 FIELD CO 
9291 PI-395097 INO A.P. USDA P·1624 FIELD CO 
9292 PI·395100 IND A.P. USDA P·1627 FIELD CO 
9293 PI.395101 IND A.P. USDA P·1628 FIELD CO 
9294 PI-395103 INO A.P. USDA P-1630 FIELD CO 
9295 PI-395105 INO A.P. USDA P-1633 ABLD CO 
9296 PI-395107 INO A.P. USDA P.1635 FIELD CO 
9297 PI-395108 IND A.P. USDA P-1636 FIELD CO 
9298 PI-395110 IND A.P. USDA P·1638 FIELD CO 
9299 PI-395111 IND AP. USDA P-1640 FlELD CO 
9300 PI-395112 IND A.P. USDA P-1641 FIELD CO 
930) PI-395 1 13 INO A.P. USDA P-1642 FIELD CO 
9302 PI-395114 IND A.P. USDA P·1643 FIELD CO 
9303 PI<J95117 INO A.P. USDA P·I646 HELD CO 
9304 PI-395125 IND A.P. USDA P-16S4 FIELD CO 
9305 PI-395126 INO A.P. USDA P-1655 FIELD CO 
9306 PI-395127 IND A.P. USDA p. J 656 FIELD CO 
9307 PI-395132 INO A.P. USDA P·I661 FIELD CO 
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9308 PI-395134 IND A.P. USDA P-1663 FIELD CO 
9309 PI-395135 IND A.P. USDA P-1664 FIELD CO 
9310 PI-395138 IND A.P. USDA P-1667 FIELD CO 
9311 PI-395141 IND A.P. USDA P-1671 FIELD eo 
9312 PI-395142 IND A.P. USDA P-1672 FIELD CO 
9313 PI-395143 INO A.P. USDA P-1673 FIELD CO 
9314 PI-395147 IND A.P. USDA P-1678 FIELD CO 
9315 PI-395150 IND A.P. USDA P-J681 FIELD CO 
9316 PI-395151 IND A.P. USDA P-1682 FIELD CO 
9317 PI-395153 IND A.P. USDA P-1684 FIELD CO 
9318 PI-395159 IND A.P. USDA P-1690 FIELD CO 
9319 PI-395160 IND A.P. USDA P·1691 FIELD CO 
9320 PI-395161 IND A.P. USDA P·1692 FIELD CO 
9321 PI-395162 IND A.P. USDA P-1693 FIELD CO 
9322 PI-395164 IND A.P. USDA P-169S FIELD CO 
9323 PI-395165 IND A.P. USDA P-1696 FIELD CO 
9324 PI-395167 IND A.P. USDA P-1698 FIELD CO 
9325 PI-395t68 IND A.P. USDA P-1699 FIELD CO 
9326 PI·395171 IND A.P. USDA P-1703 FIELD CO 
9327 PI-395173 IND A.P. USDA P-17OS FIELD CO 
9328 PI-395174 IND A.P. USDA P-17aT FJELD CO 
9329 PI-395177 IND A.P. USDA P-1710FIELDCO 
9330 PI·395178 IND A.P. USDA P·1711 FIELD CO 
9331 PI-395181 IND A.P. USDA P·1714 FIELD CO 
9332 PI·395 184 IND A.P. USDA P·1717 FIELD CO 
9333 PI·39518S IND A.P. USDA P·t718 FIELD CO 
9334 PI·395187 IND A.P. USDA P·17'1n FIELD CO 
9335 PI·395188 IND A.P. USDA P-1721 FIELD CO 
9336 PI·395191 IND A.P. USDA P·1724 FIELD CO 
9337 PI-395193 IND A.P. USDA P·1726 FJELD CO 
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9338 PI-395194 IND A.P. USDA P-1727 FlELD CO 
9339 P1-395195 INO Al'. USDA P-I728 FIELD CO 
9340 PI-395196 INO Al'. USDA P-1729 FIELD CO 
9341 PI-395198 IND A.P. USDA P-I731 FIELD CO 
9342 PI-395199 IND Al'. USDA P-1732 FlELD CO 
9343 PI-395202 IND A.P. USDA P-1735 FlELD CO 
9344 PI-395203 IND Al'. USDA P-1737 FlELD CO 
9345 PI-395206 !NO A.P. USDA P-1743 FIELD CO 
9346 PI-395207 !NO A.P. USDA P-1744 FIELD CO 
9347 PI-395209 IND A.P. USDA P-1746 FIELD CO 
9348 PI-39521O IND A.P. USDA P-1747 FlELD CO 
9349 '1-395213 IND A.P. USDA P·17SS FlELD CO 
9350 PI-3952 1 4 IND A.P. USDA P·1756 FIELD CO 
9351 P]·395220 IND AJ? USDA P-1762 FIELD CO 
9352 PI-395223 IND A.P. USDA P-1766 FIELD CO 
9353 PI-395224 IND Al'. USDA P-1767 FIELD CO 
9354 P)·395227 IND A.P. USDA P-1770 FIELD CO 
9355 PI-395230 IND A.P. USDA P-I774 FIELD CO 
9356 PI-395235 IND A.P. USDA P-l779 FIELD CO 
9357 PI-395237 INn AJ? USDA P-1781 FIELD CO 
9358 PI-395240 IND A.P. USDA P-1784 FIELD CO 
9359 PI-395241 IND AJ? USDA P-1785 FIELD CO 
9360 PI·395243 IND A.P. USDA P-1790 FIELD CO 
9361 PI-395244 IND A.P. USDA P-1791 FIELD CO 
9362 PI-395246 IND A.P. USDA P-1793 FIELD CO 
9363 PI-3952S3 INO A.P. USDA P-I801 FIELD CO 
9364 PI-395257 INO A.P. USDA P-1805 FIELD CO 
9365 PI·395259 INO A.P. USDA P-I807 
9366 Pl·395264 IND A.P. USDA P-1813 FIELD CO 
9367 PI.395269 INO A.P. USDA P-1818 FIELD CO 
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9368 PI-395273 IND A.P. USDA P-1822 FlELD CO 
9369 PI-395274 IND A.P. USDA P·1823 FIELD CO 
9370 PI-395275 IND A.P. USDA P-1824 FIELD CO 
9371 PI·395277 IND A.P. USDA P-1826 FIELD CO 
9372 PI-395278 IND A.P. USDA P-1827 FIELD CO 
9373 PI-39S280 IND A.P. USDA P-1829 FIELD CO 
9374 PI-395281 IND A.P. USDA P-1830 FIELD CO 
9375 PI·395282 IND A.P. USDA P·1831 FIELD CO 
9376 PI-395289 IND A.P. USDA P-1839 FIELD CO 
9377 PI.395290 IND A.P. USDA P·1840 FIELD CO 
9378 PI·395291 IND A.P. USDA P-I84] FIELD CO 
9379 PI·395297 IND A.P. USDA P-1847 FIELD CO 
9380 PI·395298 IND A.P. USDA P-1848 FIELD CO 
9381 PI-395300 IND A.P. USDA P-1850 FIELD CO 
9382 PI·395301 IND A.P. USDA P-1851 FIELD CO 
9383 PI-395302 IND A.P. USDA P-1852 FIELD CO 
9384 PI-395303 IND A.P. USDA P-1853 FIELD CO 
9385 PI-395305 IND A.P. USDA P-1855 FIELD CO 
9386 PI-395306 IND A.P. USDA P-18S6 FIELD CO 
9387 PI·395307 IND A.P. USDA P·18S7 FIELD CO 
9388 PI-395308 IND A.P. USDA P-1859 FIELD CO 
9389 PI·395309 IND A.P. USDA P-I860 FIELD CO 
9390 PI·395311 IND A.P. USDA P-1862 FIELD CO 
9391 PI-39S313 IND A.P. USDA P-1864 FIELD CO 
9392 PI-395314 IND A.P. USDA P-1866 FIELD CO 
9393 PI-395315 IND A.P. USDA P-1867 FIELD CO 
9394 PI.395317 IND A.P. USDA P-1869 FIELD CO 
9395 PI·395324 IND A.P. USDA P-1876 FIELD CO 
9396 PI-395325 IND A.P. USDA P-1871 FIELD CO 
9397 PI-395328 IND A.P. USDA P-18KI FIELD CO 
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9398 PI·395333 INO A.P. USDA P·1886 FIELD CO 
9399 PI·395334 INO A.P. USDA P- J 887 FIELD CO 
9400 P(·395335 INO A.P. USDA P·1888 FIELD CO 
9401 PI.395338 INO A.P. USDA P-1894 FIELD CO 
9402 PI·39S339 INO A.P. USDA P-1895 FIELD CO 
9403 PI·395340 IND A.P. USDA P·1897 FIELD CO 
9404 PI·39S780 INO A.P. USDA P·2446 FlELD CO 
9405 Pl·39.59.54 IND AP. USDA P-2642 FIELD CO 
9406 PI·39.5956 INO A.P. USDA P-2644 FIELD CO 
9407 Pl·395961 IND A.P. USDA P·2649 FIELD CO 
9408 PI·395962 IND A.P. USDA P-2650 FlELO CO 
9409 PI-395963 INO A.P. USOA P-2651 FIELD CO 
9410 PI.395965 INO A.P. USDA P·2653 FIELD CO 
9411 PI·395967 INO A.P. USDA P-2656 FIELD CO 
9412 PI-395969 INO A.P. USDA P-2658 FIELD CO 
9413 PI-39S971 INO A.P. USDA P-2661 FIELD CO 
9414 PI-395972 INO A.P. USDA P-2662 FIELD CO 
941S Pl·39S973 IND AP. USDA P-2663 FIELD CO 
9416 PI-39S974 IND A.P. USDA P·2664 FIELD CO 
9417 PI-395976 IND A.P. USDA P·2667 FIELD CO 
9418 Pl·39S977 IND AP. USDA P·2668 FIELD CO 
9419 PI·39S979 INO AP. USDA P-2671 FIELD CO 
9420 PI-395980 INO AP. USDA P-2672 FIELD CO 
9421 PI-39S982 IND A.P. USDA P·2674 FIELD CO 
9422 PI·395984 IND AP. USDA P·2676 FIELD CO 
9423 PI·395986 INO AP. USDA P-2678 FIELD CO 
94~ PI-395987 INO A.P. USDA P·2679 FIELD CO 
9425 PI·395988 IND AP. USDA P·2680 FIELD CO 
9426 PI·395990 IND A.P. USDA P·2683 FIELD CO 
9427 PI-395991 INO A.P. USDA P·2684 FIELD CO 
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9428 PI-395995 IND A.P. USDA P-2688 FIELD CO 
9429 PI-395996 IND A.P. USDA P-2689 FIELD CO 
9430 PI-39599B IND A.P. USDA P-2693 FIELD CO 
9431 Pl-396001 IND A.P. USDA P-2696 FIELD CO 
9432 PI-396002 IND A.P. USDA P-2697 FIELD CO 
9433 PI-396003 IND A.P. USDA P-2699 FIELD CO 
9434 PI-396004 IND A.P. USDA P-2700 FIELD CO 
9435 PI-396007 IND A.P. USDA P·2703 FIELD CO 
9436 PI-396008 IND A.P. USDA P-2704 FIELD CO 
9437 PI-3960l0 IND A.P. USDA P-2706 FIELD CO 
9438 PI· 3960l1 IND A.P. USDA P-27C17 FIELD CO 
9439 PI-3960l2 IND A.P. USDA P·2708 FIELD CO 
9440 PI·3960l4 IND A.P. USDA P·2710 FIELD CO 
9441 PI-396016 IND A.P. USDA P-2712 FIELD CO 
9442 PI-3960l8 IND A.P. USDA P-2714 FIELD CO 
9443 Pl·396020 IND A.P. USDA P-2717 FIELD CO 
9444 PI·396022 IND A.P. USDA P-2719 FIELD CO 
9445 PI-396024 IND A.P. USDA P-2722 FIELD CO 
9446 PI-396025 IND A.P. USDA P-2723 FIELD CO 
9447 Pl-396026 IND A.P. USDA P-272S FIELD CO 
9448 PI-396027 IND A.P. USDA P·2726 FIELD CO 
9449 PI-396030 IND A.P. USDA P-2732 FIELD CO 
9450 PI-396032 IND A.P. USDA P-2734 FIELD CO 
9451 PJ-396033 IND A.P. USDA P-273S FIELD CO 
9452 PI-396034 IND A.P. USDA P-2736 FIELD CO 
9453 PI-396035 IND A.P. USDA P·2737 FIELD CO 
9454 PI-396037 IND A.P. USDA P-2739 FIELD CO 
9455 Pl·396038 IND A.P. USDA P-2740 FIELD CO 
9456 PI-396039 IND A.P. USDA P-2741 FIELD CO 
9457 PI-396041 IND A.P. USDA P-2743 FIELD CO 
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9458 Pl-396042 IND A.P. USDA P-2744 FIELD CO 
9459 PI-396044 IND A.P. USDA P-2747 FIELD CO 
9460 PI-396045 IND A.P. USDA P-2748 FIELD CO 
9461 PI-396046 IND AP. USDA P-2749 FIELD CO 
9462 PI-396048 IND A.P. USDA P-2751 FIELD CO 
9463 PI-396050 IND A.P. USDA P-2753 FIELD CO 
9464 PI-396051 IND A.P. USDA P-2754 FIELD CO 
9465 PI.3960S2 IND A.P. USDA P-2755 FIELD CO 
9466 Pl· 396054 IND A.P. USDA P-2758 FIELD CO 
9467 PI-396055 IND A.P. USDA P-2759 FIELD CO 
9468 Pl-396056 lND A.P. USDA P-2761 FIELD CO 
9469 PI-396057 IND A.P. USDA P-2162 FIELD CO 
9470 PI-3960S8 IND AP. USDA P-2763 FIELD CO 
9471 PI-3960S9 IND AP. USDA P-2164 FIELD CO 
9472 PI·396060 IND AP. USDA P-2765 FIELD CO 
9413 PI-396061 IND A.P. USDA P-2166 FIELD CO 
9474 PI·396062 IND A.P. USDA P-2768 HELD CO 
9415 PI-396063 IND A.P. USDA P-2770 FIELD CO 
9476 PI-396065 IND A.P. USDA P-2172 FIELD CO 
9477 PI·396068 IND A.P. USDA P-2715 FIELD CO 
9478 PI-396069 INn A.P. USDA P-2716 FIELD CO 
9479 PI-396071 IND A.P. USDA P-2718 FIELD CO 
9480 PI-396012 lND A.P. USDA P·2781 FIELD CO 
9481 PI-396073 IND A.P. USDA P-2182 FIELD CO 
9482 PI-396075 INn AP. USDA P-2184 FIELD CO 
9483 PI-396016 IND A.P. USDA P-2785 FIELD CO 
9484 PI-396077 IND A.P. USDA P-2786 FIELD CO 
9485 PI-396078 IND A.P. USDA P·2788 FIELD CO 
9486 PI-396079 IND A.P. USDA P-2789 FIELD CO 
9487 PI-396081 IND A.P. USDA P-2791 FIELD CO 
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9488 PI-396087 IND A.P. USDA P-2799 FIELD CO 
9489 PI-396088 IND A.P. USDA P-2800 FIELD CO 
9490 PI-396092 IND A.P. USDA P-2804 FlELD CO 
9491 PI-396094 IND A.P. USDA P-2806 FIELD CO 
9492 PI-396095 IND A.P. USDA P-2801 FIELD CO 
9493 PI-396096 IND A.P. USDA P-2808 FIELD CO 
9494 PI-396097 IND A.P. USDA P-2809 FIELD CO 
9495 PI-396099 IND A.P. USDA P-2811 AELD CO 
9496 PI-396101 IND A.P. USDA P.2813 FIELD CO 
9497 PI-396102 IND A.P. USDA P-2814 FIELD CO 
9498 PI-396103 IND A.P. USDA P-2815 FIELD CO 
9499 PI-396111 IND A.P. USDA P-2824 FIELD CO 
9500 PI-396113 IND A.P. USDA P-2826 FIELD CO 
9501 PI-396l14 IND A.P. USDA P-2827 FIELD CO 
9502 PI-396122 IND A.P. USDA P-2837 FIELD CO 
9503 PI-396123 IND A.P. USDA P-2838 FIELD CO 
9504 PI-396125 IND A.P. USDA P-2840 FIELD CO 
9505 PI-396126 IND A.P. USDA P-2841 FIELD CO 
9506 PI-396130 IND A.P. USDA P-2846 FIELD CO 
9507 PI-396132 IND ORISSA USDA P-2849 FIELD CO 
9508 Pl-396136 IND ORISSA USDA P-2856 FIELD CO 
9509 PI·396137 IND ORISSA USDA P·2857 FIELD CO 
9510 PI-396142 IND ORISSA USDA P-2863 RELD CO 
9511 PI-396143 IND ORISSA USDA P.2864 FlBLD CO 
9512 PI·396145 IND ORISSA USDA P-2866 FIELD CO 
9513 PI-396J55 IND ORISSA USDA P-2880 FIELD CO 
9514 PI·396159 IND ORISSA USDA P·2887 FIELD CO 
9515 PI·396167 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-2900 FIELD CO 
9516 PI·396168 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-2901 FIELD CO 
9517 PI-396169 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-2902 FIELD CO 
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9518 PI~396170 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-2903 FIELD CO 
9519 PI·396174 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-2908 F1ELD CO 
9520 PI·396176 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-29 10 F1ELD CO 
9521 PI-3961n IND MA'HARASH1RA USDA P·2911 FIELD CO 
9522 PI.39618O IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-2914 FIELD CO 
9523 PI·396181 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·2915 FIELD CO 
9524 PI·396182 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P·2917 FIELD CO 
9525 PI·396187 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P·2922 FIELD CO 
9526 PI·396195 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·2930 FIELD CO 
9527 PI·396201 IND U.P. USDA P·2942 FIELD CO 
9528 PI· 396202 INn U.P. USDA P-2943 FIELD CO 
9529 PI· 396204 IND U.P. USDA P·2945 F1ELD CO 
9530 PI-396208 IND U.P. USDA P·2949 FIELD CO 
9531 PI·396323 IND U.P. USDA P·3087 FIELD CO 
9532 PI-396717 IND U.P. USDA P·3552 FIELD CO 
9533 PI·396718 IND U.P. USDA P·3553 FIELD CO 
9534 PI·396720 IND U.P. USDA P-3555 FIELD CO 
9535 P[-396721 IND U.P. USDA P-3557 FIELD CO 
9536 PI-396722 IND U.P. USDA P-3559 FIELD CO 
9537 PI·396723 INO U.P. USDA P·3560 AELD CO 
9538 P[-396725 IND U.P. USDA P-3S62 FIELD CO 
9539 PI·396727 INO U.P. USDA P-3564 FIELD CO 
9540 PI·396730 IND U.P. USDA P-3567 FIELD CO 
9541 PI·396731 INO U.P. USDA P-3568 FIELD CO 
9542 PI-396732 IND U.P. USDA P·3569 FJELD CO 
9543 PI-396734 IND U.P. USDA P·3574 FIELD CO 
9544 PI-396735 IND U.P. USDA P-3575 FIELD CO 
9545 PI-396736 IND U.P. USDA P-3577 FIELD CO 
9546 PI-396737 IND U.P. USDA P-3578 FIELD CO 
9547 PI·396742 INO U.P. USDA P-3583 FIELD CO 
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9548 PI·396744 IND U.P. USDA P·358S FIELD CO 
9549 PI-396745 IND U.P. USDA P·3587 FIELD CO 
9550 PI-396747 IND U.P. USDA P·3589 FIELD CO 
9551 PI-396749 IND U.P. USDA P·3591 FIELD CO 
9552 PI-396751 IND U.P. USDA P·3S93 FIELD CO 
9553 PI-396752 IND U.P. USDA P·3594 FIELD CO 
9554 PI-396753 (NO U.P. USDA P-3S95 FIELD CO 
9555 PI-396754 IND U.P. USDA P-3596 FIELD CO 
9556 PI-396756 IND U.P. USDA P·3598 FIELD CO 
9557 PI· 396757 IND U.P. USDA P·3601 FIELD CO 
9558 PI·396761 IND BIHAR USDA P-3607 FIELD CO 
9559 PI-396762 IND BIHAR USDA P-3608 FIELD CO 
9560 PI· 396765 IND BIHAR USDA P-3611 FIELD CO 
9561 PI-396766 IND BIHAR USDA P·3612 FIELD CO 
9562 PI-396767 IND BIHAR USDA P-3614 FIELD CO 
9563 PI-396773 IND BIHAR USDA P-3619 FIELD CO 
9564 PI-396774 !ND BIHAR USDA P-3620 FIELD CO 
9565 PI-396780 IND BIHAR USDA P-3627 FIELD CO 
9566 PI-396781 (ND BIHAR USDA P-3629 FIELD CO 
9567 PI-396782 IND BIHAR USDA P·3630 FIELD CO 
9568 PI-396783 IND BIHAR USDA P·3631 FIELD CO 
9569 PI-396784 !NO BIHAR USDA P-3632 FIELD CO 
9570 PI-396785 IND BIHAR USDA P·3634 FIELD CO 
9571 PI-396786 IND BIHAR USDA P·363S FIELD CO 
9572 PI-396787 IND BIHAR USDA P·3636 FIELD CO 
9573 PI-3967BB lND BIHAR USDA P-3637 FIELD CO 
9574 PI-396789 IND BIHAR USDA P·3638 FIELD CO 
9575 PI-39679I IND BIHAR USDA P·3640 FIELD CO 
9576 PI-396792 IND BIHAR USDA P-3641 FIELD CO 
9577 PI-39679S IND BIHAR USDA P-3644 FIELD CO 
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9578 Pl-396798 IND BIHAR USDA P-3647 FIELD CO 
9579 PI-396800 IND BIHAR USDA P-3649 FJELD CO 
9580 PI-396801 IND BIHAR USDA P-3650 FIELD CO 
9581 Pl-396802 IND BIHAR USDA P.36S1 FIELD CO 
9582 PI-396803 IND BIHAR USDA P-36S2 FIELD CO 
9583 PI-39680S IND BIHAR USDA P-3654 FJELD CO 
9584 PI-396806 IND BIHAR USDA P-36S8 FIELD CO 
9585 PI-396807 IND BIHAR USDA P-3659 FIELD CO 
9586 PI-396808 tND BIHAR USDA P-3660 FIELD CO 
9587 PI-396809 IND BIHAR USDA P-3661 FIELD CO 
9588 PI-396815 IND BIHAR USDA P-3669 FIELD CO 
9589 PI-396819 IND BIHAR USDA P-3616 (A) FlEL 
9590 PI-396822 IND BIHAR USDA P-3618 FIELD CO 
9591 PI-396823 IND BIHAR USDA P·3679 FIELD CO 
9592 PI-396829 NPL USDA P-3687 FIELD CO 
9593 PI-396834 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-3694 FIELD CO 
9594 PI-396841 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-3701 FIELD CO 
959,5 PI-3968S0 tND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-3110 FIELD CO 
9596 PI-396853 INO MAHARASHlRA USDA P-3714 FJELD CO 
9597 PI-396860 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-3723 HELD CO 
9598 PI-396862 IND WBSTBBNOAL USDA P·3726 FIELD CO 
9599 PI-396963 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3S48 UJAINI-l 
9600 PI-396966 INO WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-3852 R.O.l141 
9601 PI-397000 INO A:P. USDA P-3893 R.O.IOI 
9602 PI-397002 IND A.P. USDA P·389S ltO.134 
9603 PI-397003 IND A.P. USDA P-3896 R.O.78 
9604 PI-397OM INO A.P. USDA P-3898 R.O.73 
96m PI-397006 lNO A:P. USDA P-3899 R.O.98-2 
9606 PI-397008 IND A:P. USDA P-3902 R.O.3S 
96t17 PI-397009 IND A.P. USDA P-3903 R.O.144 
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9608 PI· 3970 10 IND A.P. USDA P-3904 R.O.107 
9609 PI-397012 IND A.P. USDA P·3907 R.O.99 
9610 PI·397013 IND A.P. USDA P-3908 R.O.91/2 
9611 PI-397014 IND A.P. USDA P·3909 R.O.49/2 
9612 Pl·397015 IND A.P. USDA P·3910 R.O.91 
9613 PI-397016 IND A.P. USDA P-3911 R.O.84 
9614 PI·397017 IND A.P. USDA P·3913 R.O.55-1 
9615 PI-397018 IND A.P. USDA P-3914 R.O.37 
9616 PI-397019 IND A.P. USDA P-39lS R.O.504 
9617 PI·397020 IND A.P. USDA P-3916 R.O.l17· 
9618 PI·397021 IND A.P. USDA P·3917 R.O.31 
9619 PI-397022 IND A.P. USDA P-3918 R.O.29 
9620 PI-397025 IND A.P. USDA P·3922 R.O.121 
9621 PI·397026 IND A.P. USDA P·3923 R.G.82 
9622 PI·397028 IND A.P. USDA P-3925 R.O.124 
9623 PI-397029 IND A.P. USDA P-3926 R.O.S7/2 
9624 PI-397030 IND A.P. USDA P-3921 R.O.1S1 
9625 PI-397031 IND A.P. USDA P-3928 R.O.I40 
9626 PI-397033 IND A.P. USDA P-3931 R.O.93fl 
9627 PI· 397034 IND A.P. USDA P·3932R.O.75 
9628 PI·397035 IND A.P. USDA P-3933 R.O.66 
9629 PI·397036 IND A.P. USDA P·393S R.G.IOS 
9630 PI-397037 IND A.P. USDA P·3936 R.O.46 
9631 PI·397040 IND A.P. USDA P-3941 R.O.139 
9632 PI·397042 IND A.P. USDA P-3943 R.G.144 
9633 PI-397043 IND A.P. USDA P-3944 R.O.110 
9634 Pl-397047 IND A.P. USDA P-3949R.G.141 
9635 PI-397048 IND A.P. USDA P·39S0 R.O.95ft 
9636 PI·397049 IND A.P. USDA P-39S1 R.O.63 
9637 PI·397OS0 IND A.P. USDA P-39S2 R.O.72/l 
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9638 PI-397054 IND A.P. USDA P-39S6 R.O.138 
9639 PI-397055 INO A.P. USDA P·39S7 R.G.80 
9640 Pl·397057 IND A.P, USDA P-3959 R.G.lOI 
9641 PI-397068 IND A.P. USDA P-3971 R.G.38 
9642 PI-397070 IND A.P. USDA P-3973 R.G.26 
9643 PI·397071 IND A.P. USDA P-3974 R.G.l2 
9644 PI-397072 INO A.P. USDA P·3976 R.G.i42 
9645 PI·397073 IND A.P. USDA P-3977 R.G.82/1 
9646 PI-397074 IND A.P. USDA P·3978 R.G.62 
9647 Pl·397076 IND A.P. USDA P-3980 R.G.50 
9648 PI-397077 IND A.P. USDA P·3981 R.G.43 
9649 PI-39707B IND A.P. USDA P-3982 RG.88 
9650 PI·397080 INO A.P. USDA P-3984 R.O.i47 
9651 PI·397081 IND A.P. USDA P-3985 R.G.26 
9652 PI·397085 [ND AP. USDA P-3989 R.G.36 
9653 PI·397087 IND A.P. USDA P-3991 R.G.86 
9654 PI·397088 IND A.P. USDA P-3992 R.O.88 
965S PI·397092 IND A.P. USDA P-3996 R.G.2S 
9656 PI·397095 IND AP. USDA P-3999 R.O.149 
9657 PI-397096 IND A.P. USDA P-4000 R.G.2912 
9658 PI-397097 IND A.P. USDA P-4001 R.O.133 
9659 PI· 397098 IND A.P. USDA P·4002 R.O.iI71 
9660 PI-3971OS IND WESTBENOAL USDA P-4011 N.E.3833 
9661 Pl·397106 IND USDA P-4012 ANBHAVr 
9662 PI-397107 IND USDA P-4013 M.S.8905 
9663 Pl·397108 IND USDA P·4015 PERWI 
9664 PI .. 397109 IND USDA P·4016 CHODAV AR 
9665 PI·397113 IND USDA P·4021 M.S.9539 
9666 PI·397 1 16 IND USDA P-4024 M.S.8904 
9667 PI·397117 IND USDA P-402S S.A.PURP 
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9668 PI-397208 lND USDA P·"121 AURIA 
9669 PI-397272 IND USDA P-419.5 PLS-131 
9670 PI-39727.5 IND USDA P .... 198 M.S.9544 
9671 PI-397277 IND USDA P .... 200 M.S.9549 
9672 PI-397297 IND USDA P-4221 M.S.8918 
9673 Pl-397307 IND BIHAR USDA P-4231 271 BARL 
9674 PI-397317 IND BIHAR USDA P-"241 T·14 LAT 
967.5 PI-397322 IND BIHAR USDA P-4251 B.R.14 L 
9676 PI-39741O IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4391 57-2-A 
9677 PI-397702 IND KARNATAKA USDA P .... 71 .. TIJR. 72 
9678 PI-397703 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-47lS TIJR. 92 
9679 PI-397709 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4721 MONOCARP 
9680 PI-391111 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-"723 TRlCARPB 
9681 PI-391113 INn KARNATAKA USDA P-412.5 SEMI STH 
9682 PI-397714 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4726 SEMI STH 
9683 PI-391116 IND KARNATAKA USDA p-.. m N.s.PBCU 
9684 PI-397718 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4730 N.C.PBCU 
9685 PI-397719 INn KARNATAKA USDA P-"731 WHlTB FL 
9686 PI-397722 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4734 (C.l32XK 
9687 PI-397724 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4737 N.P.16 
9688 PI-397730 IND U.P. USDA P-4744 FJELD CO 
9689 PI-397731 IND BIHAR USDA P-4746 FIELD CO 
9690 PI-397733 IND U.P. USDA P-4748 T-21 
9691 PI-397736 IND BIHAR USDA P-47.51 6006 
9692 PI-397737 IND BIHAR USDA P .... 7S4 6232-1 
9693 PI-397738 IND U.P. USDA P-47.569/1.516-3 
9694 PI-397140 IND U.P. USDA P .... 7596326 
9695 PI.397742 PAK USDA P .... 7628-1 
9696 PI-397744 IND U.P. USDA P-4764 29(11 A-2 
9697 PI-39774S IND U.P. USDA P .... 76S S9C17 A-2 
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9698 PI·397747 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-47679-S 
9699 PI-397748 INO U.P. USDA P-4768 8/12136 
9700 PI·397752 INO BIHAR USDA P-4772 B.R.l72-
9701 PI-397756 [NO GUJARAT USDA P-4776119 
9702 PI.397757 IND A.P. USDA P-47775907-B 
9703 PI·397758 IND A.P. USDA P-477811·1O 
9704 PI.397761 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-47812O 
970S PI·397762 IND BIHAR USDA P-47821O 
9706 PI-397763 INO KARNATAKA USDA P-4783 14·2 
9707 PI-39776S IND RAJASTHAN USDA P·4786 90-2 
9708 PI·397766 IND U.P. USDA P·478716-1 
9709 PI-397768 IND U.P. USDA P·478922-2 
9710 PI-397769 INO U.P. USDA P·4790 19 
9711 PI-397771 INO BIHAR USDA P·4792 B.R.13-2 
9712 PI·39m2 [NO BIHAR USDA P-4793 B.RJ3-2 
9713 PI-397773 IND BIHAR USDA P-4795 B.R.60-2 
9714 Pl·397774 INO BIHAR USDA P-4796 B.R.I72· 
9715 PI·397775 IND BIHAR USDA P-4797 B.R.183-
9716 PI-39m6 INO BIHAR USDA P-4798 6008-1 
9717 PI-397777 IND BIHAR USDA P-4199 62OJ·4 
9718 PI-397778 INO BIHAR USDA P-48oo 6258-A 
9719 PI-397782 PAK USDA P-4804 8-3 
9720 PI-397786 INO BIHAR USDA P·4808 6201-1 
9721 PI-397788 IND BIHAR USDA P·4810622O 
9722 PI-397789 IND BIHAR USDA P-4811 6229·1 
9723 PI-397790 INO BIHAR USDA P -4812 623()..1 
9724 PI·39'T192 IND BIHAR USDA P-4814 6230-3 
972S PI-397793 IND BIHAR USDA P·481S 6237·A 
9726 PI-397794 INO BIHAR USDA P-48166237-B 
9727 PI·397797 IND BIHAR USDA P-48196268·6 
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9728 PI·397798 IND BIHAR USDA P ... 821 6271-B 
9729 PI·397799 IND BIHAR USDA P ... I226280 
9730 PI·397802 IND BIHAR USDA P-4825 6221 
9731 PI.397803 IND AP. USDA P ... 826 S9()6..2Jl 
9732 PI·397807 IND AP, USDA P ... 829 ,5907A-l-
9733 PI·397808 IND AP, USDA P .... 3161()6..A 
9734 PI·397810 IND KARNATAKA USDA P ... 133 6113-2 
9735 PI-397814 IND U.P. USDA P ... I37 31 
9736 PI-397816 IND UP, USDA P ... 839 lS165t2A 
9737 PI·397817 IND NBWDELHI USDA P-4840 NP-80 
9738 PI-397818 IND M.P, USDA P-48416119 
9739 PI-397820 IND BIHAR USDA P..4844 62ot3 
9740 PI·397821 IND BIHAR USDA P-484,5(A) 6247 
9741 PI-39782S IND U.P. USDA P-48495902 
9742 Pl-397826 IND UP, USDA P-48505901 
9743 PI·397830 IND UP. USDA P..4 • .54 177 
9744 PI-397831 IND TAMlLNADU USDA P-485S6303 
9745 PI-397832 lND TAMILNADU USDA P-48S6 6305-6 
9746 PI·397834 IND TAMlLNADU USDA P-48516310 
9747 PI·397835 IND TAMILNADU USDA P-48S96311 
9748 PI-397836 IND TAMILNADU USDA P-48606312 
9749 PI·397841 IND A.P. USDA P-4868 121 
97SO PI-397855 IND NBWDWlI USDA P-4883 159-8 
9751 Pl·397861 1ND BIHAR USDA P-489062S0 
9752 PI·39786S IND BIHAR USDA P-4894 6:260 
9753 PI-397868 IND BlHAR USDA P-4897 6270A 
97.54 PI-397872 IND UP. USDA P-4902139 
9755 PI·397880 IND U.P. USDA P-4910 127 
9756 PI-397883 IND UP. USDA P-491484 
9757 PI·397892 IND U.P. USDA P-492S 115 
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9758 PI-397900 IND NBWOm..m USDA P-4933163 
97S9 PI-397911 IND BIHAR USDA P-49486257 
9760 PJ·397912 IND BIHAR. USDA P-49496271 
9761 PI-39792S INO TAMD..NADU USDA P-4967 63OS-3 
9762 PJ-397930 lND U.P. USDA P4913 BANJARlA 
9763 PI·397931 IND TAMILNADU USDA P·4974 OBCORDIF 
9764 PI·397937 IND UP. USDA P-49806406 
9165 PI·397939 IND BIHAR USDA P49836211-1 
9766 PI-397941 IND UP. USDA P-49856503 
9167 PI·397952 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4998 IP.16 
9168 PI·397955 IND MAHARASIfIRA USDA P·SOOI 1.P.24-5 
9769 PI .. 391958 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S004 I.P.63-5 
9770 PI-397969 IND MA.HAR.ASHTRA USDA P-SOOS I.P.MB 
9771 PI·391980 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-5026 ANNIGERl 
9772 PI-398000 IND MAHARASIITRA USDA P-5048IN-2G.36 
9773 PI-398002 IND AP. USDA P-seso H. Y.17 
9774 PI·398003 IND A.P. USDA P-SCSI HYDERABA 
9715 PI· 398006 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5OS6 M-31-24 
9776 PI·398008 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5asS M-53-10 
9717 PI-398012 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5062 M-74-5 
9178 PI-398013 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5066 M-13G.11 
9779 PI-398016 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P·S070N-S 
9180 PI-391018 INO XARNATAKA USDA P-5076 TUR 3-36 
9781 PI .. 398019 INO KARNATAKA USDA P-son TUR 3-37 
9712 PI·398022 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-5085 BROWN SE 
9783 PI-391023 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-S087 F-52 ARB 
9714 PI .. 39102S IND KARNATAKA USDA P-5089 TUR .. 8 
9185 PI-391026 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·S090 TUR-24 
9186 PI .. 398028 IND KARNATAKA USDA P .. S0931-I-W-S 
9187 PI-39802.9 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·S09411JR-iOl .. 
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9788 PI-398033 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-~IOO TUR-ll1· 
9789 PI-398034 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-SlOI TUR·116-
9790 PI-398036 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-Sl04 TUR-ill-
9791 PI-398037 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-SlOS TUR·l26-
9192 PI·398039 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-SI08 TUR-I36-
9793 PI·398040 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·SI09 KH BROWN 
9794 PI·398041 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA p·SttO NIPHAD L 
9795 PI-398042 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-S113 S.NO.42 
9796 PI-398043 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·S114 M·7·E AR 
9797 PI·398044 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·SI IS M·7·H AR 
9198 PI·398046 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·Slt7 NAGPUR 2 
9199 PI-398048 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-Sl20TUR-l27 
9800 PI·398049 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·S121 2827 NIP 
9801 PI· 398OS0 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·SI22 T·84 NIP 
9802 PI-3980S1 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·Sl23 29Q..21-N 
9803 PI·3980SS IND A.P. USDA p·SI29Sn 
9804 P(·3980S9 IND A.P. USDA P-S13S R.O.37 
9805 PI-398060 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·Sl36 FIELD CO 
9806 P(·398062 IND KARNATAKA USDA p·S 138 FIELD CO 
9807 PI·398063 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-S139 FIELD CO 
9808 PI·398064 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·.5140 FIELD CO 
9809 PI·39806S IND KARNATAKA USDA P-St41 FIELD CO 
9810 PI-398066 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-.5142 FIELD CO 
9811 PI-398068 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·.5144 FIELD CO 
9812 PI·398069 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-S14S FIELD CO 
9813 PI·398070 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-' 146 FIELD CO 
9814 PI·398071 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·St47 FJELD CO 
9815 PI· 398072 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P·Sl48 FIELD CO 
9816 Pl·398073 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·S149 FIELD CO 
9817 Pl-398074 lND MAHARASIITRA USDA p.StSO FIELD CO 
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9811 PI-398076 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-SlS2 FIELD CO 
9819 PI-391078 IND MAHARASKfRA USDA P-SISS FIELD CO 
9120 PI-398OIO IND MAHARASH11t.A USDA P-S I 59 FIELD CO 
9821 PI-398081 IND MAHARASlITRA USDA P-Sl60 FIELD CO 
9822 PI-39IOI2 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5161 FIELD CO 
9823 P[-391084 IND MAHARASlITRA USDA P-5163 FIELD CO 
9824 PI-398015 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-SI64 FIELD CO 
982S PI-398087 lNO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-Sl66 FIELD CO 
9126 PI-391018 INO MAHARASH1RA USDA P-S167 FIELD CO 
9827 PI-391089 IND MAHARASfITRA USDA P-Sl68 FIELD CO 
98lI Pl-39I09O IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-Sl69 FIELD CO 
9829 Pf-391091 IND MAHARASH11lA USDA P-5170 FIELD CO 
9830 Pl-391092 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S171 FIELD CO 
9831 PI-398093 !ND MAHARASIITRA USDA P-Sl71 FIELD CO 
9832 PI-398094 IND MAHARASIfIRA USDA P-Sl73 FIELD CO 
9833 PI-39109S IND MAHARASInRA USDA p-s 175 FIELD CO 
9834 PI-398096 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S176 FIELD CO 
9135 PJ-391097 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-Sl17 FIELD CO 
9836 Pl-398098 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S178 FIELD CO 
9837 PI-398099 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5119 RELD CO 
9838 PI-398I04 IND MAHARASIfIRA USDA P-Sl87 FIELD CO 
9139 PI-398 105 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-Sl89 FIELD CO 
9140 PI-398I06 IND MAHARASH11t.A USDA P-Sl90 FIELD CO 
9141 PI-398I07 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S191 FIELD CO 
9842 Pl-391I08 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-Sl92 FIELD CO 
9143 Pl-391IO!J IND MAHARASH1'RA USDA P-SI93 FIELD CO 
9144 "-_110 IND MAHARASIfIRA USDA P-SI94 FJELD CO 
9145 PI-39I1ll lND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5197 FIELD CO 
9146 PI-39I112 1ND MAHARASIfI1tA USDA P-SI99 FIELD CO 
9147 Pl-391113 IND MAHARASJrnlA USDA P-S2m FIELD CO 
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9848 PI-398 1 14 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-~20l FIELD CO 
9849 PI-39811S IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S203 flELD CO 
9850 PI-398116 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5204 FIELD CO 
9851 PI-398117 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S207 
9852 PI-398 1 18 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S208 
9853 PI-398119 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S210 
9854 PI-398120 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S211 
9855 PI-398121 !NO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S212 
9856 PI-398124 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5216 
9857 PI-39812S IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S217 
9858 PI-398126 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5218 
9859 PI-'398127 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5220 
9860 PI-398128 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA p-sm 
9861 PI-398129 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S224 
9862 PI-398130 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-522S(A) 
9863 PI-398132 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5226 
9864 PI-398133 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S227 
9865 PI-398134 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5228 
9866 PI-398135 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S229 
9867 PI-398136 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S230 
9868 PI-398138 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S232 
9869 PI-398139 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S234 
9870 PI-398140 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-513S 
9871 PI-398141 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S136 
9872 PI-398142 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S237 
~873 PI-398143 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S238 
9874 PI-398144 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·S239 
9875 PI-398145 IND U.P. USDA P-S140 
9876 PI-398148 IND U.P. USDA P-S143 
9877 V ARIEDAD KAKI PRJ U.P. 
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9878 C03 RED OR.AM IND TAMILNADU TNAU 
9879 1967-S IND Al'. ICRI SESAME LEAF MUTANT 
9880 1162-M IND Al'. JOO SMAlL LEAF MUTANT 
9181 J(lJ-279S-1-4-1 IND Al'. JCRI SMRSEL 
9882 ICP-279S-1-4-2 IND Al'. 100 
9883 ICP-S098-1-4 IND Al'. 100 
9884 fCP-S09B-1SMB IND A.P. 100 
98SS fCP-SlU-1SMB IND A.P. ICRI 
9886 ICP-SI33-2-3 IND A.P. 100 
9887 ICP-!J Ill-28MB IND A:f. ICRl 
9888 10»-5142-1-1 IND A.P. ICRI 
9889 ICP-SI42-1-2 IND A.P. 100 
9890 10'-5142--1-4 IND A:f. ICRI 
9891 ICP-SI42-2 IND A:f. ICRI 
9892 ICP-S733-lSMB INO A:f. 100 
9893 ICP-S733-2SMB INO A.P. 100 
9894 lCP-718S-1-1 IND A.P. ICRI 
9895 1Q'-7185-1-2 INO A.P. ICRI 
9896 ICP-718S-3 IND A.P. JCRI 
9897 ICP-718S-4 IND A:f. 100 
9898 ICP-71~6 IND A.P. JOO 
9899 10'-7196-7 IND A.P. 100 
9900 ICP-72 17-3-' IND A.P. 100 
9901 IOJ-7217-3SMB INO Al'. 100 
9902 JO'-7117-4SMB IND Al'. JOO 
9903 ICP-7117-S-4 IND Al'. JOO 
9904 JO'-7217-SSMB IND Al'. 100 
~ 1<p·7117-6SMB IND A,.P. ICRI 
9906 ICP-7~9-1 IND A.P. JCRI 
9907 10'-7249-1-1 IND A.P. ICRI 
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9908 ICP-7249-1SMB INO A.P. JCRI 
9909 ICP-7249-1-SSMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9910 ICP-7249-1-6 INO A.P. ICRI 
9911 ICP-7353-1SMB IND A.P. ICRl 
9912 lCP-7353-2-8 IND A.P. ICRI 
9913 ICP-7353-2SMB IND A.P. ICRl 
9914 Icp·73S3·3SMB IND A.P. ICRl 
9915 ICP-7353-4-2 IND A.P. ICRI 
9916 ICP-73S3-4-5 INO A.P. 100 
9917 ICP-7353-4SMB INO A.P. IeRI 
9918 lCP-7353-5 IND A.P. leRI 
99J9 ICP-73S3-6-1 INO A.P. IeRI 
9920 ICP-73S3-6SMB INO A.P. IeRI 
9921 ICP -73S3-7SMB INO A.P. ICRl 
9922 ICP-7353-8-1SMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9923 ICP-7864-1SMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9924 ICP-7867-7 INO A.P. ICRI 
992S lCP-7867-1OSMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9926 ICP-7874·11 INO A.P. ICRl 
9927 ICP-7874-18 INO A.P. ICRI 
9928 ICP-787S-S [NO A.P. ICRI 
9929 ICP-787S-7 INO A.P. 100 
9930 lCP-7875-13 INO A.P. ICRl 
9931 ICP·7893-2 IND A.P. ICRI 
9932 ICP-7906-10-1 INO A.P. ICRl 
9933 ICP-7906-10-2 INO A.P. ICRl 
9934 ICP-7942-8 INO A.P. ICRJ 
9935 ICP-8042-8-4 INO A.P. 100 
9936 lCP-8042-8SMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9937 ICP-8042-10SMB IND A.P. leRI 
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9938 ICP-8051-1SMB IND A.P, ICRI 
9939 ICP-8051-4SMB IND AP, ICRI 
9940 1~-8063-3 IND A.P. ICRI 
9941 ICP-8063-4SMB IND A.P. ICRI 
9942 ICP-8063-8-3 IND A.P. ICRl 
9943 ICP-8063-8SMB IND A.P. ICRl 
9944 JCP-8063-12-3 IND A.P. ICRI 
994S ICP-8063-12SMB IND A.P. ICRl 
9946 ICP-807S-2-1 IND A.P. ICRI 
9947 ICP-807S-2-2 IND AP. ICRI 
9948 lCP-8084-3-1 IND A.P. ICRI 
9949 ICP-8084-3SMB(A) IND AP. lCRI 
99S0 lCP-8OI4-3SMB(B) INO AP. lCRl 
"'1 IO'..8OI4-5-2SMB IND AP. JCRI 9952 ICP-8084-S-3 1ND AP. lCRI 
99S3 ICP-I084-S-4 IND A.P. ICRI 
9954 ICP-8084-6SMB INO A.P. ICRl 
995S ICP-8084-7-1 INO A.P. ICRI 
9956 Icp.1()84,. 7-2 IND A.P. ICRl 
9957 10'-8084-7-3 IND A.P. ICRI 
9958 ICP-8QI4..9SMB IND AP. ICRI 
9959 lCP-S113-2SMB IND A.P. ICRI 
9960 1CP-81 1),,] 5MB IND A.P. ICRI 
9961 ICP-8113-4 INO AP. lCRI 
9962 1~-8113-6 IND A.P. ICRI 
9963 ICP-8113-7SMB IND AP. ICRI 
9964 ICP-8113-11 IND A.P. ICRI 
9965 lCP-SII3-13 IND AP. 100 
9966 ICP-8121-4SMB IND AP. ICRI 
9967 ICP-8121-6SMB IND A.P. 100 
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9968 ICP-8121-7-6 INO A.P. IeRI 
9969 ICP-8121-7SMB INO A.P. ICRl 
9970 ICP-8121-8SMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9971 ICP-8144-S-4 INO A.P. ICRl 
9972 ICP-8144-SSMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9973 ICP-8144-6-4 INO A.P. ICRl 
9974 ICP-S144-6SMB(A) INO A.P. IeRI 
997S ICP-8144-6SMB(B) lNO A.P. leRI 
9976 ICP-S144-9-1 INO A.P. IeRI SMRSEL 
9977 ICP-8144-9SMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9978 ICP-8144-10-2SMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9979 ICP-8144-10SMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9980 ICP-81S1-3 INO A.P. ICRI 
9981 ICP-81S1-7-4 INO A.P. IeRI 
9982 ICP-81Sl-7SMB INO A.P. IeRI 
9983 ICP-SISS-) INO A.P. lCRI 
9984 ICP-81SS-2 INO A.P, ICRI 
998S ICP-81SS-3 INO A.P. ICRI 
9986 ICP-81SS-4 INO A.P. ICRI 
9987 ICP-81SS-S-8 INO A.P. ICRI 
9988 ICP -8iSS·SSMB INO A.P. ICRI 
9989 Icp·81SS·6 INO A.P. 100 
9990 ICP-81SS-7 INO A.P. ICRI 
9991 JCP-81SS-8 INO A.P. ICRI 
9992 PANT-B-76-4-S IND A.P. ICRI 
9993 PANT-B-76-4SMB !ND A.P. ICRl 
9994 JM-3045 INO KARNATAKA KALAGODRU/HASSAN UGM FIELD COu.ECTION 
9995 IM-3061 INO KERALA JNCHIVILA/fRlV ANDRUM UGM FIELD COu..ECI10N PBRBNNIAL 
9996 IM-3079 INO KERALA 7'3km E OF QUn..ONIQUn..ON UGM FIELD COLLEC'I10N PERENNIAL 
9997 IM-3080 INO KERALA 73km E OF QUILONIQUn..ON UGM FIELD COllECTION PBRENNIAL 
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9998 JM~3084 IND KBRALA PALEYADA~OTTAYAM UGM FIELD COll.ECTION 
9999 JM·3OBS IND KERALA PALEYADA~OTTAYAM UGM FIELD COu.aC110N 
10000 ]M·3092 INO KERALA 9Km E OF P'BBRMADFJKO'IT A YAM UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
10001 JM-3094 IND KERALA CHITAILI PALGHATIPALGHAT UGM FIELD COUECTION 
10002 IM-3492 IND KERALA 74 Km N OF KUMALI/KOTTA YAM UGM FIELD COll.ECTION 
10003 IM-3497 INO KERALA 17 Km N OF KUMALJ/UDIKI UGM FIELD COll.ECTION 
10004 as .. 1 IND A.P. MALLIKAPURJNALGONDA CSS FIELD COll.ECTION 
JOOO5 CSS-2 IND A.P. PATHANGI/NALGONDA CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10006 CSS-3 IND A.P. NARKA 1PALLI/NALGONDA CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10007 CSS'"" IND A.P. SANDANAPAILI/NALGONDA css FIELD COLLECTION 
10008 css-s !ND A.P. PILLALAMARRJlNALGONDA css FIELD COll.ECTION 
10009 CSS-6A IND A.P. GUNJANUR/NALGUNDA css FIELD COll.ECTION 
10010 CSS-68 IND A.P. GUNJANURJNALGONDA css FIELD COLLECTION 
10011 CSS~7 IND A.P. AAKPA WLAINALGONDA CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10012 CSS~8 IND A.P. ANAMANCHIP ALLI/KRlSHNA CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10013 CSS.9 IND A.P. KESARAIKRISHNA css FIELD COLLECTION 
10014 css..10 IND A.P. IBRAHIMPA TNAMJKR)SHNA css FIELD COLLECTION 
l001S css-u IND A.P. ELURU~TGODAV~ CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10016 CSS-12 IND A.P. OANGUDU~ASTOOOAV~ css FIELD COLLECTION 
10017 CSS-13 IND A.P. BURUGUPUDUBASTOODAVAJU CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10018 CSS-14 IND A.P. KANDARAJARAOIEAST OODAV ARl CSS FIELD COll.ECTION 
10019 CSS-1S IND A.P. ENGIPALA YAM/VISAKHAPA TNAM css FIELD COll.ECTlON 
10020 CSS-16 IND A.P. SINGAPURAM/SRIKAKULAM css FIELD COLLECTION 
10021 CSS-17 IND A.P. GA TIlY ANTIIIPATNAMlSRlKAKULAM css PIBLD COu.EcrlON 
10022 CSS-23 IND ORISSA DONGRIGUDA/KALAHANDI CSS FIELD COll.ECTlON 
10023 CSS .. 24 IND Al'. KAPURAMJWEST GODAVARI CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10024 CSS-25 IND A.P. DBGULAPALLIJKHAMMAM css FIELD COllECTION 
10023 CSS-2M JND A.P. ~ADAIKHAMMAM css FIELD COLLBCTION 
10026 CSS-26B IND A.P. 1HAU.ADA/KHAMMAM css FIELD COLLECI10N 
10027 css.27 IND Al'. KUNJARLA/KHAMMAM css FIELD COLLBCTION 
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10028 CSS·28 IND A.P. PA llIARLAPETIKHAMMAM CSS FIELD COllECTION 
10029 PR-4109 IND MAHARASHlRA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10030 PR·4110 IND DAMAN PR FIELD COll..ECTION 
10031 PR·4138 IND MAHARASH'TRA PR FIEl..D COu.EC110N 
10032 PR·SOOO IND U.P. KHAll.ARJJHANSI PR FIELD COllECTION 
10033 PR-Soo1 IND M.P. CHlRULAJDA TIA P'R FIELD COU.BCTION 
10034 PR·SOO2 IND M.P. CHlRULAJDA TIA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10035 PR·Soo3 IND M.P. K.HERI /DA TIA PR FIELD COLLECJ'ION 
10036 PR-5004 IND M.P. UNNAO/DA TIA PR f1ELD COu.ECJ'ION 
10037 PR-5OOS IND M.P. UNNAO/DA TIA PR FIELD COllECJ'ION 
10038 PR-SOO6 IND U.P. BETNJHANSI PR FIELD COllECTION 
10039 PR-S001 IND M.P. PUNOMCHOWKVTIKAMGARH PR FIELD COLL.ECI'lON 
10040 PR-S008 IND M.P. MATHUGAON~HHATARPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10041 PR·SOO9 IND M.P. THADURUCHHATARPUR P'R FIELD COlLECTION 
10042 PR-SOI0 IND M.P. CHHATARPUiUCHHATARPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10043 PR-Sotl INO M.P. CHHATARPURflCHHATARPUR PR FlELD COLl..ECTION 
10044 PR-S0I2 INO M.P. BASARUCHHATARPUR PR FIELD COll.ECTlON 
l004S PR-501l INO M.P. BASARUCHHATARPUR PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
10046 PR-SOI4 IND M.P. BASARVCHHATARPUR PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
10047 PR-SOIS IND M.P. GHUNJICHHAT ARPUR PR FIELD COUBCTION 
10048 PR·5016 IND M.P. KHERJlCHHAT ARPUR PR FJELD COu.ECT'ION 
10049 PR-SOI1 IND M.P. TAHARJVCHHATARPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10050 PR-SOIS IND M.P. DEKUDIY A/CHHA TARPUR PR FIELD COll..ECTlON 
100S1 PR·S019 IND M.P. OEKUDIY AlCHHATARPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10052 PR-SOlO IND M.P. DEKUDIY AJCHHAT ARPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10053 PR-Sa21 IND M.P. DUMRA/CHHATARPUR PR FIELD COllECTION 
10054 PR·5022 IND M.P. CHANDNAGARJCHHATARPUR PR FIELD COllECTION 
10055 PR.5023 INO M.P. CHANDNAGARJCHHATARPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10056 PR·S024 IND M.P. TORlAICHHA TARPUR PR FIELD COll..BCTJ.ON 
10057 PR·SOlS !ND M.P. TORIAlCHHA TARPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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10058 PR-S026 IND M.P. VISHRAMOUNJ/PANNA PR ABLD COlLECTION 
looS9 PR..~7 IND M.P. KANCHANPURIPANNA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10060 PR-S028 IND M.P. PRAnlAPURJPANNA PR ABLD COll.ECTION 
10061 PR-~9 IND M.P. MUNDAIPANNA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10062 PR-SOlO IND M.P. MADHAVGUNJ/PANNA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10063 PR·SOlI IND M.P. MADHAVOUNJ/PANNA PR ABLD COlLECTION 
10064 fR.-5032 IND M.P. KRISHN APURJP ANNA PR FIELD COLLECOON 
10065 PR-SOl3 IND M.P. SIRBARIAJPANNA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10066 PR-S034 INO M.P. SlRBARIAIPANNA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10067 PR-5033 IND U.P. PONGRl/BANDA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10068 fR.-SOl6 IND U.P. PUNGRA/BANDA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10069 PR-S037 IND U.P. 11fBNVARA/BANDA PR FIELD COll.EC1l0N 
10070 PR-SOlI IND U.P. BAROKARIBANDA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10011 PR·S039 IND U.P. KAMORAIBANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10012 PR-S040 IND U.P. TORRA/BANDA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
10073 PR-S041 IND U.P. TORRAIBANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10074 PR-S042 IND U.P. SUDHIRPURIBANDA PR ABLD COLLECTION 
l007! PR-SOU IND U.P. KUTAHA/BANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10076 PR.-S044 IND U.P. CHAKLA/BANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10017 PR·.504! IND U.P. PRASIDHPUR/BANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10078 PR..S046 IND U.P. PRASIDHPURlBANOA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10079 PR·5047 IND U.P. MOHARA WA/BANDA PR FIELD COlJ..ECTION 
10080 PR-S048 IND U.P. RAlPURIBANDA PR. FIELD COlLECTION 
10081 PR-S049 IND U.P. AMAN/BANDA PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
10082 PR-SOSO IND U.P. AMAN/BANDA PIt FIELD COu..BCTION 
10013 PR-SOSI IND U.P. AMAN/BANDA PR FIELD COlLECTION 
10084 PR·S052 IND U.P. CHIBIBONI/BANDA PR FIELD COlLECTION 
10085 PI.-50S3 IND U.P. CHIBIBONllBANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10086 Pll-S0S4 IND UP. QIIBIBONIJBANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10081 PIt·50S! IND U.P. CHIBIBONllBANDA PR FIELD COlLECTION 
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10088 PR-SOS6 IND U.P. AHlRIJBANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10089 PR-SOS7 IND U.P. AHIR1JBANDA PR FIELD COLLECflON 
10090 PR-SOS8 IND U.P. MAU/BANDA PR FIELD COu..ECflON 
10091 PR-SOS9 IND U.P. MAUIBANDA PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10092 PR-S060 IND U.P. MAU/BANDA PR FIELD COu..ECfION 
10093 PR-S061 IND UP. MAU/BANDA PR FIELD COu..ECfION 
10094 PR-S062 IND U.P. CHOHOLA/BANDA PR FIELD COLLECl"JON 
10095 PR-S063 IND D.P. CHOHOLA/BANDA PR FIELD COLLECfJON 
10096 PR-5064 IND U.P. CHOHOLA/BANDA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10097 PR-5065 IND U.P. CHOHOLA/BANDA PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10098 PR-5066 IND U.P. LADHAR/ALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
10099 PR-5067 IND U.P. NEEBHVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECfION 
JOl00 PR-5068 IND U.P. NEEBHVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10101 PR-5069 IND D.P. NEEBHVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
10102 PR·5070 IND U.P. NEEBHVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
]0103 PR·5071 IND U.P. PANDER/ALLAHABAD PR FIELD COll.ECfION 
10104 PR-5072 IND U.P. PANDER/ALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10105 PR·5073 IND U.P. GAUHANIY NALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
10106 PR-5074 IND UP. GHORPillVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECflON 
10107 PR-5075 IND U.P. GHORPU~ALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10108 PR-5076 IND D.P. GHORPillVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECflON 
10t09 PR·5077 IND U.P. GHORPillVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
10110 PR-50i7-1 IND U.P. GHORPillVALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10111 PR-S078 IND U.P. NAINUALLAHABAD PR FIELD COILEcnoN 
10112 PR-5079 IND U.P. NAINUALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECf10N 
10113 PR-SOSO IND V.P. NAINUALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECflON 
10114 PR-SOSI IND V.P. MOHARUALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10115 PR-5082 IND U.P. BHIRPUR/ALLAHABAD PR FIELD COlLECfION 
10116 PR-5083 IND U.P. DlGINALLAHABAD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10117 PR-5084 IND U.P. KACHERIAJMIRZAPUR PR FIELD COlLECfION 
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10118 PR-SOBS IND U.P. SARVFPURlMIRZAPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10119 PR·S086 IND U.P. SARVEPURlMIRZAPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10120 PR·S087 IND U.P. SARVE.PUR.IMIRZAPU PR FIELD COu.ECT10N 
10121 PR·S088 IND U.P. DANGARIA/MIRZAPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10122 PI·394001 IND U.P. USDA P·3 
10123 PI·394010 IND U.P. USDA P·12 
10124 PI·394023 IND U.P. USDA P-26 
lOllS PI·394029 IND U.P. USDA P·32 
10126 PI-394034 INO U.P. USDA P·37 
10127 PI· 394036 IND U.P. USDA P·40 
10128 PI-394041 INO U.P. USDA P·45 
10129 PI·394046 INO V.P. USDA P·51 
10)30 PI·394048 IND U.P. USDA P·53 
10131 PI·394055 IND V.P. USDA P-61 
10132 PI-3940S6 IND V.P. USDA P-62 
10133 pt·3940S9 IND V.P. USDA P-65 
101~4 PI-394063 IND U.P. USDA P·69 
10135 PI·394066 IND V.P. USDA P-72 
10136 PI-394067 IND V.P. USDA P·73 
10137 PI-394068 IND U.P. USDA P-74 
10138 P]·394078 IND U.P. USDA P·84 
10139 PI·394084 IND V.P. USDA P·91 
10140 PI-394104 IND U.P. USDA P·115 
10141 PJ·3941OB IND V.P. USDA P-l22 
10142 PI-394109 IND U.P. USDA P·I24 
10143 PI·394119 INO V.P. USDA P-14O 
10144 PI·394125 IND U.P. USDA P·I46 
10145 PI·394136 IND U.P. USDA P-161 
10146 Pl-394!37 IND V.P. USDA P-I64 
10147 PI-394144 IND U.P. USDA P·l73 
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10148 Pl· 394 147 IND U.P. USDA P·176 
10149 PI·3941SS IND UP. USDA P·l85 
10150 PI-394167 !ND U.P. USDA P·101 
101S1 PI·394169 IND UP. USDA P·203 
10152 PI-394188 !ND UP. USDA P·224 
10153 P(·394190 (ND U.P. USDA P·226 
1OIS4 PI-394194 !ND U.P. USDA P·232 
1015S P(·394201 !ND U.P. USDA P·241 
10156 PI-394302 IND UP. USDA P·376 
IOlS7 PI.394310 IND U.P. USDA P·393 
1OIS8 PI.394313 IND UP. USDA P·396 
10159 PI-39431S IND UP. USDA P-398 
10160 PI·394316 IND U.P. USDA P·399 
10161 PI·394332 IND UP. USDA P-421 
10162 PI·394339 IND U.P. USDA P-432 
10163 PI·394341 IND UP. USDA P-436 
10164 PI·394342 IND UP. USDA P·438 
1016S PI·394353 IND UP. USDA P·4S6 
10166 PI·394354 IND UP. USDA P-4S7 
10167 PI·3943SS IND UP. USDA P-460 
10168 PI·3943S9 IND U.P. USDA P-466 
10169 PI-394361 IND U.P. USDA P-469 
10170 PI-394:363 IND UP. USDA P-471 
10171 PI·39436S IND UP. USDA P-47S 
10172 PI·394367 IND U.P. USDA P-480 
10173 PI·394368 IND UP. USDA P-481 
10174 PI·394369 IND UP. USDA P-482 
J017S PJ·394371 IND UP. USDA P-484 
10176 PI-394372 IND U.P. USDA P-486 
JOl77 PI-39437S IND U.P. USDA P-494 
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10178 PI·394376 IND U.P. USDA P-49S 
10179 PI·394381 IND U.P. USDA P-S03 
10180 Pl·3§l.438!S IND U.P. USDA P-509 
10181 PI-394389 IND V.P. USDA P-513 
10182 Pl-3§l.4401 INO BIHAR USDA P-528 
10183 PI-394404 IND BIHAR USDA P-531 
10184 PI·394406 INO BIHAR USDA P-533 
10185 PI-3§l.4411 INO BIHAR USDA P-'38 
10186 PI-394412 INO BIHAR USDA P-541 
10187 PI-394415 IND BIHAR USDA P-'44 
10188 PI-394417 IND BIHAR USDA P-547 
10189 PI-394411 IND BIHAR USDA P-'48 
10190 PI·39442O IND BIHAR USDA P-551 
10191 PI-394423 IND BIHAR USDA P-554 
10192 PI·394426 INO BIHAR VSDA P-,S? 
10193 PI-3§l.4427 IND BffiAR USDA P-559 
10194 P1-394433 IND BIHAR USDA P-567 
10195 PI-394436 IND BIHAR USDA P-'73 
10196 PI·394438 IND BIHAR USDA P-'74 
10197 PI .. 394439 IND BIHAR USDA P-S75 
10198 PI·39+M4 IND BIHAR USDA P-581 
10199 PI-394445 IND BIHAR USDA P-'82 
10200 PI·394446 (ND BIHAR USDA P-S83 
10201 PI·39#48 IND BIHAR USDA P-S8' 
10202 PI.394451 IND BIHAR USDA P·'88 
10203 Pl·394457 IND BIHAR USDA P-'98 
10204 PI.394458 IND BIHAR USDA P-599 
1020S PI·394461 IND BIHAR USDA P-606 
10206 PI.394468 IND BIHAR USDA P·613 
10207 PI-394472 lND BIHAR USDA P-623 
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10208 PI~394473 IND BIHAR USDA P-62S 
10209 PI-394476 IND BIHAR USDA P-635 
10210 PI-394479 IND BIHAR USDA P-642 
10211 PI-394491 IND U.P. USDA P-6S6 
10212 PI-394493 IND U.P. USDA P-658 
10213 PI-394495 IND U.P. USDA P·660 
10214 PI-394499 IND U.P. USDA P-666 
10215 PI-394506 IND U.P. USDA P-676 
10216 PI-394509 IND U.P. USDA P-679 
10217 PI-394512 IND U.P. USDA P-683 
10218 PI-394514 IND BIHAR USDA P·686 
10219 PI-394517 IND BIHAR USDA P-689 
10220 PI-394518 IND BIHAR USDA P-690 
10221 PI·394520 IND BIHAR USDA P-692 
10222 PI-394530 IND BIHAR USDA p.7m 
10223 PI-394535 IND BIHAR USDA P-71S 
10224 PI-394537 IND BIHAR USDA P-720 
10225 PI-394540 IND BIHAR USDA P-724 
10226 PI-394541 IND BIHAR USDA P-726 
10227 PI-394543 IND BIHAR USDA P-728 
10228 PI-394544 IND BIHAR USDA P-729 
10229 PI-394546 IND BIHAR USDA P-731 
10230 PI-394556 IND BIHAR USDA P-746 
10231 PI-394559 IND BIHAR USDA P-749 
10232 PI-394563 IND BIHAR USDA P-7S4 
10233 PI-394565 IND BIHAR USDA P-761 
10234 PI-394569 IND BIHAR USDA P·769 
10235 PI-394571 INO BIHAR USDA P-772 
10236 PI-394578 INO BIHAR USDA P-780 
10237 PI-394581 IND BIHAR USDA P·786 
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10231 PI-394582 INn BIHAR USDA P-7"" 
10239 PI·394515 IND BIHAR USDA P-792 
10240 PI-394590 IND BIHAR USDA P-798 
J0241 PI·394600 IND BIHAR USDA P·818 
10242 PI-394704 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-9S7 
10243 PI·394721 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-976 
lOUt PI-394739 lND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-994 
10245 PI-394741 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-996 
10246 PI·394754 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-IOII 
10247 PI-394758 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-1016 
10248 PI-394760 INO MAHARASH1RA USDA P-IOI8 
10249 PI·394778 INO AP. USDA P-I042 
10250 PI·394897 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-119S 
10251 PI·394901 INO NBWDELHI USDA P-ll99 
10252 PI·394931 IND NEWDHLHI USDA P-1236 
101S3 pt·394932 IND NBWDFLHI USDA P-1237 
102S4 PI-394933 IND NBWDFLHI USDA P-1238 
10255 PI-394937 IND NBWDFLHI USDA P-1243 
10256 PI-39493' IND NBWDFLHI USDA P-1244 
102S'7 PI·394940 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-1246 
10258 PI.394941 IND NBWDELHI USDA P-1247 
10'259 PI·394942 IND NBWDELHl USDA P-1248 
10260 PI.394943 IND NBWDBLHI USDA P-I~O 
10261 PI·394946 IND NBWDELHI USDA P-1253 
10262 P[·394947 IND NBWDm..HI USDA P-I~4 
10263 PI·394948 IND NBWDFLHI USDA P-12S6 
10264 P[·3949S0 IND NBWDELHI USDA P-I2S9 
10265 PI·394951 IND NEWDBLHI USDA P-I260 
10266 PI-394957 IND NBWDELHI USDA P-I266 
10267 PJ.3949S9 !NO NEWDHLHI USDA P-I269 
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10268 PI-394960 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-1271 
10269 PI-394961 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-1272 
10270 PI-394965 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-1276 
10271 PI-394969 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-1280 
10272 PI-394970 IND NBWDELHI USDA P-12S1 
10273 PI-394972 IND V.P. USDA P-1283 
10274 PI-394977 BUR USDA P-1291 
10275 PI·394982 PAK USDA P-1296 
10276 PI-394984 PAK USDA P-1298 
10277 PI·394987 IND BIHAR USDA P-1304 
10278 PI·394995 IND BIHAR USDA P-1313 
10279 PI-394999 IND USDA P-1320 
10280 PI-395000 IND USDA P-I321 
10281 PI-395002 IND USDA P-1323 
10282 PI· 395005 !ND USDA P-1327 
10283 PI· 395009 IND USDA P-1520 
10284 PI-395011 IND USDA P-IS23 
10285 PI-39S012 IND USDA P-1524 
10286 PI-395014 IND USDA P-1527 
10287 PI-395015 IND USDA P-l529 
10288 PI-395018 IND USDA P-IS33 
10289 PI-395031 IND BIHAR USDA P·l548 
10290 PI-395032 IND BIHAR USDA p. I 549 
10291 PI-395033 [ND BIHAR USDA P-15SO 
10292 PI-39S036 IND U.P. USDA P-IS56 
10293 PI·395037 IND U.P. USDA P-15S7 
10294 PI·395039 IND U.P. USDA P·1S60 
10294 PI-395042 IND U.P. USDA P·lS63 
10295 PI-395040 IND U.P. USDA P-1561 
10296 PI-395041 IND U.P. USDA P-IS62 
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10291 PI·395042 IND U.P. USDA P·1563 
10298 PI·395044 lND U.P. USDA P·lS6S 
10299 PI-395045 IND U.P. USDA P-1561 
10300 PI-39S048 IND U.P. USDA P-lS10 
10301 PI· 395049 IND U.P. USDA P-1572 
10302 PI .. 395054 IND A.P. USDA P·1578 
10303 P1-39S056 lND A.P. USDA P·lS80 
10304 PI-395062 IND A.P. USDA P-1586 
10305 PI-395064 IND A.P. USDA P-1588 
10306 PI-395078 IND A.P. USDA P-I604 
10307 PI·395 149 IND A.P. USDA P·168O 
10308 PI-395193 INO AJ>. USDA P·1726 
10309 PI-395283 !ND A.P. USDA P·1832 
10310 PI-395323 !NO AJ>. USDA P·1875 
10311 PJ·395341 IND A.P. USDA P-1908 
10312 PI-395348 IND AJ>. USDA P-I909 
10313 PJ-39S3S1 IND A.P. USDA P·1912 
10314 PI-395356 lND Al'. USDA P·1917 
10315 PI·395360 !ND A.P. USDA P-1922 
10316 PI-39531I IND A.P. USDA P·1939 
10317 PI·395312 IND A.P. USDA P·1941 
10318 PI-395375 !ND Al'. USDA P-1946 
10319 PI·395316 IN» A.P. USDA P·1941 
10320 PI-395379 lNO Al'. USDA P-1950 
10321 PI-395386 !ND All. USDA P·1959 
10322 PI-395387 1ND Al'. USDA P-I960 
10323 PI--395389 1ND A.P. USDA P·I962 
10324 PI-395396 !ND All, USDA P-I972 
10325 PI.395398 !ND A.P. USDA P·1974 
10326 PI·395m IND A.P. USDA P-l97.5 
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10327 PI-39S401 IND A.P. USDA P-I978 
10328 PI-395402 IND A.P. USDA P-1979 
10329 PI-395408 IND A.P. USDA P-198S 
10330 PI-395415 IND A.P. USDA P-1992 
10331 PI-395416 IND A.P. USDA P-I99<t 
]0332 PI-395417 IND A.P. USDA P-l996 
10333 PI-39S418 IND A.P. USDA P-l997 
10334 PI-39S4J9 IND A.P. USDA P-I998 
1033S PI-39S422 IND A.P. USDA P-lOOl 
10336 PI-39S43I IND A.P. USDA P-1013 
10337 PI-39S432 IND A.P. USDA P-1014 
10338 PI-39S433 IND A.P. USDA P-lOIS 
10339 PI-39S436 IND A.P. USDA P-1019 
10340 PI·395439 IND A.P. USDA P-2023 
10341 PI-395442 IND A.P. USDA P-2027 
10342 PI-395444 IND A.P. USDA P-2029 
10343 PI-395445 IND A.P. USDA P-1030 
]0344 PI-395451 IND A.P. USDA P-2037 
10345 PI·395453 IND A.P. USDA P-3039 
10346 PI-39S4S4 IND A.P. USDA P-2040 
10347 PI-395455 IND A.P. USDA P-2042 
10348 PI-39S456 INO A.P. USDA P-2043 
10349 PI-395457 !NO A.P. USDA P-2044 
10350 Pl-395410 IND A.P. USDA P-2060 
10351 PI-39S411 IND A.P. USDA P-2061 
10352 PI-395413 IND A.P. USDA P-2063 
10353 PI-395984 IND A.P. USDA P-'1Jm 
10354 PI-395488 IND A.P. USDA P-2081 
10355 PI-39S493 IND A.P. USDA P-2086 
10356 PI-39S494 IND A.P. USDA P-2081 
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10351 PI-395499 IND A.P. USDA P·2092 
10358 PI·395SOO INO A.P. USDA P-2093 
10359 PI·395502 INO A.P. USDA P-209S 
10360 PI-395501 IND A.P. USDA P-2094 
10361 PI·395511 INO A.P. USDA P-2104 
10362 PI-395S12 IND A.P. USDA P-2IOS 
10363 PI-39SS15 IND A.P. USDA P.2109 
10364 PI·395517 IND A.P. USDA P-2111 
10365 PI.395.518 IND A.P. USDA P-2112 
10366 PI-395520 IND A.P. USDA P·2114 
10367 PI·395521 IND A.P. USDA P-211S 
10368 PI-395522 IND A.P. USDA P-2116 
10369 PI-395526 IND A.P. USDA P-2121 
10370 PI·395527 IND A.P. USDA P-2122 
10371 PI-395.528 IND A.P. USDA P-2123 
10372 PI-39.5529 IND A.P. USDA P-1224 
10313 PI-395531 INO A.P. USDA P-2126 
10314 PI-395532 INO A.P. USDA P-2127 
10375 PI-39.5535 IND A.P. USDA P·2131 
10316 PI-395536 INO A.P. USDA P-2132 
10317 PI-395538 INO A.P. USDA P-213S 
10378 PI .. 39S539 INO A.P. USDA P-2154 
10379 PI·395550 INO A.P. USDA P-2154 
10380 Pl.395551 IND A.P. USDA P·21S7 
10381 PI·395553 IND A.P. USDA P-2159 
10382 PI-395555 IND A.P. USDA P-2161 
10383 PI-395SS6 IND AP. USDA P-2162 
10384 PI .. 39.s.s59 IND A.P. USDA P-2166 
10385 PI·39S.563 IND A.P. USDA P·2170 
10386 PI·'9SS64 IND A.P. USDA P-2171 
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10387 PI· 395566 IND A.P. USDA P-2176 
10388 PI·395567 IND A.P. USDA P-2178 
10389 PI-395568 IND A.P. USDA P-2180 
10390 PI-395571 IND A.P. USDA P-2184 
10391 PI-395572 IND A.P. USDA P-2185 
10392 PI-395577 IND A.P. USDA P-2191 
10393 PI-395578 IND A.P. USDA P-2194 
10394 PI-395586 IND A.P. USDA P-2203 
10395 PI-395587 IND A.P. USDA P-2204 
10396 PI-395588 IND A.P. USDA P-2207 
10397 PI-395594 IND A.P. USDA P-2213 
10398 PI-39559S IND A.P. USDA P-2214 
10399 PI-395597 IND A.P. USDA P-2216 
10400 PI-395601 IND A.P. USDA P-222.5 
10401 PI-395602 IND A.P. USDA P·2226 
10402 PI-395603 IND A.P. USDA P-2227 
10403 PI-395604 IND A.P. USDA P-2228 
10404 Pl·395605 IND A.P. USDA P-223O 
10405 PI-395608 IND A.P. USDA P·2235 
10406 PI-395609 IND A.P. USDA P-2236 
10407 PI-395612 IND A.P. USDA P-2639 
10408 PI-395614 IND A.P. USDA P-2241 
10409 Pl·395620 IND A.P. USDA P-2247 
10410 PI-395630 IND A.P. USDA P·:W8 
10411 PI-395634 IND A.P. USDA P-2264 
10412 PI-395637 IND A.P. USDA P·2267 
10413 PI-395641 IND A.P. USDA P-2277 
10414 PI-395645 IND A.P. USDA P-2284 
10415 PI-395646 IND A.P. USDA P-2285 
10416 PI·395647 IND A.P. USDA P-2286 
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10411 Pl-39S654 IND A;P. USDA P-2293 
10418 PI·39~S IND A.P. USDA P·2298 
10419 PI·39.5658 IND A;P. USDA P·23OS 
10420 PI-39S660 IND Al'. USDA P-23 10 
10421 PI-395661 INn A;P. USDA P-2311 
10422 PI-395663 IND Al'. USDA P·2313 
10423 PI·39.566.5 IND Al'. USDA P-2315 
10424 PI-395661 IND Al'. USDA P·2317 
10425 PI·395668 IND Al'. USDA P.2318 
10426 PI-395672 IND Al'. USDA P·2322 
10427 PI·395673 IND AJI. USDA P·2323 
10421 PI-395674 IND A.P. USDA P·2324 
10429 PI-39561.5 IND Al'. USDA P-2325 
10430 pt .. 395676 IND Al'. USDA P-2326 
10431 PI·395617 IND Al'. USDA P-2327 
10432 PI-395679 IND A.P. USDA P·2330 
10433 PI-395680 JND A;P. USDA P·2331 
10434 PI-395681 IND Al'. USDA P-2332 
10435 PI-395682 JND A;P. USDA P·2333 
10436 PI-395683 IND A;P. USDA P-2335 
10437 PI·395684 IND A.P. USDA P-2336 
10438 PI·395685 IND Al'. USDA P-2337 
10439 Pl-395689 IND Al'. USDA P-2341 
1()440 PI·39.5691 IND A.P. USDA P-2343 
10441 Pl-395692 IND A.P. USDA P-2345 
10442 PI·395710 IND Al'. USDA P-2364 
10443 PI-395714 IND A.P. USDA P-2369 
10444 PI·39.512O IND A.P. USDA P·2377 
10445 Pl·39S726 IND A.P. USDA P·2385 
10446 Pl·395727 IND A.P. USDA P·2386 
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10447 PI-39S729 IND Al'. USDA P-2388 
10448 Pl-39S731 IND Al'. USDA P-2390 
10449 PI-39S736 IND Al'. USDA P·239S 
I04S0 PI-39S737 IND Al', USDA P-2396 
I04S1 PI-39S739 IND Al', USDA P-2398 
10452 PI-395742 IND Al', USDA P-2402 . 
10453 PI-39S743 IND A.P, USDA P-2403 
I04S4 PI-39S74S IND Al', USDA P-24OS 
I04SS PI-39S748 IND Al', USDA P-24 12 
I04S6 PI-39S749 IND Al'. USDA P-2413 
10457 PI~39S751 IND Al'. USDA P-24tS 
I04S8 PI·39S7S3 IND Al', USDA P-2417 
I04S9 PI-39S7S6 IND Al'. USDA P-2420 
10460 PI-3957S8 IND Al'. USDA P-2422 
10461 PI-39S761 IND A.P. USDA P-2426 
10462 PI-39S771 IND Al'. USDA P-2436 
10463 PI-39m4 IND Al'. USDA P-2440 
10464 PI-39S776 IND Al'. USDA P-2 .... 2 
10465 PI-39S790 IND Al'. USDA P-2459 
10466 PI-395799 IND Al', USDA P-2468 
10467 PI-39S801 IND Al'. USDA P-2470 
10468 PI-39S804 IND Al', USDA P-2473 
10469 PI-39S808 IND Al'. USDA P-2477 
10470 PI-39S811 IND Al'. USDA P-2480 
10471 PI-39S813 IND Al'. USDA P-2482 
l04n PI-39S816 IND Al'. USDA P-2486 
10473 PI-39S818 IND A.P, USDA P-2488 
10474 PI-395830 IND Al'. USDA P-2S03 
10475 PI-395832 IND Al', USDA P-2SOS 
10476 PI-395836 IND Al'. USDA P-2S09 
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10477 PI~395846 IND A.P. USDA P-2519 
10478 PI·39S848 IND A.P. USDA P-2521 
10479 PI·395852 IND A.P. USDA P·2525 
10480 pt·395856 IND A.P. USDA P·2S30 
10481 PI·395867 IND A.P. USDA P·254 I 
10482 PI·]95869 IND AP. USDA P·2S43 
10483 PI-395873 IND A.P. USDA P·2547 
10484 Pl·395874 IND A.P. USDA P·2548 
10485 PI·395877 INO A.P. USDA P·2551 
10486 PI-395881 [NO A.P. USDA P·2555 
10487 PI·395884 INO A.P. USDA P·2S59 
10488 Pl·39588S IND A.P. USDA P·2560 
10489 PI·395898 IND A.P. USDA P·257S 
10490 PI-395902 tND A.P. USDA P·2582 
10491 Pl· 395923 IND A.P. USDA P·2605 
10492 PI·395924 IND A.P. USDA P·2606 
10493 PI~395931 IND AP. USDA P·2614 
10494 '1·395932 IND A.P. USDA P.2615 
10495 PI-395937 INO A.P. USDA P·2620 
10496 PI-395947 tNO A.P. USDA P·2633 
10497 PI·395948 IND AP. USDA P~2634 
10498 PJ-395949 INO A.P. USDA P·2635 
10499 PI~3959SO IND AP. USDA P-2636 
10500 PI·39S9S1 INO A.P. USDA P·2637 
10501 PI·396089 INO A.P. USDA P·2801 
10502 PI-396129 INO U.P. USDA P-Z845 
10:503 Pl~396179 INO MAHARASH'IRA USDA P·2913 
10504 Pl·396210 INO U.P. USDA P·2952 
10505 PI·3962 1 1 INO U.P. USDA P·29S3 
10506 P1~396213 IND U.P. USDA P~2956 
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10501 PI-396214 IND U.P. USDA P·29S1 
10508 PI-396215 IND U.P. USDA P-2958 
10509 PI-396211 IND U.P. USDA P-2960 
10510 PI-296219 IND U.P. USDA P-2962 
10511 PI-396221 IND U.P. USDA P-2964 
10S12 PI-396222 IND U.P. USDA P-2965 
10S13 PI-396223 IND U.P. USDA P-2967 
10514 PI-396224 IND U.P. USDA P-2969 
lOS 1 5 PI-396225 IND U.P. USDA P-2970 
10516 PI-396226 IND U.P. USDA P-2971 
lOS 17 PI-396233 IND U.P. USDA P-2978 
10518 PI-396234 IND U.P. USDA P-2979 
10519 PI-396236 IND U.P. USDA P-2981 
10520 PI-396237 IND U.P. USDA 
10S21 PI-396240 IND U.P. USDA P-2987 
]0522 PI-396241 IND U.P. USDA P-2988 
10523 PI-396242 IND U.P. USDA P-2989 
10524 PI-396243 IND U.P. USDA P-2990 
1052S PI-396244 IND U.P. USDA P-2991 
10526 PI-39624S IND U.P. USDA P·2992 
1OS27 PI-396247 IND U.P. USDA P-2994 
10528 PI-396248 IND V.P. USDA P.2995 
1 OS 29 PI-396249 IND V.P. USDA P-2996 
10530 PI-3962S4 IND U.P. USDA 
10531 PI-3962S9 IND V.P. USDA P-3010 
10532 PI-396261 IND U.P. USDA P-lOl .. 
10533 PI-396262 IND U.P. USDA P-3015 
lOS34 PI-396264 IND U.P. USDA P-3017 
10S35 PI-396267 IND U.P. USDA P-3020 
10536 PI-396269 IND U.P. USDA P-3023 
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10S37 PI~396271 INn U.P. USDA P-3025 
10538 PI-396273 INC U.P. USDA P-3027 
10539 PI-39627S INO U.P. USDA P-3030 
10540 PI-396281 INO U.P. USDA P-3039 
10541 PI·396284 tNO U.P. USDA P-3042 
10542 PI-396286 INO U.P. USDA P-3044 
10543 PI-396288 INO U.P. USDA P-3047 
10544 PI-396290 INO U.P. USDA P-3049 
10545 PI·396293 IND U.P. USDA P·3054 
10546 PI·396294 IND U.P. USDA P.3055 
10547 PI·396297 INn U.P. USDA P~30S8 
10548 PI-396301 INn U.P. USDA P-3063 
10549 PI-396302 IND U.P. USDA P-3064 
10SS0 PI-396316 IND U.P. USDA P-3079 
10551 PI-396323 INO U.P. USDA P-30S7 
10552 PI-396328 lND U.P. USDA P-3092 
10553 PI-396332 INO U.P. USDA P-3096 
105S4 PI-396333 INO U.P. USDA P·3097 
10555 PI-396342 INO U.P. USDA p o 3I07 
10556 PI·396344 IND U.P. USDA P·3109 
105S7 PI· 396345 INO U.P. USDA P-3IIO 
10558 PI-396346 IND U.P. USDA P·JI ) 2 
10SS9 PI·396349 IND U.P. USDA P-3115 
10560 PI·396351 IND U.P. USDA P-3117 
10561 PI·396353 INO U.P. USDA P-3119 
10562 PI-3963SS INO U.P. USDA P-3122 
10563 PI-396360 INO V.P. USDA P-3126 
10564 Pl~396362 IND V.P. USDA P-3128 
10565 PI·396364 IND D.P. USDA P-3130 
10566 PI-39636S INO U.P. USDA P-3131 
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10567 PI-396367 IND U.P. USDA P-3133 
10568 PI-396368 IND U.P. USDA P-3134 
10569 PI-396377 IND U.P. USDA P~3146 
10570 PI-396380 IND U.P. USDA P-3149 
10571 PI-396384 IND U.P. USDA P-3153 
10572 PI-396387 IND U.P. USDA P·3156 
10573 PI-396390 IND U.P. USDA P-3159 
10574 PI-396392 IND U.P. USDA P-3161 
10575 PI·396393 IND U.P. USDA P-3162 
10576 PI-396397 IND U.P. USDA P-3166 
10577 PI-396398 IND U.P. USDA P-3167 
10578 PI-396402 IND U.P. USDA P-3171 
10579 PI-396403 IND U.P. USDA P-3172 
10580 PI-396410 IND U.P. USDA P-3182 
10581 PI-396412 IND U.P. USDA P-3184 
10582 PI-396418 IND U.P. USDA P-3190 
10583 PI·396420 IND U.P. USDA P-3192 
10584 PI·396422 IND U.P. USDA P-3194 
10585 PI·39642S IND U.P. USDA P-3J98 
10586 PI-396437 IND U.P. USDA P-3217 
10587 PI-396442 IND U.P. USDA P-3222 
10588 PI·396443 IND U.P. USDA P-3223 
10589 PI-396444 IND U.P. USDA P-3225 
10590 PI-396S86 IND U.P. USDA P-3399 
10591 PI-396S94 IND U.P. USDA P-3408 
10592 PI-396S96 IND U.P. USDA P-3410 
10593 PI·396604 IND U.P. USDA P-3419 
10594 PI-396605 IND U.P. USDA P-3420 
10595 PI-396612 IND U.P. USDA P·3428 
10596 PI-396616 IND U.P. USDA P-3434 
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10597 PI-396619 IND U.P. USDA P·3438 
10598 PI-396621 IND U.P. USDA P·3440 
10599 PI-396624 IND U.P. USDA P-3445 
10600 Pl·396626 IND U.P. USDA P-3447 
10601 PI-396628 IND U.P. USDA P-3449 
10602 PI. 396630 IND U.P. USDA P-34S1 
10603 PI·396633 IND U.P. USDA P·34S4 
10604 PI-396640 IND U.P. USDA P-3463 
10605 PI·396641 IND U.P. USDA P·3464 
10606 PI-396M3 IND U.P. USDA P·3466 
10607 PI·396646 IND U.P. USDA P-3469 
10608 PI·396649 IND U.P. USDA P-3472 
10609 PI-396650 IND U.P. USDA P·3473 
10610 PI·396651 IND U.P. USDA P-3474 
10611 PI-396654 IND U.P. USDA P·3477 
10612 PI-396655 IND U.P. USDA P·3478 
10613 PI·39665a IND U.P. USDA P-3482 
10614 PI·396661 IND U.P. USDA P-3485 
10615 PI-396664 IND U.P. USDA P-3488 
10616 PI-396665 IND U.P. USDA P·3489 
10617 PI-!96677 IND U.P, USDA P-3503 
10618 pt .. 396683 IND U.P. USDA P-351O 
I06J9 PI-396684 !ND U.P. USDA P-35 1 1 
10620 PI-396687 IND U.P. USDA P-3S14 
10621 PI-396689 JND U.P. USDA P·3S16 
10622 PI-396694- IND U.P. USDA P-3521 
106l! pt·39669S IND U.P. USDA P-3522 
10624 PI.396696 IND U.P. USDA P-3523 
10615 Pl .. 3967oo lND U.P. USDA P-3527 
10626 pt·363702 IND U.P. USDA P-3529 
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10627 PI·396706 IND V.P. VSDA P-3S33 
10628 PI-39671O IND V.P. USDA P.3S40 
10629 PI-396711 IND U.P. USDA P-3541 
10630 PI·396724 IND V.P. USDA P-3561 
10631 PI-396811 IND BIHAR USDA P·3663 
10632 PI-396824 IND BIHAR USDA P-368O{A) 
10633 PI·396826 IND BIHAR USDA P·3681 
10634 PI-396852 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-3713 
10635 Pl-396867 lND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3731 
10636 PI-396878 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3743 
10637 PI-396879 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P·3744 
10638 PI-396885 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-37S1 
10639 PI-396895 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3763 
10640 PI·39690S IND WEST BENGAL USDA P·3774 
10641 PI-396912 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3781 
10642 PI·396916 JAM USDA P-378S 
10643 PI-396917 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3786 
10644 PI-396918 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3788 
10645 PI-396921 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P·3794 
10646 PI-396926 PRJ USDA P-3802 
10647 PI-396927 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3803 
10648 PI-396932 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P·381O 
10649 PI-396935 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3814 
10650 PI-396940 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3819 
10651 PI-396941 IND WESTBBNGAL USDA P·3820 
10652 PI-396942 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3821 
10653 PI-396943 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3822 
10654 PI-396963 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P·3848 
10655 PI·396967 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3853 
10656 PI-396978 IND A.P. USDA P-3869 
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10657 PI·396981 IND A.P. USDA P·3872 
10658 PI-396983 IND A.P. USDA P-3874 
10659 PI·396986 IND A.P. USDA P-3878 
10660 PI·397122 IND USDA P·4030 
10661 PI-397 123 IND USDA P-4031 
10662 PI-397 127 IND USDA P-4035 
10663 PI-397131 IND USDA P-4039 
10664 Pt·397140 IND USDA P·4049 
10665 PI-397 142 INO USDA P·4051 
10666 PI-397 145 IND USDA P-4054 
10667 PI·397146 IND USDA P·4055 
10668 PI·397147 IND USDA P-4056 
10669 PI-39715J IND USDA P-4061 
10670 Pl·397153 IND USDA P-4063 
10671 Pl.397168 IND USDA P.4078 
10672 PI·39717S IND USDA P-4085 
10673 PI·397177 IND USDA P-4087 
10674 PI-397184 IND USDA P-4094 
10675 PI-397188 IND USDA P-4099 
10676 Pl-397191 IND USDA P-4104 
10677 PI-397195 IND USDA P·4108 
10678 PI-397197 USA USDA P-41IO 
10679 PI-397202 IND USDA P-4115 
10680 PI-397203 IND USDA P-4116 
10681 PI-397205 IND USDA P-41l8 
10682 PI-397206 IND USDA P-4119 
10683 PI-397208 IND USDA P-4121 
10684 PI-397211 INn USDA P-4124 
10685 PI-397220 IND USDA P-4134 
10686 PI-397221 IND USDA P-4135 
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10687 PI-397225 INO USDA P-4139 
10688 PI-397228 IND USDA P-4144 
10689 PI-397229 IND USDA P-4145 
10690 PI-397231 IND USDA P-4147 
10691 PI-397232 INO USDA P-4148 
10692 PI-397235 IND USDA P-4153 
10693 PI-397236 IND USDA P-4154 
10694 PI-397239 IND USDA P-41S7 
10695 PI-397240 IND USDA P-41S8 
10696 PI-397247 IND USDA P-4166 
10697 PI-397249 IND USDA P-4168 
10698 PI-397250 IND USDA P-4169 
10699 PI-39725S IND USDA P-4176 
10700 PI-397268 INO USDA P-4191 
10701 PI-397280 IND USDA P-4203 
10702 PI-397281 IND USDA P-4204 
10703 PI-397284 IND USDA P-4207 
10704 PI-397286 IND USDA P-4209 
10705 PI-397288 IND USDA P-4211 
10706 PI-397289 IND USDA P-4213 
10707 PI-397290 IND USDA P-4214 
10708 PI-397294 IND USDA P-4218 
10709 PI-397296 IND USDA P-220 
10710 PI-397298 IND USDA P-4222 
10711 PI-397313 IND BIHAR USDA P-4237 
10712 PI-397316 IND BIHAR USDA P-4240 
107]3 PI-397324 IND BIHAR USDA P-4253 
10714 PI-397325 lND BIHAR USDA P-4254 
10715 PI-397326 IND BIHAR USDA P·42SS 
10716 PI-397337 IND BIHAR USDA P-427S 
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10717 PI·391338 INO BIHAR USDA P·4216 
10718 PI"391339 IND BIHAR USDA P·4211 
10719 PI-391345 IND BIHAR USDA P·4284 
10720 PI·397346 1ND BIHAR USDA P-4285 
10721 PI·3913.12 IND BIHAR USDA P·4292 
10722 PI·391354 INO BIHAR USDA P·4296 
10723 PI·397355 IND BIHAR USDA P·4297 
10724 PI·397359 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4301 
10725 Pl·397365 IND U.P. USDA P·4311 
10726 PI·391366 IND U.P. USDA P·4312 
10027 PI·397367 IND UP. USDA P-4314 
10728 PI-391368 IND UP. USDA P·4315 
10029 PI-391371 IND U.P. USDA P-4321 
10730 Pl·391312 IND UP. USDA P·4326 
10731 PI-391373 INO U.P. USDA P-4328 
10732 PI.391314 IND UP. USDA P·4330 
10733 Pl·397311 IND U.P. USDA P-4334 
10734 PI-397384 IND U.P. USDA P-4345 
10735 PI·39739O IND U.P. USDA P·4352 
10736 PI·397392 IND UP. USDA P-4356 
10731 PI·391399 INO UP. USDA P·4367 
10738 PI· 391420 INO MAHARASHlRA USDA P·4403 
10739 PI-397422 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4405 
10740 PI·397423 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P·4406 
10741 PI· 391425 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P·4408 
10742 PI·397431 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4414 
10743 PI·391433 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P·4416 
10744 Pl·391435 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P·4419 
10745 PI· 391437 INO MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4423 
10746 PI·391438 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4424 
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10747 PI-397439 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4425 
10748 PI-397440 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4426 
10749 PI-397441 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4427 
10750 PI-397444 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4431 
10751 PI-39744S IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4432 
10752 PI-397446 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4433 
10753 PI-397447 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4434 
10754 PI-397450 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4437 
10755 PI-39745S IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4442 
10756 PI-397456 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4443 
10757 PI-397461 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-44S0 
10758 PI-397463 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·44S2 
10759 PI-397464 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4453 
10760 PI· 397465 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·44S4 
10761 PI-397468 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-44S7 
10762 PI-397471 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4460 
10763 PI-397472 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4461 
10764 PI-397475 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4464 
10765 PI-397476 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-446S 
10766 PI-397477 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4466 
10767 PJ·397479 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4469 
10768 PI-397481 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4471 
10769 PI-397482 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4472 
10770 PI-397491 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4482 
10771 PI·397496 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4487 
If1772 PI-397497 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4489 
10773 PI-397498 IND MAHARASHTIU USDA P·4490 
10774 PI-397501 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4494 
10775 PI-397502 IND MAHARASlITRA USDA P·4495 
10776 PI· 397S03 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4496 
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10077 PI-397504 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4497 
10078 PI-397506 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4499 
10779 PI-397507 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4500 
10780 PI-397511 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4504 
10781 PI-397513 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4506 
10782 PI-397514 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4507 
10783 PI-397516 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4512 
10784 PI-397518 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4514 
10785 PI-39752O IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4516 
10786 PI·397525 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4521 
10787 PI·397530 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4527 
10788 PI-397531 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4528 
10789 PI-397532 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4529 
10790 PI-397534 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4531 
10791 PI-397537 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4534 
10792 PI-397538 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4535 
10793 PI-397539 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4536 
10794 PI·397540 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4537 
10795 PI.397S41 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4538 
10796 PI-397542 IND MAHARASIITRA USDA P-4539 
10797 PI-397543 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4540 
10798 PI·397544 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4541 
10799 PI-397547 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4544 
10800 PI-397548 IND MAHARASIfl'RA USDA P-4545 
10801 PI-397549 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4546 
10802 PI-397556 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4553 
10803 PI-397560 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4557 
10804 PI-397561 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4558 
10805 PI-397571 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4569 
10806 PI·397577 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4575 
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10807 PI-397579 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4S77 
10808 PI-397580 IND USDA P-4579 
10809 PI-397581 IND USDA P-45SO 
10810 PI-397584 IND ASSAM USDA P-4588 
10811 PI-397591 IND ASSAM USDA P-4S95 
10812 PI-397593 IND ASSAM USDA P-4597 
10813 PI-397604 IND ASSAM USDA P-461O 
10814 PI-397612 IND ASSAM USDA P-4618 
10815 PI-397615 IND ASSAM USDA P-4621 
10816 PI-397616 IND ASSAM USDA P-4622 
10817 PI-397618 IND ASSAM USDA P-4624 
10818 PI-397629 IND ASSAM USDA P·4635 
10819 PI-397630 IND ASSAM USDA P·4636 
J0820 PI-397632 IND ASSAM USDA P·4638 
10821 PI·397645 IND M.P. USDA P-4652 
10822 PI-397661 IND M.P. USDA P·4671 
10823 PI·397662 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·4672 
10824 PI-397664 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4674 
10825 PI-397666 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4676 
10826 PI-397673 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4684 
10827 PI-397679 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4690 
10828 PI-397688 (ND KARNATAKA USDA P-4700 
10829 PI-397693 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4705 
10830 PI-397698 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4710 
10831 PI-397827 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-4851 
]0832 PI·397828 IND BIHAR USDA P·48S2 
10833 Pl·397837 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4861 
10834 PI-397844 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-4872 
10835 PI·397850 IND NEW DELHI USDA P·4878 
10836 PI·397854 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-4882 
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10837 PI~3978S7 !ND BIHAR USDA P-4886 
10838 PI-397862 IND BIHAR USDA P·4891 
10839 PI-397864 IND BIHAR USDA P~4893 
10840 PI-39787S IND UP. USDA P-4905 
10841 PI-397882 IND UP. USDA P~4913 
10842 PI-397885 IND UP. USDA P·4916 
10143 PI-397889 IND U.P. USDA P-4921 
10844 PI·397893 IND UP. USDA P·4926 
10845 PI·397894 lND U.P. USDA P-4927 
10846 PI-397895 IND U.P. USDA P·4928 
10847 PI·397898 IND NEW DELHI USDA P·4931 
10848 PI·397917 IND UP. USDA P·4954 
10849 PI·397918 IND UP. USDA P·4956 
10850 Pl·397919 IND U.P. USDA P·4957 
lOBSt PI·397921 IND U.P. USDA P·4961 
10852 PI-397924 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·4966 
10853 PI-397927 IND TAMILNADU USDA P·4970 
10854 PI·397932 IND U.P. USDA P·4975 
l08SS PI-397933 !ND U.P. USDA P·4976 
10856 PI-397935 INO UP. USDA P-4978 
10857 PI-397940 IND UP. USDA P·4984 
10858 PI-397944 INO UP. USDA P-4988 
108S9 PI-397945 IND UP. USDA P-4990 
10860 PI·397949 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·4995 
10861 PI-397954 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·5000 
10862 PI·39796O IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5006 
10863 PI-397962 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·5008 
10864 PI-397965 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·5011 
10865 PI-397966 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5012 
10866 PI-397979 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-502S 
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10867 PI·397989 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-S03S 
10868 PI-397991 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-S037 
10869 PI-397992 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P·S038 
10870 PI·397999 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-SD47 
10871 PI·398061 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-St37 
10872 PI-398083 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P·S162 
10873 PI-398170 UKN USDA P·S266 
10874 PIGEONPEA BROWN 1WN 
1087.5 PJGEONPEA BLACK 1WN 
10876 DARK BROWN 1WN UGM 
10877 JM·2501 KEN UGM FJELD COLLECfION 
10878 PI·14 PHL 
10879 PI-IS PHL 
10880 PI·27S PHL 
10881 PI-278 PHL 
10882 PI-279 PHL 
10883 PJ·280 PHL 
]0884 Pl·282 PHL 
10885 PI-283 PHL 
10886 PI·284 PHL 
10881 PI-28S PHL 
10888 COLLBcnON NO.2 ION 
10889 COLLECTION NO.3 ION 
10890 COLLBCTION NO.4 ION 
10891 SL·1 BGD 
10892 SL-2 BGD 
10893 SL-3 BGD 
10894 SL-4 BGD 
10895 SL·S BGD 
10896 SL·6 BGD 
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10897 S-13-8 AUS 
10898 S-15-6 AUS 
10899 S-25-8 AUS 
10900 A-I (1-6) AUS 
10901 A-I (1-9) AUS 
1090l A-I(lI-17) AUS 
10903 A-1(III·S) AUS 
10904 A-I (111-9) AUS 
10905 A-2(1II-16) AUS 
10906 A.3(Il-7) AUS 
10907 5-1(1-8) AUS 
10908 5-1(1-20) AUS 
10909 5-1(11-16) AUS 
10910 5.1(111 .... ) AUS 
10911 5-3(1-13) AUS 
10912 5-4(1-10) AUS 
10913 S-4(IJ-6) AUS 
10914 S-4(I1-16) AUS 
1091S 5·5(11-2) AUS 
10916 5-5(11-14) AUS 
10917 5-5(11-21) AUS 
10918 5-5(111.17) AUS 
10919 1-1(1-19) AUS 
10920 T·l(I1-1) AUS 
10921 T-l(1U.10) AUS 
10922 T.2(ll1-5) AUS 
10923 T-2(IU-7) AUS 
10924 T-3(1-2) AUS 
I092S T-3(11.16) AUS 
10926 T·3(11-2S) AUS 
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tOO27 T-3(ur-2) AUS 
10928 T·S(l-4) AUS 
10929 T-5(1·12) AUS 
10930 PR·4517 IND A.P. ICCIIOONADILABAO PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
10931 PR·4S50 INO MAHARASHTRA KHIRODA/JALGAON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10932 PR-4702 IND ASSAM HARMA TI/NOWGONG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10933 PR·4705 IND ASSAM RENGFENG/NOWGONG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10934 PR·4713 IND ASSAM BAMUNIGAON/KAMRUP PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10935 PR-4730 IND ASSAM TULUNGIAJGOALPARA PR HELD COLLECfION 
10936 PR-4743 INO SIKKIM SAMDUR BLOCK/GANGTOK PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10937 PR·4744 IND SIKKIM RANIPALISOUTHEAST SIKKIM PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10938 PR-4750 IND SJKKIM SANGKOLA/SOlD'HEAST SIKKIM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10939 PR·4769 IND SIKKIM SHISHMA/WEST SIKKIM PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10940 PR-4782 IND TAMILNADU SEAFORTI-I ESTA 1EIN(LGIRI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10941 PR·4787 IND KERALA PALGHAT/?ALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10942 PR-4790 IND KERALA PA YY ALLORE/? ALGHA T PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10943 PR·4834 IND KERALA l'I'EAR S-BEND/QUlLON PR FIELD COLLECfION 
10944 PR-4854 IND TAMILNADU KUDANUR/MADURAI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10945 PR·4856 IND TAMil .. NADU UTHANAPALAYA~ADURAI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10946 PR-4857 IND TAMILNADU PODIVILAKKU/MADURAI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10947 PR-4858 INO TAMILNADU CHENGOLAM/MADURAI PR f-1ELD COLLE('''TION 
10948 PR·4871 JND ORISSA KASIPUR/KORAPUT PR AELO COLLECTION 
10949 PR-4879 IND ORISSA KVMBHIRAPADA/GANJAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10950 PR·4942 IND U.P. NAUPARAJBAHRAICH PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10951 PR-4945 INO U.P. CHAKLAKIPURlKHERl PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10952 PR·4946 INO V.P. DHAURAHRAIKHERI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10953 PR-4947 IND V.P. DVBAHA/KHERI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
10954 PR-UNKNOWN IND PR 
10955 CSS-29 IND KARNATAKA CSS FIELD COLLECTION 
10956 CSS-30 IND KARNATAKA ~ FIELD COU..ECTJON 
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10957 AWR 74115 IND U.P. ICRI 
10958 BANDAPALERA IND U.P. IeRI 
I09S9 MAU-B-l7S IND MAHARASHTRA 
10960 PURPLE· 1 IND U.P. ICRJ 
10961 0-1 IND A.P. ICRI 
10962 1)..2 IND A.P. ICRI 
10963 RPSP-S80 IND HARYANA PANJOKHRA{AMBALA RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
10964 RPSP-'81 INO HARYANA PA1W1/AMBALA RPSP FIELD COLLEL"TION 
I096S RPSP-584 IND PUNJAB PA TIALAJPA 'nALA RPSP FIELD COLLEC'I10N 
10966 RPSP~587 IND PUNJAB CHA'ITJPA nALA RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
10967 RPSP-588 IND PUNJAB PABHATJPATIALA RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
10968 RPSP-591 INO PUNJAB PADIALA/ROPAR RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
10969 RPSP-606 INO PUNJAB NEAR HOSHIARPUR CITY RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
10970 PLS-127 IND 
10971 P..65 IND 
10972 TASMANIA YELLOW INO TAMlLNADU 
10973 TASMANIA REO IND TAMILNADU 
10974 ATI'APADI IND TAMILNADU 
10975 O.C.S.R.cou,. IND BIHAR 
10976 ICSMR.-SJiL. 70 IND A.P. ICRI ICP~7()"Sl X VIIl NDT 
10971 IC-SMR-SJiL.85 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-8S-1-1-S-S1 X III NDT 
10978 ICSMR-SBL-9S IND A.P. ICRJ ICP-95-1-S2 X VII NOT 
10979 ICSMR-SBL-457 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-4S7-3-S2 X VI NOT 
10980 IC·SMR-SJiL.504 JND A.P. ICRI ICP-S04-1-4S X VI NDT 
10981 ICSMR-SBJ....S95 IND AtP. ICRI ICP-59S-1-S1 X VII NOT 
10982 ICSMR-SBL-934 !NO A.P. ICRI ICP-934-3-S1 X VIl NOT 
10983 IC-SMR-SBL-999 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-999-2-S 1 X IV NOT 
10984 ICSMR-SEL·1220 IND AI'. ICRI ICP-1220-S1 X 1X NDT 
10985 ICSMR .. SBL-1680 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-1680-1-1-S X VII NOT 
10986 IC-SMR-SBJ.....l908 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-1908-1-S1 X 
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10987 IC-SMR-SEL-1926 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-1926-J-S2 X VII NDT 
10988 IC-SMR-SEL-2003 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-2003-2-S2 X VII NOT 
10989 IC-SMR-SEL-204S INO A.P. ICRl ICP-204S-1-S1 X VII NOT 
10990 IC-SMR-SEL-20S0 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-20S(}'I-S1 X VII NDT 
10991 IC-SMR-SEL-2067 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-2067-1-S1 X VII NOT 
10992 IC-SMR-SEL-2096 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-2Q96..J-S2 X VII NDT 
10993 IC-SMR-SEL-2098 INO A.P. JCRl ICP-2098-S1 X III NOT 
10994 IC-SMR-SEL-2101 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-2101-1-S1 X VII NOT 
10995 IC-SMR·SEL·Z79S INO A.P. ICRl ICP-Z79S-1-SS X IX NDT 
]0996 IC-SMR-SEL-2812 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-2812-S1 X III NOT 
10997 IC-SMR-SEL·2828 INO A.P. ICRl lCP-2828-1-2-S1 X 
10998 IC-SMR-SEL-3421 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-3421-1-S X 
10999 IC-SMR-SEL-3462 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-3462-1-S1 X 
11000 IC-SMR-SEL-3472 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-3472-2-S1 X 
J 1001 IC-SMR-SEL-3486 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-3486-1-4-S1 X VI NOT 
11002 IC-SMR·SEL-3S2I INO A.P. ICRl ICP-3S21-I-Sl X VII NOT 
11003 IC-SMR·SEL-3576 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-3S76-3-S1 X VI NDT 
11004 JC-SMR-SEL-3727 INO A.P. 100 ICP-3727-1-2-S1 X 
11005 IC-SMR-SEL-3781 INO A.P. 100 ICP-3781-1-S2 X IX NOT 
11006 IC-SMR-SEL-380 1 INO A.P. 100 ICP-3801-1S X 
11007 ICSMR-SBL-39S4 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-39S4-1-S X 
11008 IC-SMR-SBL-4083 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-4083- J -S X 
11009 IC-SMR-SBL-4I42 INO A.P. 100 ICP-4142-2-S X IX NOT 
11010 IC-SMR-SEL-41S2 INO A.P. 100 ICP-41S2-S-1 X 
11011 IC-SMR-SEL-41S7 INO A.P. 100 ICP-4157-1-1-S2 X 
11012 IC-SMR-SBL-4213 INO A.P. 100 ICP-4213-S1 X VII NOT 
11013 IC-SMR-SElr4290 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-4290-3-S IX 
11014 IC-SMR-SBL-432S INO A.P. IeRI ICP-432S-2-S1X VII NOT 
11015 JC-SMR-SEL-4358 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-43S8-2-S1X VII NDT 
11016 lC-SMR-SBL-4367 INO A.P. 100 la>-4367-2-S IX IX NOT 
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11011 IC-SA!R-S~380 INO A.P. JCRI ICP·438()"1·S2 X VII NDT 
11018 ICSMR.-SBL-439S INO A.P. ICRI ICP-4395-3-1·S X IX NOT 
11019 IC-SMR-SBL-4396 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-4396-2-S1 X VII NOT 
11020 JC·SMR·SEL-4439 IND A.P. ICRI lCP-4439-1-2-S12 X 
11021 IC-S~~~4533 IND A.P. ICRI lCP-4S33-2-S2 X 
11022 ICSMR-SEL-4S31 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-4537-1-S X 
11023 ICSMR·SEL-4601 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-4601-1-1-S2 X 
11024 IC-SMR-SBL-4609 IND A.P. leRI ICP -4609·1·S 1 X 
11025 IC·SMR-SBL-4642 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-4642-S1 X 
11026 ICSMR·SBL-4668 IND AI'. JCRI ICP-4668-2-S X IX NOT 
11021 ICSMR-SEL-4710 IND AP. ICRI ICP-4710-1-S2 X 
11028 ICSMR-SEL-4726 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-4726.-1-S1 X IX NOT 
11029 IC-SMR-SEL-4721 IND A.P. leRi ICP-4727·S1 X 
11030 IC-SMR-SEL-4731 INn A.P. ICRI ICP-4731·2·2·S1 X 
11031 IC-SMR.·SEL-4732 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-4732-1·S X 
11032 lC·SMR-SBL-4739 IND AP. ICRI ICP-4739-1-S X 
11033 IC·SMR~SEL-4762 IND A.P. ICRI Icp-476S-2-S3 X 
11034 IC·SMR-SEL-4769 INO A.P. IeRI ICP·4769-1-1-S1 X 
n03S ICSMR.-SEL-4772 IND AP. ICRI ICP-4772-2-S2 X 
11036 IC-SMR·SEL-4782 IND AP. ICRI ICP-4782-2-S1 X IX NOT 
11037 ICSMR-SBL-4783 INO AP. JCRI ICP-4783-3-S2 X IX NDT 
11038 ICSMR.-SEL-478S IND A.P. JeRI ICP-4785-1-2-S2 X 
11039 IC·SMR-SBL-4788 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-4788-2-4-S2 X 
11040 ICSMR-SB~4794 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-4794-2·2·S1 X VI NOT 
11041 ICSMR·SBL-4809 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-48~-3-S-2 X VIIl NOT 
11042 IC·SMR.-SBL-4866 INO A.P. 100 ICP-4866..1-S1 X VII NOT 
11043 ICSMR-SBL-488S IND A.P. ICRI Icp-488S-1-4-S X 
11044 IC.SMR·SEl,4919 IND A.P. ICRI Icp-4919-2-S1 X VII NDT 
11045 ICSMR-SBL-S034 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-5034·1-S1 X VII[ NOT 
11046 IC-SMR-SBL-S064 !NO A.P. 100 ICP-S{)6.4..1-S 1 X IX NDT 
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11047 IC-SMR-SEL-S097 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-5097.1-S1 X VB NOT 
11048 IC·SMR-SEL-5098 INO A.P. ICRI ICP.S098-t-2-S1 X 
11049 IC-SMR-SEL·5124 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-S124.I-Sl X VII NOT 
11050 lC-SMR.-SEL-5131 IND A.P. ICR] ICP-SI3l-S1 X 
n051 lC-SMR.-SEL-S133 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-SI33-I-SJ X VII NDT 
11052 IC-SMR-SEL-S142 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-S142-2-1-S1 X VII NOT 
11053 IC-SMR-SEL-S I 51 IND A.P. ICR] ICP-5IS1-2-S1 X VIII NOT 
1 t054 IC-SMR.-SEL-51 57 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-S1S7-I-l-Sl X VI NOT 
11055 IC-SMR-SEL-Sl72 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-S172-2-S1 X VI NOT 
11056 IC·SMR·SEL-5277 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-S277-I-S X VIII NOT 
11057 IC-SMR-SEL-5324 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-5324-S1 X VIII NOT 
1 t058 IC·SMR·SEL·5350 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-5350-2-3-S1 X 
1 t059 IC-SMR-SEL·5370 INO A.P. ICRI ICP.S310-1-2-S1 X IV NOT 
11060 IC-SMR-SEL-5436 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-5436-I-S2 X 
11061 IC·SMR-SEL-5444 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-S444-1-S3 X VIr NOT 
11062 IC-SMR-SEL-5445 INO A.P. ICRI ICP·S445-I·S4 X VIII NOT 
11063 IC-SMR.·SEL-5446 IND A.P. ICRI ICP·S446·S 1 X Vlll NOT 
1]064 IC·SMR·SEL·5465 IND A.P. JCRI ICP·S46S·S 1 X VIII NOT 
1]065 IC·S MR·SEL· 5467 INO A.P. ICRI ICP·S467.S1 X VII NOT 
11066 IC-SMR-SEL-5476 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-5476-1-S 1 X VB NOT 
11067 IC-SMR-SEL.S529 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-SS29-]-Sl X VI NOT 
11068 IC·SMR-SEL-5S35 INO A.P. leRI ICP-S535·1-S1 X VIII NOT 
11069 JC·SMR-SEL·S551 INO A.P. JCRl ICP-SSSl-1·S2X V NOT 
1t070 lC-SMR·SEL-5622 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-5622-1·S2 X IX NOT 
11071 IC·SMR·SEL·5651 IND A.P. ICRI ICP·56S1·S1 X IX NDT 
11072 IC-SMR·SEL-5656 IND A.P. ICRI Icp·S656-Sl X VII NOT 
11073 IC-SMR-SEL·5701 INO A.P. ICRI lCP-5701·1·S1 X 
11074 lC~SMR·SEL-S729 IND A.P. leRI ICP-S729·2-S6 X VI NOT 
] 1075 IC-SMR·SEL·S733 INO A.P. IeRI Icp·S733-SI X VII NOT 
11076 lC·SMR·SEL.S834 INO A.P. JeRI ICP·5834·}·4·S1 X VII NOT 
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11077 ICSMR·SBJ....S864 INO A.P. ]00 ICP·S864-1-S X 
11078 ICSMR·SBL-S907 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-5907-1-S3 X VIII NOT 
11079 IC-SMR-SBL-S950 IND A.P. ICRl ICP·S930-1-S2 X 
11080 IC-SMR,·SEL-S970 INO A.P. 100 ICP-S970-1-S1 X IX NOT 
11081 lC-SMR·SBL-S999 IND A.P. 100 lCP-S999-1-1-S2 X VII NOT 
11082 ICSMR...sBL-6027 IND A.P. 100 lCP-6027-1-3-SI X Vlll NDT 
11083 JCSMR·SBL-6088 IND A.P. 100 ICP -6088..4-S 1 X IX NOT 
11084 ICSMR-SBL-6128 INO A.P. 100 lCP-61Z8..t-Sl X V NOT 
11085 ICSMR-SBL-6223 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-6223-4-S X 
11086 ICSMR..sBL-6241 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-6241-1-1-S1 X VIIJ NOT 
11087 ICSMJt...SB.L-6267 IND A.P. IeRI lCP-6267-S1 X VlII NOT 
11088 ICSMR·SBL-6269 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-6269-1-2·S t X VIJI NOT 
11089 ICSMR·SBL-6344 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-6344-8.S1 X VJII NDT 
11090 ICSMR-SBL-6369 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-6369-1-2-S1 X 
11091 ICSMR-SBL-6394 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-6394-t-S2 X IX NOT 
11092 ICSMR-SBL-6410 INO A.P. JCRl ICP-6410-1·S1 X IX NOT 
11093 ICSMR..sBL-6431 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-6431-1-S1 X 
11094 ICSMR..sBJ.,.6491 INO A.P. JCRI ICP-6491-1-S X 
11095 IC·SMR·SBL-6559 INO A.P. JCRI ICP-6SS9-1-S3 X 
11096 ICSMR-SBL-6640 INO A.P. ICRI lCP-6640-1-S 1 X IX NDT 
11097 ICSMR..sBJ.....6694 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-6694·1-1-S X VII NOT 
11098 IC-SMR-SBL-6707 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-6707·1-4-S1 X VII NOT 
11099 ICSMR-SBL-6742 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-6742-1-3-S1 X VII NOT 
11100 ICSMR.SBL-6748 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-6748..1S-S1 X vn NDT 
11101 ICSMR·SBL-6771 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-6771-2-S1 X IX NOT 
11102 ICSMR-SBL-6815 INO A.P. 100 10>-6815-1-84 X VII NOT 
11103 JCSMR..sBL-6831 INO A.P. 100 Icp·6831-1·81 X VII NDT 
11104 ICSMR-SBJ....6904 IND A.P. 100 ICP-6904-7 -1-S2 X VIII NDT 
11105 ICSMR-SBL-6929 IND A.P. ICRI ICP·6929·2·4-S1 X 
11106 ICSMR-SBL-6943 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-6943-1-82 X VIII NOT 
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11107 IC-SMR -SEL-6970 INO A.P. JCRI JCP-697()"S 1 X 
11108 IC-SMR-SEL-7169 INO A.P. ICRl JCP-7169-S1 X IV NOT 
11109 IC-SMR-SEL-7183 INO A.P. IeRI JCP-7183.1·]-S2 X IX NOT 
11110 IC-SMR-SEL-7185 INO A.P. ICRI JCP-718S-1-S X 
11111 lC-SMR-SEL-7187 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7187-1-1-S2 X 
1]112 IC-SMR-SEL-7193 JNO A.P. ICRI ICP-7]93-1-3-S1 X 
11113 IC-SMR-SEL-7194 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7194-1-2-S X 
11114 IC-SMR-SEL-7196 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7196-1-S-S2 X IX NOT 
11115 IC-SMR-SEL-7197 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-7197-S1 X IS NOT 
11116 IC-SMR-SEL-7200 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7200-1-I-Sl X 
11117 lC-SMR-SEL-7202 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-7202-1-S4 X 
11118 IC-SMR-SEL-7215 JNO A.P. ICRI ICP-721S-S2 X VIII NOT 
11119 IC-SMR-SEL-7217 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7217-1-I-Sl X 
11120 IC-SMR-SEL-7221 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7221-1-S4 X VIII NDT 
11121 IC-SMR-SEL-7222 JNO A.P. ICRI ICP-7222-6-I-S2 X VII NOT 
11122 IC-SMR-SEL-7232 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7232-1()"4-S1 X VII NOT 
11123 IC-SMR-SEL-7233 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7233-2-S4 X IX NOT 
11124 IC-SMR-SEL-7234 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7234-B-2-S2 X VlIl NOT 
11125 IC-SMR-SEL-1236 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-1236-S I X IX NOT 
11126 IC-SMR-SEL-7237 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7237-1-S1 X 
11127 IC-SMR-SEL-7238 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7238-3·3-S2 X VII NOT 
11128 IC-SMR-SEL-1239 INO A.P. IOO ICP-7239-6-S1 X 
11129 IC-SMR-SEL-7240 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-724()..6·1-S1 X 
11130 IC-SMR-SEL· 7243 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7243-7·S2 X 
11131 IC-SMR-SEL-7246 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7246-2-S7 X IX NOT 
11132 IC-SMR-SEL-7248 INO A.P. 100 ICP-7248-1-1-S1 X 
11133 IC-SMR-SEL-7249 INO A.P. IOO ICP-7249-1·S2 X VII NOT 
11134 IC-SMR-SEL-72S 1 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-72S 1-1-2-2-S 1 X vn NOT 
11135 IC-SMR-SEL-1258 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-1258-3-2-3 X VII NOT 
11136 IC-SMR-SEL-7269 INO A.P. ICRI CIP-7269-2-S-3 X V NOT 
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11131 IC-SMR-SBJ....1213 INO A.P. 100 ICP·1213-2--2·82 X vn NOT 
11138 JCSMR·SBJ.,..1281 IND A.P. ICRl JCP·1281·1·2·S1 X VIII NOT 
11139 lCSMR...sBJ....7283 INO AP. too ICP·1283-S·S-S1 X VII NDT 
11140 JC..SMR·SBL-7286 IND A.P. JCRI ]CP·1286·S1 X IX NOT 
11141 IC-SMR·SBL-7291 INO AP. 100 JCP·1291·S·S1 X VI NOT 
11142 IC-SMR.sm.... 1306 IND A.P. ICRl ICP·1306-2·S2 X V NOT 
11143 lC-SMR.·SBL-1336 IND A.P. JCRl Icp·1336-1·S3 X IX NOT 
11144 IC-SMR-SBL-7331 IND AP. ICRl Icp·1331·1·S1 X VI NOT 
11145 IC-SMR..s.BL-134S INO A.P. ICRI Jcp. 7345·2·82 X IX NOT 
11146 ICSMR-SEL-1353 IND A.P. IOO lCP-13S3-2·S1 X IX NOT 
11141 lCSMR-SBL-7312 INO A.P. JCRI lcp· 7312-4·8-S X IX NDT 
11148 ICSMR.-SBL-737S INO A.P. ICRl lCP-731S-1·3-S1 X IX NOT 
11149 JC.SMR.-SBL-7387 IND AP. ICRI JCP·1381·3·2·S X 
11150 ICSMR.-S8L-7407 1ND AX'. 100 JXP.1407·S·1-S1 X VIII NOT 
11151 ICSMR-SBL-7410 IND AP. ICRI lCP·1410-1·S X IX NDT 
11152 ICSMR-SBL-1411 1ND AP. 100 ICP-1411-1-S4 X IX NOT 
IIlS3 ICSMR-SBL-1436 1ND AP. JCRI ICP·1436-2-2·S2 X IX NOT 
11lS4 lCSMR-SBL-7444 IND AI'. 100 ICP·1444·S1 X VI NOT 
11155 ICSMR-SBL-7445 INn AP. ICRl ICP·144S·6-3·S1 X IV NOT 
11156 ICSMR-SBL-7447 INO AP. ICRI lCP·1441·1-2·S X 
11157 IC-SMR..s:BL-7501 IND AP. ICRl Icp·1S01-1·6-8 X 
11158 ICSMR...sBL-7553 1ND AP. ICRI Ia>· 7553-2-S2 X VI NDT 
11159 ICSMR-SBL-7629 IND A.P. 100 ICP·1639-1·8 X 
11160 ICSMR..sBL-7817 IND AP. ICRl Icp·'81'·1·S2 X 
11161 lCSMR..sm..,..1BS9 INO AP. 100 ICP·1BS9-1·S1 X IX NDT 
11162 ICSMR-SBJ.,.. 7863 INO AP. 100 ICP .. 7863·I-S2 X VII NOT 
11163 ICSMll-SBL-7864 IND AP. ICRI Ia>· 7864-1·83 X VlI NDT 
11164 ICSMR.·SBL-7810 IND A;P. leRI I(])·7870-1-S6 X IX NOT 
11165 ICSMR~787S IND AX'. ICRI lCP·7815·3·S2 X VIII NOT 
11166 ICSMR·SBL-7887 IND AP. ICRI Jcp·7887·S1 X VIII NOT 
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11167 IC-SMR-SEL-7893 INO A.P. leRI ICP-7893-S2 X VIII NDT 
11168 IC-SMR-SEL-7942 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-7942-13-S6 X 
11169 IC-SMR-SEL-7980 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-798~3-S1 X IX NDT 
11170 IC-SMR-SEL-7981 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7981-1-S2 X IX NOT 
11171 IC-SMR-SEL-7983 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7983-1-S5 X 
11172 IC-SMR-SEL-7987 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-7987-I-Sl X 
11173 IC-SMR-SEL-7989 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-7989-3-S1 X 
11174 IC-SMR-SEL-7996 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7996-1-S2 X 
1117S IC-SMR-SEL-7998 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-7998-1-S3 X VIII NOT 
] 1176 IC-SMR-SEL-7999 INO A.P. JCRI ICP-7999-S I X VIII NOT 
11177 IC-SMR-SEL-8003 INO A.P. ICRt ICP-8003-3-S1 X 
11178 IC-SMR-SEL-8026 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-8026-2-S2 X IX NDT 
11179 IC-SMR-SEL-8027 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8027-1-2-S1 X 
11]80 IC-SMR-SEL-8029 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8029-1-S3 X IX NOT 
11181 IC-SMR-SEL-8030 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-803o.1-7-S2 X IX NOT 
11182 IC-SMR-SEL-8032 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8032-1-SS X IX NDT 
11183 IC-SMR-SEL-8033 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8033-2-S4 X IX NOT 
11184 IC-SMR·SEL-8036 INO A.P. leRI ICP-8036-Jo.S X IX NDT 
11185 IC-SMR-SEL-8038 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-8008-1-S3 X 
11186 IC-SMR-SEL-8040 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-8040-4-S3 X 
11187 IC-SMR-SEL-8042 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8042-2-S3 X IX NDT 
11188 IC-SMR-SEL-8044 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8044-S-S1 X IX NDT 
11189 IC-SMR-SEL-8048 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8048.2-S 1 X 
11190 IC-SMR-SEL-8052 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-80S2-1-S-S1 X IX NOT 
] 1191 ICSMR-SEL-8057 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8~-5-2-S X 
11192 IC-SMR-SEL-8058 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-80SS-1-S X IX NOT 
11193 IC-SMR-SEL-8063 INO A.P. ICRI lCP-8063-4-I-S X 
11194 IC-SMR-SEL-8064 IND A.P. 100 ICP-8064-6-S1 X 
11195 ICSMR·SEL-8071 INO A.P. 100 1XP-8071-1-S1 X IX NDT 
11196 IC-SMR-SEL-8074 INO A.P. 100 ICP-8074-2-S1 X VIII NDT 
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11197 ICSMR·SBL-807S INO A~. ICRl ICP·807S-2-S X IX NOT 
11198 ICSMR-Sm..8081 IND A~. ICRI ICP-S081-Z-S1 X IX NOT 
11199 IC-SMR-SBL-8084 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-8084-6-4-S1 X IX NOT 
11200 ICSMR-SJiL.8088 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-S088-2-S 1 X IX NDT 
11201 IC-SMR.·SBL-8091 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-8091-1-S1 X IX NOT 
11202 ICSMR-SBL-8092 !NO A.P. ICRl ICP-8092-1-S1 X IX NOT 
11203 ICSMR.-SEL-8100 INO A.P. ICRI ICP·8100-S-S2 X IX NOT 
11204 IC-SMR-SBL-8102 INO A~. 100 ICP-8102-1-2-S2 X IX NDT 
11205 IC-SMR-SBL-8103 INO A.P. 100 ICP-8103-1-4·S1 X VII NOT 
11206 ICSMR-SBL-8104 JNO A.P. ICRI ICP-8104-1-1-S1 X VlII NOT 
11207 IC-SMR-SBL-8106 INO A~. ICRI ICP-8106-2-S4 X IX NOT 
11208 ICSMR-SBL-8107 IND A~. ICRI ICP-8107-3-Sl X IX NOT 
11209 IC-SMR-SBL-8112 INO A~. ICRl ICP-8112-1-5-S1 X VllI NOT 
11210 IC-SMR-SBL-8119 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-8119-5-S2 X IX NOT 
11211 ICSMR-SBI,8121 INO A.P. ICRJ ICP-8121-4-11-S X IX NOT 
11212 lC-SMR-SBL-8123 IND A~. JCRI ICP-8123-3-4-S1 X IX NOT 
11213 ICSMR-SEL-8124 !NO A~. ICRJ ICP-8124-1-S1 X IX NOT 
11214 IC-SMR-SBL-812S INO A~. ICRI ICP-812S-4-S1 X IX NOT 
11215 ICSMR-SBL-8127 lNO A~. lCRJ ICP-8127-1-9-S X 
11216 ICSMR-SBL-8129 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-8129-4-S1 X IX NOT 
11217 ICSMR.-SlLI130 lND A~. ICRl ICP-813o.9-1-S2 X IX NOT 
11218 IC-SMR-SBL-8131 INO A~. ICRI ICP-8131-1-S X IX NOT 
11219 lCSMR-SBL-1132 INO A~. ICRI ICP-8132-4-S2 X IX NOT 
11220 IC-SMR-SBL-8133 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8133-2-1-S2 X 
11221 IC-SMR-SBL-8134 IND A~. ICRI ICP-8134-3-SS X IX NOT 
11222 IC-SMR-SBL-813S IND A.P. ICRI ICP-813S-3-S1 X IX NOT 
11223 IC-SMR-SBL-8137 JND A.P. IOO ICP-8137-2-S X 
11224 ICSMR.~8138 INO A~. ICRl ICP-8138-2-4-S2 X IX NOT 
11225 ICSMR..sBL-8144 IND A~. IeRI ICP-8144-1-SS X IX NOT 
11226 ICSMR-SBL-8}46 INO A~. ICRI ICP-814&-1-S4 X IX NDT 
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11227 IC-SMR-SEL-8147 lNO A.P. ICRI ICP-8147-1-S4 X IX NDT 
11228 IC-SMR·SBL-81S1 lNO A.P. ICRI ICP-8IS1-1-S4 X 
11229 IC-SMR-SEL-8152 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8152-1-S2 X IX NOT 
11230 IC·SMR·SBL-81S3 INO A.P. ICRI P-202 
11231 IC-SMR·SEL·81SS INO A.P. ICRI ICP-81S5·1-SS X 
11232 IC·SMR.·SEL-8lS7 INO A.P. JCRI ICP-81S7·1-S1 X lX NOT 
11233 IC·SMR-SEL-8lS8 INO A.P. ICRI ICP·81S8.1.S7 X 
11234 IC-SMR-SEL-8160 INO A.P. ICRI Icp·8160-1·1-S2 X VIII NDT 
11235 IC·SMR-SEL-8167 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8167·1-2·S X 
11236 IC-SMR·SEL·8168 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8168-1-S1 X lX NDT 
11237 IC·SMR-SEL-8221 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-8221·2-S1 X lX NOT 
11238 IC·SMR-SEL·8231 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8231.3-S2 X IX NOT 
11239 IC-SMR·SEL-82S7 INO A.P. ICRI Icp·8157.2·S2 X IX NOT 
11240 lC-SMR-SEL-8262 INO A.P. ICRl ICP·8262-2-S1 X lX NOT 
11241 IC·SMR·SBL·8360 INO A.P. ICRI Icp·836()..I·S2 X VIII NDT 
11242 PANT·B·76 INO A.P. ICRI PANT.B·76·1-S3 X IX NDT 
11243 IC·SMR-SBL·19 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-19-'·S2 X VI NOT 
11244 IC·SMR-SBJ....4S INO A.P. ICRI ICP-4'-2-S2 X VIII NDT 
11245 IC-SMR-SBL-718 INO A.P. leRI lCP-i78-S·S2 X VII NOT 
11246 IC·SMR-SEL-1833 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-1833·1-S1 X VII NDT 
11247 IC·SMR·SEL·21S.5 lNO A.P. ICRI lCP·21SS-3·1·S X IV NOT 
11248 IC·SMR·SBL-2216 INn A.P. ICRI ICP·2216-2-S1 X lX NDT 
11249 IC-SMR-SBL-2732 INO A.P. ICRI ICP -2732-2·S 1 X VII NOT 
11150 IC-SMR-SEL-3578 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-3S78-1-S1 X III NOT 
112.51 IC-SMR-SEL-3678 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-3678·3-S2 X m NDT 
112.52 IC-SMR-SBL-48.56 INn A.P. ICRI ICP-4856-I·S2 X IX NOT 
11253 IC-SMR·SEL· 7830 1ND A.P. ICRI ICP·7830-I·S1 X IX NOT 
11254 IC·SMR·SEL-7860 INO A.P. ICRI ICP· 7860-8-S 1 X IX NDT 
1125S IC·SMR·SEL-7874 INn A.P. ICRI ICP·7874-13·1·S2X vn NDT 
11256 IC-SMR-SEL-8008 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-8008-6-S1 X IX NOT 
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11257 ICSMR.-SEL-802t INO A.P. ICRI ICP·8021-S-6.S2 X Vll NOT 
11258 ICSMR-SEI..8031 !NO AP. ICRI ICP-B031-4-S X IX NOT 
11259 ICSMR·SEL-8043 !NO AP. ICRI ICP-B043-1-S2 X IX NOT 
11260 JCSMR·SEL.8080 lNO A.P. ICRI ICP-B080.1-S2 X IX NOT 
11261 ICSMR-SEL-808S INO AP. JCRI ICP-B08S-1-3-S2 X IX NOT 
11262 JCSMR-SBL-8114 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8114-1-S1 X IX NOT 
11263 ICSMR-SBL-8J 39 IND AP. IeRI Icp·8139-7-S-S1 X IX NOT 
11264 ICSMR-SBL-8140 INO AP. ICRI ICP-8140-4-4-S2 X IX NOT 
1126S ICSMR·SEL-81S6 IND A.P. IeRI Icp·81S6-S·S1 X IX NOT 
11266 ICSMR-SEI..8230 IND A.P. ICRI Icp·8230-1·Sl X IX NOT 
11267 ICSMR-SHJ..,.8266 INO A.P. JCRI ICP-8266-2-S2 X IX NOT 
11268 ICSMJt.SBL-8268 IND A.P. ICRI lCP-8268-1-S X IX NOT 
11269 IC·SMR·SBlr8277 INO AP. IeRI ICP-8277-1-2-S1 X IX NOT 
11270 lC-SMR-SEL-828S INO A.P. ICRI ICP-828S-2-S1 X IX NOT 
11271 ICSMR.-SEL·2009 IND AP. 1CRI ICP·2Q09..2-S2 X IX NOT 
11272 IC-SMR-SJiL..20 I 0 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-2010-1-Sl X VI NOT 
11273 IC·SMJt.SBL-2020 INO AP. ICRI ICP-2020-2-S2 X VII NOT 
J 1274 IC.SMR-SBL-2121 lND AP. JeRI ICP-2121·1-S1 X VlU NOT 
11275 ICSMR·SEL-S291 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-S291-3·2-S1 X VIII NOT 
11276 ICSMR·SBL-6683 IND A.P. ICRI Icp·6683-2-S1 X IX NOT 
11277 lC-SMR-SBL-7173 INO A.P. IeRI ICP·7173-1-3-S1 X IX NOT 
11278 ICSMR·SBL-8002 IND AP. JCRI ICP-8002-2-S2 X VIII NDT 
11279 IC-SMR-SBL-8067 !NO AP. leRI ICP-B067-8-1-S1 X VIIl NOT 
11280 ICSMR·SBL-8105 IND AP. ICRI ICP-810S-1·2-S1 X VIII NOT 
11281 IC-SMR-SEl,8t22 IND A.P. ICRI Icp·8122-1·2·S1 X IX NOT 
11282 lCSMR.-SBL-8128 INO A.P. leRI ICP-8128-3-3-S1 X IX NDT 
11283 ICSMR.-SBL-8240 IND AP. 1CR1 ICP-8240- I ·52 X IX NOT 
11284 ICSMR-SBL-8241 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-8241-3-51 X IX NOT 
11285 ICSMR-Sm...8319 INn AP. ICRI Icp·8319·1-S1 X IX NDT 
11286 JCWR-SBL-T-17 IND AP. ICRJ 
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11287 ICWR-37S3 INO A.P. ICRI 
11288 ICWR-SEL-JA-274 IND AP. ICRI 
)1289 ICWR-SEL-4769 INO A.P. ICRI 
11290 ICWR-SEL-5097 INO A.P. ICRI 
11291 ICWR-SEL-6831 IND A.P. ICRI 
11292 ICWR-SEL-C-II INO A.P. 100 
11293 ICWR-SEL-NO.148 INO A.P. ICRJ 
11294 ICWR-SEL-BDN-l INO AP. ICRI 
11295 ICWR-SEL-KWR-I INO A.P. ICRI 
11296 ICWR-SEL-HY -3A INO A.P. ICRI 
11297 ICWR-SEL-7336 INO A.P. ICRI 
11298 JCWR-SEL-7867 !NO A.P. ICRl 
11299 ICWR-SEL-BORI-) INO A.P. 100 
11300 IC-BR-SEL-4765 IND A.P. ICRI 
11301 IC-BR-SEL-4866 IND AP. IClU 
11302 IC-BR-SEL-S6S6 IND AP. ICRl 
11303 IC-BR-SEL-8127 IND AP. 100 
11304 leBR-SEL-8Il2 IND A.P. 100 
11305 lC-BR-SEL-8139 IND AP. ICRI 
11306 PR-4886 NFL GURV ARty AJRUPENDEHI PR FIELD OOu.ECflON 
11307 PR-4888 NPL SBMARlJRUPENDEHI PR FIELD COlJ..BCT(ON 
11308 PR-4891 NPL LUMBINI/RUPENDEHI PR FIELD COll..BCTION 
11309 PR-4892 NPL DANGARl/KAPll..BASTIJ PR FIBLDCOLLBCflON 
11310 PR-4893 NPL CHA TRADBVllKAPn..BASW PR FIELD COLJ..ECT10N 
11311 PR .... 894 NPL KALAKAT11JDANG DEOKHURI PR FIBLD COll..BCTION 
11312 PR-4896 NPL PAHARUV AlDANO DEOKHURl PR FIELD COlJ..ECTION 
11313 PR .... 897 NPL CHOWG~ANGDBOKHrnu PR FIELD COLJ..ECT10N 
11314 PR .... 898 NPL JHRMUR.AIDANO DBOKHURl PR FIELD COll..BCTION 
11315 PR-4899 NPL RAJANAIDANG DEOKHURI PR FIBLDCOUBCTION 
11316 PR-4900 NPL BAKMUYNDANGDBOKHURI PR FIELD COlLBCTlON 
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11317 ,..-4902 NPL CHAPARGAURIAIBANKE PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
11318 PR .... 903 NPL KUSUM/BANKE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11319 PR-49CU NPL BALBGAON/BANKE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11!20 PR .... 906 NPL PHUL TAKARAJBANXE PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
11321 ,..-4906-1 NPL PHUL T AKARAJBANKB PR FIELD COLLBC110N 
11322 PR .... 908 NPL LALAPURW A/BANKE PR FIELD COLLBC110N 
11313 PR .... 909 NPL BOJAIGAON/BANKE PR FIELD COLLBC110N 
11324 PR .... 910 NPL BIK.HARlPURIBANKE PR FIELD COlJ...EC110N 
11325 PR .... 912 NPL KOHALPURIBANKE PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
11326 PR .... 913 NPL CHAPAR GAURIA/BANKE PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
11327 PI .... 91 5 NPL RAJANAIBANKB PR FIELD COLLBC110N 
11328 PR-4917 NPL SIMALGHARIJBANKE PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
11329 ra .... 919 NPL SIMRAIBARDIA PR FIELD COLLBC110N 
11330 PR-4921 NPL lTRAMISURKHBT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11331 PI. .... 93' NPL ITRAMJSURKHBT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11332 PR .... 937 NPL lTRAMJSURKHBT PR FlELD COlJ...EC110N 
11333 PI. .... "9 NPL ITRAMJSVRKHET PR FIELD COl...LBC110N 
11334 PR .... 941 NPL AIRPORT ARlWSt.lRK.HET PR FIELD COlJ...EC110N 
11335 PR .... 9S5 NPL SHISHlYA/KANCHANPUR PR FJELD COl...LBC110N 
11336 PI. .... "9 NFL AMAR.8AS'Il/KA1LALl PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
11337 PR·5OI9 NPL BATARlNUWAKOT PR FIELD COllECTION 
11338 PR·S091 NPL BATAR/NUW AKOT PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
11339 PR.5093 NPL MAJITHARINUW AKOT PR FIELD COLLBC110N 
11340 PR .. S095 NPL BANIHA TJDHADINO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11341 PR·SQ96 NPL RAMBADSHA/SY ANOJA PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
1134Z PR-5097 NPL LAMlDANDAIPALPA PH. FIELD COLLBC110N 
11343 PIt·sun NPL CHORAMNITADI/NAW AL PARASI PH. FIELD COlLECTION 
11344 PIt·SUM NPL RAJAlWtJNAW ALPARASI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11345 PR·'l06 NPL RAlAlWtJNAW ALPARASI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11346 PR-5107 NPL CHI1WAN,aDTW AN PR FIELD COI.l.BCl10N 
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11341 PR-S108 NPL CHI1W ANtCHI1W AN PR PIBLD COll..ECTION 
11348 PR-SI09-1 NPL YAGNAPURJ/CHI1W AN PR FJFJ..D COLLECTION 
11349 PR-SllO NFL RAMPURlCHIlW AN PR FIELD COll..BC11ON 
11350 PR-5111 NPL RAMPURK:HI1WAN PR FlBLD COll..ECTION 
11351 PR-5112 NPL RAMPURlCHI1W AN PR FIBLD COll..BCTlON 
11352 PR-5113 NPL RAMPURJCHI1W AN PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
11353 PR-Sl13-1 NPl. RAMPURlCHI1W AN PR FJELD COLLECTION 
11354 PR-S114 NPL BBLSIICHI1W AN PR FIBLD COU.ECTION 
1135S PR-SllS NPL BELSI/CHI1W AN PR FJELD COLLECTION 
11356 PR-S116 NPL RAJAIY AJCHI1W AN PR FJELD COLLECTION 
11351 PR-SII8 NPL SIMRA/PARSA PR FIELD COll.BCTlON 
1135& PR-SI18.1 NPL SIMRAIPARSA PR FJELD COll...ECTION 
113S9 PR-SI18-2 NPL SIMRAIPARSA PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
11360 PR-S119 NPL SIMRA/PARSA PR PIBLD COlLBCTJON 
11361 PR-SI21 NPL DHARAMNAOARIBARA PR FIELD COllECTION 
11362 PR-SI22 NPL DHARAMNAGARIBARA PR FIELD COll.EC110N 
11363 PR-SI2S NPL PARSONI/BARA PR FIELD COllECTION 
11364 PR-5126 NPL PARSONIIBARA fIR FIELD COlLBCTJON 
1136S PR-SI21 NPL PARSONIIBARA fIR FIELD COUBCTION 
11366 PR-SI28 NPL KALAIY A/BARA PR FIELD COIJ..BC'fION 
11367 PR-SI29 NFL KALAIY A/BARA fIR FIBLD COu..BCTION 
11368 PR-SI30 NPL CHANDRANIOHPURJRAUTAHAT fIR FIELD COIJ..BCTION 
11369 PR-S131 NPL SUKHAPOKHRlISARLAID fIR FIELD COllECTION 
11310 PR-5146 NPL NAKA TAJHD/DHANUSHA PR FIBLD COll.ECTION 
11311 PR-S135 NPL LALBANDIISARLAHI PR FIELD COll..ECTlON 
11312 PR-S136 NPL LALBANDIISARLAHI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11373 PR-S131 NPL RANIOUNJ/SARLANI PR FIELD COu.BCTION 
11374 PR·S137-1 NP'L RANlOUNJ/SARLANI PR. FlBLD COI.J...BCI'lON 
11375 PR·S139 NPL LALGARJDHANUSHA PR FlBLD COll..BCTlON 
11376 PR·S140 NPL DALKEBAD/DHANUSHA PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
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11377 PR-~142 NFL DHABAULI/MAHOTI ARI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11378 PR-SI43 NPL PIPRA/MAHOIT ARI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11379 PR-SI44 NPL BINDY A/DHANUSHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11380 PR-SI4~ NPL RAMDAIY A/DHANUSHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11381 PR-S14S-1 NFL RAMDAIY A/DHANUSHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11382 PR-~l4S-2 NPL RAMDAIY A/DHANUSHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11383 PR-~146-1 NFL NAKA T AJHU/DHANUSHA PR. FIELD COLLECTION 
11384 PR-S147 NFL DHALKEBA]VDHANUSHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11385 PR-S149 NFL SIRAHAJSIRAHA PR. FIELD COLLECTION 
11386 PR-SI49-1 NFL SlRAHAJSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11387 PR-~1S0 NFL SIRAHAJSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11388 PR-51~1 NPL SIRAHA/SIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11389 PR-51S2 NPL SIRAHA/SIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11390 PR-SlS~ NPL MAKHNAJSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11391 PR-5l~6 NPL MAKHNAJSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLEcnON 
11392 PR-SlS7 NPL MAKHNAlSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11393 PR-Sl60 NPL BALUW AJSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11394 PR-~J60-1 NPL BALUW AJSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11395 PR-SI60-3 NPL BALUW AlSIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11396 PR-S161 NPL BALUW A/SIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11397 PR-S162 NPL SIRIPUR/SIRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11398 PR-S163-1 NPL GODAU/MORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11399 PR-SI63-2 NPL GODAU/MORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11400 PR-Sl63-3 NPL OODAU/MORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11401 PR-Sl64 NPL GODAU/MORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11402 PR-SI66 NFL MIRGALIAIMORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11403 PR-Sl69 NFL TANKISINW ARI/MORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11404 PR-5169-1 NPL TANKlSINWARl/MORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11405 PR-S170 NFL TANKISINW ARJIMORANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11406 PR-S172 NFL CHANDRALAPURlSlRAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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11407 PR-5173 NPL SIRAHAJSIRAHA PR FlBLD COLLBCrION 
11408 PR-5174 NPL SIRAHAISIRAHA PR FIBLD C01J..BCTlON 
11409 NKR-9 IND KARNATAKA CHANDRAGI/BBLGAUM NKR FIBLD COLLBC11ON 
11410 NKR-13 IND KARNATAKA KlNEYJBBLGAUM NKR FIELD COJJ..BCTJON 
11411 3590 BGD 
11412 3605 BGD 
11413 3613 BGD 
11414 3623 BOD 
114]5 3624 BGD 
11416 3628 BOD 
114]7 3630 BGD 
11418 3637 BGD 
11419 3639 BGD 
11420 36S6 BGD 
11421 3666 BGD 
11422 3667 BOD 
11423 3680 BOD 
11424 3683 BGD 
11425 3691 BOD 
11426 3693 BOD 
11427 3696 BOD 
11428 3700 BGD 
11429 3702 BOD 
11430 3706 BGD 
11431 3708 BGD 
11432 3715 BOD 
11433 3746 BGD 
11434 3765/1 BGD 
11435 376Sn BGD 
11436 3780 BGD 
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11437 3781 BOD 
11438 3782 BOD 
11439 SAD-144 MWI SORGIN SAD FIELD COL1...ECI10N 
11440 SAD-24 I MWI NSANSE SAD FIELD CO~EC1l0N 
11441 SAD-373 MWI MAKANDB SAD FJELD COll.ECTION 
11442 SAD-374 MWI MAKANDE SAD FJELD COllECTION 
11443 SAJ>..37S MWI MAKANDE SAD FIELD CO~ECTION 
t1444 SAD-379 MWI NCHALO SAD FIELD COLLECTION 
11445 SAD.380 MW1 NCHALO SAD FIELD CO~ECTION 
11446 SAD-38 I MWI NCHALO SAD AELD COLLECTION 
11447 SAD-436 MWI TYOLO SAD FIELD COll.ECTION 
11448 SAD-460 MWI NYOZANI SAD FIELD CO~ECTION 
11449 SAD-473 MWI MATE KENYA SAD FlPLD CO~ON 
11450 SAD-496 MWI MATE KENYA SAD FIELD CO~BCTION 
1145l SAD.499 MWI MATE KENYA SAD FIELD COLLECTION 
11452 SAJ).S07 MWI MULIANJE SAD FIELD COLLECTION 
11453 SAD-S28 MWI BALAKA SAD FIELD COLLECTION 
11454 SAD-613 MWI CHOWEAmN SAD FIELD COLLECTION 
114S5 SAD-638 MWI CHlGONELIA SAD FIELD COIJ..ECTION 
11456 ZM-19 2MB 
11457 1Nt.'}Jf1 2MB 
U4S. ZM·210 2MB 
11459 ZM-211 2MB 
11460 ZM-228 2MB 
11461 ZM-274 2MB 
11462 ZM-543 2MB 
11463 ZM-622 2MB 
11464 ZM.737 2MB 
lJ46S ZM-842 2MB MARKET SAMPLE 
11466 ZM·864 2MB 
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11467 ZM-949 2MB 
11468 ZM-950 2MB 
lJ469 ZM-952 2MB 
11470 JM-4054 LKA MUDUNAGADD~NDY UGM FIELD COlLECTION 
11471 JM-4089 LKA Y AKAUNANURADHAPURA UGM FIBLD COILBCTION 
11472 JM-410S LKA DAMBULLAIMA T ALE UGM FIELD COILBCTION 
11473 JM-4117 LKA MALWANEGAMNANURADHAPURA UGM FIELD COlLBCl1ON 
11474 JM-4133 LKA KIRI OY AlMA TALE UGM FIBLD COlLECTION 
11475 JM-4137 LKA BIBILE TO MAHI YANGAHNBADULLA UGM FIELD COlLECTION 
11476 SRILANKA LKA 
11477 FAO.ACC.50-772 UKN 
11478 FAO.ACC.SI-424 CIT NGA CITA 1 
11479 FAO.ACC.SI-42S CIT NGA CITA2 
11480 FAO.ACC.SI-426 CIT NGA CITA3 
11481 FAO.ACC.S2-60S VEN 
11482 RPSP-474 1lIA 80KMTONAN RPSP FIELD COLLECI10N 
11483 RPSP-S04 TIIA 10 K.M TO PHA YAO RPSP FIELD COlLEC110N 
11484 RPSP-509 1lIA 40 KM TO CHIANGRAI RPSP FIELD COLJ..BCTlON 
11485 RPSP-511 THA S KM TO lIT ADC RPSP FIELD COu..BCTlON 
11486 RPSP-S24 TIIA 134 KM FROM MAESARING RPSP FJELD COlJ...BCTION 
11487 JM-4212(A) BUR HEHO TOWNISHAH STATE UGM FIELD COu.BCTlON 
11488 JM-4212(B) BUR HEllO TOWNISHAH STATE UOM FJELD COLLBCl1ON 
11489 JM-423O(A) BUR RANGOONIRANGOON DIV UGM FIBLD COIliiCI1ON 
11490 JM-423O(B) BUR RANGOONIRANGOON DIV UGM FIELD COIJ..BCTION 
11491 JM-4216 BUR SARTAUISAGAING DIV UGM FlHLD COILBCI'ION 
11492 JM-4214 BUR OHU DA WISAOAING DIV UGM FIHLD COLLBCI10N 
11493 IM-4224/5 BUR MA YMYO OUTSKIRTSISAGAING DIV UGM FIHLD COlLEcrION 
11494 JCPL-l IND A.P. ICRI 6971-83-3-5-3-B-B-B X 
11495 ICPL-2 IND A.P. 100 6C111-83-3-5-9-B-B-B X 
11496 ICPL-3 IND AI'. 100 7220-32-S-6-8-B-B-B X 
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11497 ICPlA IND A:P. ICRI 7220-14-1-2-I-B-B-B X 
11498 ICPL-S IND A.P. ICRI 26-35-6-7-2-B-B-B X 
11499 ICPL-6 IND AJI. ICRI 26-24-2-10-2-B-B-B X 
11500 ICPL-7 IND A.P. ICRI 28-24-1-3-2-B-8-B X 
llSOl ICPL-I IND A.P. ICRI 28-24-1-3-3-B-B-B X 
11502 1CH..-9 INO A:P. ICRI 73047-14-1-B-I-B-II DTB-B X 
11503 ICPL-IO INO A.P. ICRI 73047-1-B-5-B-B X 
11504 l<l'L-ll INO A.P. ICRI 73047-19-7-I-B-II DTB-B X 
11505 1CPL-12 IND A.P. ICRI 73047-19-7-2-B-1I DTB-B X 
11506 1Q)L..13 INO A.P. ICRl 73OS2--298-1-2-1-B-II NOT B-B X 
11507 JCPL.14 IND A.P. ICRI 730S2-113-1-1-2-B-II NOT B-B X 
llS08 ICPL-IS IND A.P. ICRl 73047-19-7-12--B-II NOT B-B X 
11509 JCPL.16 IND A.P. ICRl 73047-23-1-8-B-III NOT B-B X 
11510 1CPL-17 IND A.P. ICRl 73043-1-17-2-B-1II OTB-B X 
11511 Im..-18 IND A.P. ICRl 7306()"8-1-2-B-III OTB-B X 
11512 1CPL-19 IND A.P. IOU 73071-1-1-8-B-III OTB-B X 
11513 1CPL-2O IND A.P. ICRl 74436-43-2--I-III NOT B-B X 
11514 1(]'L.21 IND AJI. lCRl 74436-43-3-S-lli NDT B-B X 
11.51.5 1aaL-22 IND A.P. ICRl 73047-S-1-B-2-B-IV NOT B-B X 
11.516 1<l'L-23 IND A.P. ICRl 73047-3-1-1-B-IV NOT B-B X 
11517 1<R.-24 IND A.P. ICRl 73060-18-8-4-B-IV SOT B-OTB X(C) 
11518 Kl'L-25 IND A.P. ICRI 73()6()..18-8-4-B-IV SOT B-DTB X(B) 
11519 1<R.-26 IND A.P. ICRl 73042-S4-6-IV DTH-B X 
11.520 Ia'L-27 IND A.P. ICRl 73044-48-6-IV-OTB-B X 
11521 1CPL-28 IND A.P. ICRI 73044-48-7-IV DTB-B X 
11522 1CPL-30 IND A.P. ICRl 73043-3-1-3-IV OTB-B X 
11523 ICPf....31 IND A.P. ICRI 73043-3-1-4-IV DTB-B X 
11524 1C'L-32 lND A.P. ICRl 73073-IO-I-1-2-IV NDTB-B X 
11m 1Q'L.33 IND AJI. 100 73073-1()..1-1-2·B-IV NDTB-B X 
11526 1CPJ....34 IND A.P, leRI 74149-W-IV-NDTH-B X 
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11527 ICPL-35 IND A.P. leRI 73044-16-B-2 V O1'8-B X 
11528 ICPL-36 IND A.P. ICRI 73047-5-1-B 11-1-3-H V CT-l 
11529 ICPL-37 IND A.P. ICRl 73043-1-17-7-H V DTB 
11530 ICPL-38 IND A.P. leRI 73060-18-7-7-H V DTB 
11531 ICPL-39 IND A.P. ICRI 73047-11-I-BII-5-V NDTB-B X 
11532 ICPL-40 IND A.P. leRI 73052-429·2-BII-3-V NOT B-B X 
11533 ICPL-41 IND A.P. ICRI 73093-2S-2-VI DTB 
11534 ICPL-42 IND A.P. leRI ICP-18S-9 
11535 ICPL-43 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-2223-1 
11536 ICPL·53 IND A.P. ICRI 73047-24-BIII-I-OT -B 
11537 ICPL-BI IND A.P. 100 6971-4IX-6X-SX-2X-BX-BX-HB-B 
11538 1CPL-82 IND A.P. ICRI 6974-28X-IX-BX-BX-B-BX 
11539 ICPL-83 IND A.P. ICRI 6974-28-X-4X-BX-BX-B-BX 
11540 ICPL-84 IND A.P. ICRI 6973-59X· 7X-3X-4X-BX-BX-B-BX 
11541 ICPL-85 IND A.P. ICRI 6973-59X-8X-lX-BX-BX-HB-B-BX 
11542 ICPL-86 IND A.P. ICRI 7-4092-DTB-15-1-HIOTI-BX-BX 
11543 1CPL-87 INO A.P. ICRI 73OS2-211-1-1-H10T2-B-BX 
11544 ICPL-88 INO A.P. ICRI 74078-12-B-I-2-HlI NDT 100B-BX 
11545 1CPL-89 INO A.P. ICRI 74075-1-B-23-B-HII NOT-S-B-BX 
11546 ICPL-90 INO A.P. ICRI 74092-0TB-22-1-H III DTl-B-BX 
11547 ICPL-91 INO A.P. ICRI 74()92..0TB-49-B-H m DTI-B-BX 
11548 IC'L-92 INO A.P. ICRI 74068-1-B-3-B-H III DT2-B-BX 
11549 ICPL-93 INO A.P. 100 74068-21-8-1-B-H ill DT4.B-BX 
11550 ICPL-94 INO A.P. IeRI 74092-DTB-49-B-H III DT4-B-BX 
11551 ICPL-95 INO A.P. ICRI 74039.R6B-W4X-W IX-WBX-BX 
11552 ICPL-96 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-744S2-1-ll-VI NDT6-VIINDTB 
11553 1CPL-97 INO A.P. ICRI 74410.1-10-VI NDT3-VII NDT B 
11554 ICPL-98 INO A.P. leRI 74004-48-2-VI NOT I-B 
11555 ICPL-99 IND A.P. IeRI 74004-S4-B-l-VI NDT 4-B 
11556 ICPL-l00 INO A.P. ICRI 73OS4-5S-1-BX-BX 
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11557 IC'L-IOI INO A.P. ICRI 73OS4-SS-5-BX-BX 
11558 KR.-I02 IND A.P. ICRI 7306().18-8-1-IV SOTB-B(CR) 
11559 ICPL-I03 IND A.P. ICRI 73060-18-8-4-IV SOTB-B (CR) 
11560 1CfL..1(M IND AI'. ICRI 73(173-12-3-4-5-V NDT B-B(BR)X 
11561 ICPL-I05 IND A.P. JCRI 73047-24-1-3-1-B-IV OTB-BX-II10T-BX 
11562 ICPL-I06 IND AI'. ICRI 73043-3-1-3-IV O1'7-BX III OT-BX 
11563 I(]IIL.I07 IND A.P. ICRI 73043-1-17-7-H IV OTl-BX IJJ OT·BX 
11564 JCPL.JOS INO AI'. ICRI 73042-54-8-4-0TI-BX III OT-BX 
11565 ICPL-I09 IND A.P. IeRI 73047-12-S-IV O1'9-BX III OT·BX 
11566 ICPL-IIO IND AI'. ICRI 73047-12-S-IV OTtO-BX IJJ OT-BX 
11S67 lCPL-ll1 INO A.P. ICRI 73042-12-5-IV 01'9 III OT-BX 
11568 1(]JL..112 IND A.P. ICRI 73041-14-4-2-2H V OT2-BX III OT-BX 
11569 1(]JL..113 IND A.P. ICRI 73042-S4-8-IV OTI-BX-IV NOT-BX 
11570 1O'L-114 IND A.P. ICRI 73042-129·3-IV 01'7 -IV OT-BX 
11511 1CPL.115 INO All. ICRI 14068-S-B-I-1-H IIOTS-B-BX-BX 
11572 1C'L-116 IND A.P. ICRI [(f-2IXJA-278)JA-278]F5-IV DT-BX 
11573 1CPL-1l7 IND A.P. ICRI (T-2IXEC l00(67)F4-IV DT-BX 
11574 1a»L-118 IND A.P. ICRI 73047-II-1B II-5-V DT2-BX-IV DT-BX 
11575 JCPL..119 IND All. JCRI 73041-23-1-2-1-2-V OTt-IV OT-BX 
11516 1C'L-120 JND AI'. ICRI 73047-23-1-2-2-5-V OTt-IV DT-BX 
11m 1CR.-121 INO A.P. JCRI [(T2IXBC l00467)EC-l00467JF7-IVDTBX 
11518 1CPl,122 JND A.P. JeRI 73042-S4-7-IV DT-IO BX-V OT-BX 
11579 ICPL-l23 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-6917 (CODE NO.3) V DTBX 
11'80 JCPL,..l24 INO A.P. ICRI [(T-2IXJA-278)JA-278]FS-V DT-BX 
11581 1CPL-125 IND A.P. ICRI [(T-21XECl00467)EC l00467]FS-V D-BX 
11582 1CP'L-126 INO AI'. JCRI (T-21XEC l00(67)P6-IV NDT-BX 
11583 1(PL..127 IND A.P. ICRI 1(T-21XJA-278)JA-278]F5.IV DT-BX 
11584 1CPl,128 IND A.P. ICRI [(T2IXEC100467)ECl00467]FS-JV NOT B 
11"5 1C'L-129 IND A.P. ICRI (6997X6899)F4-V NOT B X 
11586 1CPL-130 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-7118-7X-~-BX-B 
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11587 JCPL·131 IND A.P. ICRl ICP·711S.5OX-3X-BX-B 
11588 ICPL-132 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-7623-36X-IX-BX-B 
11589 ICPL-133 lND A.P. ICRI ICP-7623-11.5X-IX-BX-B 
11590 1CPL-136 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-7119-13-X-3X-16X-BX-B 
11591 ICPL-137 IND A.P. ICRI ICP· 7119-.58-X-2X-4X-BX-B 
11592 ICPL-138 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-7182-74X-2X-BX-B 
11593 ICPL-139 IND A.P. JCRI ICP-7182-109X-3X-BX-B 
11594 ICPL-I40 INO A.P. ICRl 730S2-211-1-1-HlDTI-B.BX-BX 
11595 ICPL-141 (NO A.P. ICRI 7420.5-11 NDT B-47-1-H II DT2-BX-BX 
11596 ICPL-142 IND A.P. leRI 74078-12-0..1-2-H II NOT2-B-B-BX-BX 
11597 ICPL-I43 IND A.P. ICRl 74078-12-0..1-2-H IINDTS-o..B-BX 
11598 ICPL-144 INO A.P. 100 74092-DTB-22-1-H 111 DTI-B-B-BX-BX 
11599 1CPL-145 INO A.P. leRI 74092-DTB-38-1-H III DTl-o..B-BX-BX 
11600 ICPL-I46 IND A.P. IeRI 74092-0TB-38-1-H III OTB-B-B-BX-BX 
11601 ICPL-147 IND A.P. leRI 74068-11-B-5-B-H OOT3-BX-B-BX-BX 
11602 ICPL.148 IND A.P. leRI 730S2-211-1-1-H-IDTS-B-BX-BX 
11603 ICPL-149 INO A.P. IeRI ICP..6-26-1-7-S-BX-BX-B-BX 
11604 ICPL-IS0 INO A.P. ICRl 3868-2-8-3-B-B-8-BX 
11605 teFL-15I INO A.P. too 74092-NDT B-16-1-HIDT3-BX-BX 
11606 ICPL-l.52 INO A.P. 100 730S2-211-1-1-HIOT4-B-BX-BX 
11607 ICPL-153 INO A.P. ICRI 74068-4-B-I-I-HDDT2-B-BX-BX 
1)608 ICPL-154 IND A.P. ICRl 74092-0TB-38-1-H III OTI-B-BX-BX 
11609 ICPL-15S INO A.P. ICRI 74092-DTB-39-1-0T4-B.B-BX-BX 
11610 IG'L-lS6 INO A.P. 100 74068-2-8-3-B-H III DTI-B-B-BX-BX 
11611 IG'L-157 INO A.P. ICRI 74092-0TB-2S-1-H III DT9-B-B-BX-BX 
11612 ICPL-1S8 INO A.P. 100 74092-0TB-16-1-H III DTl-B-B-BX-BX 
11613 1CPL-159 IND A.P. ICRl 74068-11-B-3-o..H ODTI-BX-B-BX-8X 
11614 ICPL-16O IND A.P. ICRl 74436-31-0..1-2-H INOT2-B.BX-BX 
11615 ICPL-161 IND A.P. ICRl 74076-46-BI-I-H INDT4-B-BX-BX 
11616 1~162 INO A.P. ICRI 74078-12-B-I-2-H IINDT8-B-8-BX-BX 
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11617 ICPL-163 IND A.P. 100 7..a7a..I2--S1-2--H 1JNDT6..B-B-BX 
11618 1CPL-164 IND A.P. 100 3861-U3-B-B-B-SX 
11619 JaIL. 165 IND A.P. ICRI 7406a..23-IB-Z-H INDTJ-B-BX-BX 
11620 t(H..l66 IND A.P. IOO 74068-25-183 HlDT4-B-BX-SX 
11621 ICPI.,..167 INO AP. tOO 74068-s..S-I-l·HIJDT5..B-BX-BX 
11622 1at.-161 IND A.P. IOO 74068-s..S-1-I-HDUfJ-B-BX-BX 
11623 JQJL..169 INO A.P. 100 730S2--211-1-1-IDDT3-B-BX-BX 
11624 1CJL.170 IND A.P. JCRI 74061-23-IB-Z-HlDT4-B-8X-BX 
11625 la»L-17 1 IND A.P. leRI 74068-29-IJI..6..HIDTS-B-BX-BX 
11626 1CPL-172 IND AP. IOO 74068-29-I8..6-HlDT4-B-BX-BX 
11627 1aJL..173 IND A.P. leRI 74068-s..B-I-I-H lIDT3-B-BX-BX 
11628 1(]l'L..174 IND A.P. 100 74Q61.. ... B-I-I-HDDTJ-B-BX·BX 
11629 1CPJ..,.,175 IND A.P. leRI 7409:z..DTJJ..3a.I-H IIIJ)T6..B-B-BX-BX 
11630 1(pl,..176 !NO A.P. 100 7409l-DTJJ..3a.J-H IIIDT2-B-B-8X-BX 
11631 KPL-177 IND A.P. JeRI 7406&.DTJ·B-D-Z-H ODTl-BX-B-BX-BX 
11632 1CPL-171 IND A.P. ICRI 74146-DTB-I2--3-HDID'I'2-BX-B-BX 
11633 tCPL-l79 IND AP. leRI roMP-lODT-I-BX 
11634 1(]l'L..180 IND A.P. ICRJ 74068-21-B-3-B-H IDTI-BX-HI-BX-BX 
11635 ]<l'L-J.l IND AP. JCRI 74Q92...DTB-32-1-HlIDTJ-BX· J -BX 
11636 lat.-Ill !ND A.P. JCRI 7402S-INDTB-HI04-UDT3-BX-2-BX 
11637 1Q'L.113 IND A.P. 100 roMP-l BDT-3-BX 
11638 1CPL-184 lND AP. ICRl 75CJ1O.4..B-8-mDT3-B-I-BX 
11639 lCPL-185 IND A.P. 100 74436-31-B-I-Z-HINDT3-B-BX-BX 
11640 ICPL-I86 IND AP. 100 74076-46-m-l-BIND'f2..B-BX·BX 
11641 I(]l'L..l87 IND AP. JCRI 74076-46-1B-l-IDNDT3-B-BX-BX 
11642 ICPL-I88 !NO A.P. ICRI 74076-12-B-I-2-H DNDT4-B-B-BX 
11643 ICPI.,..I89 IND AP. 100 roMP-IIDT-Ha..DNDTI-BX-2--SX 
11644 ICPL-I90 INO A.P. 100 G6XGI0 (BNTRY NO.3426) 
11645 1m... 191 IND A.P. IOO G3X09 (BNTRY NO.3416) 
11646 ICPL-I92 IND A.P. ICRI 698U sm..scnON 
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11647 ICPL-193 !ND A.P. ICRI 7S002.11·IDTI·BX·3-B 
11648 ICPL·194 IND A.P. lCRI 73047· 14-B·l·B·IIDTB·BX-1·B 
11649 ICPL·195 IND A.P. 100 73047· 19·7·1·B·lIDTB·BX·l·B 
11650 ICPL-196 IND A.P. leRI 74216-NDTl·B·21·III NOTl·BX·1·B 
11651 ICPL-197 IND A.P. IeRI 74216-NDTl·B·21·III NOT1·I·B 
11651 ICPL-198 IND A.P. IeRI 74216-NDTl·B·21 III ND'f2.1·B 
11653 lCPL-l99 IND A.P. ICRI 74146-DTB·23·1·HIIOTl·BX·8·8 
11654 ICPL·1OO INO A.P. ICRl 74146-DTB·I2-3·HlIIDT1·B-B-B 
11655 JCPL·201 IND A.P. ICRI 77007·38·B 
11656 ICPL-202 !NO A.P. JeRI 77007·9·B 
116S7 ICPL·203 IND A.P. ICRI 77007·20-8 
11658 ICPL·204 INO A.P. ICRI 77007·34·B 
11659 Iat-lOS IND AI'. lCRl 77007·55·8 
11660 ICPL-206 IND A.P. IeRI 77007·67·B 
11661 ICPL-207 INO A.P. ICRl 77007·2·8 
11662 JCPL-108 !NO AI'. JeRI 7611S·115·B 
J1663 ICPL-209 IND AI'. leRI 7611S·124-B 
11664 ICPL·1I0 IND A.P. IeRI 7611S·262·B 
11665 ICPL-211 lNO AI'. 100 73047·13·1·l-l-1·IV D1'2·1·B 
11666 ICPL·212 INO AI'. 100 73047 ·23·1·2·1·1· VIDT2-3·B 
11667 ICPL-213 IND A.P. ICRl 73047 ·23·1·2·2·1. VID'f2.4.B 
11668 ICPL·214 !ND A.P. ICRI 73047·23·1·l2-2·VINOTl·l·B 
11669 ICPL-215 !ND A.P. JOO 73047·23·1·22·1·VINDT2-1·B 
11670 ICPL-116 IND AI'. ICRl 73047·23·1·22·2-VINOTl-3·B 
11671 ICPL-217 !NO A.P. IeRI 73094-11·0· V1INDT4·1·B 
11672 J(PL.218 lNO A.P. ICRJ 73094·36-01· VII NDT4·1·B 
11673 J(]1'L-219 INO AI'. JCRl 74243 P4B·679·B·B 
11674 ICPL-220 !ND A.P. ICRI 74243 F4B.SSO-B·B 
11675 ICPL·221 IND A.P. IOO 74243 P4B·730-B·B 
11676 ICPL·222 IND A.P. 100 74243 F4B· 7S·8·B 
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11677 1CPL-223 IND A.P. ICRI 74243 F4B-634-B-B 
11678 1CJ7L..224 IND A.P. ICK] 74243 F4B-561-B-B 
11679 ICPL-22S IND A.P. ICRI 74243 F4B·633-B-B 
11680 IO'L-m IND A.P. ICRI 74243 F4B-897-B-B 
11681 ICPL-217 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-I-6 
11682 ICPL-228 INn A.P. ICRI ICP·7120-94X-4X-IX·2X·BX 
11683 1CPL-229 INO A.P. JCRI Icp· 7120-94X-5X-3X-4X-BX 
11684 1CPL-230 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7855.36X-3X·BX 
11685 1CPL-231 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-7855-48X-3X-BX 
11686 1(71...232 IND A.P. 100 ICP-1-47X:'SX-4X-IX-BX 
11687 ICPL-233 IND A.P. IeRI ICP-1-147X-2X-4X-2X-BX 
11688 1CPL-234 INn A.P. ICRI ICP-2624-56X-2X-2X-4X-BX 
11689 1CPL-235 IND A.P. JCRI ICP-2624-S6X-2X-2X-6X-BX 
11690 ICPL-236 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-I02-1X-19X-BX 
11691 1a>L-237 IND A.P. ICRI ICP·I02-12X-lX-IX-17X-BX 
11692 1CPL-238 INn A.P. IeRI ICP-6982-6-2-B-B 
11693 IC'PL-239 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-3163-12-1-B-B 
11694 1CPL-240 IND A.P. ICRI 74019-12-2-VNDTl-BX-I-BX-B 
11695 ICPL-241 IND A.P. leRI 74019-12-2-VNDTI·BX·4-BX·B 
11696 1CPL-242 INn A.P. IeRI 74004-54-N-l-VI NDT4-B-B 
11691 1CPL-243 IND A.P. ICRI 74038-22-4-VI NOTI-B-B 
11698 1CPL-244 IND A.P. ICRI 7S091-1-1-VI NDTBX·B·B 
11699 ICPL-24S IND A.P. ICRI 7509344-VIINDT2-GB-B 
11700 ICH.-246 IND A.P. 100 73067-96-G3-VII NDT-B-GB-B 
11701 I<PL-247 IND A.P. leRI 74321-81-VII NOT 5·GB·B 
11702 ICPL-248 IND A.P. roo 74236--27-I-JV·NDT B-B-B-B 
11703 1(])L-249 INO A.P. 100 74236--27-3-IV-NOTB-B-B-B 
11704 JCPL-250 IND A.P. 100 73067·53·9· VI NDT2·B·B 
11705 ICPL-2S1 IND A:P. lCRI 73067·53·9-VI·NDT3·B-B 
11706 ICPL-2S4 IND A.P. 100 74054-1-3-SS VIINDTX·B·B 
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11700 ICPL-2S5 INO A.P. ICRl 7S243-3-SVINOT31-B-B 
11708 ICPL-258 INO A.P. ICRI 76276F3-VI NOT20-B 
11700 ICPL-259 INO A.P. ICRl ICP-8OO2-86X-B 
11710 ICPL-260 INO A.P. ICRl 74022-28-3-VNDTB-S-BX-B 
11711 ICPL-261 IND A.P. ICRl 74220-2-V-NOn-loB 
11712 ICPL-262 INO A.P. ICRl ICP·3773-S7X-IX-5X-IX-2X-BX 
11713 ICPL-263 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-3773-S7X-4X-2X-4X-BX 
11714 ICPL-264 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-8St s..31X-2X-BX 
1171S ICPL-265 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8518-86X-7X-BX 
11716 ICPL-266 INO A.P. ICRI 74462-2-3-VI NDT3-VIIINDT4-VII·NDT 
11717 ICPL-267 INO A.P. ICRI 74068· 76·9-HI-BX-HB-HB-HB-HB 
11718 ICPL-268 IND A.P. ICRl roMP.1 OOT-H9oHB-HB 
11719 ICPL-269 INO A.P. 100 74174-27-1-B-BX-HI-HB-HB 
11720 ICPL-270 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-78S5-2IX-4X-WBX-WBX 
11721 ICPL-271 INO A.P. lCR1 ICP-2223-3X 
11722 ICPL-272 INO A.P. ICRI SBLECTION FROM ell 
11723 ICPL-273 INO A.P. ICRI IOOT-l 
11724 ICPL-274 INO A.P. IeRi lCP-S04 
11725 ICPL-275 INO A.P. ICRI 7S091·1-1.VI NDTBX-4-B-B 
11726 ICPL-276 IND A.P. ICRI 7447S-2-1 -VINDTl-VIIIND'f9.. VDNDTB-B 
11727 ICPL-277 INO A.P. ICRI 7S048-3S-IX NDTV3-G4-B-VI NDTB 
11728 lCPL-278 INO A.P. ICRI 7S048-34-IX NDT-V5-03-B-VI NDTB 
11729 ICPL-279 IND A.P. JCRl 7S048-34-IX NOT V5-0J-B-VI NOTB 
11730 ICPL-280 INO A.P. ICRI 7S048-3S·IX NDTV2-G2-B-VI NDTB 
11731 I(lJL..281 INO A.P. ICRI 74476-3-4-VINOT:5-VIlNOTB·G-B VINDT 
11732 ICPL-282 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-3773-S7X.IX-3X-SK-IX-BX-B 
11733 ICPL-283 IND A.P. ICRI lCP-3Jr13.S7X-lX-SK-lX-SK·BX-B 
11734 ICPL-284 INO A.P. ICRI Icp·3773.57X·3X.4X·4X-5X·BX-B 
11735 ICPL-28S IND A.P. JCRI 7S011-43-VlII NOTl-GI-B-VI NDTB 
11736 1~286 INO A.P. JeRI 75014-n·VIl NDT2-G2-B.VINDTB 
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11737 1CPL-287 IND A.P. ICRl COMPo} ODT- HS-HB-HB 
11738 10'1..-288 INO A.P. ICRl 75001-28-B-l H-BX-H2-HB-HB 
11739 ICPL-289 INO A.P. ICRl 750l3-1-B-HI-HBX-H2-HB 
11740 1CPL-290 IND A.P. ICRI 7420S-B-HI06-H3-HBX-HI-HB 
11741 ICPL-29 I INO A.P. ICRl 74077-41-B-H3-HB-H4-HB 
11742 ICPL.292 IND A.P. ICRl 74078-I-B-17-HB-H4-HB-HI-HB 
11743 ICPL-293 IND A.P. ICRI 74209-B-H35-HB-HB 
11744 ICPL-294 INO A.P. ICRI 75079-44-2-I-BX-5-BX-B-HB 
11745 lCPL-295 IND A.P. J~ ICP-7118-W2X-WI OX-WIX-WBX-BX 
11746 1CPL-296 IND A.P. IeRI 74209 F4B-IV NDT 27-B-B-B 
11747 ICPL-297 IND A.P. ICRI 74209 F4B-V-NDT 35-B-B-B 
11748 1O"L-298 IND A.P. ICRI 74209 F4B-IV NDT13-B-B-B 
11749 1(R...299 IND A.P. ICRI 74209 F4B-IV NDT2I-B-B-B 
11750 1CPL-300 IND A.P. ICRI 74209F4B-IVNDTlS-B-B-B 
11751 1(R...30t IND A.P. JCRI [(74243-19-1O)X(14243-19-8)J2-B-B 
11752 1(R...302 IND A.P. IeRI [(74243-19-1 O)X(74243-9-7) ]-6-B-B 
11753 1(R...303 IND A.P. ICRl 7S033-16-VINDT2-3-B-B 
11754 1CPL-304 IND A.P. lCRl 75033-52-VINDT23-2-B-B 
11755 laI.rlOS IND A.P. ICRl SMP26-S-B-B 
11756 JCPL-306 IND A.P. ICRl MSP5-2S-B-B 
11757 1CPL-307 INO A.P. IeRI MSP7-9-B-B 
11758 1CPL-308 IND AI'. ICRI SMP-2S-4-B-B 
11759 1CPL-309 IND A.P. IeRI SMP-39-31-B-B 
11760 ICPL-310 IND A.P. ICRI 7198-W3X-WI3X-WIX-WBX-GBX-GB 
11761 ICPf.....311 INO A.P. ICRI 74428-WBX-I-G2-GB-GB 
11762 MS-3A INO A.P. 100 
11763 MS .... A IND A.P. ICRI 
11764 F.S.L·1658 IND A.P. 100 
11765 UQUNB IND A.P. 100 
11766 SCO-l-1 IND U.P. PORANI JHULSUALLAHABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
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]1767 SCG-l~2 IND V.P. PURANI JHULSUALLAHABAD SCG FIELD COLLECllON 
11768 SCG-I-3 IND V.P. PURANI JHULSUALLAHABAD SCG FIELD COLLECI'ION 
11769 SCG-2.1 IND V.P. KATKA/ALLAHABAD SCG FIELD COLLECI10N 
11770 SCG-2.2 IND V.P. KATKA/ALLAHABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11771 SCG-2.3 IND V.P. KATKNALLAHABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11772 SCQ-3-1 IND U.P. UPARDHNALLAHABAD SCQ FIELD COLLECTION 
11773 SCQ-3-2 IND V.P. UPARDIWALLAHABAD SCG FIELD COU.ECTION 
11774 SCG-4-1 IND V.P. JVNGlGVRJ/V ARANASI SCQ f1F~D COLLECI10N 
Irns SCQ-S-I IND V.P. AVRY AN ARANASI SCQ FIELD COLLECTION 
11776 SCG-S-2 IND V.P. AURYA/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11777 SCQ-S-3 IND V.P. AURYANARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11778 SCG~6-1 IND V.P. KOTIlRA/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11779 SCG-6-2 IND V.P. KOTIlRA/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11780 SCG-6-3 IND V.P. KOTHRA/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COlLECTION 
11781 SCG-7-1 IND V.P. SABABABAD/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECI10N 
11782 SCG-7-2 IND V.P. SABABABAD/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COUECI10N 
11783 SCG-7-3 IND V.P. SABABABAD/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11784 SCG-8-1 IND U.P. W AZIPUR/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11785 SCG-8-2 IND V.P. W AZIPURIV ARANASI sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11786 SCG-8-3 IND V.P. W AZlPUR/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11787 SCG-9-1 IND V.P. SHEESWAN/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11788 SCG-9-2 IND D.P. SHEESWAN/V ARANASI SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11789 SCG-9-3 IND V.P. SHEESW AN/V ARANASI SCQ FIFlD COLLECfION 
11790 SCG-lO-l IND V.P. REHTIN/JAUNPUR SCQ FIELD COLLECTION 
11791 SCG-1O .. 2 IND V.P. REHTIN/JAUNPUR SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11792 SCG .. I0-3 IND V.P. REHTIN/JAUNPUR SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11793 SCQ-ll-1 IND U.P. TAKHA/JA V NPUR SCG FIELD COLLECI'ION 
11794 SCG-11-2 IND V.P. TAKHA/IAVNPUR seQ FIELD COLLECTION 
11795 SCG-I2.1 IND V.P. TIKARIJFAlZABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11796 SCG-IZ-2 IND V.P. TIKARIJFAIZABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
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11797 SCG-I2--3 IND U,P. TIKARl/FAIZABAD SCG PlaD COLLECTION 
11798 500-13-1 IND U.P. DHA TIJLIJFAIZABAD SCG FIELD COUECTION 
11799 SCG-13-2 IND U.P. DHA TIJLIJFAlZABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
IJSOO SCG-l:J..3 INn U.P. DHA lULIJFAIZABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11801 5CG-I:J..4 IND UP. DHA TIJLIJFAIZABAD sea FIELD COLLECTION 
11802 500 .. 13-5 IND u.P. DHA TIJLI/FAIZABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11803 5CO-14-1 IND U.P. BABAKAPURA/GONDA SCG FIELD COLLECI10N 
11804 SOO-I4-2 IND U.P. BABAKAPURAIGONDA SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
llSOS 500-IS-l IND U.P. BASANTIPURW AlGONDA SCG FJELD COLLECI10N 
11806 SCG-I5-2 IND U.P. BASANTIPURWA/GONDA SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11807 SCO-lS-3 IND U.P. BASANTlPURW AlGONDA SCG FIELD COLLECI10N 
11808 SOO-lS-4 IND UP. BASANTIPURW A/GONDA SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11809 Soo-I6-1 INn U.P. BHAOOHARIGONDA SCG FIELD COLLEcrJON 
11810 SCO-I6--2 IND U.P. BHAOOHARIGONDA SCG FlELD COLLECTION 
11811 5CO-I6-3 IND U.P. BHAOOHARIGONDA sea FIELD COLLECTION 
11812 SCO-17-l IND U.P. KHlRORA/GONDA SCG FIELD COLLECI10N 
11813 SCG-17-2 INO U.P. KHlRORA/GONDA sea FJELD COLLECTION 
11814 SOO-17-3 INO U.P. KHIRORA/GONDA SCG FIELD COUECTION 
1181S 500-17-4 INn UP. KHIRORAIGONDA sea FIELD COUECTION 
11816 SCG-I8-1 IND UP. MUNARY A/BAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11817 800-18-2 JNn U.P. MUNARY AlBAHRAICH sea FIELD COLLECTION 
11818 SCG-I8-3 IND U.P. MUNARY AlBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11819 SCG-I8-4 INn U.P. MUNARY AlBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COUECTION 
11820 SCO-I8-S INn U.P. MUNARY A/BAHRAICH sea FIELD COLLECTION 
11821 SCO-I&-6 IND U.P. MUNARY A/BAHRAICH seG FIELD COLLECTION 
11822 SCO-I8-7 IND U.P. MUNARYAIBAHRAICH sea FJELD COLLEC110N 
11823 sco..l9-1 IND U.P. MOHINI/BAHRAICH sea FIELD COLLECTION 
11824 500-19-2 INO U.P. MOHINlJBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11815 500-19-3 IND UP. MOHlNlJBAHRAICH sea FIELD COLLECTION 
11826 500-19-4 IND U.P. MOHINlJBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLBC110N 
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11827 SCG-19-S IND U.P. MOHINI/BAHRAICH SCG FIELD COll.BCTION 
11828 SCG-19-6 IND U.P. MOHINI/BAHRAICH seG FIELD COllBCTlON 
11829 SCG-2Q..1 IND U.P. MOHAMMADNAGAR/BAHRAICH SCG FIELD COlLF...crION 
11830 SCG·2()'2 IND U.P. MOHAMMADNAGARIBAHRAICH seG FIELD COlLECTION 
11831 SCG-2()'3 IND U.P. MOHAMMADNAGARIBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COI.LBCTlON 
11832 SCG-2().4 IND U.P. MOHAMMADNAGARIBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLBCTION 
11833 SCG·2()'5 IND U.P. MOHAMMADNAGARIBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11834 SCG-21-1 IND U.P. SOHRAUN/BAHRAICH SCG FIELD COlLECTION 
11835 SCG·21-2 IND U.P. SOHRAUN/BAHRAICH sea FIELD COlLBCTlON 
11836 SCG-22-1 IND U.P. BHOOPA lPURJBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COlLBCTION 
11837 SCG-22-2 IND U.P. BHOOPA TPURIBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLECflON 
11838 SCG-22-3 IND U.P. BHOOPA TPURJBAHRAICH sea FIBLD COI.LBcnON 
11839 SCG-22-4 IND U.P. BHOOPA TPURIBAHRAJCH SCG FIELD COLLBCI10N 
11840 SCG·23-1 INO U.P. NANPARA/BAHRAJCH SCG FIELD COUBCTION 
11841 SCG-23-2 IND U.P. NANPARA/BAHRAJCH SCG FIELD COlLBCTlON 
11842 SCG-23-3 IND UP. NANPARA/BAHRAICH SCG FIELD COllBCflON 
11843 SCG-24.l IND U.P. KuruBBUDIRPURlBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COll.ECTlON 
11844 SCG·24-2 IND U.P. KUWBBUDIRPURIBAHRAICH sea FIELD COllECTION 
11845 SCG-24-3 IND U.P. KUTIJBBUDIRPURIBAHRAICH sea FIELD COLLBCTlON 
11846 SCG-24-4 IND U.P. KUTIlBBUDIRPURlBAHRAICH SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11847 SCG-25-1 IND U.P. LAKHAURlJFAIZABAD SCG FIELD COllBCTION 
11848 SCG-2S·2 IND U.P. LAKHAURIIFAIZABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11849 SCG-25-3 IND U.P. LAKHAURI/FAIZABAD SCQ FIELD COll.ECTlON 
11850 SCG-25-4 IND UP. LAKHAURlJFAIZABAD SCG FlBLD COLLECTION 
11851 SCG·25·5 IND U.P. LAKHAURIJFAIZABAD SCG FIELD COllBCTION 
11852 SOO-25-6 (NO U.P. LAKHAURI/FAIZABAD SCG FIELD COllBCflON 
11853 SCG·26.1 IND U.P. KHUDIAPUR/PAIZABAD SCG FIELD COll.ECTlON 
11854 SCG-26.2 IND U.P. KHUDIAPURJFAIZABAD SCG FIELD COLl.ECTION 
11855 SCG-26.3 IND U.P. KHUDIAPUR/PAIZABAD SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11856 SCG·27·1 IND U.P. JALAL KALAN/BARAHANKI SCG FIBLD COll.ECTlON 
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11857 SCO-27-2 IND V.P. JALAL KALAN/BARAHANKl sca FIELD COllECI10N 
11858 SCO-27·3 IND V.P. JALAL KALAN/BARAHANKl sea FIELD COLLECTION 
11859 SCQ..28-1 IND V.P. JALALPUR/BARUBANKI sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11860 SCG-28-2 IND V.P. JALALPURIBARUBANKI sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11861 SCG-28-3 IND V.P. JALALPURIBARUBANKJ sca FIELD COLLECI10N 
11862 SOO-29-1 IND V.P. ANAURA KALANILVCKNOW sca FIELD COLLECI10N 
11863 $CO·29-2 IND U.P. ANAURA KALANILVCKNOW sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11864 SOO-29-3 IND V.P. ANAURA KALAN/LVCKNOW sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11865 SCG-3o..1 IND V.P. BALLlA BASTI/LUCKNOW SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11866 SCG·3Q..2 IND V.P. BALLIA BASTI/LUCKNOW sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11867 SCO-3Q..3 IND U.P. BALLlABASTI/LUCKNOW sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11868 Sca~3t-l IND U.P. SAUSANOIUNNAO sca FIELD COLLECI10N 
11869 SCO-32 ... 1 IND U.P. CHACHARIJKANPUR sca FIELD COllECI10N 
11870 SOO-33-1 IND U.P. MURIADPURlKANPUR sca FIELD COLLECI10N 
11871 SCG·33-2 IND U.P. MURlADPUR/KANPUR sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11872 SCG·33--3 IND U.P. MURIADPURlKANPUR sca FIELD COLLECI10N 
11873 SOO-34-1 IND U.P. JANaIPURJKANPUR sca FIELD COllECTION 
11874 SOO-34-2 IND U.P. JANGIPVRlKANPUR sca FIELD COllECTION 
11875 500-35-1 IND UP. EKDIL/IIT A WAH sca FIELD COllECTION 
11876 SCG·36-1 IND U.P. NAGLAIBT AWAH sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11m SCG-36-2 IND U.P. NAGLA/ETAWAH sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11878 SCO-36-3 IND U.P. NAGLA/ETAWAH SCG FIELD COLLECTION 
11879 Soo·36-4 IND U.P. NAGLAJETA WAH sca FIELD COLLBCTION 
11880 SCO·]7·1 lND M.P. DBENPURAlBHIND sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11881 S00-31·2 IND M.P. DBENPURAlBHIND SCG FIELD COLLECI10N 
11882 $CO·!8-1 IND M.P. BIRXHADJJBHIND SCG FIELD COLLBCI10N 
11883 500·38-2 IND M.P. BIRXHADJJBHIND sca FIELD COllECTION 
11884 S00-38-3 IND M.P. BIRXHADJJBHIND sca FIELD COLLECTION 
11885 800·39 IND V.P. J A.LA1.PURIJAUNPUR SCG FIELD COllECTION 
11186 .JM-4281 IND U.P . R..AJPUR.JDBHRA DUN UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
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11887 JM-4295 IND U.P. 6 K.M N OF MUSSOORIBJDEHRA DUN UGM flELD COll.ECTlON 
11888 JM-4319 IND U.P. BRAHMAKUUUTI ARKASHI UGM FIELD COLLEcrION 
11889 JM-4323 IND U.P. UTI AR KASHI/UITARKASHI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
11890 JM-4329 IND U.P. TEHRIlIEHRI GARHW AL UGM FIELD COlLEcrION 
11891 JM-4330 IND U.P. TEHRI/IEHRI GARHW AL UGM FIELD COLLEcrION 
11892 JM-4343 IND U.P. PAURlIGARHW AL UGM FIELD COll.ECTlON 
11893 JM-4360 IND U.P. NAGRASU,lCHAMOLI UGM FIELD COLLEcrION 
11894 JM-4362 IND U.P. NANDPRA YAG/CHAMOLI UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
11895 JM-4365 IND U.P. CHAMOLIICHAMOLI UGM FIELD COLLEcrION 
11896 JM-4384 IND U.P. GEODW AlCHAMOLI UGM FIELD COLLEcrION 
11897 JM-4394 IND U.P. KHANHARIALMORA UGM FIELD COlLEcrION 
11898 PR-5175 IND KARNATAKA VmCHAND~ANGALORE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11899 PR·5176 IND KARNATAKA GABBADI/BANGALORE PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11900 PR-5177 IND KARNATAKA NEWGABBADI/BANGALORE PR FIELD COllEcrION 
11901 PR·5178 IND KARNATAKA THOPPAGANAHALLI/BANGALORE PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11902 PR-5180 IND KERALA CHIN DA KKl/PALG HAT PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11903 PR-5181 IND KERALA CHINDAKKIIPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11904 PR-5182 IND KERALA CHINDAKKI/PALGHAT PR FIELD COll.EcrION 
11905 PR-5183 IND KERALA CHINDAKKl/PALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11906 PR-5184 IND KERALA CHI N DAKKI/P ALGHA T PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11907 PR-5185 IND KERALA CHINDAKKlIPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11908 PR-5186 IND KERALA CHINDAKKI/PALGHAT PR. FIELD COLLEcrION 
11909 PR-5187 IND KERALA CHINDAKKI/PALGHAT PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11910 PR-5188 IND KERALA CHINDAKKlIPALGHAT PR. FIELD COlLECTION 
11911 PR·5189 IND KERALA CHINDAKKIIPALGHAT PR. FIELD COLLEcrION 
11912 PR-S190 IND KERALA KAKKAPPADIJPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
11913 PR·5191 IND KERALA KALKANDIJPALGHAT PR. FIELD COLLEC110N 
11914 PR-SI91-1 IND KERALA KALKANDIJPALGHA T PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11915 PR-5192 IND KERALA CHEMMANURJPALGHA T PR. FIELD COLLBC110N 
11916 PR-5193 IND KERALA CHEMMANURJPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
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11917 PR·~I94 IND K.BR.ALA CHBMMANURJPALGHAT PR FIELD COlLECTION 
11918 PR·~195 IND KBRALA PAKULAMlPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11919 PR·5196 lND KBRALA PAKULAMlPALGHAT PR FIELD COlLECTION 
11920 PR-Sl97 IND KBRALA PAKULAMJPALGHAT PR FIELD COU.ECTION 
11921 PR.-Sl99 IND KERALA KARA V ADOMJPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11922 PR-S203 IND KER.ALA KARA V ADOMJPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11923 PR .. 5204 IND KERALA KARAVANGADUPALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11924 PR .. .5206 IND KBRALA KAMMANDIKALJPALGHA T PR FIELD COLLECTION 
Jl925 PR .. 5208 IND KBRALA MANNANTHO~ALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11926 PR. .. 5209 IND KBRALA MANNANTHO~ALGHAT PR. FIELD COLLECTION 
11927 PR·~210 IND KBRALA MANNANTHO~ALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11928 PR.·S2It IND KBRALA KADATHARA NORTHJPALGHAT PR FJELD COLLECTION 
11929 PR-~2t2 IND KERALA PA~ALGHAT PR FlEI..D COlLECTION 
11930 PR-5213 IND KERALA PA TIlMALAJPALGHA T PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11931 PI.-S219 IND KBRALA ANAKKA TTIJPALGHAT PR. FIELD COlLECTION 
11932 PR..sm IND KERALA MUKKALI}PALGHAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11933 PR-~2.50 IND TAMILNADU RANGAMPALA Y AM,())IMBA TORE PR. FIELD COLLECTION 
11934 PR-5251 IND TAMILNADU SATYAMANGALAMmlMBA TORE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11935 PR-S152 INn TAMILNADU CHIKOLA DAMICOIMBA TORE PR FIHLD COLLECTION 
11936 PR .. ~2.S2-1 IND TAMILNADU CHIKOLA DAMKX>IMBA TORE PR FlEI..D COll.ECTION 
11931 NKR-I60A IND A.P. PBDAPAU.UVISAKHAPA TNAM NKR FIELD COLLBCTION 
ll931 NKR. .. l6OB IND AJJ. PlIDAPAlLI/VISAlCHAPA TNAM NO FIELD COLLECTION 
11939 NKR-l6OC INn A.P. PBDAPAU.UVISAKHAPA TNAM NO FIELD COllECTION 
11940 NJCR .. I60D IND A.P. PHDAPAlLI/VISAKHAPA TNAM NKR FJELD COLLECTION 
11941 NKR-176 IND A.P. PADERUNISAKHAPATNAM NKR FIELD COlJ..ECTION 
11942 NKR .. l97 IND A.P. N~MADD~OODAV~ NKR FJELD COI..LBCTION 
11943 PP-I0 IND TAMILNADU 
11944 PP-ll IND TAMILNADU 
11945 MVR·l IND A.P. 
11946 MVIl-2 JND A.P. 
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11947 OSS-4 IND KARNATAKA aULB 
11948 1914(0) IND A.P. ICRI 
11949 1925(] G)-E2-3EB IND A.P. ICRJ 
11950 2223·1·B8-3EB INn A.P. 100 
11951 3615·E t·3EB IND A.P. 100 
11952 3940-El·3EB IND A.P. 100 
11953 5036-EI-3EB IND A.P. ICRI 
11954 56S 1-I-S3X-2EB IND A.P. 100 
11955 6982·6·E8·3EB IND A.P. 100 
11956 7349·1·S4X·2EB IND A.P. 100 
11957 8094·2-S2X INO A.P. 100 
11958 832S·El·2EB IND A.P. 100 
11959 8606 INO A.P. 100 
11960 10315 INO A.P. 100 
11961 10466·E3·2EB IND A.P. 100 
11962 PPE·36-2 IND A.P. ICRI 
11963 PEE·38-2 INO A.P. 100 
11964 PPE·4S·2-3E INO A.P. 100 
11965 1691 IND A.P. ICRI 
11966 19m·El·3EB IND A.P. 100 
1]967 3228-EI-3EB IND A.P. 100 
11968 684()..El·3EB INO A.P. ICRI 
11969 7176.S·E 1·3EB INO A.P. ICRJ 
11970 7194·1·S4X·2EB INO A.P. ICRI 
11971 7941·El·3EB INO A.P. 100 
11972 7946·El·3EB IND A.P. 100 
11973 8134·1·S1·X·2EB IND A.P. ICR.I 
11974 9008·El·3EB IND A.P. ICRJ 
11975 D-OTYPE lND A.P. ICR.I 
11976 RAHMUNIA DWARF INO U.P. 
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11977 8289--M IND A.P. IeRI PR.SEL 
11978 1CPL43-1 lND A.P. ICRI PR.SEL 
11979 lOO8S.1 IND A.P. IeRI PR.SEL 
11980 PR~'265 PI«. TUBLAY PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11981 PR·'266 Pm.. AmK PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11982 PR·.5267 Pm.. AmK PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11983 PR·'268 Pm.. AmK PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11984 PR.'2?1 PI«. SABANGAN/PINGAD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
1198S PR.·'280 PHI.. AWAN/BANAUE PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
11986 PR·'lIl PHL AWAN/BANAUE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11987 PR·'282-1 PHL CUIXXlILAGA WE PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
U988 PR·'282-2 PHI.. CUIXXlILAGA WE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11989 PR·'293 PHL LALAFUGAN/LALU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11990 PR·'294 PHL MALARAMlALLACAPAN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11991 PR-5299-1 PHI.. NANOUNEGEASTfflARVACAN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11992 PR·5299·2 PHL NANGUNEGEASTfflARVACAN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11993 PR.·'306 PHI.. BINLAOICALASIAO PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
11994 PR~5307 Pm... KA W AN NORTB/MALASIQUE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11995 PR·5308 PHL LARIG-LARIOIMALASIQUI PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
11996 PR-5301J-l PlU.. UNSADIVIlLASIS PR FIELD COLl..ECTION 
11997 PR·.5310 PlU.. SAN PEDRO BASTIROSAI...ES PR FIELD COILECIlON 
11998 PR-5321 Pm.. DINA Y/DUPBX DBLSUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
11999 PR..S322-3 PlU.. BINA Y/DUPEX DBLSUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12000 PR • .5325 PlU.. OLD BOSO BOSO/ANTIPOLO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12001 PR-5341-2 PlU.. SALUACION/DARAGA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
120D2 PR-5341~3 PHI.. SALUACION/DARAOA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12003 PI...,344 PlU.. CASINJllROSIN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12004 PR·535O 1ZA R.ONOAIKILOSA PR FIELD COlJ..ECI10N 
1200.5 PR.5352.1 1ZA MA.DOTOIKILOSA PR FIELD COI.J...BCTION 
12006 PR.·5352.2 1ZA MAOOTO/KILOSA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
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12007 PR-S3S3 TZA MW AMOOO/KILOSA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
12008 PR-S3S8 TlA TAN ANGOZI/IRINGA PR FIFLD COLLECTION 
12009 PR-S360 TZA IFUNDA/IRINGA PR FIFLD COLLECTION 
12010 PR-S363 TZA MAHAGANJ/MBEYA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12011 PR-S367 TZA MBUYUNIJMBEYA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12012 PR-S368 r.lA MBUYUNIJMBEYA PR FIELD COLLECl'ION 
12013 PR-S371 TZA NEARSONGE~ONGEA PR FIELD COll..ECl'ION 
12014 PR-5374 TlA Kll..IMASELAlSONGEA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
1201S PR-S37S TZA KILIMASELAJSONGEA PR FIELD COLLBCl10N 
12016 PR-5378-1 TZA NAMWINYU{l'UNDURU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12017 PR-5378-2 TZA NAMWINYU{l'UNDURU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12018 PR-S378-3 TZA NAMWINYU{l'UNDURU PR FIELD COu...ECTION 
12019 PR-S380 TlA SISIKW ASISvruNDURU PR FIELD COlLECI10N 
12020 PR-5381 TZA MSAGULAffUNDURU PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12021 PR-S382 TZA MSAGULA!11JNDURU PR FIELD COLLBCI10N 
12022 PR·S383 TZA MAJIMAJI{fUNDURU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12023 PR-5384 TZA MAJIMAJI/fUNDVRU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12024 PR·5386 TZA MKOWELA!l11NDURU PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12025 PR-S387 TZA CHIKW AJJ}MASASSI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12026 PR-S388 TlA KAJUNlIMASASSI PR FIELD COll..BCTlON 
12027 PR-S389 TZA MKARAKA TI'ElMASASSI PR FIELD COLLBCI10N 
12028 PR-5390 TZA CHIKUNJA/MASASSI PR FJELD COLLBcrJON 
12029 PR-S391 TZA TAMEKl/MASASSI PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12030 PR-5392 TZA T AMEKJJMASASSI PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12031 PR·S393 TZA TAMEKIlMASASSI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12032 PR-5394 TZA NANGOSFJMASASSI PR FIELD COlLECTION 
12033 PR·S39S TZA NANGOSFJMASASSI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12034 PR-S398 TZA CHANlKANGUO/MASASSI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12035 PR·S399 TZA LUNDBHUND~ARA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12036 PR-S401 TZA MALI KUNI/M'IW ARA PR FIHLD COlLBCTION 
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12037 PR·'402 TZA MANGAMBA/MTWARA PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
12038 PR·S403 'IZA MANGAMBAIM1WARA PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
12039 PR-5405 'IZA MBUO/M1W ARA PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
12040 PR·S4Q6 TZA NDUMBWB/M1WARA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12041 PR·5407 1ZA MPANGUlENAlLlNDI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12042 PR.·5408 TZA NAMUNDAILINDI PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
12043 PR...5410 TZA MANDAVA/KlLWA PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
12044 PR,·5411 TZA NOONOONDA/KILWA PR FIELD COlJ..BCTION 
12045 PR..'412 TZA MET AGA/KlL WA PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12046 PR-5413 TZA IKWlRIRIIRUFlGI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12047 PI..'414-1 TZA MPARANGBJRUFlGI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12041 PR·541 .... 2 1ZA MP ARANOBIRUFlOI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12049 PR-541S 1ZA JARlBUNPAKANlIRUFIOI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12050 PR·'419 TZA ACHAYANDBGEnaBAHA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12051 PR·'420 TZA MlBMSESABAJKIBAHA PR FIELD COlLBCTION 
12052 PR·'422 TZA TIlMBI/KIBAHA PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
12053 PR-S42A 1ZA MAZIZlIBAOAMOYO PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
120.54 PR·5425 TZA MAZIZlIBAGAMOYO PR FIBLD COLLBCTION 
1205' PR.5426 1ZA MSATA/BAGAMOYO PR FlBLD COLLBCTION 
12056 PR·'421·1 1ZA MSATA/BAGAMOYO PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
120$7 PR-S427·2 lZA MSATA/BAGAMOYO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12058 PR·S428-1 1ZA MSATA/BAOAMOYO PR FIELD COlJ..BCTION 
120S9 PR-'428-2 'IZA MSATA/BAGAMOYO PR FlBLD COlJ..BCI10N 
12060 PR·S429 1ZA MSATA/BAGAMOYO PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12061 PR·'430 TZA MSATA/BAGAMOYO PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12062 PR-5432 TZA MANDBR.AJBAOAMOYO PR FIBLD COlJ..BCTION 
12063 PR·5435 TZA KWANGANDUmAGAMOYO PR FlBLD COlLBCTlON 
12064 PI.-'438 TZA KWBDIZINGA/HANDENI PR FlBLD COlLBCTlON 
12065 PR-S439 lZA KWEDJZINGA/HANDENI PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
12066 PR..544()..1 TZA K.WASUNGA/KOROGWB PR FIBLD COLLBCTION 
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12067 PR~S44{).2 1ZA KWASUNGAIKOROGWE PR PIELD COUBCrlON 
12068 PRMS441 TZA KWASUNGAIKOROGWE PR FJELD COLLECTION 
12069 PR-S442 1ZA KOROGWEIKOROGWB PR FJELD C01J..BCTION 
12070 PR·S44S TZA MJZUNGUNIIMONDULI PR FJELD COLLBCTION 
12071 PR-S446 1LA KJLIMAMOJAlMBULU PR FlBLD C01J..BCTION 
12072 PR-S447 TlA KILIMAMOJAlMBULU PR FJELD COLLECTION 
12073 PR-5448 TZA BASHAI/MBULU PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
12074 PR-S449 TZA MIJUNGU/HANANG PR FIELD C01J..BcnON 
12075 PR-S4S1 TlA MIJUNGU/HANANG PR FIBLD COl..LBCTION 
12076 PR·S453 TZA MA 11JFAlHANANG PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
12077 PR-S4S4 TZA MA iUFAlHANANO PR FIELD COLl..ECTION 
]2078 PR-54SS 1ZA MA TUFA/HANANG PR FIBLD COLLBCTlON 
12079 PR-S4S7 TZA HANGONIJHANANG PR FJELD COll.BCTlON 
12080 PR-S4S8 TlA SINGBlHANANO PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
12081 PR-S4S9 'IZA SINOE/HANANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12082 PR·S461 TZA BONGAlHANANG PR PlBLD COLLBCTION 
12083 PR-S462 TZA BONGAlHANANG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12084 PR-S464 TZA SARANKA KARASINI/KONDOA PR FlBLD COUBCTION 
12085 PR·S46S TlA SARANKA KARASINl/KONDOA PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
12086 PR-S466 TlA SARANKA KARASINl/KONDOA PR FIBLD COLLBCTION 
12087 PR·5467·1 TZA MASAVI/KONDOA PR FIBLD COLl..ECTION 
12088 PR·S467·2 TlA MASAVI/KONOOA PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12089 PR-S468 TZA MASAVl/KONOOA PR FJELD COLLBCTION 
12090 PR·S469 TZA KOLOIKONDOA PR PlBLD COlLBCTION 
12091 PR-S470 TZA KOLOIKONDOA PR FIELD cou..BCTlON 
12092 PR-S471 TZA KOLOIKONOOA PR FJBLD COlLECTlON 
12093 PR-5472 1ZA KOLO/KONDOA PR FIBLD COUBCTION 
12094 PR-S474 TZA WlSIKW ANnSI/KONOOA PR FJELD COUBCTION 
1209S PR·5475 TlA WlSIKW ANTISI/KONDOA PR F1BLD COlLECTION 
12096 PR-S476 TZA WlSIKW ANTISI/KONDOA PR FIBLD COIl..EC11ON 
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12097 PR·5478·1 TZA SAIRIAIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12098 PR·s478·2 TZA SAIRlAIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12099 PR-s479 TZA SAIRIAIKONOOA PH. FIELD COl..LECI10N 
12100 PR,·5486 TZA SAIRlAIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12101 PR·5481 TZA SAIRIAIKONDOA PR FIELD COl..LECTION 
12102 PR·5482 TZA SAIRIAIKONDOA PR FIELD COllECTION 
12103 PR·5483 1ZA SAIRIAIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12104 PR..5485 'JZA SAIRIAIKONDOA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
12105 PR.·5486-1 1ZA BICHAJI{ONDOA PR FIELD COllECI10N 
12106 PR-5486-2 1ZA BJCHAJKONDOA PR FIELD COllECI10N 
12107 PR.5487 1ZA BALAJJK.ONDOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12108 PR-5489-1 'JZA KAMBlANYASAlKONDOA PR FIELD COllECTION 
12109 PR,·5419·2 'JZA KAMBIANYASAlKONDOA PR FIELD COllECI10N 
12110 PR-5490 'IZA KIDOKAIKONDOA PR FIELD COllECI10N 
12111 PR. .. 5491 TZA CHENENBIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12112 PR-5492 TZA ZAMBEKAIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12113 PR·5494 lZA MlYUGJJDOOOMA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12114 PR·5495 TZA MlYUOJJDODOMA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12115 PR·5501 TZA MANJALlJOODOMA PR FIELD COll.ECI10N 
12116 PR·55a2 TZA MANJALlJOODOMA PR FIELD COll.BCI10N 
12U7 PR·5503 'JZA KISOKWPJMPWAPW A PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12,111 PR·5504 TZA KISOKWPJMPWAPWA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12119 PR·5s05 1ZA KISOKWPJMPWAPWA PR FIELD COllECI10N 
12120 PR·5s06 TZA KISOKWPJMPW APW A PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12121 PR·5S07 'IZA MASAIJMPWAPWA PR FIELD COLLBCI10N 
12,122. PR·5510 1ZA MANAKIYANOA/MPWAPWA PH. FJELD COLLECI10N 
12123 fR.·s513 TZA PlITANANA/MPW APW A PH. FIELD COll.ECI10N 
12124 fR.·S514 TZA PlITANANA/MPW APW A PH. FIELD COll.BCI10N 
12125 PI. .. 5517 17..A KIBAiGWA/MPW APW A PH. FIELD OOLLECTION 
12126 PR·5s11 TZA KIBAiGWA/MPW APW A PH. FIELD COLLECI10N 
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12127 PR-SS19 TZA KIBAlGW A/MP'W APW A PR FIELD COllECTION 
12128 PR-SSW TZA KlBAlGW A/MP'W APW A PR FIELD COlJ...BCTION 
12129 PR-S521 TZA KIBAlGW A/MP'W APW A PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12130 PR-SS22 TZA KlBAlGW A/MPW APW A PR FIELD COlJ...BCTION 
12131 PR-5S23 TZA KlBAlGW A/MPW APW A PR FIELD COLLECTlON 
12132 PR-S524 TZA KlBAIGW AJMPW APW A PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12133 PR-SS2S TZA KIBAIGW AJMPW APW A PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12134 PR·5S26 TZA PANDAMBILI/K1LOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12135 PR·5527 TZA PANDAMBILIJKlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12136 PR-SS29 TZA MAKAMBINI/K.lLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12137 PR·SS30 17..A MAKAMBINIJK.ILOSA PR FIELD COll.ECfION 
12138 PR-SS31 TZA MAKAMBINI/K.lLOSA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
12139 PR-SS32 TZA MAKAMBINlIKILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12140 PR-SS33 TZA MAKAMBINllKll.OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12141 PR-5534 TZA MAKAMBINI/KD..OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12142 PR-S53S 17..A DUMlLA/Kll..OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12143 PR-SS37 17..A DUMILA/KD...OSA PR FIELD COLLECfION 
12144 PR-S538 TZA DUMILA/KH..OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
1214S PR-S539 TZA DUMILA/KlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12146 PR-SS40 TZA DUMILA/KlLOSA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
12147 PR-SS41 TZA DUMlLA/KlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12148 PR-SS42 TZA DUMILA/KILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12149 PR-SS43 TZA DUMlLA/K.ll..OSA PR FIELD COLLECfION 
12150 PR-SS44 TZA DUMILAIKILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12151 PR-S546 1ZA MAGUBlKE/KlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12152 PR-SSS2-1 TZA OOOONI/KILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
121S3 PR-SSS2-2 TZA GOGONIJK1LOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12154 PR-SSS2-3 TZA GOGONI/KILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12155 PR-SS5S TlA MANlERB/Kll..OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12156 PR-5559 Tl.A MAGUMENIJKlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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12157 PR-!5S60 TZA MlYOMBO/KILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
121'8 PR-S'62 TZA MIYOMBO/KlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12159 PR·5S64-1 TZA ILONGA FARM/KlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12160 PR-5S64-2 TZA ILONGA FARM/KILOSA PR F1ELD COLLECI10N 
12161 PR-S566 TZA n..ONGA FARMIKILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12162 PR-SS69 TZA MADOTO/Kll..OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12163 PR-SS72 1ZA KONGOWE/KIBAHA PR FIEl.D COLLECI10N 
12164 PR-SS73 TZA KONGOWE/KIBAHA PR F1ELD COLLECTION 
12165 PR-5574 TZA NEAR DAR ES SALAM/DAR ES SALAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12]66 RPSP-470 TIl A PADONG MUANGIPHRAE RPSP FIELD COLLEcnON 
12167 RPSP·475 TIlA RUNG KWAWY IPHRAE RPSP FIELD COLLEcnON 
12168 RPSP-481 TIlA rnA WANG IlMlMUANG RPSP FIELD COLLEcnON 
12169 RPSP .. S7 rnA NAPATIPUA RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
12170 RPSP-499 1lIA 64 KM FROM NAN RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
12171 RPSP-SI3 TIlA 10 K.M N OF CHIANGMAI RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
12172 RPSP·SI7 rnA LASU AT RIVER BANK RPSP FIELD COLLEcnON 
12173 RPSP-SI9 TIl A 120 KM FROM CHIANGMAI RPSP FIELD COLLEcnON 
12174 RPSP-S22 THA 1 S KM FROM CHIANGMAI RPSP FIELD COLLECTION 
12175 RPSP·497 rnA 45 KM FROM NAN RPSP FIELD COLLEcnON 
12176 SAD-462 MWI NYOZANI SAD FIELD COLLECTION 
12177 SAD-61S MWI CHOWEAmN SAD FIELD COLLEcnON 
12178 MKl80-017 MWI 
12179 ZM-4ss.1 2MB 
12110 ZM-488-2 2MB 
12181 ZM-S68 2MB 
12182 ZM-660 2MB 
12183 ZM..680 2MB 
12184 ZM·842-2 2MB MARKET SAMPLE 
12185 1M-4038 LKA POLOOll.A/K.ANDY UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
12186 1M·4m8 LKA KAHATAGASDIGILIY AlANURADHAPURA UGM AELD COLLECTION 
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12187 JM·4162 LKA SANGILIPAMA/NUW ARA ELlY A UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
12188 JM-418S LKA MURIKANDYflAFFNA UGM FIELDCOLLECTJON 
12189 JSK ZAP JSK 
12190 DSA-18 GHA TAMALE DSA FIELD COLLECTION 
]2191 MA YMYO (480-1) BUR FIELD COLLECTION 
12192 PR·5714 IND TAMILNADU SHULAMEDU/SALEM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12193 PR-5715 IND TAMILNADU KAPALA YAM/SALEM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12194 PR·5716 IND TAMILNADU VIKUNTUM SANKARIJSALEM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12195 PR-S717 INO TAMILNADU MEKADISALEM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12196 PR-S725 INn TAMILNADU CHA V ALAPURlf11RUNEL VELl PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12197 PR·5728 INO TAMILNADU NADUPETImRAMANATAPURAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12198 PR·5730 INO TAMILNADU THUV ARAM KURICHImRUCHCHIRAPA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12]99 PR·S731 IND TAMILNADU UPPILIY APURAM/fIRUCHCHIRAP ALLI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12200 PR·S740 IND TAMILNADU TIl URAl YURfI1RUCHCHIRAPALLI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12201 PR·S742 INn TAMILNADU DEVAIYURlTIRUCHCHIRAPALLI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12202 PR·5743 INn TAMILNADU ELURHURJS.ARCOT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12203 PR·5744 IND TAMILNADU V IRDHACHALAM/S.ARCOT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12204 PR-5746 IND TAMILNADU THINDIVANAM· VANDAVASSI ROAD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12205 PR·5748 IND TAMILNADU VANDAV ASS J.KANCIDPURAM ROAD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12206 PR·5750 IND A.P. CUDDAPARCUDDAPAH PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12207 VRR·488 IND MAHARASHlRA KOLARIMANORA VRR FIELD COLLECTION 
12208 VRR-494 IND MAHARASHlRA VITHOLl/MANORA VRR FIELD COLLECTION 
12209 VRR-504 IND MAHARASHlRA BRAHMI/YEOTMAL VRR FIELOCOLLBCTION 
12210 VRR·S43 IND MAHARASHTRA KHEOOAONflALGAON VRR FIELD COLLECTION 
12211 VRR·632 IND MAHARASHTRA MALTAN/PUNB USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
12212 PI·394009 IND U.P. USDA P-l1 
12213 PI-394011 IND U.P. USDA P·14 
12214 PI·394012 IND U.P. USDA P·lS 
12215 PI·394033 IND U.P. USDA P·36 
12216 PI·394035 IND U.P. USDA P-39 
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12217 PI·394040 JND U.P. USDA P-44 
12218 PI.394043 IND U.P. USDA P·47 
12219 PI·394047 IND U.P. USDA P-52 
12220 PI-3940S7 !ND U.P. USDA P-63 
12221 PI·394071 IND U.P. USDA P-77 
12222 PI-394072 IND U.P. USDA P-78 
12223 PI-394093 IND U.P. USDA P-103 
12224 PI-394102 IND U.P. USDA P-1l3 
12225 PI.394115 IND U.P. USDA P-136 
12226 PI-394131 IND U.P. USDA P-lS3 
12227 PI-394133 IND UP. USDA P·157 
12228 PI-394142 IND U.P. USDA P-171 
12229 PI-394159 IND U.P. USDA P-I92 
12230 PI-394168 IND U.P. USDA P-202 
12231 PI.394174 IND UP. USDA P-209 
12232 PI·394 179 IND U.P. USDA P-215 
12233 PI-394185 IND U.P. USDA P-221 
12234 Pl-394 1 89 IND U.P. USDA P-2lS 
12235 PI-394192 IND U.P. USDA P-229 
12236 PI·394300 IND U.P. USDA P·374 
12237 PI-394301 IND U.P. USDA P-375 
12238 PI-394312 )ND U.P. USDA P-395 
12239 PI·394317 IND U.P. USDA P-400 
12240 PI·394323 IND U.P. USDA P-406 
12241 PI-394324 IND U.P. USDA P·408 
12242 PI·394331 IND U.P. USDA P-417 
12243 PI-394334 IND U.P. USDA P-423 
12244 PI.394335 IND U.P. USDA P-424 
12245 PI-394338 IND U.P. USDA P-431 
12246 PI-394345 IND U.P. USDA P·442 
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12247 PI·394349 IND U.P. USDA P·4S1 
12248 PI·394356 IND U.P. USDA P·461 
12249 PI·394364 IND U.P. USDA P·474 
12250 PI-394366 IND U.P. USDA P·479 
12251 PI-394373 IND U.P. USDA P·488 
12252 PI·394378 IND U.P. USDA P·498 
12253 PI·394379 IND U.P. USDA P-499 
12254 PI·394382 IND U.P. USDA P-S03 
12255 PI·394383 IND U.P. USDA posen 
12256 PI-394386 IND U.P. USDA P·Sl0 
12257 PI·394388 IND U.P. USDA P-SI2 
12258 PI·394392 IND U.P. USDA P-SI8 
12259 PI·394393 IND U.P. USDA P-SI9 
12260 PI·394395 IND UP. USDA P-S21 
12261 PI·394396 IND UP. USDA P-S22 
12262 PI·394397 IND U.P. USDA P-S23 
12263 PI·394400 IND U.P. USDA P-S26 
12264 PI-394402 IND BIHAR USDA P-S29 
1226S PI·39440S IND BIHAR USDA P-S32 
12266 PI-394422 IND BIHAR USDA P·SS3 
12267 PI·394424 IND BIHAR USDA P-SSS 
12268 PI-394434 IND BIHAR USDA P·S70 
12269 PI·394440 IND BIHAR USDA P·S76 
12270 PI-394463 IND BIHAR USDA P-608 
12271 PI-394464 IND BIHAR USDA P-609 
12272 PI·394469 IND BIHAR USDA P-61S 
12273 PI-394470 IND BIHAR USDA P-617 
12274 PI-394474 IND BIHAR USDA P-629 
1227S PI·39447S IND BIHAR USDA P·631 
12276 Pl-394477 IND BIHAR USDA P-637 
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12277 PI-394487 IND U.P. USDA P·6S2 
12278 P)·394496 IND U.P. USDA P·661 
12279 PI·394SOl IND U.P. USDA P-668 
12280 PI-394S03 IND U.P. USDA P-672 
12281 PI·394SOj IND U.P. USDA P-674 
12282 PI .. 394S08 IND U.P. USDA P-678 
12283 PI .. 394S11 IND U.P. USDA P·682 
122M PI·394513 IND U.P. USDA P·68S 
12285 PI .. 394 5 19 IND BIHAR USDA P-69 1 
12286 PI .. 394521 IND BIHAR USDA P-693 
12287 PI .. 394522 IND BIHAR USDA P-69S 
12288 PI-394S24 IND BIHAR USDA P·699 
12289 PI .. 394SlS IND BIHAR USDA P·701 
12290 PI·394529 IND BIHAR USDA P·7OS 
12291 PI-394S31 IND BIHAR USDA P·708 
12292 PI.394532 IND BIHAR USDA P·709 
12293 PI-394S33 IND BIHAR USDA P-711 
12294 PI·394S34 IND BIHAR USDA P·713 
12295 PI·394538 IND BIHAR USDA P·72 1 
12296 PI·394542 INn BIHAR USDA P-7Z1 
12297 PI.39454S INO BIHAR USDA P-730 
12298 PI·394S47 IND BIHAR USDA P·732 
12299 PI·394549 !NO BIHAR USDA P-736 
12300 PI·394SS1 IND BIHAR USDA P·739 
12301 PI·3945S2 INO BIHAR USDA P·741 
12301 PI-394SSS IND BIHAR USDA P-744 
12303 PI·394S62 IND BIHAR USDA P-7S3 
12304 PI·394S67 IND BIHAR USDA P-765 
12305 PI·394S68 IND BIHAR USDA P-768 
12306 PI·394S70 IND BIHAR USDA P-771 
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12307 PI-394S72 IND BIHAR USDA P·774 
12308 PI·394S73 IND BIHAR USDA P·77S 
12309 PI~394S87 IND BIHAR USDA P.794 
12310 PJ-394S93 IND BIHAR USDA P·IO'! 
12311 PI-394S94 IND BIHAR USDA P-808 
12312 PI·394S95 IND BIHAR USDA P~809 
12313 PI·394710 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·963 
12314 PI~394786 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·IOS2 
12315 PI·394794 IND BIHAR USDA P·I060 
12316 PI·394821 IND M.P. USDA P-I096 
12317 PI·394828 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·lllO 
12318 PI·394830 BUR USDA P·1112 
12319 PI-394833 BUR USDA P·llIS 
12320 PI·3948S6 PAK USDA P·1l48 
12321 PI·394873 JAM USDA P·1170 
12322 PI·394884 NGA USDA P·1l81 
12323 PI·394944 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-llSl 
12324 Pl·394954 IND NEW DELHI USDA P·1263 
12325 PI·39495S IND NEW DELHI USDA P·1264 
12326 PI·394967 IND NEW DELHI USDA P-1278 
12327 PI·394973 IND U.P. USDA P·1284 
12328 Pl· 39497S BUR USDA P·1289 
12329 PI·3949IJO PAK USDA P·1294 
12330 PI·39498S IND BIHAR USDA P·1301 
12331 PI·394986 IND BIHAR USDA P·1303 
12332 PI·394990 IND BIHAR USDA P·1307 
12333 PI·394996 BUR USDA P·l3l' 
12334 PI·395013 IND USDA P·lS26 
12335 PI·39S024 IND USDA P·1541 
12336 PI·39S02S IND BIHAR USDA P·lS43 
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12337 PI·39S026 INn BIHAR USDA P-lS44 
12338 PI-39S021 INn BIHAR USDA P-1546 
12339 PI-395034 INn U.P. USDA P-1S54 
12340 PI·395035 IND U.P. USDA P-lSSS 
12341 PI-395038 IND U.P. USDA P-1558 
12342 PI.395043 IND U.P. USDA P-1S64 
12343 PI·395041 IND U.P. USDA P-1569 
12344 PI·395070 IND A.P. USDA P-1594 
12345 PI-395122 IND A.P. USDA P-1651 
12346 PI·395140 IND A.P. USDA P-1610 
12347 PI-395163 IND A.P. USDA P-1694 
12348 PI-395170 IND A.P. USDA P·I101 
12349 PI-39S172 IND A.P. USDA P·I104 
12350 PI-395189 IND A.P. USDA P·1122 
12351 PI-395204 IND Al'. USDA P-1140 
12352 PI-39S211 IND A.P. USDA P-1159 
12353 PI-39526O IND A.P. USDA P-1809 
123504 PI-395266 IND A.P. USDA P-1815 
12355 PI-395272 INn A.P. USDA P-1821 
12356 PI-395312 IND A.P. USDA P-I863 
12357 PI-395327 IND A.P. USDA P-1880 
12358 PI·39.5342 IND A.P. USDA P·I901 
12359 PI-395349 IND A.P. USDA P·191O 
12360 PI·3953.52 IND A.P. USDA P-1913 
12361 P]·39.5357 IND Al'. USDA P·1918 
12362 PJ...39S361 IND A.P. USDA P-1923 
12363 Pl·395365 IND A.P. USDA P·I928 
12364 PJ·395368 IND A.P. USDA P-1934 
12365 P]·39.5381 IND A.P. USDA P-19S2 
12366 P).39.5384 IND A.P. USDA P-1956 
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12367 PI-395400 IND A.P. USDA palm 
12368 PI.395406 IND A.P. USDA P·1983 
12369 PI-395414 IND A.P. USDA P·1991 
12370 PI-395424 IND A.P. USDA P-2003 
12371 PI-39S42S IND A.P. USDA P·2004 
12372 PI-395446 IND A.P. USDA P-1031 
12373 PI-39S449 IND A.P. USDA P·1034 
12374 PI-39S481 IND A.P. USDA P·2074 
12375 PI·39548S IND A.P. USDA P·2078 
12376 PI·39S486 IND A.P. USDA P-2079 
12377 PI-39S489 IND A.P. USDA P-2082 
12378 PI-395498 IND A.P. USDA P·2091 
12379 PI·39SS04 IND A.P. USDA P·2097 
12380 PI·39SS13 IND A.P. USDA P-2106 
12381 PI-39S516 IND A.P. USDA P·2110 
12382 PI-39S533 IND A.P. USDA P-2128 
12383 PI·39S537 IND A.P. USDA P-2133 
12384 PI·39SS43 IND A.P. USDA P-2142 
12385 PI-39S545 IND A.P. USDA P-2144 
12386 PI·39S546 IND A.P. USDA P-214S 
12387 PI-39S562 IND A.P. USDA P-2169 
12388 PI-395S79 IND A.P. USDA P-219S 
12389 PI-39SS91 IND A.P. USDA P·2210 
12390 PI-395S98 IND A.P. USDA P-UI8 
12391 PJ·395S99 IND A.P. USDA P-2222 
12392 PI-39S606 IND A.P. USDA P-2231 
12393 PI·39S607 IND A.P. USDA P-2233 
12394 PI·39S611 IND A.P. USDA P·2238 
12395 PI-39S613 IND A.P. USDA P·2240 
12396 PI·39S622 IND A.P. USDA P·22S0 
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12397 PJ·395636 IND AP. USDA P-2266 
12398 PJ·39S639 IND U. USDA P-2271 
12399 PI·395649 IND AP. USDA P-2288 
lZ400 PI·39S6.50 IND A.P. USDA P·2289 
12401 PJ·395671 IND AP. USDA P-2321 
12402 PI·39S686 IND AI'. USDA P-2l3S 
12403 PI-39S694 IND AI'. USDA P-2347 
12404 PI .. 3~ IND AI'. USDA P-2348 
12405 PI-39569B INO A.P. USDA P-23S2 
12406 PI·395699 INO AI'. USDA P-23S3 
12407 PI-395702 JND AP. USDA P-23S6 
12408 PI·39S712 IND AI'. USDA P-2366 
12409 PI·395713 IND A.P. USDA P-2368 
12410 PI-395717 IND AI'. USDA P-2374 
12411 PI-395722 INO AI'. USDA P-2379 
12412 PI·395733 IND AP. USDA P·2392 
12413 PI·39S738 IND AI'. USDA P-2397 
12414 PI·395746 IND AI'. USDA P-Z406 
12415 PI-39S755 IND AI'. USDA P-Z419 
12416 PI.39S757 IND AP. USDA P-2421 
12417 PI.39m3 INn A-P. USDA P·Z438 
12411 PI·395779 ]NO AI'. USDA P-244S 
12419 PI.395780 IND AP. USDA P-2446 
12420 PI·39S787 IND AP. USDA P·24SS 
12421 PI-39S792 IND AI'. USDA P-2461 
12422 PI .. 39S794 IND AI'. USDA P·2463 
12423 PI-39S798 IND AP. USDA P-2467 
12424 PI·395802 IND AI'. USDA P-2471 
12425 PI-395803 IND AI'. USDA P-2472 
12426 PI·39S817 IND AI'. USDA P-2487 
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12427 PI-395822 IND A.P. USDA P-2493 
12428 PI-39S82S IND A.P. USDA P-2496 
12429 PI-39S8SS IND A.P. USDA P·2529 
12430 PI-395863 IND A.P. USDA P·2531 
12431 PI-395864 IND A.P. USDA P-2538 
12432 PI·39S86S IND A.P. USDA P-2539 
12433 PI·395811 IND A.P. USDA P·2545 
12434 PI·395878 IND A.P. USDA P-2S52 
12435 PI-39S886 IND A.P. USDA P-2562 
12436 PI·39S890 INO A.P. USDA P-2561 
12437 PI-395891 IND A.P. USDA P-2568 
12438 PI-395895 IND A.P. USDA P-2512 
12439 PI-39S909 IND A.P. USDA P-2590 
12440 PI-395910 IND A.P. USDA P·2591 
12441 PI-395912 IND A.P. USDA P-2593 
12442 PI-395920 IND A.P. USDA P-2602 
12443 PI-395930 IND A.P. USDA P-2613 
12444 PI-395934 IND A.P. USDA P-2617 
12445 PI-39S964 IND A.P. USDA P-2652 
12446 PI-396006 IND A.P. USDA P-2702 
12447 PI-396009 IND A.P. USDA P-27OS 
12448 PI-396040 IND A.P. USDA P-2142 
12449 PI-396074 IND A.P. USDA P·278] 
12450 PI·396120 INO A.P. USDA P-lS3S 
12451 PI-396131 IND A.P. USDA P·lS47 
12452 PI-396152 INO ORISSA USDA P-2875 
12453 PI-396157 INO ORISSA USDA P-2884 
12454 PI-396173 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·2907 
12455 PI-396192 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-2927 
12456 PI-396212 INO U.P. USDA P-29S4 
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12457 P)·396216 IND UP. USDA P·2959 
12451 PI-396221 IND UP. USDA P·2973 
12459 PI-396229 INO U.P. USDA P·2974 
12460 P)·396231 INO UP. USDA P-2976 
12461 PI-396232 IND U.P. USDA P·2977 
12462 PI-396235 IND U.P. USDA P-2980 
12463 PI.396246 INO U.P. USDA P-2993 
12464 PI-396250 INO U.P. USDA P-2997 
12465 PI-396251 INO U.P. USDA P-2999 
12466 PI-396256 IND U.P. USDA P-3006 
12467 Pl·396258 IND U.P. USDA P-3009 
12468 PI-396266 INO UP. USDA P-3019 
12469 PI-396270 IND U.P. USDA P-3024 
12470 PI·396276 IND U.P. USDA P-3033 
12471 PI-396277 IND U.P. USDA P-3034 
12472 PI-396278 !NO UP. USDA P-3035 
12473 PI·396210 IND UP. USDA P-303S 
12474 PI·396215 IND U.P. USDA P-3043 
12475 PI-396287 INn U.P. USDA P-3045 
12476 PI·396289 IND UP. USDA P·3048 
12477 PI-396291 IND U.P. USDA P·30S0 
1247. PI-396296 IND U.P. USDA P-3057 
12479 PI·396299 IND U.P. USDA P-3061 
12480 PI-396304 IND U.P. USDA P·3066 
12481 PI-396307 INO U.P. USDA P-3070 
12482 PI-396308 IND U.P. USDA P-3071 
12483 PI-396309 IND UP. USDA P-3072 
12484 PI·396310 IND UP. USDA P·3073 
12485 PI .. 396311 IND U.P. USDA P·3074 
12486 PJ...396312 IND UP. USDA P-3075 
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12487 PI-396313 IND U.P. USDA P-3076 
12488 PI-396314 IND U.P. USDA P-3077 
12489 PI-396317 IND U.P. USDA P-30SO 
12490 PI·396318 IND U.P. USDA P·3081 
12491 PI-396319 IND U.P. USDA P·3082 
12492 PI·396320 IND U.P. USDA P·3084 
12493 PI-396324 IND U.P. USDA P-3088 
12494 PI· 396326 IND U.P. USDA P·3090 
12495 PI-396330 IND U.P. USDA P-3094 
12496 PI-396331 IND U.P. USDA P·3095 
12497 PI-396336 IND U.P. USDA P-3100 
12498 PI-396347 IND V.P. USDA P·3113 
12499 PI-3963S0 IND V.P. USDA P-3116 
12500 PI-396354 IND U.P. USDA P·3120 
12501 PI-3963S7 IND U.P. USDA P-3124 
12502 PI-396361 IND U.P. USDA P·3127 
12503 PI·396366 IND V.P. USDA P-3132 
12S04 PI-396369 IND UP. USDA P·3136 
12505 PI-396376 IND U.P. USDA P-3144 
12506 PI-396378 IND U.P. USDA P-3147 
125cr7 PI-396379 IND U.P. USDA P-314! 
12508 PI-396383 IND U.P. USDA P-31S2 
12509 PI-39639S IND U.P. USDA P-3164 
12510 PI-396404 IND U.P. USDA P-3173 
12511 PI-39640S IND U.P. USDA P-3174 
12512 PI-396407 IND U.P. USDA P-3176 
12513 PI-396408 IND U.P. USDA P-3178 
12514 PI-396409 IND U.P. USDA P·3179 
12515 PI-3964IS IND U.P. USDA P-3187 
12516 PI-396417 IND U.P. USDA P·3189 
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12.517 PI-396427 IND U.P. USDA P·3203 
12.518 PI·396429 IND U.P. USDA P-3205 
12.519 PI·396430 lND U.P. USDA P-3206 
12.520 PI·396432 IND UP. USDA P-3209 
12.521 PI·396433 IND U.P. USDA P-3213 
12.522 PI·396434 IND UP. USDA P-3214 
12.523 PI·396439 IND UP. USDA P-3219 
12.524 PI-396440 IND UP. USDA P-3220 
12.52.5 PI.396445 IND UP. USDA P-3226 
12.526 PI·396446 IND UP. USDA P-3227 
12.527 PI·396447 IND UP. USDA P·3228 
12.528 PI-396588 IND UP. USDA P·3401 
12529 PI·39659O IND U.P. USDA P-3403 
12530 PI-396598 IND UP. USDA P·3412 
12531 PI-396599 IND UP. USDA P-3413 
]2532 PI-396603 IND U.P. USDA P-3418 
12.533 PI-396608 IND UP. USDA P-3423 
12.534 PI·396609 IND UP. USDA P-3424 
12.535 P1-396613 IND UP. USDA P-3430 
12.536 PI·39661.5 IND UP. USDA P·3433 
12.537 PI-39662.5 IND UP. USDA P·3446 
12.538 PI·396634 IND UP. USDA P·3455 
12.539 PI .. 396636 IND U.P. USDA P·3458 
12540 P1-396638 IND U.P. USDA P-3461 
t~1 PI·396648 IND U.P. USDA P-3471 
12542 PI .. 396652 lND U.P. USDA P·3475 
12543 PI .. 396657 IND UP. USDA P-3481 
12544 PI .. 396663 IND U.P. USDA P-3487 
12545 pt .. 396666 IND U.P. USDA P-349O 
12546 PI .. ]96667 IND U.P. USDA P-3491 
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12547 PI-396668 IND U.P. USDA P-3492 
12548 PI-396675 IND U.P. USDA P-3501 
12549 PI-396682 IND U.P. USDA P-3509 
11550 PI-396685 IND U.P. USDA P-3512 
12551 PI-396690 IND U.P. USDA P·3517 
12552 PI-396693 IND U.P. USDA P·352O 
12553 PI-396699 IND U.P. USDA P-3526 
12554 PI-396703 IND U.P. USDA P·3530 
12555 PI-396704 IND U.P. USDA P·3531 
12556 PI-396708 IND U.P. USDA P-3S38 
12557 PI-396712 IND U.P. USDA P-3542 
12558 PI·396716 IND U.P. USDA P-3551 
125S9 PI·396733 IND U.P. USDA P-3573 
12560 PI-396748 IND U.P. USDA P·3S90 
12561 PI-396799 IND BIHAR USDA P-3648 
12562 PI.396804 IND BIHAR USDA P·36S3 
12563 PI·396828 NPL USDA P·3684 
12564 PI·39686S IND WESTBBNGAL USDA P·3729 
12565 PI-396868 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-3732 
12566 PI-396877 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P·3742 
12567 PI-396884 IND WESTBBNGAL USDA P-3750 
12568 PI-396890 IND WBSTBENGAL USDA P-3757 
12569 PI·396891 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3758 
12570 PI· 396892 IND WESTBBNGAL USDA P-3759 
12571 PI. 396896 IND WBSTBENOAL USDA P·3764 
12572 PI-396902 IND WBSTBENGAL USDA P-3771 
12573 PI-396928 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-380S 
12574 PI-396931 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-3808 
12575 PI-396933 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-3811 
12576 PI-396945 IND WBSTBENGAL USDA P-3826 
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12577 PI·396946 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-3827 
12578 PI-396950 IND WBSTBENGAL USDA P-3833 
12579 PI-396954 IND WBSTBENGAL USDA P·3837 
12580 P1·396956 IND WBSTBBNGAL USDA P-3839 
12581 PI·396961 IND WEST BENGAL USDA P-3846 
12582 Pl·396973 IND WBSTBENGAL USDA P-3864 
12583 PI-396977 IND A.P. USDA P·3868 
12584 Pl·396985 IND AP. USDA P·3877 
12585 PI-396995 IND AP. USDA P·3888 
12586 PI-396998 IND AP. USDA P·3891 
12581 PI·397001 IND AP. USDA P·3894 
12588 PI-397004 IND AP. USDA P·3897 
12589 PI-397023 INn AP. USDA P·3919 
12590 PI·397027 IND AP. USDA P·3924 
12591 PI-397039 IND AP. USDA P·3940 
12592 PI·397044 IND A.P. USDA P·3945 
12593 PI-397045 IND A.P. USDA P-3946 
12594 PI-397052 IND AP. USDA P·3954 
12595 PI·397064 IND AP. USDA P·3967 
12596 PI-397100 IND AP. USDA P·4005 
12597 PI·397102 IND AP. USDA P-4007 
12598 PI-397103 INn AP. USDA P-4008 
12599 PI-397110 IND USDA P·4017 
12600 PI·397121 IND USDA P-4029 
12601 PI-397125 IND USDA P-4033 
12602 PI·397126 IND USDA P-4034 
12603 PI·397128 IND USDA P-4036 
12604 PI-397129 IND USDA P-4037 
1260S PI-39713O IND USDA P-4038 
12606 PI-397132 IND USDA P-4040 
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126CY7 PI-391143 IND USDA P-40S2 
12608 PI·391144 IND USDA P·40S3 
12609 PI-3911S0 IND USDA P-4060 
12610 PI·3911S2 IND USDA P·4062 
12611 PI-3911S6 IND USDA P·4066 
12612 PI-3911S1 IND USDA P-4061 
12613 PI-3911S9 IND USDA P-4069 
12614 PI-391163 IND USDA P-4013 
1261S PI·391169 IND USDA P-4CY79 
12616 PI.391186 IND USDA P·4096 
12611 PI·391181 IND USDA P-4091 
12618 PI-391200 IND USDA P-4113 
12619 PI-391201 IND USDA P.4114 
12620 PI·391209 IND USDA P-4122 
12621 PI·39121O IND USDA P-4123 
12622 PI-39121S IND USDA P-4128 
12623 PI-391218 IND USDA P-4132 
12624 PI-391222 IND USDA P-4136 
12625 PI-391223 IND USDA P-4131 
12626 PI·391233 IND USDA P-41S1 
12621 PI-391231 IND USDA P-41SS 
12628 PI-391238 IND USDA P-4lS6 
12629 PI.391244 IND USDA P·4163 
12630 PI-39124S IND USDA P·4164 
12631 PI-391246 IND USDA P-416S 
12632 PI-391248 IND USDA P-4161 
12633 PI·3912S2 IND USDA P·4112 
12634 PI-3912S4 IND USDA P·411S 
1263S PI-391258 IND USDA P·4180 
12636 Pl·391262 IND USDA P-418S 
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12637 PI-397264 IND USDA P-4187 
12638 PI-397269 IND USDA P-4192 
12639 PI· 397279 IND USDA P-4202 
12640 Pl-397291 1ND USDA P~4215 
12641 PI·397292 IND USDA P-4216 
12642 Pl·397302 IND USDA P-4226 
12643 PI-397303 IND USDA P-4227 
12644 PI-3mos IND USDA P-4229 
12645 PI·397331 IND BIHAR USDA P-4264 
12646 pt·397341 IND BIHAR USDA P-4280 
12647 PI·397357 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4299 
12648 PI·397383 IND U.P. USDA P-4344 
12649 PI·397394 IND U.P. USDA P-43S8 
126.50 PI·397396 IND U.P. USDA P-4361 
126~1 PI·397398 IND U.P. USDA P.4366 
Jl652 Pl·397411 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4392 
126~3 PI·397413 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4394 
126.54 PI·397427 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4410 
12655 PI·397429 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4412 
12656 PI-397448 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-443S 
12651 PI-397457 IND MAHARASH1RA USDA P-4445 
1265. PI-39746O IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4449 
12659 PI·397462 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-44S1 
12660 PI-397486 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4476 
12661 PI-397490 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4481 
12662 PI-397492 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4483 
12663 PI.397505 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4498 
12664 PI-397512 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P·450S 
1266.5 PI·397527 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4524 
12666 Pl·397.535 IND MAHARASH1llA USDA P-4532 
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12667 PI-397545 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4S42 
12668 PI-3975.57 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4554 
12669 PI-397.5.58 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4555 
12670 PI-397566 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-4564 
12671 PI-397.589 IND ASSAM USDA P-4593 
12672 PI-397.594 IND ASSAM USDA P-4598 
12673 PI-397598 IND ASSAM USDA P-4603 
12674 PI-397599 IND ASSAM USDA P-4604 
12675 PI-397600 IND ASSAM USDA P-4606 
12676 PI-397601 IND ASSAM USDA P-4607 
12677 PI-397606 IND ASSAM USDA P-4612 
12678 PI-397609 IND ASSAM USDA P-4615 
12679 PI-397610 IND ASSAM USDA P-4616 
12680 PI-397614 IND ASSAM USDA P-4620 
12681 PI-397617 IND ASSAM USDA P-4623 
12682 PI-397636 IND ORISSA USDA P-4642 
12683 PI-397640 IND M.P. USDA P-4647 
12684 PI-397642 IND M.P. USDA P-4649 
12685 PI-397647 JND M.P. USDA P-4654 
12686 PI-397650 IND M.P. USDA P-4659 
12687 PI-397653 IND M.P. USDA P-4662 
12688 PI-397654 IND M.P. USDA P-4663 
12689 PI-397656 IND M.P. USDA P-4665 
12690 PI-397658 IND M.P. USDA P-4667 
12691 PI-397659 IND M.P. USDA P-4669 
12692 PI-397665 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4675 
12693 PI-397668 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4679 
12694 PI-397669 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4680 
1269.5 PI-397670 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4681 
12696 PI-39767.5 INO KARNATAKA USDA P-4686 
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12697 PI-397677 INO KARNATAKA USDA P-4688 
12698 PI·397678 IND KARNATAKA USDA P·4689 
12699 PI·397695 INO KARNATAKA USDA P·4107 
12700 PI·397700 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4712 
12701 PI·397717 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4729 
12702 PI-397727 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-4141 
12703 PI·3m39 IND U.P. USDA P-4151 
12104 PI.3977'0 IND U.P. USDA P-4110 
12705 PI-397783 IND BIHAR USDA P-4805 
12706 PI-397879 IND U.P. USDA P-4909 
12707 PI-397886 IND U.P. USDA P·4918 
12708 PI·397888 IND U.P. USDA P-4920 
12709 PI-397928 IND TAMILNADU USDA P-4971 
12710 PI-391943 IND A.P. USDA P-4987 
12711 PI-397951 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-4991 
12712 PI-397961 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-SOO7 
12713 PI·397964 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-SOIO 
12714 PI·397961 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S013 
12715 PI·397973 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S0l9 
12716 PI-397983 IND MAHARASHlRA USDA P-S029 
12717 PI·397981 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S033 
12118 PI-397990 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S036 
12719 PI-397994 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S041 
12720 PI-397996 INO MAHARASHTRA USDA P-S043 
12121 PI-397998 IND MAHARASHTRA USDA P-5046 
12722 PI-398032 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-S098 
12123 PI-398052 IND KARNATAKA USDA P-5124 
12724 PI.398058 IND A.P. USDA P-S133 
12725 lCWR. SBL-238 IND A.P. ICRI I<l'-238-W2X· W2X-WBX 
12726 Ie WR. SBL-673 IND A.P, ICRI 1<l'·673· W2X. W2X-wax 
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12727 IC-WR SEL-1522 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-1S22-PSX-PIX-W2X-WBX-WBX-(B) 
12728 IC-WR SEL-1644 INO A.P. 100 ICP-I644-6-2-S lX-IXNDT-5WlX-WBX 
12729 IC-WR SEL-2812 INO A.P. 100 ICP-2812.. W lX-WBX-WBX 
12730 IC-WR SEL-5701 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-S701-1-S1X-WBX-WBX-WBX 
12731 IC-WR SHL-7197 INO A.P. 100 ICP-7197-5-3-S lX-VIIINDT-W3X·SWBX 
12732 IC-WR SEL-8464 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-8464(K-73)-SW2X-SWIX-WBX 
12733 IC-WR SEL-8795 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-879S-WB-WB-SWIX-wax 
12734 IC-WR SEL-8798 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-8798-W2X-SWIX-WBX 
12735 IC-WR SEL-9120 IND A.P. IeRI 1X-912O(NSUKKAO)-WBX-SWIX-WBX 
12736 IC-WR SEL-9144 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-9144-(JM-2376)-WB-SW lX-WBX 
12737 IC-WR SEL-9168 IND A.P. ICRl ICP-9168-(JM-24S9A)-WB-SWIX-WBX 
12738 IC-WR SEL-9175 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-9175-(JM-2470)-WIX-SWI X-WBX 
12739 IC-WR SEL-9213 INO A.P. IeRI ICP-9213-PI-394745-WIX-SW2X-WBX 
12740 IC-WR SEL-9229 IND A.P. ICRI ICP-9229-PI-394792-WIX-SW2X-WBX 
12741 IC-WR SEL-9255 INO A.P. IeRI IO'-9758-PI-394848-W2X-SWIX-WBX 
12742 IC-WR SEL-9758 IND A.P. ICRI IO'-9758-PI-397900-WIX-SWIX-WBX 
12743 IC-WR SEL-9858 INO A.P. ICRI ICP-98S8-WIX-WBX-WBX 
12744 IC-WR SEL-l 0269 INO A.P. IeRI IO'-I0269-PI·394961-WB-SWIX-WBX 
12745 IC-WR SEL-IOS17 INO A.P. ICRI IO'-IOSI7-W3X-WIX-WBX 
12746 IC-WR SEL-GP-1250 IND A.P. ICRI GP-I2SD-SWBX-SW2X. WBX-WBX 
12747 IC-WR SEL-GP-I26B INO A.P. 100 GP-I26B-SWIX-SWIX-WBX-WBX 
12748 IC-WRSEL-C.N074342 INO A.P. ICRI C.N().. 74342(F6)-6997XNP(WR)-15 
12749 IC-WRSEL-C.N074360 INO A.P. leRI C.N074360-1CP-7065X703S-F4B-S218X-
12750 IC-WRSEL-C.N074362 IND A.P. IeRI C.NO-743(F6)-[ICP-706SXHY-3C]-WBX 
12751 ICWRSEL-C] I(BDN) INO A.P. IeRI C-l1(BON}-SWBX-WIX-WBX-(BROWN) 
12752 ICWRSEL-Cll(BDN) IND A.P. IeRI C II(BON)-SWBX-WIX-WBX(WHITE) 
12753 IC WR SEL-K70 IND AP. IeRI K-70-SWIX-SWIX-WBX 
12754 IC-WR SELD2-73081 IND A.P. IeRI D2-73081-40D2-3X-BX-IX-BX 
12755 ICWRSEL-MAU-E-175 INO A.P. ICRI MAU-E.175-SWIX-SWIX-SWBX-WBX 
12756 IC-WRSEL-BSMR-l IND A.P. IeRI BSMR-IX-WBX 
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12757 Ie WRSPL·PI-394S68 IND A.P. 100 PI-394568-SW IX-WlX-WB 
12758 Ie WRSBL·PI·3949S4 IND A.P. ICRI PI-3949S4.SWIX-WIX-WJX-WBX 
12759 IC-WRSBL-Pl-39S272 IND A.P. ICRI PI-39S272-SWIX-WIX-WBX 
12760 Ie WRSBL-BDNl(JBR) IND A.P. ICRI BDN-l (JBR)-WBX 
12761 PR·S272 PHL BONTOC/MT.PROVINCE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12762 PR·S289 PIlL PENABLANCAflSABELA PR FIELD COLl.ECTION 
12763 PR·5300 PHL SANISTHAN/ILOCOS SUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12764 PR·S302-1 PHL TANMPUGO TAGUDIN/ILOCOUS SUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12765 PR·53Q2..4 PHL TAMPUGO TAGUDINIILOCOS SUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12766 PR·53CM-l PIU.. BAUANG SANFERNAOOILA UNION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12767 PR·5311 PIU.. RlZAL STREETIPANGASINAN PR HELD COLLECTION 
12768 PR·S316-1 PHI.. MALASIN/NUEVA BellA PR FJELD COLLECTION 
12769 PR·S316-2 Pin. MALASIN/NUEVA BellA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12770 pa·S322-2 PHL BINA Y/NUEVA ECUA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12771 PR·5326 PHI.. BARAS/RIZAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12772 PR-S330 PHL KA WA YAN,QUEZON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12773 PR·S336 PHL SANTA MARlAIQUF20N PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12774 PR-S3l7 PHI... BAGONGSaANG~UEZON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
1277S PR·S339 Pin. MALATAP LABO~AMARlNENOR1E PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12776 PR·S341.1 PHI. SAL VACION DARAGAIALBA Y PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12777 PR·S343-1 PHI.. SISIGON MATONG/sORSOGON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12778 PR·S349 TZA MSALABANI/KlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12779 PR-S3S1 TZA MAOOTOIKlLOSA PR FIELD COll..EC1l0N 
12780 PR·S354-J TZA MW A Y()"IIKILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12711 PR·S3S4-2 TZA ILONGAJK.n,OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12782 PR·S364 TZA R.ONGA/MBEYA PR FIELD COll..EC1l0N 
12783 PR·S366 1ZA MBUYUNI/MBEYA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12784 PR·5370 TZA MADABA/SONGEA PR FIELD COLLBCIlON 
12785 PR·5372 TZA MCHBNORO/SONGEA PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
12786 PR·S373 1ZA MCHBNOROJSQNGBA PR FIELD COLLBCIlON 
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12787 PR-S376 1ZA HULIAlfHUNDURU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12788 PR-S377 1ZA NAMWINYUffHUNDURU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12789 PR-5379 1ZA SISIKW ASISIffHUNDWRU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12790 PR-5396 1ZA CHANIKANGUO/MASASSI PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12791 PR-5400 T.lA NDIBW A/M1W ARA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12792 PR-5404 T.lA METANGOJM1W ARP PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12793 PR-5416 1ZA KUITONYAMA/KINONOONI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12794 PR-S421 T.lA MlEMBESABA/KIBAHA PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
12795 PR-5427-1 1ZA MSATAJBAGAMOYO PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
12796 PR-5429 T.lA MSATAJBAGAMOYO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12797 PR-S434 T.lA KWANGANDUMAGAMOYO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12798 PR-S436 T.lA KWEDIZINGA/HANDENI PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12799 PR-S437 T.lA KWBDlZlNGAlHANDENI PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
12800 PR-5444 1ZA ORARllHAI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12801 PR-S440 TZA KWASUNGA/KOROGUE PR F1ELD COLLECI'ION 
12802 PR-5452 1ZA MADA/HANANG PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12803 PR-5456 TZA HANGONIIHANANG PR flELD COLLEcrION 
12804 PR-5460 1ZA SAMRFJHANANG PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
12805 PR-5473 TZA KONTUSIJK.ONOOA PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12806 PR-S477 T.lA SAIRlAIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12807 PR-S484 TZA MINIGANVJ(ONOOA PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
12808 PR-5486-2 lZA BICHAIKONDOA PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12809 PR-5492 lZA ZAMBERAIKONDOA PR flELD COLLEcrION 
12810 PR.S497 1ZA OODOMA/OODOMA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12811 PR-5499 TZA OODOMA/DODOMA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12812 PR-SS09 1ZA MANA~YANG~WAPWA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12813 PR-5S11 TZA MANAK1YANGA~APWA PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12814 PR-5S15 TZA MTANANA/MPW APW A PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
1281S PR-S517 1ZA ~BAIGW~APWA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12816 PR-5528 1ZA PANDAMBILI~ APW A PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
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12817 PR-S536 1ZA DUMILA/KILOSA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
12818 PR.-SS4S 1ZA MAGUBIKE/KILOSA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
12819 PR-S547 1ZA MAG U BIKE/KlLOS A PR HELD COLLECTION 
12820 PR-SS50 17.A KITETEIKlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12821 PR-SSS3 1ZA GOGONIlKILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12822 PR-5554 17.A MANJEREJK.ILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12823 PR-S556 TZA MARSANGB/KlLOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12824 PR-SSS8 1ZA MARSANGEJKILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12825 PR-SS64 TZA ILLONA FARMJKILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12826 PR-SS6S TZA ILLONA FARM/Kll..OSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12827 PR-5S67 TZA MAOOTOIKILOSA PR FIELD COU£CTION 
12828 PR-SS68 TZA MAOOTO/KILOSA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12829 PR-SS70 TZA MOROGORO~OROGORO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12830 PR-SS71 TZA MOROGORO~OROGORO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12831 PR-SS76 TZA MOROGORO RESEARCH STA nON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12832 V AR.MA TIY AMBB MWI 
12833 VAR.KHOBI MWI 
12834 V AR.PWlRI PWIRI MWI 
1283S RPM-6 MOZ NAMPULA-CORRANE RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12836 RPM-8 MOZ NAMPULA-CORRANE RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12837 RPM-33 MOZ MWELA RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12838 RPM-41 MOZ ROMBE RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12839 RPM-S7 MOZ MUCUBELA RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12840 RPM-I07 MOZ CARROEA RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12841 RPM-116 MOZ CELLULA NO JUANOULA RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12142 RPM-I20 MOZ MUCUBELA RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12843 RPM-130 MOZ NOVA RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12144 RPM-141 MOZ MULESSARI RPM FIELD COLLECTION 
12845 JM-4078 LKA KAHATAGA SDIGD.JY AJANURADHAPUR UGM FIELD COLLECTION 
12846 CAJA-I77 DDR 
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12841 PR-6153 IND A.P. PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12848 11JRI IND A.P. DHABA/ADD..ABAD FIELD COLLBCTlON 
12849 PATNAM KANDULU IND A.P. BETAMCHARLA CA VESIKURNOOL FIELD COLLBCTlON 
12850 RPSP·713 IND U.P. BINASU/GARHW AI.. RPSP FIELD COLLBCTlON 
1285] RPSP-729 IND U.P. PADVADAKHUN/AI..MORA RPSP FIELD COLLBCTION 
12852 RPSP-837 IND U.P. R~~ORADABAD RPSP FIELD COLLBCTION 
]2853 RPSP-838 IND U.P. BAS1OI/MORADABAD RPSP FIELD COllECI'lON 
12854 RPSp·839 IND U.P. GAlRAULA/MORADABAD RPSP FIELD COLLBCTION 
12855 RPSP-840 IND U.P. GARHMUK1ESWAR/MORADABAD RPSP FIELD COllECTION 
12856 RPSP-841 IND U.P. MORADABAD RPSP FIELD COlJ..BCTION 
12857 RPSP-842 IND U.P. UBBDA/GAZIABAD RPSP FIELD COLLBCTlON 
]2858 RPSP-843 IND U.P. HAPURIGAZIABAD RPSP FIELD COLLBCTION 
12859 RPSP-844 IND U.P. DASNA/GAZIABAD RPSP FIELD COLLBCTION 
12860 PR·6()OO.1 IND A.P. GOYIDIJSRIKAKULAM PR FIELD COLl...ECTlON 
12861 PR-6000-2 IND A.P. GOYIDI/SRIKAKULAM PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12862 PR-6000-3 IND A.P. GOYIDI/SRlKAKULAM PR FIELD COLLBCTlON 
12863 PR-6001 IND A.P. NADUK~~K~ PR FIELD COLLBCTlON 
12864 PR-6002 IND A.P. NAGURIVIZIANAGARAM PR. FIELD COLLBCTION 
12865 PR-6003·1 IND A.P. MANDANIZIANAOARAM PR FIELD COUBCrlON 
12866 PR-6003-2 IND A.P. MANDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLl...ECTlON 
12861 PR-6003-3 IND A.P. MAND~ANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLBCTlON 
12868 PR-6003-4 IND A.P. MANDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
12869 PR·6004·] IND A.P. MANDA/VrnANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12870 PR-6004-2 IND A.P. MANDAJVlZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COlLBCI'lON 
12811 PR-600S-1 IND A.P. MANDANJZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLJ...BCI1ON 
12812 PR-600S-2 IND A.P. MANDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COlJ...ECT1ON 
12873 PR-600S-3 IND A.P. MAND~ANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLBCTlON 
12874- PR..6006 IND A.P. MANDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLJ...BCI1ON 
12875 PR.QX17 IND A.P. MANDA/VIZlANAGARAM PR FIELD COLJ...BCI1ON 
12876 PR-6008 IND A.P. MANDANrnANAGARAM PR PlBLDCOlLBCTION 
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12877 PR·6009·1 IND A.P. GUMMANIZIANAGARAM PR HELD COLLECTION 
12878 PR-6009-2 IND A.P. GUMMANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12879 PR-6009-3 IND A.P. GUMMANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12880 PR-6009-4 IND A.P. GUMMANIZIANAGARAM PR HELD COLLECI10N 
12881 PR-601Q..l IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
12882 PR-60l1-2 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12883 PR-60 lQ.. 3 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12884 PR-60 lQ.. 4 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNlZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
12885 PR-60 1 Q..S IND A.P. G.L.PURAMN1Z1ANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
12886 PR-6011 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12887 PR-6012 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNlZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
12888 PR-6013 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNlZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12889 PR-6016-1 IND A.P. KOTIIAGUDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12890 PR-6016-2 IND A.P. KOTHAGUDAN1Z1ANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12891 PR-6016-3 IND A.P. KOTIIAGUDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12892 PR-6016-4 IND A.P. KOTIIAGUDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12893 PR-6017 IND A.P. KOTHAGUDANlZlANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12894 PR-6018 IND A.P. KOTIlAGUDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12895 PR-6Q20..1 IND A.P. IRIDI G.L.PURAMNIZlANAGARAM PR FIFJ..D COLLECTION 
12896 PR-6020-2 INO A.P. IRlDI G.L.PURAMNIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12897 PR-'020-3 IND A.P. IR1DI G.L.PURAMJVIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12898 PR-6020-4 INO A.P. 1RIDI G.L.PURAMNIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
12899 PR-602()..5 IND A.P. IRlDI G.L.PURAMNIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
12900 PR-6021 INO A.P. OUMMANGIJVIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12901 PR-6022-1 INO A.P. OUMMANGINIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12902 PR-6022-2 IND A.P. DUMMANGINIZlANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12903 PR·6023 [ND ORISSA PEDDAMULAGAJKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12904 PR-6024-1 INn A.P. GL.PURAMNIZANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12905 PR-602+2 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNIZANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12906 PR-6024-3 IND A.P. O.L.PURAM/VlZANAGARAM PR FIELD COlLECI10N 
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12907 PR-6024-4 IND A.P. G.L.PURAMNIZANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12908 PR-6025 IND A.P. MANDANIZIANAGARAM PR FlFl.D COLLECTION 
12909 PR-6026 IND A.P. PARVATHWURAMNaANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12910 PR-6027-1 IND A.P. SALAP ADAMJVIZIANAGARAM PR FIFLD COLLECTION 
12911 PR-6027-2 IND A.P. SALAP ADAM/VIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12912 PR-6028-1 IND ORISSA RAMACHANDRAPURNVKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12913 PR-6028-2 IND ORISSA RAMACHANDRAPURNVKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12914 PR-6029 IND ORISSA JAGUDlPBTIAJKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12915 PR-6030-1 IND ORISSA RA Y AGADA/KORAPUT PR FJELD COlLECTION 
12916 PR-6030-2 JND ORISSA RAY AGADA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12917 PR·6030-3 IND ORISSA RA YAGADA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12918 PR-6032 IND ORISSA RAY AGADA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12919 PR-6033 IND ORISSA KUTTAGUDA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12920 PR-6035 IND ORISSA RA YAGADA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12921 PR-6036 IND ORISSA K011JLI/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12922 PR-6037-1 IND ORISSA BURSA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12923 PR-6037-2 IND ORISSA BURSA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECfION 
12924 PR-6037-3 IND ORISSA BURSA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COlLECTION 
12925 PR-6040 IND ORISSA PATHARPHU/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12926 PR·6042 INO ORISSA DASAGUDA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12927 PR-6043 IND ORISSA B.GUDA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12928 PR-6044-1 IND ORISSA SA VA COLONY/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECflON 
12929 PR-6044-2 IND ORISSA SA VA COLONY/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12930 PR-6045 IND ORISSA MALKANGIRI/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12931 PR-6046 IND ORISSA SHANGADAON/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12932 PR-6047 IND ORISSA MALKANGIRI/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12933 PR-6048 IND ORISSA MALKANOffilDANUKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12934 PR-6049 IND ORISSA BORIGUMA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
12935 PR·6050 IND ORISSA JOTIiIGIRI/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12936 PR·60S4 IND ORISSA BUAPUR/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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12937 PR~6055 lND M.P. NARAINPURJBASTAR PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12938 PR..6059-1 IND M.P. BHANBADA/BASTAR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12939 PR-6059-2 IND M.P. BHANBADA/BASTAR PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
12940 PR-6060 IND M.P. KANKERIBAST AR PR f1ELD COLLE(~ON 
12941 PR-6061-1 INO ORISSA UMARK01F./KORAPUT PR AELD COLLECI10N 
12942 PR-6061-2 IND ORISSA UMARKOTE/KORAPUT PR HELD COLLECTION 
12943 PR·6062 INO ORISSA SANABHARANDUKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12944 PR-6063-1 IND ORISSA UMARK01FJKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12945 PR-6063-2 IND ORISSA UMARKOTE/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12946 PR-6064 IND ORISSA SURAGUDAIKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12947 PR-6065-1 IND ORISSA KORAPUT/KORAPUT PR FlELD COLLEC1l0N 
12948 PR-6065-2 IND ORISSA KORAPUT/KORAPUT PR FIFl.D COLLECTION 
12949 PR-6066-1 IND ORISSA JATABAN/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
129SO PR-6066-2 INO ORISSA JATABAN/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLE(~ON 
12951 PR-6067 IND ORISSA JATABAN/KORAPUT FR FIFLD COLLEC110N 
12952 PR-6068-1 IND ORISSA MAJIGUOOA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12953 PR .. 6068-2 IND ORISSA MAJIGUOOA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12954 PR-6068-3 IND ORISSA MAJIGUDGA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
12955 PR-6069·1 IND ORISSA PARLIIKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12956 PR-6069-2 JND ORISSA PARLUKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12957 PR-6069-3 IND ORISSA PARLI/KORAPUT PR FIELD COI..LECnON 
12958 PR-6070-1 IND ORISSA BORIGUMA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COU.ECTION 
12959 PR-6072 IND ORISSA TIIOMIGUDA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12960 PR-6073-1 IND ORISSA PENT A/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12961 PR-6073-2 INO ORISSA PENT A/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12962 PR .. 6074 IND ORISSA PENT A/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
12963 PR-607S-1 IND ORISSA BISSAMClm ACK/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12964 PR-607S-2 INO ORlSSA BlSSAMClm ACKlKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12965 PR-607S-3 IND ORISSA BISSAMCtmACK/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12966 PR·6016 IND ORISSA BISSAMCUTT ACK/KORAPUT PR FTELD COLLECTION 
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12967 PR-6077 IND ORISSA BISSAMCUTI ACK/KORAPUT PR RELO COll.ECfION 
12968 PR-6078 IND ORISSA GUJJALPURJKORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECfION 
12969 PR-6079 IND ORISSA BADIGAONIKORAPUT PR FIELD COll.EcrION 
12970 PR-6080 IND ORISSA BISSAMCUTI ACK/KORAPUT PR FIELD COll.ECfION 
12971 PR-6081·) IND ORISSA MUNDAWADUKORAPUT PR HELD COLLECTION 
12972 PR-6081-2 IND ORISSA MUNDA WADl/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECfION 
12973 PR-60S1-3 INO ORISSA MUNDA W ADl/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12974 PR-6082 IND ORISSA BURGUGUDA/KORAPUT PR RELD COLLECTION 
12975 PR-60S3 IND ORISSA BURGUGUDA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12976 PR-60S7 IND ORISSA GOPINA THPUR/KALAHANDI PR HELD COLLECTION 
]2977 PR-6088-1 IND ORISSA BHA V ANIPA TNA/KALAHANDI PR FIELD COLLECfION 
]2978 PR-6088-2 IND ORISSA BHAVANIPA TNA/KALAHANDI PR FlELD COLLECTION 
12979 PR-6089 INO ORISSA SANKORAMALIKALAHANDI PR FIELD COLLECfl0N 
12980 PR-6090 IND ORISSA KURSUDIBALANGIR PR FIFLD COLLECTION 
1298] PR-6091 JND ORISSA DALDALIIBALANGIR PR FIELD COll.ECfION 
]2982 PR.6092-1 IND ORISSA SAGA 1"PURIBALANGIR PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
12983 PR-6092-2 IND ORISSA SAGA TPURIBALANGIR PR FIELD COll.ECfION 
12984 PR-6092-3 IND ORISSA SAGA TPUR/BALANGIR PR RELD COLLECfION 
12985 PR.6093-1 IND ORISSA SAGA 1PURJBALANGIR PR F1ELO COLLECTION 
12986 PR·6093-2 IND ORISSA SAGA TPURJBALANGIR PR FIELD COLLECfION 
12987 PR·6094 IND ORISSA SHOELAISAMBALPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12988 PR·6095 IND ORISSA SHOELAISAMBALPUR PR FIELD COu.ECTION 
12989 PR-6096 INO ORISSA SARGARHISAMBALPUR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12990 PR-6097-1 IND ORISSA DUNGRIP All.lJBALANGIR PR FIELD COLLEcrION 
12991 PR-6097-2 IND ORISSA DUNGRlP AUI/BALANGIR PR F1ELD COll.EcrION 
12992 PR.6098 IND ORISSA KOTAMUDI/BALANGIR PR FIELD COLLECTION 
12993 PR-6099 INO ORISSA BURTIIAIBALANGIR PR FIELD COllEcrION 
12994 PR·6tOO IND ORISSA KAMARMUDAfflALANGIR PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
1299S PR-61 01 IND ORISSA SHIPrnULAlBALANGIR PR FIELO COll.ECTION 
12996 PR-6102 rNO ORISSA SONEPURIBALANGIR PR FlELDCOLLECTJON 
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12997 PR-6103 INO ORISSA BOUOH/PHLTLABANI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
12998 PR-6104 INO ORISSA BOUDH/PHULABANI PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
12999 PR-610S INO ORISSA KAMALPURIPHULABANI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13000 PR·61 06 INO ORISSA BABANDAJPHULABANI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13001 PR-61 07 INO ORISSA CHARKOTAJPHULABANI PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
13002 PR·61~·1 IND ORISSA MADHUPUR/PHULABANI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13003 PR-6108·2 IND ORISSA MAOHUPUR/PHULABANI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13004 PR-6109·1 IND ORISSA MADHUPUR/PHULABANI PR FlFl..D COLLECTION 
130M PR·6109-2 IND ORISSA MADHUPUR/PHULABANI PR FIELD COLLECT10N 
13006 PR·6111 IND ORISSA NAVAGAON/PURI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13001 PR·611Z INO ORISSA KAMARSAIIPURI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13008 PR-6113 IND ORISSA NAYAGARH/PURI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13009 PR-6114 IND ORISSA KOTIIAGUDA/PURl PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13010 PR-611S IND ORISSA KHURDAJPURJ PR. FIELD COLLECIlON 
13011 PR-6116 1ND ORISSA CHAMBIAJCUTI ACK PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13012 PR-6117 IND ORISSA BADDIYABUNDHJDHENKANAL PR AELD COLLECIlON 
13013 PR-6118 IND ORISSA VIKRANlPUR/DHENKANAL PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13014 PR-6119 IND ORISSA NANG ARIJDHEN KANAL PR. FIELD COLLECIlON 
1301S PR-6120 IND ORISSA BUDAPUNKlDHENKANAL PR. FlELD COLLECIlON 
13016 PR·6121 IND ORISSA MUHATTNDHENKANAL PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13017 PR-6122 IND ORISSA ANUGAL/DHENKANAL PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13018 PR.6123 1ND ORISSA RAJMALPURJDHENKANAL PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13019 PR-6124 IND ORISSA PIPLIIPURI PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13020 PR-6129 IND ORISSA SOITHANBADA/GANJAM PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13021 PR-6130 !ND ORISSA SARU/GANJAM PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13022 PR-6131 IND ORISSA SARU/GANJAM PR. FIELD COLLECIlON 
13023 PR·6132 !ND ORISSA KANDRA/GANJAM PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13024 PR-6133 IND ORISSA KODGALIGANJAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13025 PR-6134 IND ORISSA KONDRAVALUGANJAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13026 PR-6135-4 IND ORISSA MUNDFRGAONIPHULABANI PR F1BLD COllECTION 
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13027 PR-6135-5 IND ORISSA MUNDERGAONIPHULABANI PR FIFl..D COLLECTION 
13028 PR-6139-1 IND ORISSA DANDRA/KORAPUT PR AELD COU.ECTION 
13029 PR-6139-2 IND ORISSA DANDRA/KORAPUT PR AELD COLLECTION 
13030 PR-6139-3 IND ORISSA DANDRA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13031 PR-6139-4 IND ORISSA DANDRA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13032 PR-6139-5 IND ORISSA DANDRA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13033 PR-6140-1 IND ORISSA HAZARITANG/KORAPUT PR HELD COLLECTION 
13034 PR-6140-2 IND ORlSSA HAZARlTANG/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13035 PR-6140-3 IND ORISSA HAZARITANG/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13036 PR-6141 IND ORISSA BALDAGUDA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13037 PR-6142 IND ORISSA RAMANAGUDA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13038 PR-6143-2 IND ORISSA RAMANAGUDA/KORAPUT PR HELD COLLECTION 
13039 PR-6144-3 IND ORISSA PENAKKAM/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13040 PR-6145 IND ORISSA NARAYANAGUDNKORAPUT PR AELD COLLECTION 
13041 PR-6146 IND ORISSA KUnNDRI/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13042 PR-6152 IND ORISSA PARLOKlMIDIIGANJ AM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13043 PRN-4 KEN MUTINGW A/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13044 PRN-7 KEN KASA THYU/KITIlI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13045 PRN-14-1 KEN MWINGI MARKET/KITUI PRN MARKET SAMPLE 
13046 PRN-14-2 KEN MWINGI MARKET/KITUI PRN MARKET SAMPLE 
13047 PRN-16 KEN MWINGI MARKET/KITIJI PRN MARKET SAMPLE 
13048 PRN-17 KEN MBODONI/KITUI PRN FIELD COU.ECTION 
13049 PRN-22-1 KEN MAKENGEKANIJKITIJI PRN AELD COLLECTION 
13050 PRN-22-2 KEN MAKENGEKANlJKlTUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13051 PRN-23 KEN KITANl/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13052 PRN-25 KEN KAKUMA TI/KI11J1 PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13053 PRN-26 KEN MA TINY ANUKITIlI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13054 PRN-31 KEN KY ANGUNGAIKlTIJI PRN FIELD COLLECfION 
13055 PRN-33 KEN ll.AMBA/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13056 PRN-35 KEN NDAMBANI/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
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13051 PRN·37 KEN GITAMBANGIJK.ITUI PRN FIBI..D COLLECTION 
130S8 PRN-40 KEN KOTIlUKIlNIJKITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
130S9 PRN-41 KEN KW A-MALI/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13060 PRN-43 KEN KA TIJLANIJKITUI PRN FIELD CO~ECTION 
13061 PRN-44 KEN KISASI/KI1UI PRN FIFLD COLLECTION 
13062 PRN-4S KEN KISASI/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13063 PRN-48 KEN THANDINI/KI111I PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13064 PRN-49 KEN MOCAJKI11JI PRN FIELD COll.EC110N 
13065 PRN-50 KEN MOCA/KITIJI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13066 PRN-52 KEN KY A TUMIJKITUI PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13067 PRN-S4 KEN KYOMEJKITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13068 PRN-58 KEN I11JNGAJKITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13069 PRN-60 KEN KANZIKO/KITUJ PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13070 PRN·63 KEN KANZIKOIKITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13071 PRN·64 KEN KANZIKOIKITIJI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13072 PRN-65 KEN MUCEBNlIKITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13073 PRN-66-1 KEN KALIA/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13074 PRN-67 KEN KALIA/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13075 PRN-68 KEN KALIA/KITIJI PRN FIELD COLLECllON 
13076 PRN-69 KEN ]{A THIVO/KITUJ PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13077 PRN-70 KEN KABA TIJKJTUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13078 PRN·7S KEN KANOONDEIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13079 PRN-14 KEN KANIA TlRl/BMBU PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13080 PRN-87 KEN OW AKAITHI/EMBU PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13081 PRN-8S KEN ISHARA/BMBU PRN PIBLD COLLECTION 
13082 PRN.s9-1 KEN ISHARA/BMBU PRN FIELD COlLECTJON 
13083 PRN·89-2 KEN lSHARA/BMBU PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13084 PRN-90 KEN KAMARANDB/MBRU PRN PlBLD COU.ECTION 
13085 PRN-91-1 KBN MARIGI/MBRU PRN FIBLD COu.BCTION 
13086 PRN-94-1 KEN GITONOO/MBRU PRN FIBLD COLLBCTION 
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13087 PRN-98 KEN KWANZAGI/MERU PRN FIELD COUECTION 
13088 PRN·99 KEN MITINGUU/MERU PRN FIELD COu..ECTlON 
13089 PRN-103 KEN CHOGORIA/MERU PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13090 PRN-112-1 KEN KAGlO/KIRlNYAGA PRN AELD COLLEcrJON 
13091 PRN-112-2 KEN KAGlO!KlRlNY AGA PRN AELD COu..ECTION 
13092 PRN·113 KEN KAGIO/K1RINY AGA PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13093 PRN-120 KEN KANDONGU/K1RINYAGA PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13094 PRN-121-1 KEN MUGAA/KIRINY AGA PRN FIELD COu..ECTlON 
13095 PRN-121-2 KEN MUGAA/KIRINYAGA PRN FIELD COllECTION 
13096 PRN-122 KEN MUTITHIJKIRINYAGA PRN FIELD COllECTION 
J3097 PRN·123 KEN MAKUTANO~nuNYAGA PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13098 PRN-12S KEN MAKUTANO~nuNYAGA PRN FIELD COllECTION 
13099 PRN-127 KEN MAKUTANO~NYAGA PRN FIELD COu..ECTION 
13100 PRN-130 KEN MBUBUNI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13101 PRN-131 KEN USALAL~ACHAKOS PRN FIELD COllECTION 
13102 PRN-133 KEN Kll..UNGU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13103 PRN-134 KEN Kll..UNGU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COu..ECTlON 
13104 PRN-135 KEN Kll..UNGU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13IOS PRN-136 KEN Kll..UNGU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13106 PRN-140 KEN MAKUENIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13107 PRN-141 KEN CHAMOLIIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13108 PRN-143 KEN CHAMOLIIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13109 PRN-144 KEN KA THONZUENIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13110 PRN-146 KEN KA VUMBU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13111 PRN-1S3 KEN SENGELEL~CHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13112 PRN-154 KEN KIBWEZl/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13113 PRN-1S6-1 KEN KAMBO/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13114 PRN-156-2 KEN KAMBO/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13115 PRN-157 KEN KAMBO/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13116 PRN-167 KEN GANDNMALINDI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
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13117 PRN·191 KEN ~NOONY:MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLEC1iON 
13118 PRN·192 KEN KATHYANUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLEC1iON 
13119 PRN·193 KEN KATHYANUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLEC1iON 
13120 PRN·19S KEN KA TIlY ANUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13121 PR.N-197 KEN CHVALUKV:MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLEC1iON 
13122 PRN·206 KEN KlNANJlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13123 PRN-207 KEN KlTANIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13124 PRN·209 KEN KITIIANGAINlIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13125 PR.N·21 0 KEN KAANI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13126 PRN·21t KEN MUMONI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13127 PRN-212 KEN MAASIIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13128 PRN·213 KEN MAASIIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13129 PRN-214 KEN KlNGTWANIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13130 PRN-215 KEN EMBWEIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13131 PRN-216 KEN MBAANJIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13132 PRN-217-l KEN MBAANJIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13133 PRN·217-2 KEN MBAANIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13134 PiN·l18 KEN KOlNEYNUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13135 PRN·219 KEN KANGB~CHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13136 PRN-220 KEN KEYOTHEO/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13137 PRN·221 KEN ~NIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLBC'I10N 
13138 PRN-222 KEN NHLATHENUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13139 PRN-223 KEN KABWA/MACHAKOS PRN FJELD COLLECTION 
13140 PR.N-224 KEN NDITHINI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLEC'I10N 
13141 PR.N-2.1S KEN NDI11UNl/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13142 PR.N-226 KEN MUSIOKAIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13143 PRN·2l7 KEN TAWA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13144 PRN·228 KEN Kll..UKU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13145 PR.N-232 KEN KW AJENDIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13146 PRN·233 KEN JANIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
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13147 PRN·234 KEN KA 11JMANI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COI.LECTION 
13148 PRN-23S-1 KEN KA 11JMANI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COI.LECTION 
13149 PRN·23S·2 KEN KA TIJMANI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13150 PRN·236 KEN KA11JMANI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COI~BCTI0N 
13151 PRN-237 KEN KOLA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13152 PRN·239 KEN SIAKA VI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COu.ECTION 
13153 PRN·240-2 KEN NGELFJMACHAKOS PRN FlELD COLLECTION 
13154 PRN-241 KEN OKIA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COu.ECTION 
13155 PRN·242 KEN OKlA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13156 PRN-243 KEN ETIJMBALFJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13157 PRN·245 KEN UKIAJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13158 PRN-246 KEN KlUV A/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLl..ECTION 
13159 PRN·247 KEN MAKUENIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COu.ECTION 
13160 PRN-249 KEN NZUENIlMACHAROS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13161 PRN-2S0 KEN Kll..ll..IJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13162 PRN-252 KEN WEE/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13163 PRN·253 KEN KA V ALEIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13164 PRN-254 KEN THUW ANIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COu.ECTlON 
13165 PRN·255 KEN MA TILIKU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13166 PRN-2S7 KEN KAATIlIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13167 PRN-259-1 KEN SULTANHAMUDROAD/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13168 PRN-260 KEN SULTANHAMUDROAD/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ...BCTlON 
13169 PRN·261 KEN MUWANIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13,70 PRN-262 KEN KWAMABU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13171 PRN·264 KEN KlTANDI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13172 PRN-265 KF..N KIT ANDI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13173 PRN·267 KEN KEElMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13174 PRN-268 KEN KEE/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13175 PRN-271 KEN KYANGULUiMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13176 PRN-272 KEN KA VIUNI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COllECTION 
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13177 PRN-278-1 KEN MU11JTANIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COUECTION 
13178 PRN-282 KEN KIETlNlIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13179 PRN-283 KBN KlETINIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COUEcnON 
13180 PRN-28S KEN KALAMA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13181 PRN-286 KEN MIYANIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLEcnON 
13182 PRN-288 KEN UTANGW A/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13183 PRN-289--1 KEN UTANGWA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13184 PRN-29 1 KEN KIKlMAJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13185 PRN-292 KEN KIKIMA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13186 QPL-l AUS 
13187 QPlr4 AUS 
13188 QPL-I0 AUS 
13189 QPL-17 AUS 
13190 QfL.19 AUS 
13191 QPL-20 AUS 
13192 QPL-23 AUS 
13193 QPL-38 AUS 
13194 QPL42 AUS 
13195 QPL49 AUS 
13196 QPL-S6 AUS 
13197 IQJ-SI02-S-S 1 X-6BB INO AI>. ICRl 
13198 ICP-4a7O-B2-SBB IND A.P. ICRI 
13199 ICP-9001-B3-SBB !NO AI>. [CR.I 
13200 ICP-7337 -2-S4X-6BB INO Al'. 100 
13201 ICP-7S37-Bl-5EB !ND A.P. ICRl 
13202 Icp· 8229·B 1-6BB INO AI>. ICRl 
13203 ICP-1811-B3-5BB IND AI>. ICRl 
13204 ICP-3009-E3-SBB IND Al'. 100 
13~ ICP-4745-2-B8-SBB IND Al'. 100 
13206 lcp·8127 -B3-SBB IND AJ>. IOO 
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13207 ICP-909-E3-SEB INO A.P. ICRI 
13208 ICP-8595-EI-6EB INO A.P. ICRI 
13209 ICP-810-El-SEB J.NO A.P. 100 
13210 GS-I-4BB INO A.P. ICRI 
13211 AGR-208-4EB INO A.P. JOO 
13212 ICP-8583-EI-6EB IND A.P. ICRI 
13213 SEHORE-I97 -5EB INO A.P. IeRI 
13214 GW-3-5EB INO A.P. ICRI 
13215 ICP-7050-6EB IND A.P. ICRI 
13216 PPE-37-3-6B INO A.P. IeRI 
13217 PRN-13 KEN MWINGI MARKETJKITUI PRN MARKET SAMPLE 
13218 PRN-15 KEN MWINGI MARKET/KITUI PRN MARKET SAMPLE 
13219 PRN-18 KEN TIlOKOA/KlTIJI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13220 PRN-19 KEN KANGUATHEEN~I PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13221 PRN-20 KEN W1KlLll..I PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13222 PRN-27.) KEN MACIAU/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13223 PRN·29 KEN GIT AMBANGIIKITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13224 PRN-38-1 KEN GIT AMBANGlIKrruI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13225 PRN-38-2 KEN GIT AMBANGIJK111J1 PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13226 PRN-42 KEN KA TULANIJK1TIJI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13227 PRN-51 KEN IKANGAJKITUI PRN FIELD COI.,LECI'ION 
13228 PRN-53 KEN KYA TIJMIJK11UI PRN FIELD COLLBCTlON 
13229 PRN-5S KEN K.INAKONIJKlTIJI PRN FIELD COLLBCl10N 
13230 PRN-66-3 KEN KALIAJKITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13231 PRN-72 KEN KA TUTIJ/KITUI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13232 PRN-74 KEN KANOOND~CHAKOS PRN FIELD COllECTION 
13233 PRN-78 KEN ULUTIJA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13234 PRN·91·2 KEN MARIGI/MERU PRN FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13235 PRN-93 KEN KAMA TIlURlIMERU PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13236 PRN-94-2 KEN GITANGONI/MERU PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
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13237 PRN41 ()(). 2 KEN MlTIJNGUU/MERU PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13238 PRN·IOI KEN NGUMANI/MBRU PRN FIELD COlLBCTION 
13239 PRN·lal KEN CHOOORIA/MERU PRN FIELD COILECI'lON 
13240 PRN·I0'7 KEN KlRIANlIMERU PRN FIBLD C01LBCTION 
13241 PRN·114-1 KEN KAGIOIKlRINYAGA PRN FIBLD COU.BCJ10N 
13242 PRN·l14-2 KEN KABUUfAIMURANGA PRN AELD COU.BCJ10N 
13243 PRN· 11 6 KEN KIAMACIRI/KIRINYAGA PRN FlELD COU.BCTION 
13244 PRN·117 KEN KANDONGUJKIRlNYAGA PRN FIELD COU.BCJ10N 
1324S PRN·l24 KEN MUKUTANOIK1RlNYAGA PRN FIBLD COLLECJ10N 
13246 PRN·l26 KEN MUKUTANOIKIRINY AGA PRN FIELD COll.ECJ10N 
13247 PRN·132 KEN KISAUIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COl1...ECJ10N 
13248 PRN·ISS KEN KIBWBZIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECJ10N 
13249 PRN·I60 KEN N.GUMANlJKILIFI PRN FIELD COU.BCJ10N 
13250 PRN·161·3 KEN GAMANIKILIFI PRN FIELD COUECJ10N 
13251 PRN·163 KEN MAR..ERE/KU..IFI PRN FIELD COU.BCJ10N 
13252 PRN·16S KEN MIDHRlCKJMALINDI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13253 PRN·161 KEN MABURUI/MAUNDI PRN FIELD COllECTION 
13254 PRN·169 KEN MABURUIJMALINDI PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
1325S PIN· 170 KEN MABURUIlMAUNDI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13256 PRN·I7l KEN MABURUlIMALINDl PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13257 PRN·173 KEN MABURUIlMALINDI PRN FJELD COLLECJ10N 
13258 PRN·176 KEN KABMBBINJMALINDI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13259 PRN·I77-! KEN MAGARINA/KILIR PRN FIELD COl1...ECI10N 
13260 PIN· 179 KEN MIK.IRlNI/Kll.JFI PR.N FIFLD COIJ..BCTION 
13261 PRN.180·1 KEN KW ALE/KW ALI PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13262 PRN·180-2 KEN KW ALFJKWALE PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13263 PRN·182-1 KEN KlBOWNI/KW ALE PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13264 PRN·183-1 KBN KWA.LI3JK.WALE PRN FIELD COU.BCTION 
1326S PRN·183-3 KEN KW ALBIKWALE PRN FIELD COll.ECTlON 
13266 PRN·184-1 KBN VUGA/KWALB PRN FIELD COll..BCTION 
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13267 PRN-186-1 KEN KOBANI/KW ALE PRN FIELD COIJ..BCIlON 
13268 PRN-I86-2 KEN KOBANI/KW ALE PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13269 PRN-I86-4 KEN KOBANI/KWALB PRN FIELD COIJ..BCIlON 
13270 PRN-188 KEN KOBANI/KWALB PRN FIELD COLLBCl'ION 
13271 PRN-189 KEN WAAlKWALE PRN FIELD COILBCTION 
13272 PRN-196 KEN KA~ANYANUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COILECl'ION 
13273 PRN-201 KEN MUUSINl/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ..BCTlON 
13274 PRN-205 KEN VYIUNDIA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ..BCTlON 
13275 PRN-240-1 KEN NOELE/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13276 PRN-248-2 KEN MAKUENIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ..BCTlON 
13277 PRN-256 KEN MA TILIKU/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13278 PRN-2S8-1 KEN MONJANllMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ..BCTlON 
13279 PRN-259-2 KEN SULTANA HAMUD ROADIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD~cnON 
13280 PRN-269-1 KEN KA TINIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13281 PRN-269-2 KEN KA TINIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLEC110N 
13282 PRN-270 KEN KA TINUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ..BCl'ION 
13283 PRN-274 KEN MUTULANUMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COu..acnON 
13284 PRN-277 KEN MUTULANIJMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECI10N 
13285 PRN-278-2 KEN MUTULANI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13286 PRN-279 KEN KAZUGON1/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13287 PRN-280 KEN KAZUGON1/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COUECfION 
13288 PRN-281 KEN KALAMA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ..BCTlON 
13289 PRN-284 KEN KALAMNMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COIJ..BCTlON 
13290 PRN-293 KEN KlKlMAlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COll.ECTlON 
13291 P.81001-1 BOD 
13292 P.81001-2 BOD 
13293 P.81002 BGD 
13294 P.81004 BGD 
13295 P.81008 BGD 
13296 P.81009 BGD 
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13297 P.81010 BGD 
13298 P.81012 BGD 
13299 P.81013 BOD 
13300 P.81014 BGD 
13301 P.81016 BGD 
13302 P.81017 BGD 
13303 P.81018 BGD 
13304 WS80.274 ITA 
133~ WS80.287 ITA 
13306 ZPA·3160 2MB SOL WEIZl·10 KM TO KASEMPA 
13307 ZFA·3S60 2MB AWAMBWA·I27 K.M KAPASA 
13308 ZFA·3625 2MB MBERESHI 
13309 ZPA-3693 2MB MUKUPA KAOMA 
13310 NI.223 BEL 
13311 NO.3 IDN STA nON DlNAS PERTANlAN/BA TURJ 
13312 NO.4 IDN STATION DINASPERTANIAN/BATIJRl 
13313 NO.S IDN STA nON DINAS PERT ANlAN/BA TURI 
13314 6 XIS ION STATION DINAS PERTANIAN/BATIJRI 
13315 PS-113-1 RWA 18 NW KIBONGOIK.IBOOO PS FIFLD COLLECTION 
13316 PS-1l3-2 RWA 18 NW KIBONGOJKIBOGO PS FIELD COLLECTION 
13317 PS-1l4-1 RWA 18 NW KlBONGOIKIBOGO PS FIELD COLLECTION 
13318 PS-1l4-2 RWA 18 NW KIBONGOIKlBOOO PS FIELD COllECTION 
13319 TEA BUSH MUTANT IND A.P. 100 
13320 K-28 IND U.P. 
13321 TANDUR LOCAL-I IND A.P. 
13322 TANDUR LOCAL-2 IND A.P. 
13323 PR-61S3 MWI JEKBTBlCHlRADZULU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13324 PR-6154 MWI NANGAONDB~HmADZULU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13325 PR-6l'S MWI KAMOWBNOO~IRADZULU PR FIELD COll.ECI10N 
13326 PR-61S6 MWI KAMOWBNDO~HlRADZULU PR FIELD COll.ECIlON 
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13327 PR-6157 MWI KAMOWENDO~HmADZULU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13328 PR-6158 MWI MA TENGO/CHIRADZULU PR FIELD COLLECI'lON 
13329 PR-6159 MWI NAKOLOUCHUtADZULU PR FIELD COLLEC1'ION 
13330 PR·6160 MWI CHALOCHIRADZULU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13331 PR-6165 MWI MA llMAT/CHIRADZULU PR FIELD COLLBC1'ION 
13332 PR·6166 MW1 NGALAWESA/CHffiADZULU PR FIELD COllEC1'ION 
13333 PR-6167 MWI NOALAWESA/CHffiADZULU PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13334 PR-6169 MWI CHIMBALANOA/CHlRADZULU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13335 PR-6170 MW1 NDANGA/CHIRADZULU PR FIELD COu..ECTION 
13336 PR·6171 MW1 NTIBU/cHIRADZULU PR FIELD COu..ECTION 
13337 PR-6172-1 MWI NTONTA/BLANTYRE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13338 PR-6172-2 MW1 NTONT A/BLANTYRE PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13339 PR-6173 MW1 NTONTA/BLANTYRE PR FIELD COLLBCTlON 
13340 PR·6174 MWI MNVANGATA/BLANTYRE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13341 PR-6175-1 MWI KA TSALAM BANDE/BLANTYRE PR FIELD COu..ECTION 
13342 PR·6175-2 MWI KA TSALAM BANDE/BLANTYRE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13343 PR·6176 MWI KANTIMBANYA/BLANTnrn PR FIELD COllECTION 
13344 PR·6177 MWI KANTIMBANYAfflLANTYRE PR F1ELD COlLECTION 
13345 PR·6178 MWI MACHENGAJBLANTYRE PR FIELD COLLBCTJON 
13346 PR-6179 MW1 KALlA TI/BLANTYRE PR FIELD COLLBCTlON 
13347 PR·6180 MW1 CHARWANTHAKNBLANTYRE PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
13348 PR·6181 MW1 fEREMU/MW ANZA PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
13349 PR.6182 MWI MULONOOLORA/MW ANZA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13350 PR-6183 MW1 RAUNDlIMW ANZA PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13351 PR-618S-1 MWI TSEGULAN~ANZA PR PIBLD COLLECTION 
13352 PR-6185-2 MWI TSEGULAN~ANZA PR FJELD COlLECTION 
13353 PR-6186 MW1 NTH ACHFJMWANZA PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13354 PR-6187 MWI CHJWEMBUIMWANZA PR FIELD COL1..ECI10N 
13355 PR·6188 MWI CHIWEMBU/MWANZA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13356 PR·6189·1 MWI MNV ANZA/MW ANZA PR FIELD COLl..ECTlON 
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13357 PR·6189·2 MWl MW ANZA/MW ANZA PR AELD COLLECTION 
13358 PR·6190 MWI MARGEREIT A/MW ANZA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13359 PR·6191 MWI MARGEREIT A/MW ANZA PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
13360 PR·6192 MWI KADETA/MWANZA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13361 PR·6196 MWI NDEKAJBLANTYRE PR F1ELD COLLECTION 
13362 PR·6197·1 MWI DZUNGUrmYOLO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13363 PR·6198 MWI MPHEZUrrHYOLO PR AELD COLLECTION 
13364 PR·6199·1 MWI KANTUKA NO.2ffiIYOLO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13365 PR-6200 MWI NJOVBUrmYOLO PR AELD COLLECTION 
13366 PR·6201 MWI HERMANtnlYOLO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13367 PR·6202 MWI MUTIlIPOrrHYOLO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13368 PR·6203 MWI NANSANYAtrnYOLO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13369 PR-6204 MWI NANCETAtrnYOLO PR AELD COLLECTION 
13370 PR·6205 MWI NANTUPA/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13371 PR-6206-1 MWI FUNDIJMULANm PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13312 PR·6206-2 MWI FUNDI/MULANJE PR FlELD COLLECTION 
13373 PR-6206-3 MWI FUNDI/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13374 PR-6207 MWI NANDE/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13315 PR-6208-1 MWI TI11JS/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13376 PR-6208-2 MWI TITUSIMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13377 PR·6209 MWI TAKIW AlMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13378 PR·6210 MWI TAMBA DIKA/MULAN1E PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13379 PR-621l MWI GA W ANIIMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13380 PR-6212 MWI MLELEMBNMULAN1E PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13381 PR-6213 MWI PHERlMWEJMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13382 PR-6214 MWI MANJAMAIMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13383 PR·6215 MWI NKHULAMOB~ANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13384 PR-6216 MWI MISOMALIIMULANJB PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13385 PR-6217 MW1 KWBZULElMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13386 PR-6218 MWI KWEZULEIMULANJB PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
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13387 PR-6219 MWJ MTIIIKFMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13388 PR-6220 MWI NAZOMBE/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13389 PR-6221 MWI MULEMBNMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13390 PR-6222-1 MWJ MULEMBAIMULANJE PR FlELDCOLLECTION 
13391 PR-6222-2 MWI MULEMBA/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
]3392 PR-6223-1 MWJ MA TEPWEIMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13393 PR-6223-2 MWI MA lEPWE/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13394 PR-6224 MWl NJUMW AlMULANIE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13395 PR-6225 MWI LOMOLIW A/MULANIE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13396 PR-6226 MWI MA NOLO/M ULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13397 PR-6227 MWI MANOLOIMULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13398 PR-622& MWI MANGOMBO/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13399 PR-6229-1 MWI ABUNl/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13400 PR-6229-2 MWI ABUNlIMLJLANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13401 PR·6230 MWI KA V ALO/CHIKW AW A PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13402 PR-6231 MWI NKA TE MARKET/cHJKWAW A PR MARKET SAMPLE 
13403 PR-6232 MWI NKA TE MARKETICHlKWA WA PR MARKET SAMPLE 
13404 PR-6233 MWI NKA TE MARKETICHIKW A WA PR MARKET SAMPLE 
13405 PR-6234 MWI NKA TE MARKETICHIKWA WA PR MARKET SAMPLE 
13406 PR-6235 MWI NKA TE MARKETICHIKWAWA PR MARKET SAMPLE 
]3407 PR-6236 MWI MP ANGOW ALIMBA/NSANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13408 PR-6237 MW1 MlTONOOINSANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13409 PR-6238 MWI AG.STA TIONINSANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13410 PR-6239 MWI MAKANGA MARKETINSANJE PR MARKET SAMPLE 
13411 PR-6240 MWI CHlPHWEMBWFJNSANJE PR FIELD COllECTION 
13412 PR-6242 MWl CHlPHWEMBWElNSANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13413 PR·6243 MWl MPONGILA/NSANJE PR FIELD COllEC1'ION 
13414 PR-6244 MWI MKUCHB/NSANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13415 PR·6246 MWI MTALALAIMT ALALA MOCAMBIQUE PR FIELD COllECl10N 
13416 PR-6247 MW1 BANGULA MARKET/MULANJE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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13417 PR·6248 MWI BANGULA MARKBT/MULANJE PR MARKET SAMPLE 
13418 PR-6249 MWI BBLEWO PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13419 PR-6250 MWI MARKET,K:HIKWAWA PR FIELD COLLECflON 
13420 PR-6251 MW1 CHANGOlMA/CHlKWAWA PR FIELD COllBCflON 
13421 PR-62S2 MWl CHANGOlMA/CHIKWAWA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13422 PR-62S3 MWl CffiKWAWA/CHlKWAWA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13423 PR-6254 MWI GUGA/CIDKWAWA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13424 PR-6255 MW1 ZOMBA/ZOMBA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13425 PR-62S7 MWI ZOMBAfl,OMBA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13426 PR-6259 MWI MATANDIKA/MACIDNGA PR FIELD COlLECl10N 
13427 PR-6260 MWI NDAJAIMACHINGA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13428 PR-6261 MWI MACHEMBA/WMBA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13429 PR-6262 MWI SANIIZOMBA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13430 PR·6263 MW1 MPLUME/ZOMBA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13431 PR-6264 MW1 MSCLOILOMBA PR FIELD COU.ECTION 
13432 PR-6265 MWI MSOLOIZOMBA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13433 PR-6266 MWI CHINANGW AflIJMBA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13434 PR-6267 MWl JALlIWMBA PR FIELD COlJ...ECTION 
13435 PR-6268 MWI PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
13436 PR-6269 MWl PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13437 PR-6270 MWJ PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
13438 PR-6271 MWI PR FIELD COllBCflON 
13439 PR-627l·1 MWI PR FlHLD COLLECTION 
13440 PR-6271-2 MWI PR FIELD COILBCI10N 
13441 PR-6m..3 MWI PR FIELD COI.J..BCTION 
13442 PR-6273 MWI PR FIELD COlLBCTION 
13443 PR-6274 MWI PR FIELD COI.J..BCTION 
13444 PR-6275 MWJ PR FIELD COlJ..BCI'JON 
13445 PR-6276 MWI PR FIELD COll..BCTION 
13446 PR-62'n MWI PR FIBLD OOLLBCI'ION 
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13447 PR-6279 MWI PR RELD COll.ECTION 
13448 PR-6280 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13449 PR-6281 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13450 PR-6282 MWI PR RELD COllECI'ION 
13451 PR-6283 MWI PR FIELD COllECTION 
13452 PR-6284 MWI PR FIELD COllECTION 
13453 PR-6285 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13454 PR-6287-1 MWI PR FIELD COllECTION 
13455 PR·6287·2 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13456 PR·6288-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13457 PR·6288 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13458 PR-6289 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13459 PR-6290 MWI PR RELD COLLBCI'ION 
13460 PR-6291 MWI PR FIELD COLLBCI'ION 
13461 PR-6292 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13462 PR-6293 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13463 PR-6294 MWI PR AELD COLLECTION 
13464 PR·6295 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13465 PR-6296 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13466 PR·6297 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13467 PR-6299 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13468 PR-6300 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13469 PR-6301 MWI PR FIELD COLLBCI'ION 
13470 PR·6302 MWI PR RELD COLLECTION 
13471 PR-6303 MWI PR FIELD COllECTION 
13472 PR·6304 MW1 PR. FIELD COLLECTION 
13473 PR-6308-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13474 PR-6308·2 MWI PR. FIELD COLLECTION 
13475 PR-6309-1 MWI PR. FIELD COLLECTION 
13476 PR-6309-2 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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13477 PR-6310 MWI PR AELD COLLECTION 
13418 PR-6311 MWI PR AELD COli.ECTION 
13419 PR-6312 MWI PR FlELD COLLECTION 
13480 PR-6313-1 MWI PR HELD COLLECTION 
13481 PR-6313-2 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
J3482 PR-6314-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13483 PR-6314-2 MWI PR HELD COLLECTION 
13484 PR-631S-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
1348S PR-631S-2 MWI PR AELD COLLECflON 
13486 PR-6316-1 MWI PR HELD COLLECTION 
13487 PR-6316-2 MWl PR FIELD COLLECflON 
13488 PR-6318 MWI PR HELD COLLECTION 
13489 PR-6319 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13490 PR-6320 MWI PR FIELD COLLECflON 
13491 PR-6321-1 MWI PR AELD COLLECI10N 
13492 PR·6321-2 MWI PR AELD COLLECflON 
13493 PR-6322 MWI PR AELD COLLECI10N 
13494 PR-6323 MWI PR AELD COLLECTION 
1349S PR-6324-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13496 PR·6324-2 MWl PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13497 PR-632S MWI PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13498 PR·6326 MWI PR FIELD COLLBCI10N 
13499 PR-6327 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13S00 PR·6328 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13S01 PR·6329-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13502 PR-6329-2 MW1 PR FlBLD COlLECTION 
13503 PR-6330 MWI PR flELD COLLECTION 
13504 PR·6332 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13505 PR-6333 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13S06 PR.6334 MWI PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
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13507 PR-6335 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13508 PR-6336 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13509 PR-6337 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13510 PR-6338 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13511 PR-6339 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13512 PR-6340 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13513 PR-6341 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13514 PR-6342-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13515 PR-6342-2 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13516 PR-6342-3 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13517 PR-6343 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13518 PR-6344-1 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13519 PR-6344-2 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13520 PR-6345 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13521 PR-6346 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13522 PR-6347 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13523 PR-6348 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13524 PR-6349 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13525 PR-6350 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13526 PR-6351 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13527 PR-6353 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13528 PR-6354 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13529 PR-6355 MWl PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13530 PR-63S6-1 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13531 PR-63S6-2 MWl PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13532 PR-6357 MWI PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13533 PR-6359 MWl PR FIELD COUJ;CTlON 
13534 PR-6360 MWI PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13535 PR-6361 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13536 PR-6362 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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13537 PR·6365·} MWI PR FlELD COLLECTION 
13538 PR-636S·2 MWl PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13539 PR"(;366 MWI PR FlELD COLLECTION 
13~40 CPC·6 KNA 
13~41 CPC·8 KNA 
13542 CPC·13 MSR 
13543 CPC·15 MSR 
13544 CPC-16 MSR 
13545 CPC·17 ATG 
13546 CPC22 'ITO 
13547 CPC·28 vcr 
13548 CPC-43 BRB 
13549 CPC-46 BRB 
13550 CPC49 MSR 
13551 CPC-50 ATG 
13552 CPC·51 KNA 
13553 CPC62 leNA 
13554 (pC"(;3 KNA 
13555 CPC"(;5 ORD 
13556 CPC·68 GRD 
13557 CPC·74 KNA 
13558 (pC·91 JAM 
13559 CPC-9:S JAM 
13560 RAM·5 ElH 13 K.M FROM JUNCTION TOTOLE/GOR RAM FIELD COLLECTION 
13561 RAM· 10 BTH 7 KM PROM WOLKlTB TO HOSABNAIG RAM FIELD COU.BCTION 
13562 RAM· lOS ETIf DIBAN DIBAILOAM RAM FIELD COLLECTION 
13563 TB .. 79-459 NGA 
13564 1"8.79-464 NGA 
13565 1'8.79-480 NOA 
13S66 1"8·79-484 NGA 
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13567 TB-78-761 NGA 
13568 AO-78-7 NGA 
13569 AO-78-27 NGA 
13570 11-68-79 NGA 
13571 CAlANUSR-5 NGA 
13572 NG77E-16 NGA 
13573 NQ83-2 NGA 
13574 PCI-35 SLE 
13575 PCI-74 SLE 
13576 PCI-I77 SLE 
13577 NO.1 CHN 
13578 CAlA(77 DDR 
13579 PR-5269 PIll.. BENGUET ATOK PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13580 PR-5302-2 Pm.. ll..LOCOSSUR TAMPUOOrrAGUDIN PR FIELD COU-ECTION 
13581 PR-5347 PHL LAGUNA SAN PABLO PR FIELD COUECTION 
13582 295 Pm.. LAGUNA PR FIELD COllECTION 
13583 PR-6199-2 MWl PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13584 PR-6241 MWl PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13585 PR-6286 MW1 PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13586 PR-6317 MWI PR FlELDCOLLECTION 
13587 PR-6363 MWI PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13588 PRN-l KEN KYUSO/KITIJI PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
13589 PRN-12 KEN TIl UNG UTIlU/KITU I PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13590 PRN-21 KEN IKlME/KITIJI PRN FIELD COU.BCTION 
13591 PRN-27-2 KEN WIKlLILIJKITUI PRN FlELD cou.BCTION 
13592 PRN-32 KEN KlSAS1JK111J1 PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13593 PRN-57 KEN KlNAKONIIKlTIJI PRN PIHLD COLLECllON 
13594 PRN-66-2 KEN KALIAJK.ITUI PRN FIELDCOUECTION 
13595 PRN-79 KEN KlVAA/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD cou.BCTION 
13596 PRN-83 KEN KIRINGU/EMBU PRN FIELD COlLECTION 
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13597 PRN-86-1 KEN KANYUAM/EMBU PRN FIELD CO~ECTION 
13598 PRN-1l8 KEN KANDONGU~NYAGA PRN FIELD COLLECI10N 
13S99 PRN-138-1 KEN MAKUENIlMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECI10N 
13600 PRN-138-2 KEN MAKUENI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13601 PRN·147 KEN MBUVO/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECI10N 
13602 PRN-151 KEN KIANGINl/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13603 PRN-152 KEN KISINGO/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13604 PRN-1S6-3 KEN KAMBO/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13605 PRN-158 KEN MA VUENI/KILJA PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13606 PRN-16J-l KEN GAMAN/Kll.IFI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13607 PRN-162 KEN MAREREJKILIA PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13608 PRN-I72 KEN MABURUI/MALINDI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13609 PRN-174-1 KEN KAEMBEIN/MALINDI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13610 PRN-175 KEN KAEMBEIN/MALINDI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13611 PRN-177-2 KEN MAGARlNA/KlL1FI PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13612 PRN-18S-1 KEN MATUGA/KWALE PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13613 PRN·190 KEN PUNGU/MOMBASA PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13614 PRN-194 KEN KATHYANVMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13615 PRN-203 KEN MUUSINI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13616 PRN-244 KEN UKlA PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13617 PRN·248-1 KEN MAKUENI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COU.ECTION 
13618 PRN-2S1 KEN KlLILIIMACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13619 PRN·266 KEN KITANDI/MACHAKOS PRN FIELD COLLECTION 
13620 CPC-S6 'ITO 
13621 CPC93 JAM 
13622 RAM-II E1lI 7 KM FROM WOLKITE TO HOSAENA RAM FIELD CO~ECTION 
13623 RAM-12 EnI Y AZA wn 23 KM WOLKlTE TO HOSAE RAM FIELD COLLECTION 
13624 RAM·14 BTII WACHIGABUSHA/SOOOZURIA RAM FIELD COLLECTION 
13625 RAM-17 ETH BUSHA/OPA RAM FIELD COLLECTION 
13626 RAM-22 BTIi ESHOIOFA RAM FIELD COLLECTION 
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13627 RAM·25 ETH SERE ES HOIOFA RAM FJELD COlLECTION 
13628 RAM-30 ETII TEBELAIHUMBO RAM FIELD COlLECTION 
13629 RAM-31 Ern ADE KOYSHNDAMOT GULE RAM FIELD COlLECTION 
13630 RAM-38 ETH BUGEJDAMOT GULE RAM FIELD COll..ECTJON 
13631 RAM*45 ETH CHEFA 55 KM FROM SODOTO SJSlKE RAM FIELD COlLECTION 
13632 RBA·88 ETH BELBELATI/HABRO RBA FIELD COllECTION 
13633 TB-79.461 NGA 
13634 AO-1S·54 NGA 
13635 NI-470 BEL 
13636 WS-SO-251 ITA 
13631 ZFA-3630 2MB MT AMBA-I0 KM MPOROKOSO TO KA WA 
13638 9MME ION ISLANDALOR 
13639 NO.2 ION STATION DINAS PERTANIANIBATURl 
13640 NO.2 CPV 
13641 NO.4 CPV 
13642 NO.5 CPV 
13643 NO.6 CPV 
13644 JM.4676 ZAP I~ANNEXTOSCHOONOORD UGM FIELD COllECTION 
13645 JM-4692 ZAP 12 K.M N OF DUIVELSKLOOF UGM FIELD COu.ECTION 
13646 RC-I0 IND TAMIL NADU A THIPALA Y AMJCOIMBA TORE RC AELD COu.ECT1ON 
13647 RC·l1 IND TAMIL NADU A TIUPALA Y AM/COIMBA TORE RC FIELD COlLECTION 
13648 RC-17 IND TAMILNADU CHINNA KALLUP A TII/COIMBA TORE RC FIELD COu.ECTlON 
13649 RC-18 IND TAMIL NADU NAG AMUTHU/PERI Y AR RC FIELD COu.ECTlON 
13650 RC-19 IND TAMIL NADU KONDAMUTHA~YAR RC FJELD COlLECTION 
13651 RC-19-J IND TAMIL NADU KONDAMUTHA~YAR RC FIELD COllECTION 
13652 RC·20 IND TAMILNADU KANDANURJDHARMAPURl RC FIELD COll..ECTION 
13653 RC-21 IND TAMILNADU PANANGADU/DHARMPrnU RC FIELD COLLECJ10N 
13654 RC·22 IND TAMILNADU SIDDIKALLANURJDHARMPURI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13655 RC-23 IND TAMIL NADU rnOPURJDHARMAPURl RC FIELD COlLECl10N 
13656 RC-25 [ND TAMlLNADU REDDYAHLLIJDHARMAPURI RC FIELD COlLECTION 
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13657 RC~28 INO TAMILNADU VENKAT AMPA lTY/DHARMAPURI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13658 RC-35 IND TAMILNADU HALE DHARMAPURIlDHARMAPURI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13659 RC~36 IND TAMILNADU NALLAMPA TI1IDHARMAPURI RC FIELD COUECTION 
13660 RC-37 IND TAMILNADU PERIAMP AITYIDHARMAPURl RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13661 RC-39 IND TAMlLNADU KARSEENGALlPA TIY/DHARMAPURI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13662 RC..w IND TAMILNADU VAKUmANUR/DHARMAPURI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13663 RC-53 IND TAMIL NADU KAKKA VERI/SALEM RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13664 RC-56 IND TAMILNADU DIMMANAIKANPA TI1ISALEM RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13665 RC·57 IND TAMILNADU DIMMANAIKANPA TIlISALEM RC FIELD COUECTION 
13666 RC-58 IND TAMILNADU mANDA V ARAAPVRAMJSALEM RC FIELD COUECTION 
13667 RC--60 IND TAMILNADU SANTHANAG~ALHM RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13668 RC-61 IND TAMILNADU UDA YA TIlURJSALEM RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13669 RC-66 IND TAMILNADU VEERAGANURISALEM RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13670 RC-72 IND TAMIL NADU SANDAGAPURANVnUCHY RC FIELD COUECTION 
13671 RC-73 IND TAMILNADU A nUIPA lTV /MADURAI RC FIELD COLLEC110N 
13672 RC-74 IND TAMILNADU ADHIKARAM/MADURAI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13673 RC-78 IND TAMILNADU KA TTAMPA TI1/MADURAI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13674 RC-79 IND TAMILNADU mUMBAIPA 1TIIMADURAI RC FIEL.D COLLECTION 
13675 RC-80 IND TAMILNADU V ALA Y ANKULAMIMADURAI RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13676 RC·81 IND TAMILNADU AVlYUR/RAMNAD RC FJELD COLLECTION 
136TI RC-81 IND TAMILNADU MAN11IIRIODAIJRAMNAD RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13678 RC-83 IND TAMlLNADU KALKURCHI/KAMRAJ RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13679 RC-86 IND TAMILNADU SETHUBAOHAPURAMIKAMRAJ RC FIELD COUECTION 
13680 RC-93 INO TAMILNADU KOPPUSHIDHANPA'ITI/KAMRAJ RC f1ELD COLLECI10N 
13681 RC-I04 IND TAMILNADU GONIANGALAMICOIMBA TORE RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13682 RC-I05 IND TAMILNADU SBTI1KALIPALA YAM,COIMBA TORE RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13683 RC-I06 IND TAMILNADU SBTIIKALIPALA Y AMICOIMBA TORE RC FIELD COLLECI10N 
13684 RC-I08 IND TAMn..NADU KA 11Y AMPA TThO)IMBA TORE RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13685 RC-ll1 IND TAMILNADU ICA TTAMPA TTl PUDUR/COIMBA TORE RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13686 RC·112 IND TAMILNADU MUTHURJPBRIY AR RC FIELD COLLECTION 
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13687 RC-114 IND TAMILNADU KALKOmANUR/IRICHY RC FIELD COLLBCTION 
13688 RC-llS IND TAMILNADU SIRUOANUR/IRICHY RC FIELD COI.J...BCI'ION 
13689 RC·116 IND TAMILNADU KA V ARAI/SOUTIf ARCOT RC FIELD COLLECI10N 
13690 RC-117 IND TAMILNADU PONPA mY/SOtITH ARCOT RC FIELD COLLECI10N 
13691 RC-118 IND TAMILNADU KOU.AR/SOUTII AROOT RC FIELD COlLEcrION 
13692 RC-119 IND TAMILNADU SALA VA 1l:IY/SOUTIf ARCOT RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13693 RC-I20 INn A.P. ANANTHARAIAMPBTJCUDDAPAH RC FIELD COLLECTION 
13694 RC-123 IND A.P. OUDIPADUICUDDAPAH RC FIELD COlLECTION 
13695 a...BISTOGAMOUS IND A.P. ICRl 
13696 PR-6367 PRJ BARIO GUERRERO/AGUADll..LMA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13697 PR-6368-1 PRJ BARIO OUBRRERO/AGUADll..LMA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13698 PR-6368-2 PRJ BARlO GUERRERO/AGUADILLMA PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
13699 PR-6369 PRJ PUEBLO/AGUADILLMA PR FIELD COlJ..ECTJON 
13700 PR-6370 PRJ PUEBLO/AGUADllLMA PR FIELD COlLBCTlON 
13701 PR-6371·1 PRJ CERRo.OOROO/AOUADA PR FIELD COu.BcrION 
13702 PR-6371-2 PRJ CERRo.OOROO/AGUADA PR FIELD COllECfJON 
13703 PR-6372 PRJ CERRO-OOROO/AOUADA PR FIELD COlJ..BCTION 
13704 PR-6373 PRJ POTALA/JUANADI PR FlELD COUJiCTION 
13705 PR-6374 PRJ COAMO PR PlBLD COLLECTION 
13706 PR-637S PRJ SANTA COTALINAJCQAMO PR PmLD COLLECTION 
137C17 PR-6376 PRJ SANTA COTALlNA.CQAMO PR FIELD COu.acnoN 
13708 PR-63i7-1 PRJ COAMOTOWN PR FIELD COll..BCTION 
13709 PR-63i7-2 PRJ COAMOTOWN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13710 PR-63i7·3 PRJ COAMOTOWN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13711 PR-63i7-4 PRJ COAMOTOWN PR FlBLD COlLBCI10N 
13712 PR-6378 PRJ COAMOTOWN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13713 PR-6380 PRJ VILLALBA/CAONllLAS PR FIELD COlJ..BcnON 
13714 PR·6381 PRJ Vn..LALBAICAONILLAS PR FIELD COll.ECI10N 
1371S PR-6382 PRJ VD.J..ALBAJCAONUJ..AS PR FIELD COlJ..ECrlON 
13716 PR-6383 PRJ HA TOPUERTO/ARRIBE PR FIBLD COll.ECl'lON 
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13717 PR-6384 PRJ MAYAGAZ PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13718 PR-6385 PRJ MAYAGAZ PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13719 PR-6386 PRJ MA YAGAZ UNIV. CAMPUS PR FmLD COl..l..BC110N 
13720 P.R-6387 DOM SAN CHRISTOBAL PR FIELD COll.BCTlON 
13721 PR-6388 DOM LA TOMAJSAN CHRISTOBAL PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
13722 PR-6389 DOM LA TOMAJSAN CHRISTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13123 PR-6393 DOM MONCIONISANTIAGO PR FIELD COllECTION 
13724 PR-6396 DOM MONCIONISANTIAGO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
1372~ PR-6397-1 OOM MONCIONISANTIAGO PR FIBLD COlJ..ECTION 
13726 PR·639B DOM MONCIONISANTIAGO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13727 PR·6399 DOM CAClQUBlSANnAOO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13728 PR-6403·1 DOM BOCA DB MAON AL VERDE MAO PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13729 J'R-6403-2 DOM BOCA DE MAON ALVERDE MAO PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13730 PR-6404 DOM BOCA DB MAON AL VERDE MAO PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13731 PR-6407-1 DOM BURBNDBiLA VEGA PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
13132 PR .. 6407 .. 2 DOM BURENDEJLA VEGA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13133 PR-MIO DOM GUACO/LA VEGA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13734 PR-6411 DOM GUACO/LA VBGA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13735 PR-6414 OOM PONTON/LA VEGA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13736 PR-6416 DOM SAN MlOUBLIHA 1ULO PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13137 PR-6417 DOM SAN MlOUBLIHA 1ULO PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
13738 PR-6420 DOM LA MAU.lTA/BANI PR FIRLD COLLECTION 
13739 PR-6421-1 DOM CENlIBRAISAN JOSB DB OCOA PR FIELD COLLEC110N 
13740 PR·6431 DOM HACIENDA DONDACIONISAN CHRISTO PR FIELD COlLBCTION 
13741 PR·6432 DOM HACIENDA DONDACIONISAN CHRISTO PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
13742 PR·6433-1 OOM SABHIA TOROISAN CHRISTOBAL PR FIBLD COLLECTION 
13743 PR-64]! DOM SABHIA TOROISAN CHRlSTOBAL PR FIELD COlLBCTION 
13144 PR-6436 OOM SABHIA TOROISAN CHRISTOBAL PR FJBLI) COUBCTION 
13145 PR-64]7 OOM SANANTONlO(SAN CHRlSTOBAL PR FJBLI) COlLBCI10N 
13746 PR-6438 OOM LA PLBNAISAN CHRIS'IOBAL PIt FIBLD COLLECI1ON 
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13141 PR-6439 OOM LA PLENAISAN CHRISTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13748 PR-6440 DOM LA PLENA/SAN CHRISTOBAL PR FJELD COlLBCl10N 
13149 PR-6443-1 TTO PASHAll'UNAPUNNA PR FJELD COllECTlON 
13150 PR-6443-2 TTO PASHAll'UNAPUNNA PR FIELD COllECTION 
13151 PR-6444-1 TTO PASHAll'UNAPUNNA PR FIELD COllECTlON 
13752 PR·6444-2 TTO PASHAll'UNAPUNNA PR FIFLD COllECTION 
13753 PR-6445 11'0 TRlNCITY PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13754 PR-6446 TTO TRlNCITY PR FIELD COLLECl10N 
1315S PR-6447 'ITO ELOORADOITAKARIKUA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13156 PR-6448 TTO CARONI PR FIELD COllECTION 
131S7 PR-6449 TTO CHALIVn. PR FIELD COllECTION 
13158 PR-6451 TTO BUCAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13159 PR-6452 110 PlARCOJPORT OF SPAIN PR FIELD COll.ECTlON 
13160 PR-64S3 TTO ARONCA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13161 PR-64S4 110 ST.MACHELtS ROAD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13762 PR-64S7 110 ST.MACHF1:S ROAD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13763 PR·64S8 TTO ST.MACHlil':S ROAD PR FIELD cou.ECTlON 
13164 PR-6459 ITO KARANI·SAROMA ROAD PR FIELD COllECTION 
13765 PR·6460 TTO KARANI-SAROMA ROAD PR FIELD COI.l..ECTION 
13766 PR-6462-1 TTO CALIFORNIA COUV A PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13161 PR-6462-2 TTO CALIFORNIA COUVA PR FIELD COllBCTlON 
13168 PR-6464 11'0 BELMONT A ROAD/COUVA PR FIELD COLLECfION 
13169 PR-646S TTO BELMONT A ROADICOUVA PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13710 PR-6466 TTO ClDERHlLL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13711 PR·6467 110 CIDERHD...L PR FIELD COllECTION 
13772 PR-6468 ITO COUVA HIGHWAY PR FJELD cou.ECTION 
13713 PR-6469 110 COUVA HIGHWA Y PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
13774 PR-6470 110 COUVA HIGHWAY PR FIELD COLLECTlON 
13775 PR-6473 110 COUVA HIGHWAY PR PIBLD COI.l..ECTION 
13776 PR-6474 TTO VALENCIA STRBTCH PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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13m PR.6475-1 ITO UPPBR CANAPO PR FJELD COlLECTION 
13nl PR-647S-2 11'0 UPPBR CANAPO PR FJELD COll..ECl10N 
13n9 PR.6476 ITO UPPBR CANAPO PR FJELD COll.EC110N 
13780 PR.6477.1 11'0 SANOUICHI QUno PR FJELD COll..ECl10N 
13781 PR-6477-2 11'0 SANOUICHI QUno PR FJELD COUBCl10N 
13712 PR.6479-2 11'0 SANOUICHI QUno PR FJELD COll.ECl10N 
13713 PR-6480 ITO MANZINBLLA PR FIELD COUBCTION 
13784 PR-6411 ITO MANZlNEU..A PR FIELD COllECl10N 
13785 PR-6482-1 ITO MANZINBLLA PR FJELD COLLECTION 
13786 PR.-6482-2 1TO MANZINBlLA PR FIELD COLJ..BC110N 
13787 PR..6414 TI'O MANZINBLLA PR FJELD COLLBCl'lON 
13788 PR-64BS-1 ITO MANZINBl.LA PR. FIBLD COLI...BCTION 
13789 PR.6417 TI'O MANZINBl.LA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13790 PR..6488 TI'O MANZINBl.LA PR FIELD COLI...BCTION 
13791 PR.6489 TI'O MAYARO PR FJELD COLI...BCTION 
13792 PR-6490 TI'O MAYARO PR FIELD COILBCI10N 
13793 PR.-6491 ITO MAYARO PR FIELD COLI...BCTION 
13794 PR.6493 1TO S'lUDl.BI' PARK PR FIELD COLLBC1'lON 
13795 PR-6494 ITO S1UDl..BT PARK PR FIELD COu.sCl10N 
13796 PR.6495 1TO S1UDl..BT PARK PR FlBLD COlJ..BCT]ON 
13797 PR..6496 TI'O KBNDAL PR FlBLD COlLECI10N 
13798 PR-6491 TI'O TOBAGO PR FIBLD COILBCI10N 
13799 PR.6499 TI'O ROKBOROUGH PR FlBLD COUBCI10N 
13800 PR-6S00 TI'O ROKBOROUOH PR FJELD COlLECI10N 
13801 PR-6501 TJO TOBAOO PR FJELD C01l..BCl10N 
13802 PR-6503 TI'O TOBAOO PR FIBlD COLI...BCTION 
13803 PR-6504 no TOBAGO PR FIBLD COLI...BCTION 
13804 PR-6S05·1 no TOBAGO PR PIBLD COLI...BCTION 
13805 PR-6SC17 TI'O MT.8T.OBOROB PR FIBLD COLI...BCTION 
13106 PR-6508 no MT'sT.GBORGB PR PIBLD COLI...BCTION 
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13807 PR·6509 ITO TOBAGO PR FIELDCOLLECfION 
13808 PR·651O ITO SCARDORGH PR FIELD COLLECfION 
13809 PR·6511 ITO SCARBORGH PR FIELD COlJ..ECI10N 
13810 PR-6513 ITO SCARBOROH PR FIELD COlLECfION 
13811 PR-6514 ITO TOBAGO PR FIELD COll.ECTlON 
13812 PR-65 1 5 ITO TOBAGO PR FIELD cou.BCfION 
13813 PR-6518 ITO TOBAGO PR FIELD COUECfION 
13814 PR-6519 ITO CANAAN PR FIELD COll.ECfION 
13815 PR·6520 ITO CANAAN PR FIELD COll.ECTlON 
13816 PR-6521 ITO CANAAN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13817 PR·6522 ITO CANAAN PR FIELD COLLBCI1ON 
13818 PR-6523 ITO CANAAN PR FIELD COLLECfION 
13819 PR-6524 GRD MT.HARTMAN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13820 PR-6525 GRD MT.HARTMAN PR FlBLD COlLECfION 
13821 PR·6526·1 GRD MT.HARTMAN PR FIELD COUBCTION 
13822 PR-6526·2 GRD MT.HARTMAN PR FIELD COlLECfION 
13823 PR-6S27 GRO MT.HARTMAN PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13824 PR-6529-2 GRO MT.HARTMAN PR FIELD COLLECfION 
13825 PR·6S30 GRO MT.HARTMAN PR FIELD COUBcrlON 
13826 PR·6531 ORO WODERN PR FIELD COll.ECfION 
13821 PR·6532 ORO WOBERN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13828 PR·6S33 GRO ST.PA mcteS PR FIELD COLLECfION 
13829 PR-6534 GRO CAROl STA nON PR FIElD COll.ECTION 
13830 PR-6535 ORO CAROl STA nON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13831 PR-6537 GRO GRENADA PR FIElD COUECTION 
13832 PR-6538-1 DRB STAPLEGROVE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13833 PR-6538-2 DRB STAPLEGROVE PR FIELD COlLECTION 
13834 PR-6538-3 BRB STAPLEGROVE PR FIElD COLL..ECTION 
13835 PR-6S39-1 BRB GRAEMEHALL PR FJELD COlLBCI1ON 
13836 PR-6539·2 BRB GRABMEHALL PR FIELD COLLECfION 
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13837 PR..65«J..1 BRB GRAEMEHAll. PR I-1ELD COU-ECTION 
13838 PR..6S4Q..2 BRB GRAEMEHALL PR FIELD COu.ECTlON 
13839 PR..6S41 DRB MAXWELL PR FIELD COu.ECTION 
13840 PR-6542-1 BRB MAXWELL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13841 PR-6S42-2 DRB MAXWELL PR FIELD COU-ECTION 
13842 PR-6SU-l BRB MAXWELL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13843 PR..6544-2 BRB MAXWELL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13844 PR-6545-1 BRB ST.MACHABL PR I-lELD COLLECTION 
13845 PR-6545-2 BRB ST.MACHAEL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13846 PIt..6546 DRB ST.MACHAEL PR FIELD COU-ECTION 
13847 PR-6S47 BRB ST.MACHAEL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13848 PIt-6548 BRB BARBADOS PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13849 PR..6549-1 DRB ST.1lI0MAS PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13850 PR-6S49-2 BRB ST.THOMAS PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13851 PR-65SQ..1 BRB ST.1lI0MAS PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13852 PR-6SSQ..2 BRB ST.11IOMAS PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13853 PIt-6S51 BRB NEW AIRPORT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13854 PR-65S2 BRB ST.GEORGE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13855 PR-6S54 vcr SEHWARTZ PR f1ELD COLLECTION 
138S6 PR-6555-1 vcr SEHWARlZ PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13857 PR-6"8 vcr SEHWAR1'Z PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13858 PR-6SS9 vcr PORTYEAT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13859 PR-6560 vcr lROUMACA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13860 PR-6561 vcr lROUMACA PR FIELD COU.ECTION 
13861 PR-6S63 vcr WALLIEBOU PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13862 PR-6S64 vcr PETER'S HOPE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13863 PR-6S6S-1 vcr PlilER'S HOPE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13864 PR-6S66-1 vcr REtlJ..AL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
1386S PR-6566-2 vcr RBtLLAL PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13866 PR-6S67-1 vcr REtlJ..AL PR FIELD COll.ECTION 
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13867 PR-6567-2 VCT RE'LLAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13868 PR-6S68 VCT PROSPECT SVD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13869 PR-6569 VCT PROSPECT SVD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13870 PR-6570-1 VCT PROSPECT SVD PR HELD COLLECTION 
13871 PR-6572-1 VCT POINTESVG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13872 PR-6572-2 VCT POINTESVG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13873 PR-6574 VCT FANCYSVG PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13874 PR-6S79 LCA GRANDE RIVIA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13875 PR-6580 LCA GRANDE RIVIA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13876 PR-6593 LCA MONCEON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13877 PR-6594 LCA MONCEON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13878 PR-6596 PRI FROM ISABALA RESEARCH STATION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13879 PR-6599 PRI }-'ROM {SABALA RESEARCH STATION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13880 PR-6600 PRJ FROM ISABALA RESEARCH STATION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13881 PR-6601 PRJ FROM {SABALA RESEARCH STA nON PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13882 PR-6602 PRJ FROM ISABALA RESEARCH STATION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13883 PR-6604 PRI FROM ISABALA RESEARCH STATION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13884 PR-6605 PRJ FROM ISABALA RESEARCH STATION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13885 PR-6606 PRI FROM ISABALA RESEARCH STATION PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13886 PR-6607 DOM FROM CESDA SAN CHRlSTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13887 PR-6608 OOM FROM CESDA SAN CHRlSTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13888 PR-6609 DOM FROM CESDA SAN CHRISTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13889 PR-6610 OOM FROM CESDA SAN CHRISTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13890 NO.1 CPV PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13891 NO.3 CPV PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13892 PDGA-48 IND U.P. KANP 
13893 PDGA-49 IND U.P. KANP 
13894 PDGA-SO IND U.P. KANP 
13895 PDGA-Sl IND U.P. KANP 
13896 PDGA-52 IND U.P. KANP 
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13897 POOA·Sl INO UP. KANP 
13198 POOA·S4 INO U.P. KANP 
13899 POOA·S5 INO U.P. KANP 
13900 POOA-56 INO U.P. KANP 
13901 POOA·57 lNO U.P. KANP 
13902 POOA-58 INO UP. KANP 
13903 PDGA·59 INO UP. KANP 
13904 PDGA·60 INO U.P. KANP 
13905 POOA..61 IND U.P. KANP 
13906 POOA..62 lNO U.P. KANP 
13907 POOA-63 INO U.P. KANP 
13901 POOA·64 INO UP. KANP 
13909 PDGA-6S IND U.P. KANP 
13910 POOA--66 INO U.P. KANP 
13911 POOA-67 INO U.P. KANP 
13912 POOA-68 IND U.P. KANP 
13913 PDGA-69 INO U.P. KANP 
13914 PDGA·70 INO U.P. KANP 
13915 PDGA-71 INO U.P. KANP 
13916 POOA-72 IND U.P. KANP 
13917 POOA .. 73 IND U.P. KANP 
13918 POOA-74 INO U.P. KANP 
13919 PDOA .. 7S IND UP. KANP 
13920 POOA-76 IND U.P. KANP 
13921 PDGA-77 IND U.P. KANP 
13922 POOA-78 IND U.P. KANP 
13923 POOA-79 IND U.P. KANP 
13924 POOA .. 80 IND U.P. KANP 
13925 POOA-Bl IND U.P. KANP 
13926 POOA-I2 1ND U.P. KANP 
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13927 POOA-83 IND U.P. KANP 
13928 POOA-84 IND U.P. KANP 
13929 POOA-85 IND U.P. KANP 
13930 PDGA-86 IND U.P. KANP 
13931 PI-394 ISO IND U.P. 
13932 PI-394336 IND U.P. 
13933 PI-394806 IND GUJARAT 
13934 PI-394862 LKA CEYLON-l 
13935 PI-395158 IND A.P. 
13936 PI-395219 IND A.P. 
13937 PI-395554 IND A.P. 
13938 PI-395651 IND A.P. 
13939 PI-395926 IND A.P. 
13940 PI·395991 IND A.P. 
13941 PI-396341 IND U.P. 
13942 PI-396938 IND WEST BENGAL T-65 
13943 PI-396976 IND A.P. R.G.86 
J3944 PI-397061 IND A.P. R.G.8J 
13945 PI-397181 IND M.S.9656 
13946 PI-397466 IND MAHARASH1RA T-36 
13947 PI-397S74 IND MAHARASH1RA 312-11 
13948 PI-397S76 IND MAHARASH1RA M-57-2-B 
13949 PI·398123 IND MAHARASH1RA 
13950 03 IND A.P. ICRl 
13951 04 IND A.P. 1CRl 
139S2 DS IND A.P. ICRl 
13953 D6 IND A.P. ICRl 
13954 07 IND A.P. 100 
13955 PR6379 PRJ COEMOTOWN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13956 PR6392 OOM SAN CRISTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
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13957 PR6394 DOM MONCION/SNNTIAGO PR FIELD COlLECI10N 
13958 PR6397-2 DOM MONCION/SANTIAGO PR FIELD COU.EC110N 
13959 PR6400 OOM CACIQUEISANTIAGO PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13960 PR6401 DOM CACIQUE/SANTIAGO PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13961 PR640S DOM INGBNIO BSPERANZA/ESPERANZA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13962 PR6406 DOM INGENIO ESPERANZAIESPERANZA PR FIELD COll..BCI10N 
13963 PR60i08 DOM PUNAL/CABAU.E ROS PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13964 PR6409 OOM PUNAL/CABAU.E ROS PR FIELD COlLECI10N 
13965 PR6412 OOM GUACO/LA VEGA PR FIELD COll..ECI10N 
13966 PR6413 DOM PONTONILA VEGA PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
13967 PR6415 DOM PALBRO/BONAO PR FIELD COll..ECI10N 
13968 PR6418 DOM DONSANAlHATILLO PR FIELD COLLECIlON 
13969 PR6419 DOM LA MALLIT A/BANI PR FIELD COLLBCI10N 
13970 PR6421-2 DOM CENJIBRA/SAN JOSE DE OCOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13971 PR6422 DOM CENJIBRA/SAN JOSE DE OCOA PR FIELD COlLECI10N 
13m PR6423 DOM OJO DE BAGUA/SAN JOSE DE OCOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13973 PR6424 DOM OJO DE BAGUA/SAN JOSE DE OCOA PR FIELD COLLBCI10N 
13974 PR6426 OOM NARANJALJSAN JOSE DE OCOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13975 PR6427 DOM NARANJALISAN JOSE DB OCOA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13976 PR6428 OOM NARANJALISAN JOSB DB OCOA PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13917 PR6430 DOM SABANA LORGAISAN JOSE DE OCOA PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13978 PR6433-2 OOM SABHIA TOROISAN CRISTOBAL PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13979 PR6442 OOM SANTO OOMINGO PR FIELD COll..ECTION 
13910 PR6570-2 vcr PROSPBCr SVD PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13981 PR6S75-2 LCA BARSELE PR FIELD COll.ECI10N 
13982 PR6582--1 LeA MONREPOS PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13983 PR6583-1 LCA MONRBPOS PR FIELD COll.ECI10N 
13984 PR6583-2 LeA MONREPOS PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13985 PR6S86 LeA PIAZE PR FIELD COLLECTION 
13986 PR6587 LCA PIAZE PR FlBLD COLLECTION 
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13987 PR6589 LCA SEVEN GEORGE PR FIELD COl1..BCTION 
13988 PR6S90 LeA MONCEON PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13989 PR6S91 LeA MONCEON PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
13990 PR6592-1 LCA MONCEON PR FIELD COll..ECfION 
13991 RBH 1 BGD NAGARBARlff ANGAlL RBH FIELD COLLECI10N 
13992 RBH 136 BGD LAOVDBA/HENADHA RBH FIELD COLLBCI10N 
13993 RBH 252 BGD DHARMALAT~SHAHI RBH FIELD CO~ECfJON 
13994 RBH2SS BGD CHONBARlAJRAJSHAHJ RBH FIELD COUJ3CT10N 
1399S RBH 264 BGD DHARMALAT~SHAHI RBH FIELD COLLECTION 
13996 RBH 287 BGD BUA YANAGAR/RAJSHAHI RBH FIElD COUJ3CTION 
13997 NO 1 IDN 
13998 JM4688 ZAF SEKGOPO/SEKGOSESE WGM FIELD COll..ECI10N 
13999 PS 121 RWA 47 NW KJBUNGOIKlGALI PS FIELD COLLECfION 
14000 PR 6()()4..3 IND A.P. MANDANIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
14001 PR6014 IND A.P. G.L.PURAM/VIZIANAGARAM PR FIELD COll..ECfION 
14002 PR6070-2 IND ORISSA BORIGUMA/KORAPlIT PR FIELD COll..ECl1ON 
14003 PR6070-3 IND ORISSA BORIGUMA/KORAPUT PR FIELD COll..ECI10N 
14004 PR6070-4 IND ORISSA BORIGUMA/KORAPUT PH. FIELD CO~ECI10N 
14005 PR 6071-1 IND ORISSA BONDlKARlKORAPlIT PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14006 PR 6071-2 IND ORISSA BONDlKAR/KORAPUT PR FIELD COu.ECl10N 
14007 PR 6071-3 IND ORISSA BONDIKAR/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLBCI10N 
14008 PR6084 IND ORISSA BANDIGUDAIKORAPUT PR FIBLDCO~lON 
14009 PR6127 IND ORISSA BEGUNIANJPURJ PR FIBLD COll.ECTION 
14010 PR6J35-3 IND ORISSA MUNDERGAONJPHULABANI PR FlHLD COLLECTION 
14011 PR6136 IND ORISSA KOTAGARHIPHULABANI PR FIELD COLLBCfION 
14012 PR6137 IND ORISSA KOTAGARHJPHULABANI PR FIELD COUECTION 
14013 PR 6138-1 IND ORISSA KOTAGARHJPHULABANI PR FlBLD COlLBCTlON 
14014 PR6138-2 IND ORISSA KOTAGARlUPHULABANI PR FIELD COlLECJ10N 
14015 PR6148 IND ORISSA GUNUPUR/KORAPUT PR FIELD COLLECfION 
14016 PR61S0-1 IND ORISSA PARLOKlMIDIIGANJAM PR FIF.LD COLl..BCTlON 
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14017 PR61»2 IND ORISSA PARLOKIMIDI/GANJAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14018 PR6150-3 IND ORISSA PARLOKIMIDI/GANJ AM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
104019 PR61S1 INO ORISSA PARLOKIMIDI/GANJAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
14020 RSW3 IND MAHARASH1RA NANDURA/AKOLA RSW HELD COLLECI10N 
14021 RSW7 INO MAHARASHTRA KUND/BULDANE RSW FIELD COLLECI10N 
14022 RSW20 IND M.P. JHALARA/DHAR RSW FIELD COLLECI10N 
14023 RSW26 INO M.P. MElW ADA/DHAR RSW FIELD COLLECTION 
14024 RSW29 IND M.P. MULLANARA/DHAR RSW FIELD COLLECTION 
1402S RSW36 IND M.P. RAJODAIINDORE RSW FIELD COLLECTION 
14026 RSWS3 IND M.P. SOJATA/RA IT AM RSW HELD COLLECI10N 
14027 RSWS8 IND M.P. NAMLI/RA 1'1' AM RSW FIELD COLLECTION 
14028 RSW77 IND M.P. BHARMORA/INDORE RSW FIELD COLLECllON 
14029 RSB96 IND M.P. BETUL RSB HELD COLLECI10N 
14030 RSB 106 IND M.P. BETIJL RSB FIELD COLLECI10N 
14031 RSB 127 IND M.P. JOKAYAHN- RSB HELD COLLECI10N 
14032 RSB 137 IND M.P. TURKAT/- RSB FIELD COLLECTION 
14033 RSB 143 IND M.P. GIRA W AlSAGAR RSB FIELD COLLEcnON 
14034 RSB IS3 IND M.P. SURAJPURAlCHAT ARPUR RSB FIELD COLLECTION 
1403S RSB 164 IND U.P. CHAMBARJVCHATARPUR RSB FIELD COLLECI10N 
14036 RSB 168 IND D.P. BHADNNARN1HANSI RSB AELD COLLEcnON 
14037 RSH 171 IND U.P. BHA TORA/JHANSI RSB FIELD COLLECI10N 
14038 RSB 173 IND U.P. LOHARIIJHANSI RSB FIELD COLLECI10N 
14039 RSB 178 IND U.P. RAMNAPURJDA TIA RSB FIELD COLLEcnON 
14040 RSB 182 IND M.P. UPARAINIDA TIA RSB FIELD COLLECTION 
14041 RSB 186 IND M.P. LAXMANGADH/GW ALlOR RSB AELD COLLECI10N 
14042 RSB 188 IND M.P. KHUMANPURA/BHIND RSB FIELD COLLECI10N 
14043 RSH 191 INO M.P. GORAMI/BHINO RSB FIELD COLLECI10N 
140« RSB 195 INO M.P. BAJRANGPURNQW ALlOR RSB FIELD COLLECTION 
14045 RSB211 IND M.P. AWAN/GUNA RSB FIELD COLLECI10N 
14046 RSB214 IND M.P. JAISINGHPURA,lGUNA RSB FIELD COLLECTION 
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14047 RSB219 lND M.P. KALA KHARJCHAJRA YGARH RSB FIBLD COll.BCTION 
14048 KBS 1 IND GUJARAT PANCHOU KBS FJELD COll.BCTION 
14049 KBS2 IND GUJARAT TADKURA NEAR VYRA KBS FJELD COLLBCTION 
140S0 KBS3 IND GUJARAT PANW ADI NEAR VYRA KBS FIBLD COLLBCTION 
14OS1 KBS4 IND GUJARAT TADKURA UEAR VYRA KBS FIELD COLLBCTION 
14052 KBS5 IND GWARAT PANWADI NEAR VYRA KBS FIBLDCOLLBCTION 
14053 KBS6 IND GUJARAT KANAMI/BARODA KBS FIBLD COLLBCTION 
14054 KBS7 IND GUJARAT KANAMI/BARODA KBS FIBLD COll.BCTION 
14055 KBS 8 IND MAHARASHTRA ON WAY TO NAWAPUR KBS FIBLD COLLBCTION 
14056 ROYES AUS 
14057 HUNT AUS 
14058 RC 113 IND TAMILNADU KHAGAM PA TI1/PUDUKOTTAI RC FIELD COLLBCTION 
14059 PR6611 GUY PR FlBLD COlJ...ECTJON 
14060 PR6612 GUY PR FIELD OOUBCI'lON 
14061 PR6613 GUY PR FlBLDCOlLBCTION 
14062 PR6614 GUY PR FIELD COlLBCTION 
14063 PR6615 GUY PR FlBLD COlJ...ECTJON 
14064 PR6616 GUY PR FIBLD COll..BCTION 
14065 PR6617 GUY PR FIBLD COll.BCTION 
14066 PR6619 GUY PR FIELD OOLLBCrION 
14067 PR6620 GUY PR P1ELD COUBCI'lON 
14068 PR6621~1 GUY PR FIBLD COIJ..BCl10N 
14069 PR6621~2 GUY PR P1ELD OOll..BCTlON 
14070 PR6623 GUY PR FIBLD OOLLBCTlON 
14071 PR6624 GUY PR FIBLD COlLBCTION 
14072 PR6625 GUY PR FIELD COll.BCTION 
14073 PR6626 GUY PR FIBLD OOLLBCTlON 
14074 PR6627 GUY PR FIELD COLLBCTION 
14075 PR662S-1 GUY PR FJELD COLLBCTlON 
14076 PR662S-2 GUY PR FIBLDCOLLBCTION 
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14071 PR66Z9 GUY PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14078 PR6630 GUY PR HELD COLLECTION 
14079 PR6631 GUY PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14080 PR6632 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14081 PR6633 vaN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14082 PR6634 YEN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14083 PR6635 YEN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14084 PIt 6636 YEN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14085 PR6637 YEN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14086 PR6638 vaN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14087 PR6639 YEN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14088 PR6640 VBN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14089 PR6641 vaN PR ARLO COLLECTION 
14090 PR6642-t YEN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14091 PR6642-2 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14092 PIt 6643-1 YEN PR HELD COLLECTION 
14093 PR6644 VBN PR AELD COLLECTION 
14094 PR66SO vaN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14095 Plt66!1 YEN PR ARLD COLLECTION 
14096 PR66S3 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14097 PR66S4 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14098 PR6656 VBN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14099 PR66.58 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14100 PR6660 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14101 PR6661 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14102 PR6662 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14103 PR6663 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14104 PR6664 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14105 PR6666 YEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14106 PR6667 VBN PR FlELD COLLECll0N 
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14107 PR6668 VEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14108 PR 6669 VEN PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14109 PR 6673 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14110 PR6675 JAM PR f'lELD COLLEeTtON 
1411 J PR 6676-1 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14112 PR6676-2 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14113 PR6678 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14114 PR6679 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14115 PR6680 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14116 PR6681 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14117 PR6682 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14118 PR6683 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14119 PR6684 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14120 PR6685 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14121 PR6686 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14122 PR6687 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14123 PR 6689 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14124 PR6690 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14125 PR6691 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14126 PR6692 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14127 PR6693 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14128 PR6694 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14129 PR669S JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14J30 PR6697 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14131 PR6698 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14132 PR6701 JAM PR FIELD COu.ECTI0N 
14133 PR6702 JAM PR FlFLD COLLECTION 
14134 PR6703 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14135 PR6706 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14136 PR6707 JAM PR ARLD COLLECTION 
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14137 PR6708 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14138 PR6710 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14139 PR6711 lAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
14140 PR6712 JAM PR FIELD COLLECl10N 
14141 PR671] JAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
14142 PR6714 lAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
14143 PR6115 JAM PR FIELD COLLECTION 
14144 PR6116 lAM PR FIELD COLLEcrJON 
14145 PR'717 JAM PR FIELD COLLECI10N 
14146 EEI8S020 BRA CENTRAL BRASIL 
14147 BEI8S021 BRA CEN1RAL BRASIL 
14148 SEI8S028 BRA CENTRAL BRASIL 
14149 BB[ 85033-1 BRA NORTH EAST BRASn... 
141.50 BBI 8.s033-11 BRA NORTH EAST BRASIL 
14151 EBISS034 BRA CENTRAL BRASn... 
14152 BBI8S12.5 BRA CENTRAL BRASn... 
14153 EEI8S137 BRA CENTRAL BRASIL 
141'4 EEIS.S' BRA SOUTH BRASIL 
14155 IZ8t GBR 
14156 IZ1S4 GBR 
14157 IZ314 GBR 
141'8 SI13/3 KEN 
14159 590 KEN 
14160 633 KEN 
14161 BHADBOOT IND GUJARAT 
14162 NYLON BULK. IND GUJARAT 
14163 KLM564 ION NEAR SOFJTIMUR KLM FIELD COLLECI10N 
14164 PR656S-2 vcr PE1F.RS HOPE PR FIELD COIl..ECI10N 
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